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EDfWiARJD A. TEICHERT
Sachlist Labor Parity Candidate

for President, 1944

"It is uip to us to bring to birth
this now and happy world. No one
Will do it for us. No pdlitical Moses
Vill lead us out of this wilderness
and into the Promised Land. We
must do it ourselves. We must unite
politically under the banner of the
Socialist Labor Party^, not to de-
mand reforms such as old-age pen-
sions, hut to demand the albolition

of capitalism In asserting your
independence from capitalist opin-
ion, you also pledge yourself to con-
tinue the struggle beyond election
nnd until freedom is won. For this

ifiuhl ici.ll i>() on. Make no mistake
HhoMi Ihal. n will go on until the
/Aii>ri-i(vm workers unite, as a class,

polJIiefilly /mil iruhistrially, to con-
wurnmnlr (hrir Iiislorir mission— ])o-

IIMrnlly nudrr I Iir banner of tJie So-
<'l/»Ii'il l.ahof l»;irly, ami iruhistrially

into one |»ii^ SocialisI Industrial
( 'nton.

'

—Edxiard .1. Tcichert.

ARLA A. ALBAUOH
Socialist Labor Pnrty Candidate

for Vice President, 1944

"Mr. Teiehert and I come to you
'with no fly-paper promises to do
something for you. We know that,
in the capitalist premises, no one
can prevent the steady retreat of la-
bor to cooliedom. We come to you
with a program, the logical, practi-
cal program of the Socialist Labor
Party, a .program whereby you can
do this jdb yourselves. It i& not a
complicated task. All the material
requirements are present to build a
veritable paradise. What we need to
do is make the instruments of
wealth-production collective proper-
ty to be managed for the benefit of
the people hy the workers who op-
erate them The Soeialist In-
dustr'ial Union, once built, becomes
both the power to enforce the fiat

of the Socialist ballot, and the
framework for the glorioms Indus-
trial Republic of Lalbor a'borning."

—Aria A. Albaugh,

Twenty-first National Convention

Socialist Labor Party

April 29-May 2, 1944
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Opening Address of National Secretary Arnold Petersen

at the 21st National Convention, Socialist Labor Party

(I'riirlrci in I lie Unit(;xl .Stales of Auicricn.)

This Twenty-First National Con-

vention of the Socialist Labor Party

meets at the height of a great world

crisis—the greatest^ indeed^ thus

far faced by civilized man. Though
many are as yet unaware of it—or

speak and act as if they were—we
are witnessing the dissolution of an

era in civilization, an era that once

spelled, and witnessed, progress in

the world. The irreconcilable con-

tradictions in the capitalist system

—once itself an agency of social

progress—^are working themselves

out as only the irreconcilable can

do, by the total destruction and abo-

lition of that which caused them and

gave them traasient force and move-

ment. For when an agency of prog-

ress ceases to be such, when it be-

comes instead a force of retrogres-

sion, it is inevitably doomed. It

was Herbert Spencer who once

wrote, "Society flouris-hes by the an-

tagonisms of its atoms." If that is,

or was, true of capitalist society, or

of any class-ruled society, it is also

true that the point must of necessity

be reached where that society must

perish when its atoms run uncon-

trollably wild. And that point has

been reached in the present stage

of anarchic and decadent capitalism.

Capitalism was born in force and

violence; it was reared and had

reached maturity through ruthless

force and bloody violence; it is ex-

piring in the most brutal form that

force can assume, and amidst a vio-

lence hitherto thought impossible in

any society claiming to be civilized,

its victims—and even many of its

beneficiaries—drowning in rivers of

jblood.

But, in so doing, capitalism lias

released forces which, through the

confusion and violence of the mo-

ment, are shaping themselves into

forms and structures that shall re-

place the tottering and collapsing

edifice of capitalism. The tremen-

dous technological development

which has wrought the destruction

of capitalism contains within itself

the promise and the hope for that

new and higher civilization which

shall insure to mankind a life in en-

during peace and plenty and true

enlightenment — a society wherein

the antagonisms will be, not between

classes, but between man, conscious-

ly directing his destiny, and the

forces of nature, until at last man
may have wrung from nature its in-

nermost secrets, and harnessed them

completely to the service of man.

And, that new and higher civilization

must be, can only be. Socialism, or

the Socialist Industrial Republic of

Labor. For Socialism is but another

name for ordered progress, with

equality for all and special privi-

leges for none, in harmony with the

laws of nature and in intelligent and

conscious direction of social forces

for the benefit of all in mutual fel-

lowship and fraternal relations.

In the conscious and deliberate

furtherance of this great goal, the

Socialist Labor Party stands alone.

In the principles and program of

our Party alone are found the an-

swers to the problems besetting the

world. Only through the program

of Socialist Industrial Unionism will

it be possible to realize the promise

with wliic^h our technological age is

instinct—only through the organiz-



ir
hig of the- workers on the Socialist

Industrial Union plan, enabling

them to take control of their affairs,

arid the further progress of society,

can the challenge of the future be

adequately met. All else spells

stagnation or retrogression.

Conscious of our ihigh responsibil-

ity, we of the Socialist Labor Party

are met in this Convention to plan

for the advancing of the interests of

the workers and, through them, for

the continued advancement of civili-

zation itself. But we are also con-

scious of the tremendous difficulties

confronting us and the working class

—of the seemingly insurmountable

obstacles that threaten to block our

efforts to reach the working class.

And, conscious of responsibility and

obstacles alike, we must, and will,

each and every one of us, pursue the

task relentlessly, reflecting but little

on the smallness of our own num-

bers, nor caring greatly about the

hugeness of the number of the op-

position. We must, each of us, by

and through our organized activi-

ties, constitute ourselves committees

of ones, twos and threes, and pro-

claim the Socialist Industrial Union

program, until every hall in the

country shall echo and re-echo with

the voice of the S.L.P., and every

street corner in the land is turned

into a public forum where the order

of business will be the one and only

demand—or two in one, if you will—"Capitalism must be destroyed

—

The Socialist Industrial Republic

of Labor must be established."

We of the Socialist Labor Party

are often accused of being harsh and

intolerant and uncompromising. We
plead guilty to the charge with the

proviso that we are no harsher than

llic evil to be overcome, no more

intolerant than the intolerable con-

dition that must be ended, no more
uncompromising than the facts and
the truth themselves. We agree

with, and accept as our watchword,
the flaming challenge flung back by
Wm, Lloyd Garrison at the reaction

of his day:

**We are aware that many object

to the severity of our language; but

is there no eause for severity? We
will be as harsh as Truth, and as

uncompromising as Justice. On this

subject [of wage slavery] we do not

wish to think, or speak, or write

with moderation. No! No! Tell a
man whose house is on fire to give

a moderate alarm; tell him to mod-
erately rescue his wife from the

hands of the ravisher; tell the

mother to gradually extricate her

babe from the fire into which it has

fallen—'but urge us not to use mod-
eration in a cause like the present.

We are in earnest—we will not equi-

vocate—^we will not excuse—we will

not retreat a single inch

—

and we
will he heard. The apathy of the

workers is enough to make every

statue leap from its pedestal and
hasten the resurrection of the dead

!"

In this spirit, and with this high

purpose, we face the future. And
in this spirit we enter this great

historic campaign, knowing that we
alone are right, our cause alone just,

and that social progress can follow

no other path than the one indicated

in the principles and program of

the Socialist Labor Party.

And now, without further remarks,

I hereby, in behalf of the National

Executive Committee of the Social-

ist Labor Party, declare this the

21st National Convention of our
Party in session.

THE 21st NATIONAL CONVENTION
of the

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY

Minutes of the Proceedings of the Convention

Morning Session, Saturday, April 29

Convention called to order at 11:20 a.m. by National Secretary Arnold

Petersen, at the Cornish Arms Hotel, New York City, with the following

opening address: (see appendix A)

John P. Quinn, of Massachusetts, was elected temporary chairman.

Robert W. Long, of California, was elected temporary vice-chairman.

Aaron M. Orange, of New York, elected temporary recording secretary.

A Credentials Committee was elected as follows: I. Feinberg, of New

Jersey; Emil F. Teichert, New York; F. Zermann, Hungarian Federation.

A recess of 10 minutes was declared to permit the Credentials Com-

mittee to examine the credentials of the delegates and report.

Called to order at 11:50 a.m.

The Credentials Committee reported that the following states and Fed-

erations are entitled to representation at the 21st National Convention of

the Socialist Labor Party, and credentials from the following delegates

reported received:

California, 2 delegates, Herbert Steiner, Robert W. Long.

Colorado, 1 delegate, none elected.

Connecticut, I delegate, Joseph C. Borden.

District of Columbia, 1 delegate, Leo Stein.

Illinois, 2 delegates, Frank Schnur, Albert Wirth.

Indiana, 1 delegate, Gordon Long.

Massachusetts, 1 delegate, John P. Quinn.

Michigan, 1 delegate, James Sim.

Minnesota, 1 delegate, Harris A. Brandborg.

Missouri, 1 delegate, Steve Tendler.

New Jersey, 1 delegate, L Feinberg.

New York, 5 delegates, Eric Hass, Nathan Karp, Aaron M. Orange,

B. Papadopolos, Emil F. Teichert.

Ohio, 2 delegates, A. A. Albaugh, Richard B. Tussey.

Oregon, 1 delegate, Upton A. Upton.

Pennsylvania, 2 delegates, Edw. A. Teichert, Samuel Weatherford.



Washington, 2 delegates, Gerhard Kempff, Frank Daniels, the latter

unable to be present.

Wisconsin, 1 delegate, Georgia Cozzini.

Bulgarian S.L.F., 4 delegates, Theo. Baeff, Theo. Gramatieoff, Luba
Gramaticoff, D. Anastasoff, alternate, serving in place of S. Sterioff, the
regularly elected delegate who was unable to serve.

Hungarian S.L.F., 2 delegates, Margaret K. Lipicky, Frank Zermann.
South Slavonian S.L.F., 3 delegates, L. Petrovich, P. Slepcevich;

Frank Rack, alternate, serving in place of L. Stefanovich.

Canadian Socialist Labor Party, fraternal delegate, H, C. Risley.

The committee recommended that the foregoing thirty-four delegates

to the Convention be seated. On motion, the report of the committee was
concurred in.

A Committee on Order of Business and Rules was elected as follows:

T. Gramaticoff, Bulgarian S.L.F.; J. Sim, Michigan; B. Papadopolos, New
York.

After a brief recess the Committee on Order of Business and Rules
recommended for adoption the following Order of Business and Rules;

A
1. Organization.

(a) Election of chairman, vice-chairman and secretary.

(b) Election of permanent Sergeant-at-Arms and a Messenger.

2. Election of Committee on Mileage.

3. Report of the National Executive Committee.

4. Report of the Editor of the WEEKLY PEOPLE.
5. Election of Committee on Constitution and Resolutions Pertaining

Thereto.

6. Election of Committee on Platform and Resolutions Pertaining

Thereto.

7. Election of Committee on Internal Disturbances and Grievances.

8. Election of Auditing Committee.

9. Election of Committee on Party Press and Literature,

10. Election of Committee on International Relations.

11. Election of Committee on General Agitation,

12. Election of National Campaign Committee.

13. Roll Call of Delegates for the Introduction of Resolutions for Refer-

ence to Committees.

B
The following Order of Business for each day after the first day:

1. Election of chairman.

2. Roll Call of delegates.

3. Reading of minutes,

4. Communications.

5. Reports of committees and action thereon.

6. Unfinished business.

7. New business.

a

8. The last half-hour of each afternoon session to be devottnl to the

receiving of resolutions to be read and referred to the ap^>rop^iate

committees.

9. Morning sessions from 10 a. m. to 12 m. Afternoon sessions Irom

1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. Evening sessions if necessary.

1. Nomination of candidates for United States President and Vice-

President, 3 p. m., second day of the Convention.

2. Election of Committee on Vacancy, following nominations for Pres-

ident and Vice-President.

3. Election of National Secretary, second day of the Convention.

4. Election of Editor of the WEEKLY PEOPLE, second day of the

Convention.

5. Report of Committee on Platform, second day of the Convention,

immediately following election of officers.

6. Reports of delegates, last day of the Convention.

On motion, the reconmiendation of the committee was concurred in.

On motion, the following officers were made permanent for the day:

John P. Quinn (Massachusetts), chairman.

Robert W. Long (California), vice-chairman.

On motion the temporary recording secretary, Aaron M. Orange (New

York), was elected permanent recording secretary for the duration of the

Convention.

Sophie Blume was elected assistant recording secretary for the dura-

tion of the Convention.

Joseph Rosen was elected permanent sergeant-at-arms.

On motion, a Committee on Mileage was elected as follows: F. Zer-

mann, Hungarian S.L.F.; E. F. Teichert, New York.

On motion, the Convention adjourned at 12:10 p.m., to reconvene for

the afternoon session at 1 :30 p. m.

Afternoon Session, Saturday, April 29

The Convention was called to order by Chairman Quinn at 1 :40 p. m.

Motion carried that delegates rise on roll call for the purpose of in-

troducing them to the Convention.

On roll call all delegates present, with the exception of Frank Daniels,

of Washington.

The National Secretary commenced the reading of the report of the

N. E. C. to the Convention, at 1:45 p.m.

On motion, reading of the reports of the Language Federations was

laid over to the reports of delegates.

A recess was declared at 3:40 p.m.

Called to order at 4:05 p.m.

The Committee on Mileage reported a total mileage of $1,739.43,

and recommended that this amount be paid to the various delegates. On

motion, recommendation of the Mileage Committee was concurred in.

9



The National Secretary resumed the reading of the report of the N.E.C.

On motion, it was decided to adjourn at 5:30 p.m., until 10 a.m.

Sunday, April 30.

Morning Session, Sunday, April 30
Convention called to order at 10:15 a.m. hy John P. Quinn.
On motion, Theo. Gramaticoff (Bulgarian Federation) was elected

chairman, and A. A, Albaugh (Ohio), vice-chairman for the day.

The Credentials Committee reported that Frank Daniels, of Washington,
had presented his credentials. On motion, Comrade Daniels was seated.

On roll call all present Avith the exception of S. Weatherford (Penn-
sylvania) and L. Petrovich (South Slavonian S.L.F.) who reported shortly

after roll call.

Minutes of the session, April 29, were adopted as read.

The National Secretary resumed the reading of the report of the N.E.C.
to the Convention, until 11:45 a.m.

The Chairman called for a collection for the WEEKLY PEOPLE,
which brought $96.73 (including $10 from the Weekly People Club of

Section Erie Co., N. Y.)

Motion carried at 11:55 a.m. to adjourn and reconvene at 1 p.m-

Afternoon Session, Sunday, April 30
Convention called to order at 1 p.m.
All delegates present on roll call, except James Sim (Michigan) who

reported late.

The Committee on Mileage submitted a supplementary report on the
mileage expense of $319.36 of Frank Daniels, Washington. The Com-
mittee pointed out that this was $146.16 more than the mileage expense of
the co-delegate from Washington, suggesting that Comrade Daniels be
asked to explain the reason for the difference to the Convention. Com-
rade Daniels explained that to avoid prolonged absence from his
work, he found it necessary to travel to the Convention by airplane. On
motion, the mileage was ordered paid.

The National Secretary resumed the reading of the report of the
N,E.C.

^

On suggestion of the National Secretary, the reading of that section
of the report dealing with the Canadian S.L.P. was laid over t© the
report of delegates.

At 2:55 p.m. the reading of the report was interrupted to proceed
with nomination of candidates for President and Vice President of the
United States. A motion was carried to suspend the rules so that this
order of business might be taken up at 2:55 p.m.

On motion by John P. Quinn, Massachusetts; seconded by Margaret
K. Lipicky, Hungarian S.L.F., Edward A. Teichert, of Pennsylvania,
was unanimously nominated by the Convention as the candidate for Pres-
ident of the United States.

On motion by James Sim, Michigan; seconded by I. Feinberg, New

10

Jersey, Aria A. Albaugh, of Ohio, was unanimously nominated as the

candidate for Vice President of the United States.

Short addresses of acceptance were made by the candidates.

At 3:15 p.m. a 10-minute recess was declared.

On motion, the N.E.C. Sub-Committeis was elected to serve as the

Committee on Vacancies.

On motion by H. Steiner, California; seconded by I. Feinberg, New
Jersey, Arnold Petersen was unanimously reelected National Secretary by a
rising vote.

On motion by I. Feinberg, New Jersey; seconded by H. Steiner, Cali-

fornia, Eric Hass was unanimously reelected Editor of the WEEKLY
PEOPLE, by a rising vote.

H. C. Risley rose and stated that had he the right to vote as Fraternal
Delegate from Canada, he would have been most happy to have his vote
recorded in favor of the reelection of the National Officers.

The National Secretary resumed and concluded the reading of the
report of the N.E.C.

At the suggestion of the chairman, the Convention rose in memory of
our departed comrades.

^

On motion, the report of the National Executive Committee was re-
ceived, and matters requiring action referred to appropriate committees.

On motion, the rules were suspended to proceed with the election of
a Committee on Platform and Resolutions, to report when ready. The
following were elected the Committee on Platform and Resolutions per-
taining thereto: Eric Hass (New York), Herbert Steiner (California),
Joseph C. Borden (Connecticut),

Eric Hass rendered his report as Editor of the WEEKLY PEOPLE.
On motion, the report of the Editor was received and referred to the

proper committee for action.

Election of Committees:

Motion was carried that where there are but three nominees for com-
mittees requiring that number, the three be voted upon as a whole.

On motion, the following committees were elected:

Committee on Constitution and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto:

E. F. Teichert (New York); I. Feinberg (New Jersey); J. C.
Borden (Connecticut).

Committee on Internal Disturbances and Grievances:
J. P. Quinn (Massachusetts); T. Gramaticoff (Bulgarian SLF)

;

Frank Schnur (Illinois).

Auditing Committee:

Frank Zermann (Hungarian SLF); T. Baeff (Bulgarian SLF).
Committee on Party Press and Literature:

E. Hass (New York); R. W. Long (California); J. Sim (Mich.).
Committee on International Relations:

James Sim (Michigan); L. Petrovich (So. Slav. SLF); T. Baeff
(Bulgarian SLF).
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Committee on General Agitation:

J. Sim (Michigan); Georgia Cozzini (Wisconsin); N. Karp

(New York).

Committee on National Campaign:

R. B. Tussey (Ohio); B. Papadopolos (New York); M. K.

Lipicky (Hungarian SLF)

.

The delegates were called by states for introduction of resolutions

for reference to committees.

R. W. Long (California) presented resolutions from Section Los An-

geles which were referred to committees as follows:

1. Re Study Classes: To Committee on Party Press and Literature.

2. Re Manual on N.E.C. and N.E.C. Sub-Committee rulings: To

Committee on Constitution and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto.

3. Re Publication of De Leon biographical pamphlets: To Conuniltee

on Party Press and Literature.

4. Re Pamphlet on Fascism: To Committee on Party Press and Liter-

ature.

5. Re Plan for National Organizers: To Committee on General Agi-

tation.

6. Re Transfer of Members: To Conunittee on Constitution and Reso-

lutions Pertaining Thereto.

Frank Daniels (Washington) presented two resolutions from the

Washington State Convention re De Leon Editorials published in pam-

phlet form, and printing in each issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE a

comprehensive and concise description of Socialist Industrial Unionism:

Referred to Committee on Party Press and Literature.

The Wisconsin, Michigan and California organizations had previously

submitted the following resolutions, which, on motion, were referred to

respective committees

:

Section Milwaukee, re procedure in electing Section Officers: To

Committee on Constitution and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto.

Section Wayne Co., re compulsory attendance at Section meetings: To
Committee on Constitution and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto.

California State Convention, (1) re changing the name of the WEEKLY
PEOPLE: To Committee on Party Press and Literature; (2) re sending

advance agent to precede the Presidential candidate on tour: To Commit-

tee on National Campaign.

The chairman called for an additional collection for the WEEKLY
PEOPLE, the amount of $55.60 being collected.

On motion, the rules were suspended and the Convention adjourned

at 5:30 p.m., to reconvene Monday, May 1, 10 a.m.

Morning Session, Monday, May 1

Called to order at 10:15 a.m. by Theo. Gramaticoff.

On motion, Samuel Weatherford, Pennsylvania, was elected chairman,

and Margaret K. Lipicky (Hungarian S.L.F.), vice chairman, for the day.

Comrade Joseph Rosen having requested to be excused as sergeant- at-
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arms, motion was carried that Ward Beckwith be elected to replace him.

On roll call the following delegates were absent: Upton A. Upton

(Oregon) who arrived shortly after roll call; Frank Zermann (Hun^r.arian

S.L.F.), with excuse, arrived at 11:10 a.m.

The minutes of the session of Sunday, April 30, were adopteil -is

corrected.

Reports of Committees:

Committee on Platform and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto, Eric Hass

(New York) reporting:

Recommended the adoption of a National Platform for 1944. The

Platform was read in its entirety. On motion, the Platform was placed

before the Convention for action on each paragraph seriatim.

On motion, all paragraphs were adopted as read with the exception

of paragraphs 14 and 15, which were adopted with amendment.

On motion, the National Platform of 1944 was adopted unanimously

as a whole.

The committee recommended adoption of Resolution No. 1 on World

War H, which was read in its entirety.

At this point Comrade Ward Beckwith resigned as sergeant-at-arms,

and the chairman appointed Comrade Sam Mottur in his place.

At 12 noon, motion was carried to suspend the rules and postpone

adjournment until action on Resolutions I and II of the Platform and

Resolutions Committee was completed.

On motion, all paragraphs of Resolution I on World War II, read

seriatim, were adopted as read, with the exception of paragraph 4, which

was adopted as amended.

On motion, Resolution I on World War II was adopted as a whole.

The committee recommended adoption of Resolution II on The Econo-

mic Organization of Labor, which was read in its entirety.

On motion, all paragraphs of Resolution II were adopted as read,

seriatim, except paragraph 2, which was adopted with amendment.

On motion, Resolution II was adopted as a whole.

Auditing Committee (Frank Zermann, Hungarian S.L.F., reporting)

reported that the accounts of the National Office and the Party Plant

have been audited for the years of 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, and re-

commended that these financial reports be adopted. On motion, recom-

mendation was concurred in.

On motion, the rules were suspended to reconvene at 4 p.m.

Adjournment at 1:05 p.m.

Afternoon Session, Monday, May 1

Convention called to order at 4:15 p.m.

The Credentials Committee reported that Frank Zermann (Hungarian

S.L.F.) was compelled to depart from the Convention, leaving two mem-
bers on the committee. Motion carried that the two members constitute

the Credentials Committee.

The Credentials Committee stated that Alex Kudlik (Hungarian S.L.F.)

13



had presented hh credentials as alternate, and recommended tlial he be

seated. On motion, concurred in.

On roll call, all delegates were present.

Reports of (-onunittees:

The (^oiiiinitlc'e on Platform and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto (E.

Has9, JNew York, reporting), recommended for adoption three; additional

Resolutions, which were read in their entirety, then acted upon seriatim

by paragraph, as follows:

Hesolution III, on "National Service": On motion, adopted as sub-

mitted.

Resolution IV, on Permanent Militarism: On motion, paragruplis il

and 13 recommitted; all others adopted as submitted.

Resolution VII, on Anti-Semitism and Racism: On motion, all [»ara-

graphs adopted as submitted, except paragraph 8, which was adopted as

amended. On motion, adopted as a whole.

Committee on Constitution and Rules Pertaining Thereto (E. l\ Tei-

chert, New York, reporting), recommended that the Convention concur

in the constitutional changes proposed in the report of the National l\xec-

utive Committee, with certain changes and additions included in its

detailed report, with the exception noted:

On motion, the recommendations of the committee with respect to

changes in the following clauses were concurred in:

Article II, Section 8;

Article II, Section 17;

Article II, Section 20;

Article II, Section 26;

Article III, Section 4;

Article III, New Section 5;

Article IV, Section 3;

Article IV, Section 9;

Article IV, New Section 10;

Article VII, New Section 4;

Article XIII, New Section 10, sub-section (b) as amended by the

Convention.

At 5:30 p.m., during the report of the Committee on Constitution

and Rules Pertaining Thereto, the rules were suspended to postpone

Item No. 8 in the Order of Business (receiving resolutions from delegates).

The committee recommended non-concurrence in the proposed amend-

ment submitted by Section Los Angeles, Calif., re transfer of members.

On motion, committee's recommendation was concurred in.

• At 6 p.m. the rules were suspended to postpone adjournment to re-

ceive resolutions.

R. W. Long, California, submitted a resolution re advertising in

capitalist newspapers. On motion, this resolution was tabled until after

the report of the Committee on General Agitation is rendered.

At 6:15 p.m. motion to adjourn until 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, May 2,

1944, carried.
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Morning Session, Tuesday, May 2

Convention called to order at 9:40 a.m.

On motion, Joseph C. Borden (Connecticut) was elected cluiinnan,

and Frank Schnur (Illinois) vice-chairman for the day.

On roll call all delegates were present with the exception of Nallian

Karp (New York) — excused — who arrived shortly after.

The minutes of the Monday, May 1, session were adopted as read.

Reports of Committees:

Committee on Platform and Resolutions Pertaining Thereto (Eric

Hass, New York, reporting) :

Recommended adoption of revised paragraphs 11 and 13 of Resolution

IV on Permanent Militarism.

On motion, recommendation concurred in, and motion to adopt the

resolution as a whole carried.

The following committees were called upon to report, but explained

they were not yet ready: Committee on Constitution and Resolutions

Pertaining Thereto; Committee on Internal Disturbances and Grievances.

Committee on Party Press and Literature (J. Sim, Michigan, reporting)

:

Recommended non-concurrence in the following:

(1) Resolution of California State Convention re changing name of

WEEKLY PEOPLE;
(2) Resolution from Section Los Angeles, Calif., re Study Courses as

a regular feature in the WEEKLY PEOPLE;
(3) Resolution from Section Los Angeles, Calif., re De Leon bio-

graphical pamphlets;

(5) Resolution from Washington State Convention, re publication of

De Leon editorials in pamphlet form;

(6) Resolution from Washington State Convention, re printing in

each issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE a comprehensive and concise de-

scription of Socialist Industrial Unionism.

On motion, the recommendations of non-concurrence in the foregoing

were carried unanimously.

Recommended adoption of the following:

(4) Resolution from Section Los Angeles, Calif., re pamphlet on
Fascism

;

(7) Resolution re Increasing Subscriptions to the WEEKLY PEOPLE:
"Whereas, the subscription list of the WEEKLY PEOPLE during the

past year has shown an increase in subscribers; and
"Whereas, this is due both to the increasing awareness among the

workers of the social question, and to the perseverance of those among
our members and sympathizers who are active in soliciting subscriptions;

and

"Whereas, the experience of these active members and sympathizers

has been that the handling by the WEEKLY PEOPLE of such questions

as Labor Conscription, Racism, and Pro-capitalist Unionism, etc., has been
used effectively to arouse the interest of prospective subscribers; therefore

be it
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"Resolved, that the immediate prospects for increasing the subscription

list of the WEEKLY PEOPLE were never better; WEEKLY PEOPLE

subscriptions can be sold if the effort is made to sell them; be it further

"Resolved, that the members and sympathizers set as their goal for

1944 to secure 2,000 new WEEKLY PEOPLE readers, or approximately

double the increase of 1943; and be it finally

"Resolved, that to achieve this goal every member and every sym-

pathizer utilize to the full the WEEKLY PEOPLE'S treatment of current

topics and no single opportunity be lost to expand the influence of our

official organ."

On motion, the foregoing resolutions were adopted unanimously.

Committee on International Relations (J. Sim, Michigan, reporting):

Recommended for adoption two resolutions which were read in their

entirety, then acted upon seriatim by paragraph, as follows:

Resolution V, on International Socialism. On motion, all paragraphs

adopted as submitted, except paragraph No. 7, which was adopted as

amended.

On motion, adopted as a whole.

On motion, the following recommendation of the committee was

adopted as amended:

"Re Resolution V on International Socialism:

"The committee finds no fault with the fundamental ideas expressed

in this resolution, but feels that it inadequately meets the conditions as

they are developing today. The resolution as read does not sufficiently

stress the deepening of the world crisis. There is no thrilling inspiring

call 'to arms' such as was found in the resolution on Russia. Your com-

mittee would, therefore, recommend that this 21st National Convention

of the S.LP. instruct the National Executive Committee to take under

advisement the publication of a Manifesto on the unity of the world's

workers, and the urgent necessity of organizing politically and industrially

to abolish capitalism and all of its inherent evils."

Resolution VI on Russia:

On motion, all paragraphs were adopted as submitted, except para-

graphs No. 1 and No. 5, which were adopted as amended.

On motion, adopted as a whole.

Motion at 12:07 p.m. to suspend the rules, to reconvene at 3 p.m.,

carried.

Chairman called for a collection for the WEEKLY PEOPLE, which

amounted to $33.70.

Adjournment: 12:10 p.m.

Afternoon Session, Tuesday, May 2

Convention called to order at 3:10 p.m.

On roll call, all delegates present.

Reports of Committees:

Committee on Constitution and Rules Pertaining Thereto (E. F. Tei-

clicrt. New York, reporting) :
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Recommended adoption of the following on resolution from Section

Los Angeles re publication of N,E.C. and N.E.C. Sub-Committee iii lings:

"The committee believes that the publication of N.E.C. rulings in

manual form may be desirable and should be considered. Howcv< r,

since it could find nothing in the Constitution which would prohibit llu-

publication of such a manual, and since the printing of such a manual

might involve technical difficulties of which the committee has no

knowledge, it recommends that the Convention refer this resolution to

the N.E.C. for consideration."

On motion, concurred in.

Re resolution from Section Milwaukee, Wis., on election of Section

Officers and committees, the committee submitted the following:

"The committee recommends non-concurrence.

"The Milwaukee resolution would require nomination for Section

officers and committees to be made at one meeting, with the election of

same to take place at the following meeting. The committee l)elieves that

each Section should adopt such methods (in keeping with the Constitution)

for selecting officers and committees as are best suited to the Section.

Whereas the method proposed by Section Milwaukee proves practical in

Milwaukee, and in Sections similarly situated, it is conceivable that the

same method would prove impractical in other sections where meetings

are held only once a month, and where, under all ordinary circumstances,

all the members are able to be present at all Section meetings.

"Furthermore, the committee believes that our Organization should

not change its practice with regard to mailing ballots to those absent

without excuse. The committee believes that ballots should not be mailed

except to those absent for physical reasons, and that the practice of mailing

ballots would tend to encourage absenteeism."

On motion, concurred in.

Re Resolution from Section Wayne Co., Mich., on compulsory attend-

ance at Section meetings, the committee submitted the following:

"The committee recommends non-concurrence in the resolution of

Section Wayne Co. regarding compulsory attendance at Section meetings.

"The committee believes that it is highly desirable for all members
to attend section meetings, unless physically unable; not only is it highly

desirable, but it also is one of the primary duties of the S.L.P. member.
"However, the Socialist Labor Party is a voluntary organization, and,

that being the case, the committee does not believe it proper to introduce

by constitutional amendment the provision that Section members absent

for a certain period without reasonable excuse should be dropped. The
Section now has the right to record in its minute book under roll call

those absent with excuse and those absent without excuse from any and
all meetings, and it also has the right to ask any absent Section member
for an excuse. To introduce the penalty of separation from the S.L.P.

for those not offering reasonable excuses would negate the voluntary

character of our Organization, just the same as if the Section member, not

offering a reasonable excuse, could be dropped for not distributing leaf-
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lets, or not getting WEEKLY PEOPLE subscriptions, or not contributing

to funds.

"Furthermore, the committee believes that to introduce the possibility

of the Section trying to determine what is a reasonable excuse, and what
is not a reasonable excuse, would lead to difficulties within the Section

far greater than the harm now caused the Organization by those periodi-

cally absent,"

On motion, concurred in.

Resolution adopted unanimously on Washington Disruption.

Committee on Internal Disturbances and Grievances (J. P. Quinn,
Massachusetts, reporting)

:

Recommended adoption of the following resolutions, which were voted

upon by roll call:

"Resolution I

—

^WhereaSy the evidence and facts presented through the report of the
N.E.C. to the National Convention clearly establish that Washington State

Organizer, Comrade G. Kempff, has aided and abetted, if not instigated

and deliberately planned, an organized campaign of agitation and prop-
aganda against the Party, and

^Whereas, in so doing he has sown distrust in the minds of the mem-
bers of the Party in Washington, creating unfounded suspicions and
doubts in their minds concerning the motives and rectitude of the duly
elected governing bodies and national officers of the Party, thus com-
mitting a serious crime against the Party by destroying, or in part
destroying, Party solidarity and fraternal relations between the Subdi-
visions and the National Office of the Party, and

^Whereas, Comrade G. Kempff (after considerable evasiveness and
reluctance in answering questions put to him) has confessed that he
wrote the so-called Longview resolutions, allegedly originating with, and
allegedly having been prepared by, Section Longview, and

'Whereas, he at first had strenuously denied having had anything to
do with the Longview resolutions and other similar resolutions allegedly
originating in Sections Vancouver and Spokane, and

'Wherem, the so-called resolutions bearing the signatures of the two
last-mentioned Sections are as unmistakably the product of Comrade
Kempff as are the so-called Longview resolutions, and

'Whereas, the original denial of Comrade Kempff as to authorship of
the Longview resolutions, and his subsequent acknowledgment of author-
ship prove consciousness of guilt on his part, and

'Whereas, Comrade Kempff has in other respects indicated a lack
of understanding of SL.P. organizational principles and policies, be it

therefore

""Resolved, that the 21st National Convention of the Socialist Labor
Party declares Comrade G. Kempff morally unfit and otherwise disquali-
fied to serve the Party in the capacity of organizer, or in any other
representative capacity, and be it further

''Resolved, that the Washington State Executive Committee of the
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Socialist Labor Party be, and hereby is, directed to remove Comrade

Kempff from the road as State Organizer, and to refrain from [>bcing

him in any other representative capacity for the Party, including nomi-

nation for public office, and be it finally

"'Resolvied, that this convention severely condemns the conduct of

Comrade Kempff as aforesaid, and the similar conduct of all who in

any manner or degree have consciously aided him in his anti-organizational

activities."

Thirty-two delegates voted in the affirmative; G. Kempff and F.

Daniels (Washington) not voting.

"Resolution 11—
"Whereas, the evidence and facts presented through the report of

the N.E.C. to the National Convention established that Section Seattle

for a period of years, and specifically during the last ten months or so,

has been in a state of disruption, reducing Section activities to a mini-

mum, and resulting in a state of non-cooperation with the National Office

of the Party, and

"Whereas, the evidence shows that the chief instigators of trouble

in the Section, and of continued obstructionism directed against the Na-
tional Office, and of repeated defiance of the N.E.C. Sub-Committee, are

the two members, H. Krauklis and G. Bennett, and
"Whereas, Section Seattle has given no indication of a desire to

correct this situation by taking the necessary disciplinary action against

these two offending members, and
'Whereas, a continuation of this state of affairs is bound to result in

the eventual total disruption of the Section, and the State organization as

a whole, be it therefore

""Resolved, that Section Seattle be, and hereby is, instructed to place
these two members under charges, and to cause their elimination from
the Party as members, and be it further

""Resolved, that Section Seattle be, and hereby is, instructed to prefer
similar charges against any other member who, knowingly and with
deliberate intent, has aided and abetted H. Krauklis and G. Bennett in their

anti-organizational activities, and likewise to cause their elimination from
the Party as members, and be it further .

""Resolved, that the National Convention concurs in all action taken
by the N.E.C. Sub-Committee, acting for and in behalf of the National
Executive Committee, in all matters pertaining to the unsatisfactory state

of affairs in Section Seattle, and censures Section Seattle for its failure
to uphold Party discipline and maintain Party order in Section Seattle,
and for its uncooperative attitude toward the National Office of the
Party, fi=nd be it finally

''Resolved, that the National Convention appeals to the sincere and
loyal members of Section Seattle to perform their full duty to the Party,
protecting its interest without question or reservation, to the end of pro-
moting the great cause of the Socialist Labor Party, and to the end of
advancing its interests in the State of Washington, as well as nationally."
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Thirty-two delegates voted in the affirmative; G. Kempfl aiul F.

Daniels (Washington), not voting.

"Resolution III—
'Whereas, Comrade G. Kempff has been guilty of anti-organizalional

activities, while on the road for the Party as organizer in the Stale of

Washington, and

"Whereas, these anti-organizational activities took the form, in the

main of carrying on organized propaganda against the National Organi-

zation, and caused or contributed to previously existing disruption in

the State of Washington, resulting also in planting unfounded suspicion

and distrust in the minds of members as regards the motives and sinccrily

of purpose of the national governing bodies, and the National Officers

of the Party, be it therefore

"Resolved, by the 21st National Convention of the Party, that Section

Spokane be, and hereby is, instructed to place the said G. Kempff under

charges on grounds aforesaid, and to cause his elimination from the

Party as a member, and be it further

"Resolved, that charges likewise be preferred against any other mem-
ber who has been found, or hereafter may be found, knowingly to have

aided and abetted him in aforesaid disruptive activities, any such mem-
ber likewise to be eliminated from the Party as a member, and be it finally

''''Resolved, that the National Convention appeals to all the loyal mem-
bers of Section Spokane to support the National Organization in main-

taining Party order and discipline, and to protect the Party's interests^

and organizational integrity, in Spokane, as well as nationally."

Thirty-two delegates voted in the affirmative; G. Kempff and F.

Daniels (Washington), not voting.

"Resolution IV

—

"Whereas^ a state of disruption exists in the Socialist Labor Party of

the State of Washington, and
^'Whereas, the Party's interests demand the presence of a representative

of the National Organization in Washington — specifically as regards Sec-

tions Seattle and Spokane — in order to protect the Party's interests, and
to insure the carrying out of the instructions issued to Sections Seattle

and Spokane by the 21st National Convention of the Party, be it

'"Resolved, that Comrade Herbert Steiner, delegate to the National Con-
vention from California, and N.E.C. member from Region No. 7, be, and
hereby is, authorized to represent the National Executive Committee in

all matters affecting the said state of disruption in Washington, and be
it further

"Resolved, that Comrade H. Steiner be, and hereby is, further em-
powered to take any necessary action to safeguard the interests of the
Party as aforesaid, including, if need be, authority and power to effect
expulsion and reorganization of any Section guilty of disloyal conduct
and/or defiance of the instructions of the National Convention, subject
to final review and approval by the National Executive Committee, and
be it finally
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''Resolved, that the National Convention appeals to all loyal members

to give full cooperation and support to Comrade Herbert Steiner in the

execution of his assignment, and the instructions of the National Con-

vention."

Thirty-four delegates voted in the affirmative; none against.

On motion by F. Schnur (Illinois), seconded by N. Karp (New

York), G. Kempff was unseated as delegate to the Convention, the roll

call vote showing 33 in favor, F. Daniels not voting.

Motion carried to suspend the rules.

On motion, by B. Papadopolos (New York), seconded by I. Feinberg

(New Jersey), Frank Daniels was unseated as delegate from Washington

to the Convention, the roll call vote showing 32 in favor; F, Daniels

voting against.

Moved by N. Karp (New York), seconded by E. F. Teichert (New

York), to instruct Section Seattle to prefer charges against Comrade

Frank Daniels for his support of the disruptive elements in Washington

while at this Convention. Carried by roll call vote: 32 in favor; none

against.

At 5:43 p.m. the rules were suspended.

Motion to express the appreciation of the Convention to Comrade

Paul Herzel for the portrait decorations in the Convention hall, carried

unanimously.

On motion, the rules were suspended to reconvene for an evening

session at 7 p.m.

Called to order at 7:13 p.m.

On roll call, all delegates present except N. Karp (New York) who re-

ported shortly after.

A recess of five minutes was declared at 7:17 p.m., in order to permit

payment of the balance due delegates for mileage expense.

Called to order at 7:27 p.m.

A collection for the WEEKLY PEOPLE was taken up, in the amount

of $15.

Reports of Committees:

Committee on General Agitation (Georgia Cozzini, Wisconsin, report-

ing) : Recommended adoption of the following:

1. "In the matter of the resolution submitted by Section Los Atigeles

to this Convention, your committee on (Jeneral Agitation reports as fol-

lows :

"(a) In the main the resolution proposes that National Organizers

take over and perform the work which under all normal circumstances is,

and should be, the regular activity of the Section itself.

"(b) In general, the forms of agitation suggested in the resolution are

and have been generally accepted. Section Los Angeles actually adds noth-

ing new to those forms of agitation.

"(c) Your committee agrees with the claim of Section Los Angeles that

a 'well-planned, sustained activity in one location for a period of three

months or more would bring . . . more lasting results,' but your com-
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mittee is convinced that the plan now being used in the Cleveland-Centered

area accomplishes the purposes aimed at by Section Los Angeles in sub-

mitting its resolution.

"(d) Therefore, your committee recommends non-concurrence in the

resolution re Plan for National Organizers which Section Los Angeles sub-

mitted, and

,| "(e) Recommends (since the Cleveland-Centered Area Plan is now
being tested) that, if successful, expansion should be utilized by the Na-

tional Organization as far as finances and personnel permit."

On motion, concurred in,

2. Recommended adoption of the following re Paid Advertisements

and Paid Leaflet-Distributors:

"Your committee recognizes the importance of utilizing every means
available in getting the S.L.P. message before the workers. However,

your committee believes a warning should be sounded lest forms of agita-

tion which should rightly be merely supplementary to the regular and
direct activity of the Section members actually becomes substitutes.

"One of these forms of possible supplementary activity is advertising

of the Party's program in capitalist newspapers. This form of agitation

in the opinion of your committee should be given secondary considera-

tion to regular leaflet-distribution, for the reasons amply described in the

N.E.C. Report to this Convention,

"Another warning should be sounded with respect to the employing
of paid leaflet-distributors. Such work as is done by paid leaflet-distribu-

tors should in no case be permitted to become a substitute for the reg-

ular leaflet-distribution voluntarily carried on by Section members. As
pointed out in the National Office letter to the Illinois S.E.C., on Septem-

ber 3, 1943 (quoted in the report of the N.E.C. to this Convention), *it is

axiomatic with S.L.P. members that working class emancipation must be
the result of the classconscious work of the working class itself — that no
one else can effect the emancipation of the workers, neither through agen-

cies outside the working class, nor through "substitutes." ' Applying this

principle to S.L.P. agitation, we say that the work of the S.L.P. must be
done actively by all the S.L,P. members, and not merely by a few who are

paid for this work.

"Leaflet-distribution is invaluable not only as a means of educating

our fellow workers, but also as training and character-building of the

revolutionist himself. In this connection your committee recommends the

reading and rereading of the National Secretary's letter to the Illinois

S.E.C., dated September 3, 1943. It is a splendid analysis of the possible

ill effects of attempting to accomplish social revolution by 'remote control,'

or by agencies alien to our principles. These possible results must be care-

fully and seriously considered by the entire membership."
On motion, concurred in.

4. Recommended the following, which was adopted as anjended:

"Re General Agitation.

"In the matter of General Agitation, your committee has no suggestions
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to make or new plans to offer. The methods of agitation geni'ially ac-

cepted by the organization as desirable and effective were ably brought

to the attention of the Convention in the report of the National ExtHiilive

Committee. However, for the sake of once again reminding the memluTs

of the Party of these important methods of agitation, they are here re-

peated:

"Party Press and Literature

"Public Meetings

"Study Classes

"Leaflet-Distribution

"Organizers

"The Radio

"Newspaper Advertising

"Your committee agrees with the N.E.C.'s observation that 'our pri-

mary concern must ever be to conserve, strengthen and improve our press

and literature, increase leaflet-distribution and the number of public

meetings and study classes.' Your committee feels that all that is needed

are the men and the means to give these methods meaning."

Motion carried that the resolution submitted by R. W. Long, Califor-

nia, be taken from the table.

At this point Comrade Long asked for and received consent to with-

draw his resolution.

Committee on National Campaign (B. Papadopolos, New York, re-

porting) :

Recommended adoption of the following:

1. Re "Advance Agent":

"With regard to the California State Convention resolution re *ad-

vance agent' for Presidential candidate, your committee recommends non-

concurrence. 9

"Reasons: (a) Your committee is of the opinion that the manpower

problem, and the lack of qualified men in the Party for this work,

makes it inadvisable to adopt this resolution.

"(b) Your committee believes that the work of such an 'advance

agent' is the duty of the Sections to perform.

"(c) Your committee further believes that where there are no Sec-

tions or S.E.C.s, or where Sections cannot perform this duty, the help

of the National Office and National Organizers be sought."

3. Re $100,000 Campaign Fund:

"Your committee recommends that in order to facilitate the raising

of the balance of the $100,000 1944 Campaign Fund, each Section be

asked to hold one picnic and one social before the end of October, 1944."

On motion, the two resolutions were concurred in.

Reports of delegates:

The reports of the following, which were incorporated in the report

of the N.E.C. to the Convention, were read and adopted:

Bulgarian S.L.F., Hungarian S.L.F., South Slavonian S.L.F., and

Canadian S.L.P.
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tioinrade H. I^isley, General Secretary of the Canadian S.L.P., sup-

|)I<',inented verbally the written report.

Motion carried to dispense with reports of delegates, other than those

who have sonnething of special importance.

On roll call, J. C. Borden (Connecticut), G. Cozzini (Wisconsin)

reported briefly.

At 9:45 p.m. a recess was declared for the preparation of the minutes.

Called to order 9:56 p.m.

Chairman reported that Leo Stein (Washington, D. C.) requested to be
excused for the balance of the session.

The minutes of the Tuesday, May 2, session were adopted as read.

On motion, the minutes of the 21st National Convention were adopted
as a whole.

The Convention adjourned at 10:13 p.m., sine die.

Fraternally submitted,

Aeiron M. Orange

Recording Secretary.

Sophie Blume
Assistant Recording Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

TO THE 21st NATIONAL CONVENTION, SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY,

April 29, 1944.

COMRADE DELEGATES—
Greetings

:

The years that have passed since last we met in national convention

have been stormy and trying to the utmost degree. When we met here

in this same hall four years ago, we knew that we stood on the thresh-

old of decisive historic changes. And we knew also that the Party was

facing grave obstacles and serious crises. And obstacles there were

aplenty, and rapidly the country and the world moved closer and closer

to that inevitable climax, the globe-encircling war. Only a few weeks

after our 1940 convention, France collapsed, and with that came the

overrunning of all Europe by the Nazi bandits, with the chief European

representative of plutocratic capitalism, Great Britain, at bay, fighting

for its very life, and, indeed, for the life of American plutocratic capi-

talism as well. Our American capitalists and politicians did not fail to

see the handwriting on the wall, and the process toward militarizing the

country that had already begun, became intensified and accelerated, with

military, peacetime conscription as the first important result. We know

what effect this had on our campaign, directly and indirectly. The mob

spirit presented itself as one of the most serious adverse factors, especial-

ly with regard to signature-gathering. And already then the "manpower"

problem manifested itself, as reflected directly in the relative scarcity

of organizers on the road. For while in 1936 we had twenty-seven

speakers and organizers on the road (including traveling assistants), in

1940 we only had nine, including the two comrades who accompanied

Comrades Aiken and Orange. In addition, seven comrades were toured

in various states for short periods, including several who assisted in

signature-gathering.

And yet, for all that, the Party carried on a splendid campaign,

the details of which were related in the report to the N.E.C. Session of

1941. We shall consider ourselves lucky if we can do as well this year.

Certainly the problems that we face are far greater and infinitely more

complex, and will call for greatly increased expenditures of energy and

funds from the fewer comrades available for the increased activities re-

quired, or made imperative, by the logic and circumstances of this tre-

mendously significant and trying year of 1944.
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Our problems have, of course, increased tremendously during the

last year or so, and particularly during the last six or seven months.

Supplies and materials are becoming ever scarcer and more difficult to

obtain, especially paper and accessories. But most serious of all has become

the problem of securing the help required even to maintain headquarters

activities at the low^est conceivable minimum. And the same holds good

as regards members available for touring as organizers, speakers, etc.

GENERAL AGITATION

Organizers

No national organizer was toured in 1943. This is the first time in

sixteen or seventeen years that this has happened. It is a situation that

we find it difficult to describe as other than a tragedy. Our veteran or-

ganizer. Comrade John P. Quinn, had been on the road continually since

1928 (barring short periods of rest), and he would, of course, have

been on the road in 1943 except for the acute shortage of gas, oil and

rubber. Comrade Quinn has expressed reluctance to go on the road since

he will be unable to use his car, finding it a physical strain too severe

to travel by train, even if it were always possible to secure train accom-

modations. However, like the good S.L.P. soldier that he is, he has

nevertheless responded: "Call me, and I shall go!" It is hoped that

suitable arrangements can be made.

Comrade Joseph Pirincin is now in the employ of the Party as na-

tional organizer, having commenced activities February 7 this year. As

this report is being written, he has just finished preliminary work in

Pennsylvania, where he supervised signature-gathering. Thereafter he

may be assigned for a short period to Michigan to assist in securing

the required signatures in that state.

His real activities, however, will cover the middle-west Sections, Ohio,

Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and Wisconsin, and con-

tiguous parts of Pennsylvania and New York. We have designated this

territory the "Cleveland-centered area," for the reason that Comrade Pirin-

cin's "headquarters" will be in Cleveland, from which city he will largely

conduct the work to be done. The plan of the Pirincin tour was roughly

sketched in the report to the N.E.C. Session of 1942, and was briefly

outlined in a recent letter to the Sections and localities included in the

"area." For the record the following is reproduced from that letter

(February 29, 1944):

"The National Office has secured the services of Comrade Joseph

Pirincin as National Organizer. Due to the extraordinary circumstances

prevailing at present, it will not be possible, however, to tour Comrade
Pirincin as was done in the past. For obvious reasons. Comrade Pirincin

cannot freely move from place to place, and most of the work that he

will do will be initiated from, and followed up from his 'office' in Cleve-

land, Ohio.
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"Comrade Pirincin's work will consist of outlining to the Sections

in the selected territory (which, for convenience's sake, we will call the

'Cleveland-centered Area') particular and general work to be done in a

particular Section. He will assist Sections, among other things, in pre-

paring radio talks, lectures, conduct study classes, and perform any other

duty that Sections are required to do, but which many are not doing be-

cause they lack the required experience, or time to prepare, or make the

necessary arrangements for such activities. And he will also assist as much

as possible in arranging to get on the ballot, planning for signature-

gathering, etc., and keep in constant touch with State Committees in this

connection.

"In the nature of things. Comrade Pirincin will be unable to make

regular visits to all the Sections in the area, but from time to time he

will visit particular Sections for special purposes

"This plan of agitation is in the nature of an experiment, but an ex-

periment which we think will prove successful. It is necessitated, of

course, primarily by the transportation problem, but it may also be that

out of this plan we may evolve a regular method that can be worked

even more successfully when the transportation problem no longer exists.

The basic idea underlying this plan is to develop material in the Sections,

and to improve the Sections' capacities for carrying on S.L.P. activities

without outside assistance, or as much as possible so. In order to make

this plan fully successful, the cooperation of every Section, and every

member of the Section is required. And obviously, where there are State

Committees these are expected to lend their full cooperation and facilities

in order to attain complete success."

And the following is quoted from a recent letter written by Comrade

Pirincin:

"The National Organizer would proceed to lay plans for the initiation

of activity in those Sections needing it most, while at the same time

responding to as many requests from our larger and better functioning

Sections as it may be physically possible to do, and, of course, to such

instructions and directions as the National Office may from time to time

desire to issue. The initiation of activities in the poorly functioning

Sections would range from the preparation of letters to the editors (for

the readers' column) of local newspapers, that would be signed and

mailed by the local comrades, to the planning of study classes and pub-

lic lectures to be addressed by the National Organizer or some qualified

S.L.P. speaker whom the National Organizer would endeavor to get. Then

there are towns in which we have no Sections but from which we have,

particularly recently, been receiving replies to leaflets distributed. When

a certain number of inquiries are received from a given city or town,

the National Organizer would make arrangements to spend a few days in

such a town or city, interviewing those that have shown interest."

The demands produced by the Campaign may, and probably will

necessitate changes in or departures from the plan as now outlined, but

as much as possible it will be adhered to.
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1
Comrade Herbert Steiner (since February 3 this year) is being toured

by the California S.E.C., with the financial aid of the National Office.

His activities consist in the main of distributing leaflets, selling literature

in the streets, lecturing, etc., etc. For the present his activities have been

confined to the bay area, but it is planned to send him to the other two

Pacific Coast states, especially Oregon, where we are presented with the

problem of securing signatures to get on the ballot under circumstances

that hold out no great promise of success—certainly not without tre-

mendous efforts.

In the state of Washington (and for a few weeks in Oregon), Comrade

G. Kempff has been toured as state organizer, engaging chiefly in mak-

ing new contacts, interviewing prospects, distributing leaflets, selling pam-

phlets, securing subscriptions, etc. It had been planned to keep Comrade

Kempff a couple of months in Oregon, but, unfortunately, after working

about four weeks in and around Portland and vicinity (starting Novem-

ber 22, 1943), he found it necessary to return to his family in Spokane

for the Christmas and New Year's holidays. His Oregon tour ended De-

cember 18. Meanwhile, the Portland comrades decided that it was not

advisable to have him return to Oregon after the Christmas holidays.

Comrade Kempff at this writing is still in Washington, working under

the direction of the S.E.C.

There is considerable uncertainty as to the effectiveness of Comrade

Kempffs activities. In respect to getting the Sections themselves to im-

prove upon and increase their activities, there are few if any indications

that Comrade Kempff has been successful. This is true with particular

reference to leaflet-distribution where the state (and the largest Section,

Seattle, especially) makes a deplorable showing, away below the capa-

city to be expected from the size of the Washington membership. And

Section Seattle itself, where the state organizer spent considerable time,

is among the poorest Sections in point of activities, not to mention co-

operativeness, as we shall see later.

One of the reasons for our present inability properly to appraise the

work of Comrade Kempff, and the effectiveness and the results of his

activities, may be found in the manner in which he renders his reports.

In view of the commendatory comments made as regards Comrade

Kempff's manner of reporting in the report to the 1943 N.E.C. Session,

it may seem strange that we have to say this. The regrettable fact is that

the reports rendered by him in recent months are in marked and startling

contrast to the, on the whole, excellent report printed in the N.E.C. re-

port last year. In several important respects they differ strangely and

disturbingly from that report. Intermingled with purely factual refer-

ences, one finds in recent reports the most startling observations, or

perhaps it would be more correct to say that these reports abound in

observations in startling and unusual terminology—unusual, that is, from

the S.L.P. standpoint.

Comrade Kempff, for instance, in recent reports never (or hardly ever)

speaks of workers as workers, but as "laborers." And instead of the
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Socialist term "working class," he invariably says the laboring, class

and he speaks of "fellow-laborers" instead of "fellow-workers. Again, he

rarely if ever speaks of the S.L.P, program, but almost mvariably use^

the phrase "S.I.U. program," by which is meant the Soaahst Indu.U.al

Union program. Sometimes, though rarely, the reference is to the b.M .

and S.L.P, program," as if the two were not synonymous. And, as stated,

it is in this particular respect that there has been a startling change

from the manner of reporting as exemplified in the report published m

the 1943 N.E.C. report.
^ r u- •

In that last-mentioned report there is not one instance ot his using

the un.S.L.P. phrases, "laborers," "fellow-laborers," or "the labormg

class," let alone the altogether alien phrase "laboring class persons. And

not once do we find in that report the phrase "S.I.U. program," as a sub-

stitute for S.L.P. program. On the contrary, throughout that report ot

last year the accepted SociaUst and, specifically, S.L.P. phrase, 'the

workers," etc., is used, and throughout that report Comrade Kempt!

speaks of the "S.L.P." and the "S.L.P. program," etc., as, of course, one

would expect an S.L.P. man, and specifically an S.L.P. organizer to do.

What has caused this seemingly sudden, and peculiar, change is at present

a complete mystery to us. Nor is it possible to guess the motive for em-

ploying in current reports the un-S.L.P. terminology and phrasing in

which the reports now abound. To illustrate: in one recent report Com-

rade Kempff, commenting on response from a certain number of "con-

tactees," as he puts it, observed:

"This, with the subjective resdts aforenoted, gives us the numerical

fact that better than 2 out of 3 laborers have an abiding interest in

SIU and capitalism is whip-lashing the ruling class into accelerated

and accelerating abuses and usurpations to reduce Labor into Absolute

Despotism."

To say that Labor is reduced "into Absolute Despotism" makes no

sense. Certainly it is not the working class that is "reduced" into dcs.

potism. The working class is being reduced to absolute serfdom, and it

is the ruling class which is arrogating to itself the status and powers of

an absolute despotism. The distinction is, of course, vital, and it is not

a distinction without a difference. To attribute to the working class the

status of absolute despotism reflects an extraordinary confusion of thought.

Here is another example, taken from the report covering the Ore-

gon visit

:

"It is obvious that both experiences, of Dec. 4 and 12th, did not pro-

duce the agitational and educational push into fresh segments of our im-

mense Laboring Class that the efforts warranted, though they were not

infertile of internal expansion [?]. The touching of the revolutionary in-

telligence and understanding of a commensurate, though infinitesimal,

fraction of the groping million-mass was not at all in keeping with the

revolutionary sentiments abroad, as revealed by personal home-contacts.

We may search for the reason for this apparent social lethargy over

against the fairly well-advertised call to come and learn. Though ob-
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viousiy the reason ia a many-fold one, let it be here as it may."

In the same roj>(>rt we are told that "S.I.U. was brought to the direct

attention of 26 laboring-class persons. . .

."

But the following seems to be, not only the strangest sounding pas-

sage, but also one which (if we understand the meaning of the Comrade)
would sf^eni to argue a position which the Party does not hold:

"'The in workability of capitalism for the further benefit of Labor,

and the need of a radical social change in consequence thereof, and the

very nearness of this change, are for the most part matters he no longer

wishes to have proven at some length. Rather they are matters of daily

experience, and sufficiently settled in the average laborer's mind to cause

him— if they are pressed upon him nevertheless—^to turn away in silent

disgust [?], Exposes, as such,—that is not what he wants. His innermost

is yearning—to be sure, as yet inarticulately—^to understand the better

future in store for him, if he but knew HOW to bring it about peacefully.

His attention is arrested almost immediately if, with the briefest kind
of intelligent introduction, the discussion or exposition launches without

further ado into Socialist Industrial Unionism. Exposes brought in then,

as supporting proofs, are no longer objectionable, but only then, a post-

eriori."

It is possible that this un-S.L.P. language, this alien phrasing, obscures

the points it is sought to bring out, but, taking the above observation as

quoted, there would seem to be a depreciation of the importance of

tracing the misery and poverty of the workers to capitalism as the cause.

This conclusion is strengthened when we consider this passage from the

state organizer's report to the recent Washington State Convention. Pon-
tifically Comrade Kempff exclaims: "Rather say naught than rant away
with exposes." It will be news to most of us that "exposes," that is,

analyses of capitalism and its manifestations, the cause of working class

misery, constitute "rantings"! If that be so, the bulk of Socialist litera-

ture must be condemned as "rantings"! The contemptuous dismissal of

"exposes" in approaching workers with the message of Socialism should
give us food for thought. For surely, to analyze and explain the cause
must be the starting point for any argument presented to one who is a
total stranger to the subject of Socialism, and above all, by one who is

entrusted with the serious responsibility of presenting to the workers the
program of the S.L.P. in correct, simple and understandable language.

Generally, when one encounters such strange, or un-S.L.P. termin-
ology as found in Comrade Kempff's reports, one ascribes it to lack of

familiarity with Marxist, and specifically to ignorance of S.L.P. litera-

ture. Certainly, nowhere in S.L.P. literature do we find such expressions
as "laborers," or "laboring-class persons" (for workers), or "laboring
class" for the working class; or "laboring-class unrest" for working class

unrest; and one would scarcely believe that this opening paragraph is

taken from an S.L.P. organizer's report:

"At noon Saturday, October 2, your organizer arrived at Longview,
Wn., from Grays Harbor, for a two weeks' stay of contact work in this
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putative and putrid-air center of wood conversion—from one ioul-aired

laboring man's twin city to another
"

Nor is it, indeed, the custom of S.L.P. men generally, and S.L.I .
or-

ganizers particularly, to play down the name of the S.L.P. almost to ihc^

point of its complete suppression. On the contrary, the name of llie

Socialist Labor Party must be, and generally is, of course, brought to

the fore on all occasions, primarily as the educator of the working clasn,

and as the custodian and sole exponent of sound Industrial Unionism.

It is, as said, of the utmost importance that the Party's program be

presented not only correctly, but also in language that is sanctioned by

S.L.P. usage, and which definitely identifies it as S.L.P. language, and

the exponent as an S.L.P. organizer or lecturer. For correct language

and proper terms express correct principles and proper tactics. Converse-

ly, strange or un-S.L.P. language, and odd modes of expression may,

and generally do, denote deficiencies in a proper understanding of, and

lack of familiarity with, S.L.P. principles and especially unfamiliarity

with S.L.P. literature, and unfamiliarity with S.L.P. history.

It is possible that, despite apparent manifestations to the contrary,

Comrade Kempff has a thorough grasp of the S.L.P. program and prin-

ciples, and that he is thoroughly familiar with all the literature published

by the Party. If this is, indeed, the case, there can be no excuse for

employing the un-Socialist language characteristic of Comrade Kempff's

reports. If Comrade Kempff is to be continued on the road for the Party,

a drastic change in the respects cited is clearly called for. We reason

and speak as S.L.P. men, or we do not speak for the^ Party at all. Surely,

it is not unreasonable to demand of S.L.P. members, and especially S.L.P.

organizers, that they employ S.L.P. language and S.L.P. terminology.

The Party must, and will, see to it that all organizers on the road, and

all members publicly representing the Party, carry on their activities in

keeping with S.L.P. standards and requirements, not to mention the im-

perative necessity of doing so in the spirit and traditions of the Marxian

Socialist Labor Party. And it is not recalled that it has ever before

been found necessary to single out any particular organizer in these

regards.

(Since this was written, additional evidence of Comrade Kempff's

extraordinary conceptions of the functions and duties of an S.L.P. orga-

nizer has come to hand. Recently the National Secretary found it neces-

sary to request the Washington S.E.C. to direct Comrade Kempff to sub-

mit weekly reports instead of monthly or "territorial" reports, and also

to double-space same, in the interest of greater readability and easier

comprehensibility. Comrade Kempff's reactions to this request were as-

tonishing. In a letter to the State Secretary, couched in the now familiar

interminable and involved metaphysical terms, he objected to the reason-

able request of the National Secretary on grounds that must be rejected

from a sound, organizational S.L.P. standpoint. The National Secretary

explained in some detail, in a letter to our Washington State Secretary,

why Comrade Kempff's attitude was contrary to the standards and prac-
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,„cs oi the SL.P. It would be a painful ordeal to read Comrade Kempff s

iHh. (though it is available), but the National Secretary^ letter, it is

l..lieved, sufficiently indicates the character and contents of Comrade

Kempffs letter. The letter from the National Secretary to the btate

Secretary of the Washington S.L.P. follows:

, "April 19, 1944.

"Mr. Frank Daniels,

Washington S.E.C.

"Dear Comrade:
. . -i ^r j:^ ^ a^

"With further reference to your letter of Aprd 15, and to Comrade

Kempffs letter to you of April 13, I have noted Comrade Kempff s

strenuous objections to rendering weekly 'activities report^ (the quotes

are his—but why quotes?), and the reasons he gives for objectmg. Horn

the SLP. standpoint his reasons are fantastic and preposterous. What he

is really saying is that the work he does for the Party yieldr^ such meager

results that weekly reports become, to quote him, 'statistically and per-

spectiveiy irrelevant and meaningless.' But if that is true say, of the

first week, it must be true of the second, the third and the fourth week,

and so forth. Just as four times zero only produces zero, so four times

'irrelevant and meaningless' must still produce only the 'irrelevant and

meaningless.' And 'irrelevant and meaningless' are precisely the terms

to apply to Comrade Kempffs 'reasons,' especially in the light of his

involved verbiage and metaphysical terminology.

"He claims that he is engaged in a 'single activity' which, he protests,

'can be grasped and transmitted perspectively only if viewed quanti-^

tatively...'! And he adds that 'This holds true for the subjective as well

as for the objective perception of the work'! All of which i:^ confusing, to

say the least. Moreover, his quotation from the father o| Metaphysics,

Heraclitus — 'Everything is and yet is not, for everything flows . .
.

etc.,"

makes his explanations still more 'irrelevant and meaningless.'

"The S.L.P. is not interested in Comrade Kempffs metaphysical con-

ceptions or perceptions, nor in what he calls 'overlapping c^f perspectives,"

whatever precisely that is, nor in subjective and objective philosophical

ruminations. The Party wants to know: How many people were visited

during the week? How many manifested interest? How niany (if any)

neighborhood groups were addressed? How many subs were secured?

How much literature sold? How many leaflets distributed? Etc., etc.

And if, to report that takes only a few lines a week, so r^uch the better

if the results are satisfactory. But if we take Comrade ^Cempffs word

for it, that weekly reports of his activities would be 'irrelevant and

meaningless,' we are forced to conclude either that hi^ methods and

'system' are wrong, or that he is incompetent. In the former case he

should change his methods and system. In the latter cas^ he should be

taken off the road and do work more suited to his particular abilities.

"When he says that the S.E.C. has 'recognized the validity of the

logic here set forth'—meaning his explanations expressecj in 'irrelevant
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and meaningless' metaphysical jargon—I can only marvel at the amazing

perspicacity of the S.E.C. But when he claims that the 'Subdivisions

visited' recognized 'the validity, etc.,' I am skeptical. I know our S.L.P.

subdivisions, and I am satisfied that if Comrade Kempff tried the same

kind of 'logic' on them, and in the same fuzzy language and foggy ter-

minology, they were either too stunned, or too bewildered, to talk back

at him.

"It comes with peculiarly poor grace from Comrade Kempff to ob*

ject to brief, factual weekly reports on the ground of their 'being a

drag.' If I wanted a good illustration of reports that were 'drags,' of

being hindrances instead of 'helpmaids and helpmeets,' to quote Com-

rade Kempff, then I should pick his reports as choice examples.

"Let Comrade Kempff report like an S.L.P. Organizer—as every

S.L.P. Organizer who knows his business reports—and he will not only

save time and energy all around, but we shall be in the advantageous

position of knowing exactly what and how much he is doing while en-

gaged as Organizer, and what the concrete results are, or the results

reasonably to be expected.

"My request that reports be double-spaced to make them more read-

able (if that is possible) has been ignored. Will you please repeat the

request when you write Comrade Kempff again?

"Fraternally,

(Signed) "Arnold Petersen,

"National Secretary."

Under another head in this report the general subject of our Washing-

ton State organization, and the activities of the State organizer, are dealt

with in greater detail.

Recently a questionnaire was submitted to all the Sections to ascer-

tain availability of members for work as organizers, speakers, leaflet-

distributors, signature gatherers, etc., but it must be said regretfully

that thus far the prospects of securing any (or more than a few) are

not very promising. Comrade Hillis of Section Lynn has offered his

services on a paid basis, and undoubtedly he will be put in the New Eng-

land field. Comrade J. R. Kenyon of Section Milwaukee has offered his

services as traveling companion to the presidential or vice-presidential

candidate, including the use of his car in this offer. Hopes had been

entertained that Comrade Dallas Reynolds might be available, but for

good reasons he will not be able to go on the road, except possibly for

a few weeks. And at present we know of no one else able, or willing,

to be toured during the campaign. So, barring the unexpected, there will

be a serious dearth of S.L.P. organizers this campaign. But, then, the

unexpected often does happen in a national campaign!

B
Leaflet-Distribution

Despite the tremendous obstacles presented during 1943, leaflet-distribu-
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tioB suffered only a iiiiiior set-back as measured against 1942, and still

constitutes almost a doubling of the result in the relatively normal year

of 1941 Dmhv^ J 91 2 the total number of leaflets distributed came to

3.150,345, vvl.ile^in 1943 it dropped to 2,996,988, or 153,357 fewer than

were distiil)uted in 1942. All things considered, however, this was a mag-

nificent achievement, relatively speaking greatly exceeding the splendid

performance of 1942. Uhen we bear in mind the fact that many of our

most ac;live comrades were either drafted, or working in war plants that

made it possible for so many members to devote only little time, or no

time at all, to Party work, we must acknowledge the herculean effort put

for til by the decreased active membership. Add to that the fact that the

INationai Office found it necessary to curtail printing and shipment of

many orders for leaflets (in some cases finding it impossible to supply

leaflets at all), and we can fully appreciate what the result would have

been in 1943 if fairly normal conditions had prevailed.

The state of New York led all others in point of quantity distributed,

the total being 1,109,276 (1942: 778,629). Pennsylvania took second

place with 607,011 distributed (1942: 454,426). California came in third

with 453.250 (1942: 620,305). Michigan, fourth, with 219,190 (1942:

150,577).' Ohio, fifth, with 146,861 (1942: 226,326). Illinois, sixth, with

137,600 (1942: 357,531). Wisconsin, seventh, with 62,500 (1942: 77,-

880). Massachusetts, eighth, with 61,400 (1942: 40,470). Washington,

ninth, with 60,215 (1942: 258,253). And Connecticut, tenth, with 45,450

(1942: 36,366). And the rest of the states, in the order mentioned, trailed

behind the others as follows: Missouri, 35,600 (1942: 34,550); Indiana,

32,111 (1942: 41,332); Minnesota, 16,324 (1942: 25,150); Oregon, 8,100

(1942: none); New Jersey, only 2,000 as against 15,150 in 1942. Col-

orado distributed just 100 as against 300 in 1942. In Kentucky, Comrade

Gordon Long, with incidental assistance by local comrades, distributed

about 4,000 leaflets during the last three months of 1943 (in 1942, 600

were distributed in that state). And none were distributed in the District

of Columbia, though 32,500 were distributed there in 1942.

Particularly discouraging, or certainly disappointing, are the records

of New Jersey and Oregon, both important industrial states. While both

states suffered heavily as a result of the war (the draft and the manpower

problem), it is not believed that this entirely accounts for the regrettable

drop in this important feature of S.L.P. activities. New Jersey partic-

ularly has cause to feel rueful at its failure to perform in the degree

which its importance as an industrial state should dictate. It is difficult

to escape the conclusion that in New Jersey our membership as a whole

has fallen down on the job lamentably.

In explanation of the negative showing of Section Washington, it

should be explained here that that Section operates under great difficul-

ties, being situated in a war capital, with several members holding posi-

tions preventing general political activities. A number of members, how-
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ever, have been distributing leaflets in Baltimore which (in the absence

of a Section in that city) is under the jurisdiction of Section Wasliiiiglon.

In Kentucky we no longer have a Section, but Comrade Gordon Lcuig of

Jeffersonville, Ind., has been distributing leaflets in Louisville, and will

continue to do so.

The Greater New York Propaganda Committee caused the distribution

of 768,650 leaflets during 1943 (1942: 340,200). Here, however, the

distribution was done through two full-time distributors for the greater

part of the year and represents the collective effort of the three Sections.

The distribution was in part financed by the National Office and the New
York S.E.C. Among the Sections as such, Philadelphia was leading with
a distribution of 416,750 (1942: 136,520). Los Angeles was second with
278,000 (1942: 530,000); Wayne Co. (Detroit) was third with 219,190
(1942: 150,577); Section New York, fourth, with 98,900 (1942: 178,-

350); San Francisco, fifth, with 98,350 (1942: 50,905); Cook County
(Chicago), sixth, with 80,850 (1942: 242,755); Oakland, seventh, with
75,000 (1942: 39,125); Monroe Co. (Rochester), eighth, with 70,688
(1942: 22,730); Greensburg, Pa., ninth, with 66,000 (1942: 44,342);
Kings County, tenth, with 63,955 (1942: 91,000); Milwaukee, eleventh,
with 62,500 (1942: 77,880); and Boston, twelfth, with 50,500 (1942:
24,170). Among Sections below 50,000 distribution Section Bronx led
with 41,450 (1942: 56,600); and the following Sections in the order men-
tioned: Bridgeport, 40,950 (1942: 22,666); Beaver Co., Pa., 38,877
(1942: 7,104); Stark Co., Ohio, 38,789 (1942: 16,900); Tacoma, 36,845
(1942: 50,307); St. Louis, 35,600 (1942: 34,550); Allegheny Co. (Pitts-

burgh), 35,384 (1942: 226,100); and Akron, 31,000 (1942: 28,600);
the remainder distributing from 27,000 (Erie, Pa.) to the lowest, 100
(Section Denver), although there were a few Sections which distributed
none.

Some of the smaller Sections excel, relatively and absolutely speaking.
Such small Sections as Monroe Co., N. Y.; Rockford, 111.; Stark County,
Ohio; Erie, Pa.; Beaver Co., Pa.; Blair Co., Pa.; and Tacoma, Wash.,
deserve special mention for the amounts distributed in relation to their
limited membership. On the other hand, the state of Washington as a
whole shows up rather poorly considering the number of Sections in that
state, and bearing in mind that the state had the benefit of a state organ-
izer who has been on the road (with substantial financial support from
the National Office) the greater part of the year. Taking all factors into
account, Section Seattle presents a poor showing with a distribution of
only 3,385 to its credit. (In 1942 that city distributed 58,301.) In a city
so large and important, and with a fairly large Section, which, moreover,
is the seat of the S.E.C, and having had the benefit of the presence of the
State organizer for a considerable period of time, the distribution of at
least 100,000 leaflets should not have been considered extraordinary.

However, as a whole the distribution of leaflets in 1943 by the Sections
generally was a noteworthy performance, and proves that the member-
ship recognizes the vital importance of this method of S.L.P. agitation
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and manifestetl a dcteiniination not to permit extraordinary difficulties

to stand in llie way of performing an essential dyty for the Party. We
can readily ajj^icc that there is room for great improvement, and, when

leaflets can again be supplied freely, we must hope that all Sections will

manifest the same spirit of determination and devotion to duty that some

Sections (and particularly some of the smaller ones) so splendidly ex-

hibited. Leaflet-distribution is among the most important and effective

means of S.L.P. agitation, and there is no substitute for it, especially

when the work is done by the members themselves on a voluntary basis.

The effectiveness and value of leaflet-distribution has been emphasized

again and again. There can hardly be any question about the importance

of wide-spread leaflet-distribution. In some measure we can judge of its

effectiveness by the many requests for additional information received

from those who accepted our leaflets. And we know that the inquiries

were in direct response to the reading of our leaflets because the inquirers

use the coupon printed on all our leaflets. Moreover, the National Office

can in a measure gauge the activities of a particular Section by noting the

origin of the inquiries— that is, the cities from which they come.

During the four-year period (beginning with the campaign year of

1940), a grand total of 12,725,681 leaflets have been distributed by the

Socialist Labor Party of America. Nearly 13 million rounds of mental

explosives—13 million seeds sown in the soil of the American labor

movement! True, many of the seeds fell on stony ground; many were

washed away, but many fell on fertile soil, to germinate and soon to

sprout and yield fruit. The lead that becomes a bullet, destroys—kills.

The lead that becomes type, creates, builds and gives new life. The
former has full sway at the moment on this blood-soaked, battle-encircled

globe, but it is the latter that gets in the final and decisive word, and
which in the end triumphs gloriously. In the inspired words of the great

Danish writer, Georg Brandes:

"The lead that went into the making of the bullet is as nothing com-
pared to the lead that went into the making of the printed word."

Let us, then, match ever greater quantities of the creative, life-giving

lead, against the cruel, life-destroying lead. And may more and more
of the former be used for the making of the S.L.P. printed word, until

the day dawns when the use of lead for killing and destruction shall have
become only an evil memory of the definitely closed era of man's bloody,
barbaric past!

Billboards and Newspaper Advertising

As mentioned in the report to the N.E.C. at its 1943 Session, the
matter of advertising the Party through billboard posters had been tried
locally in a few Sections, and the National Office was at the time in-

vestigating the cost of this advertising, and appraising its relative value
as a means of S.L.P. agitation. The information subsequently received
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from representative cities established that the cost was proliibiliv(% and
in any case out of proportion to the agitational value likely to be (Icrived.

To cite a few examples: The California S.E.C. (which at first favored

the plan) reported that for one month the cost of such advertising (with

81 panels) would be $1,597.00, to which was to be added the cost of

printing which was estimated roughly at between $200 and $300, or a grand

total of approximately $2,000 for one month. The National Secretary,

in a letter to the California S.E.C, expressed as his "unalterable opinion"

that "to spend approximately $2,000 on this Bill Poster campaign in

the limited area [and time] contemplated, is unwise and unjustified."

And the National Secretary added: "I believe that the money intended for

that purpose could be spent far more usefully on having leaflets printed,

and to engage someone to distribute these leaflets." The N.E.C. Sub-Com-
mittee endorsed this view, and the California S.E.C. subsequently con-

curred in the opinion that the cost was prohibitive, and recognized "the

uncertainty of any worth-while results."

Reports from other Sections confirmed the contention that the cost

was prohibitive—Section Cleveland, for instance, reported that the cost

of advertising with 25 billboards (the minimum accepted) would be
$1,300 per month, not including the cost of printing, etc. On a limited

scale the idea was tried out in Portland, Ore., at a cost of approximately

$250, with what the then organizer, Comrade Theo. Bossie, designated
"little results,"

In our present circumstances it is clear that we cannot, and should
not, adopt this method of agitation.

Newspaper Advertising
Some Sections have advertised in local capitalist newspapers with

varying results. This matter, too, was discussed in the 1943 N.E.C. report.

The N.E.C. endorsed the views expressed by the N.E.C. Sub-Committee
and the National Secretary, and the following from the Sub-Committee's

Press Committee report summarizes these views:

"Your [Press] Committee recommends that the policy of advertising by
the Party in the capitalist press be not adopted as a general policy. If

local and special circumstances prevail in some localities, the policy may be
tried out in those localities. . .

,"

Sections Milwaukee and Los Angeles have resorted to newspaper ad-

vertising to a considerable extent. Both Sections seem to feel that the

results have justified the expense. The National Office is still uncon-
vinced that this method of propagating the Party's principles and program
justify the expense, and that it is justified by the results, though such
advertising undoubtedly has value under special circumstances, and on
special occasions, and viewing it as an incidental and supplementary
effort. Last summer the Illinois S.E.C. had under contemplation the ex-

penditure of approximately $800 for insertion of two advertisements in

the Ckicaga Tribune. Upon being advised of this, the National Secretary

wrote the Illinois S.E.C, expressing grave doubts as to the wisdom of
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spending this amount for such a purpose, and referring the S.E.C. and

Section Cook Co. to the action of the N.E.C. as reported through the

printed N.E.C. minutes. The S.E.C. thereupon requested "information

as to the decision made on this subject by the N.E.C," and further re-

quested to know "why the National Secretary feels that advertising the

S.L.P. in capitalist newspapers is not as efficacious and valuable as

leaflet-distribution." The National Secretary replied in detail and the

views he presented were subsequently approved by the N.E.C. Sub-Com-

mittee. Because of the importance of this question, and because an op-

portunity was presented to clarify many points apparently not clear to

some of our active members, the reply sent to the Illinois S.E.C. is re-

produced here, and also for such guidance as it may give all the Sections.

The letter to the Illinois S.E.C- (dated September 3, 1943) follows:

"By this time you have all received the printed N.E.C. minutes, and

so you and the S.E.C. now know what action the N.E.C, took [re news-

paper advertising]. However, answering the question of the S.E.C. for-

mally, I quote from the minutes of the N.E.C. session 1943:
" 'The Committee on Organization and Agitation. . . . submitted the

following recommendations, all of which, on motion, were concurred in:

" '1. Re Newspaper Advertising—The Committee recommends that the

action of the N.E.C. Sub-Committee, and the views of the National Secre-

tary, be approved.'. .

.

"The S.E.C. further desires to know 'why the National Secretary feels

that

—

" 'advertising the S.L.P. in capitalist newspapers is not as efficacious

and valuable as leaflet-distribution.'

"In view of what I said in my report to the N.E.C, and in view of

the concurrence of the N.E.C in the views I expressed in my report,

the question asked by the S.E.C strikes me as being a most extraordinary

one. However, I am glad of the opportunity to amplify and enlarge

upon the views and convictions I expressed in my report to the N.E.C,

and I proceed to do so herewith:

"1. Advertising in the capitalist press, except under special or excep-

tional conditions, is of little value unless followed through consistently

and persistently. This view is expressed in the report of the Sub-Commit-

tee's Press Committee, included in the printed N.E.C minutes, etc. I

commend this, and the rest of what is said on that head in the printed

report, to the careful reading and attention of the S.E.C It is a fact,

not disputed by anyone who understands the subject of advertising at

all, that 'single or isolated advertisements usually amount to nothing

more than a flash in the pan. .
.' If we were able to spend, say, $100,000,

or up to $500,000, we should no doubt be able to make a dent in the

'public consciousness.' Otherwise I am convinced that to spend money
on advertisements in the capitalist press is largely a waste of funds, as

compared with probable results, and as compared with other methods

and means of propaganda. All the experience the Party has made to date
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—including tHat of Los Angeles and Milwaukee— proves ihc moiukIiuss

of this contention.

"2, The question asked by the S.E.C implies that the S.E.C icf'nulls

advertising in capitalist newspapers 'as efficacious and vahialtlc iis

leaflet-distribution.' Such a belief is certainly as unwarranted by our v\'

perience and our general S.L.P. conceptions, as it is unwarranted by I lie

findings and decision of the N.E.C at its May, 1943, session. The Illi-

nois S.E.C in this respect is in fundamental disagreement with the Na-

tional Organization. It is definitely contrary to the revolutionary spirit

and principles implicit in the Party's Marxian program. I shall endeavor

to show why.

"A. It is axiomatic with S.L.P, members that working class emanci-

pation must be the result of the classconscious work of the working class

itself—that no one else can effect the emancipation of the workers,

neither through agencies outside the working class, nor through 'substi-

tutes.' Applying this principle to S.L.P, agitation, we say that the work

of the S.L.P. must be done actively by the S.L.P. members (with what-

ever help 'friends' may render), and that no agencies outside the S.L.P.

can do this work; nor can, or should, substitutes do that which devolves

on the S.L.P. membership itself. We say that this is as axiomatic as

the first mentioned.

"Now, leaflet-distribution (among other things) places the S.L.P.

principles directly in the hands of the workers, primarily, or mainly, by
members of the Party, or (incidentally) by devoted S.L.P. sympathizers.

An essential purpose is here achieved: The workers are directly approached

by our own members, establishing that human contact, creating that

human equation, without which no great social enterprise can ever hope
to be successful. Social revolutions are not accomplished by arm-chair

strategists employing indirect or 'remote control,' or by invoking a deux
ex machine—that is, by substituting for the logical human medium an

arbitrary and artificial mechanical method or contraption, and least of

all through media alien to, or violently hostile to the cause it is pre-

sumed or intended to promote. (Certainly the capitalist press is such a

medium from the S.L.P. standpoint.) Which, of course, is not to say

that such media may not incidentally,or accidentally, serve the cause of

a great social enterprise such as, say, the S.L.P.

"B. Leaflet-distribution by members of the Party is one of the essen-

tial functions of S.L.P. membership, not merely because of what it does

to and for the workers contacted (and indirectly to and for the workers

generally), hut also because of what it does to and for S.L.P, members
themselves. Such activities maintain and increase the interest in, and the

understanding of, the members in the work and goal of the Socialist Labor
Party, thereby not only benefiting the members themselves, but strength-

ening and solidifying the Party itself. I think that it is agreed by afl

thoughtful S.L.P. men and women that inactivity on the part of mem-
bers of the S.L.P. is a double curse: first, in that opportunities are ne-

glected to bring the S.L.P. emancipation message and program to the
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workers; secondly, in that inactivity tends to demoralize S.L.P. members,

causing many (es[)ecially the younger, and not so well-posted or trained)

members to lose interest, or to develop a superiority complex and some-

times a condescending or contemptuous attitude toward their fellow

workers. In ex.trctne cases it may lead to an attitude of considering the

workers too dumb, too indolent, etc., to understand Socialism. (Such an

attitude may be the result of sincere, though mistaken conviction, or it

may be offered as an excuse for inactivity, unless, of course, it results

from ipfnorance on the part of the inactive, 'superior' ones.)

"Now, granted the incidental value of such methods as capitalist press

advertising of S.L.P. principles, it is otherwise difficult to escape the

conclusion that such a method (when offered as a substitute for, or as

something equivalent to, legitimate and proper revolutionary S.L.P. activ-

ity) is urged simply as an excuse for not doing the direct, the essential,

and potent work of the human element in the S.L.P. movement. It may
sound logical to say that it does not matter how you present the S.L.P.

program just so it is presented. Apart from the specific value of ad-

vertising in capitalist newspapers, the seemingly logical contention is

fatally illogical, for the reasons already stated. Just as a limb may atrophy

through disuse, so an S.L.P. member's spirit and purposefulness may,
and I insist, ivill atrophy through 'disuse'—that is, through personal in-

activity.

"I repeat, and it cannot be repeated too often, the interests and pro-

gram of the S.L.P. cannot be adequately or anything like completely, pro-

moted through robot-like means, through outside mechanical, and non-

personal, means and methods. And I am entirely certain that in saying

this I am not merely expressing a personal opinion, but the spirit and
basic philosophy of our revolutionary movement.

"3. And now, as to the value and efficaciousness of capitalist press

advertising of S.L.P. principles: I disagree absolutely, and the Party dis-

agrees, that it is possible for such advertising to be 'as efficacious and
valuable as leaflet-distribution.' It seems almost pathetic that I should
have to prove to S.L.P. members why this is so. However, in the first

place, capitalist newspapers are a hostile medium. The sense and logic

that we may be able to pack into an advertisement are immediately off-

set and counteracted by the rest of the contents in the bulky capitalist

newspapers. In some cases our advertisement would be squeezed between
commercial advertisements (as happened in Milwaukee) causing our ad-

vertisement to look slightly ridiculous, and certainly at a disadvantage.

Moreover, we are necessarily restricted in the expression of our views—
as on the radio, we would be compelled to omit phrases or statements

which the capitalist editor would regard as 'offensive,' 'abusive,' or 'un-

patriotic,' etc., etc. Obviously there are no such restrictions in our leaf-

lets, etc. If we were to repeat advertisements (assuming the papers would
continue to accept them) our logic and sense would not merely be placed
in a swamp of falsehood and confusion, but they would be directly com-
bated by editorial lies and sophistries ,aided by other features (columnists,
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etc.) in the same paper. The S.L.P. truth presented in the liruilrd space

we could command would be stifled (or largely so) in the miasma of the

capitalist swamp.
"Secondly, capitalist newspapers obviously address themselves to a laige,

amorphous audience— an audience specifically attuned to the particuhii

bias of the newspaper in question. If the S.L.P. advertisement is read by

any number of people, only a small percentage would give it a second

thought. Most readers would regard it as the expression of one more crack-

pot group — one more of those systematically denounced or ridiculed by
the particular newspaper as freaks, atheists, Communists, or what have

you. As a comparison, just suppose that in our leaflets we would give

space (without conibative argument) to the crooked or freakish arguments

advanced by various enemies of working class emancipation— Commun-
ists, Social-Democrats, labor fakers, or out-and-out capitalist apologists. It

is easy to visualize the resultant mental confusion created in the working

class readers' mind. Well, this is what happens when Socialist Labor Party

advertisements are placed in capitalist newspapers, only more so.

''Moreover, it is, I am convinced, fatuous to suppose that more than a

small minority would read through the S.L.P. advertisement. Most readers

of the capitalist press read the headlines, and then hurry on to the sport-

ing pages, the woman's page, the comics, the financial pages— each in

accordance with his special predilection or interest. De Leon warned us

against expecting S.L.P. results from capitalist headline readers. Those who
read beycod the headlines (and their preferred feature page) constitute a

small number. Few, indeed, are those who would read beyond the headline

in the S.L.P. advertisement— if they even read the headline.

"Leaflets, on the contrary, deal with a specific subject of interest to the

exploited worker. They are unencumbered by the nonsense and dishonesty

of capitalist propaganda. They are taken home by the workers (exclusive,

of course, of those thrown away wantonly), they are read, and sometimes

passed on. They may lie around in the homes of workers, not improbably
falling into hands other than those first grasping them. They are seeds

sown, frequently in immediate fertile soil, hut sometimes blown by the

winds of chance to soil not envisioned, or contemplated when originally

handed out. Capitalist newspapers do not survive the day of their date.

The ultimate effectiveness of leaflets distributed is incalculable. The effec-

tiveness of capitalist newspaper advertisements, in the very nature of things,

is limited, circumscribed, if not entirely vitiated by the destructive factors

and circumstances inherent in capitalist newspapers.

"I believe it is the utmost in generosity to say, as I said in my report

to the N.E.C., that capitalist newspaper advertising may 'supplement it

[leaflet-distribution] wherever otherwise the conditions for such local ad-

vertising in capitalist papers are favorable.' To spend substantial amounts

for such advertisements, and especially at the expense of other strictly

legitimate and important S.L.P. activities, would, in my calm and con-

sidered judgment, be little short of a crime.

"I trust the S.E.C. will carefully consider what has been stated in this
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letter, and be guided by the time-tested experiences and matured delibera-

tions 'of the Party, past and present. Above all, I trust that no irrevocable

action will be taken to commit the lUinois Organization to any substantial

expenditure of S.E.C. funds for capitalist press advertising without the

specific approval of the N.E.C.

In due course our Illinois State Secretary, Comrade Frank Schnur, re-

plied in part as follows:

"I have been instructed by the State Executive Committee to inform

the National Office that the Illinois S.E.C. accepts unqualifiedly the posi-

tion of the National Secretary as presented in his letter of September 3, and

they are equally in accord with the decision of the National Executive

Committee on the subject of advertising the S.L.P. in the capitalist press."

In passing, it may be noted that according to Section Activity reports

and letters received. Sections Los Angeles and Milwaukee between them

spent approximately $970.00 for seven advertisements in capitalist news-

papers. The responses totaled 64 and 63, respectively. How many of these

127 yielded worthwhile or permanent fruit is not known to the National

Office. We think, however, that it must be agreed that $1,000 is a lot of

money to spend in order to secure a gross of 127 responses.

It is believed that this fully covers the subject of advertising, as a

general policy, the S.L.P. program in capitalist newspapers.

A most important feature of our activities is the writing of letters to

the press. It is difficult to overestimate the importance of such letter-

writing. Its value has been demonstrated again and again in the past, and

most recently and very successfully in connection with our fight against

labor conscription. Our two champions, Comrades Waitz of Des Moines,

Iowa, and Frank Knotek of Erie, Pa., remain standing proof of what can

be accomplished in this field. In view of the demonstrated value of letter-

writing to the press, it is therefore disconcerting, not to say exasperating,

to find members of the S.L.P, arguing against this method of agitation, or

at least considering it useless, or efforts futile. And once again it is Section

Seattle which claims the honors as the sole known exception— as the sole

voice of dissent. In extended reply to a letter from the National Office

anent the Section's attempts to have letters published in the Seattle papers,

we were coolly informed by that Section "that the capitalist papers are not

in the business to advertise the very program that seeks to do away with

capitalism." As if anyone had so contended! And such rhetorical nonsense

was presented as an argument, in face of the established fact that capitalist

newspapers do regularly publish letters written by S.L.P. members— let-

ters that condemn or expose capitalism, or some particular evil of cap-

italism.

However, Section Seattle will be dealt with later in this report. The

point here is that many capitalist newspapers do publish letters from S.L.P.

members on Socialism, sometimes expurgated, sometimes in full. And no

Section of the Party can, or should claim exception in this respect. Rather,

every Section should have a standing committee whose sole or chief duty

should be to prepare letters, or cause letters to be written for publication
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in the local capitalist papers. And initial or occasional disappumlmcsils
should constitute no reason for not persevering.

Generally speaking, no plan designed to increase and improve ij[kiii <un

methods of agitation should be brushed aside lightly. New ideas, lu w
methods, will be presented from time to time, and all of them musl \h

tested in the light of our understanding of the basic problem confronsiiif;

us, and with an eye to the nature of the field in which we must operate.

The essential factors and methods of S.L.P. education, propaganda and
agitation remain, in the order of their present importance—

The Party Press and Party Literature; Public Meetings; Study Classes;

Leaflet-Distribution; Organizers; The Radio; Newspaper Advertising [add-
ed by order of National Convention].

All others must be considered incidental or supplementary to these,

Organizers are important, and in the long run indispensable. Radio broad-
casts are of tremendous importance. Still, if we must do so, we can get
along for indefinite periods without organizers and the radio. But we can-
not for any period of time do without our press and literature and public
meetings, and cessation of study classes and leaflet-distribution for any con-
siderable length of time would prove a serious set-back. Hence, our primary
concern must ever be to conserve, strengthen, and improve our press and
literature, increase leaflet-distribution and the number of public meetings
and study classes.

D
The Radio

A year ago, in the report submitted to the N.E.C. in session, the ob-

servation was made that the use of the radio during the period preceding

(January 1, 1942 - April 1943) had been greatly restricted because of the

war situation. Those restrictions have increased during the past twelve

months, curtailing still more our use of the radio. The record shows that

from May 1943 to the present, a total of 60 broadcasts were arranged, as

against the total of 98 for the year 1942.

The detailed record of the broadcasts from January 1943 to the present

writing, follows (those marked with an asterisk were included in the total

reported to the N.E.C. in May 1943)

:

Coast-to- Coast, CBS E. Hass, (Labor Draft), Feb. 26, 1944, 1, 15 min.
(free).

California :

Los Angeles, KPAS, Sept. 1943— Feb. 1944, 29 Spots, 100 word an-

nouncements.

Connecticut

:

Bridgeport, WNAB, E. Hass, May 9, 1943, 1, half-hour. WNAB, V.
Borden (Labor Draft), Feb. 1, 1944, 1, 15 min. (free).

New Jersey:

Paterson, WPAT, E. Hass, Oct. 26, 1943, 1, 15 min.
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New York:

. ^^ t.. r

Albany, WABY, A. M. Orange, Feb. 7, 1943*, 1, 15 mm. D. Bickweat,

Feb. 14, 1943— May 9, 1943*, 13, 15 min. each. D. Bickweat and A. M.

Orange,' Sept. 19, 1943— March 12, 1944, 26, 15 min. each.

Buffalo, WEBR, F. Seller & A. M. Orange, Jan. 10, 1943— Apr. 18,

1943*, extended May 23, 1943, 15, 5, 15 min. each. A. M. Orange, Oct. 16,

1943, 1, 15 min. WBEN, F. Seller (Labor Draft), Nov. 6, 1943, 1, 15 mm.

(free). WGR, F. Seller (Labor Draft), Nov. 6, 1943, 1, 15 min. (free).

New York City, WEVD, Station Announcer— adv. "Karl Marx &

Marxian Science," March 21-April 19, 1943*, 12 Spots, 50-word announce-

ments. WHN. E. Hass (Labor Draft), April 6, 1944, 1, 15 min. (free).

Rochester, WSAY, A. M. Orange (Labor Draft), Nov. 14, 1943, 1,

15 min.

Syracuse, WOLF, G. M. Pullman, Feb. 7, 1943; March 21, 1943*, April

25, 1943, May 9, 1943, May 23, 1943, June 6, 1943, June 20, 1943, July

4 1943, July 18, 1943, August 1, 1943, August 15, 1943, August 29, 1943,

Sept. 12, 1943, Sept. 26, 1943, Oct. 10, 1943, Oct. 24, 1943, Nov. 7, 1943,

Nov. 21, 1943, Dec. 5, 1943, 1, 15 min. each on each date. WOLF, A. M.

Orange, Jan. 23, 1944, 1, 15 min.

Washington

:

Tacoma, KMO, Muriel Kazda, May 1, 1943, 1, 15 min.

Summary of Radio Broadcasts

January 1943 - April 6, 1944

1 Series, 13 broadcasts, (15 min. wkly). 1 Series, 20 broadcasts (15 min.

wkly.). 1 Series, 26 broadcasts (15 min. wkly.). 1 broadcast (30 min.), 30

broadcasts (15 min. each).— Total 90 broadcasts (plus spot announcements

listed).
.

Of the above, included in the report to the N.E.C. 1943 were— 1 Series

of 13 talks; 1 Series of 15; 2 single (15 min.) broadcasts.

Most radio stations, especially in New York, have shown themselves

extremely reluctant to sell us time, finding one excuse or another for their

refusals. Recently, for example, Station WHN released a talk by Senator

Austin, co-author of the notorious Austin-Wadsworth slave bill. Senator

Austin defended his labor conscription measure. When the National Office

wrote the station for equal time to answer the gentleman, the Station re-

ferred us to a concern in Washington which, allegedly, had purchased the

time as a business proposition— that is, the Washington concern would

arrange for Congressmen to discuss matters of public Interest, and Mr.

Austin was one of those selected. We wrote to the Washington concern

and received a reply to the effect that they only featured members of Con-

gress, but if we would name some Congressman who represented our opposi-

tion-view on the labor conscription bill, they would be delighted to request

said Congressman to deliver a talk on their hour in defense of our view-

point! When it was explained that no dead or Uving Congressman did or

could represent the S.L.P. views on this or any other question, they said
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they were sorry, but really, there was nothing they could do, iirul would

we kindly take the matter up with Station WHN?!
Well, we did, and somewhat to our surprise we received a telephone

message from WHN cordially inviting us to accept 15 minutes free liriic,

Thursday evening, April 6, to express our opposition to Labor Conscrip

tion. Comrade Eric Hass delivered the broadcast, the title of which was

"Labor Conscription is Unconstitutional." At the moment of writing it is

too early to judge results, only a few responses having been received so far.

We had a somewhat similar experience with the Columbia Broadcasting

System, with an end that was equally satisfactory. Having noted that the

C.B.S. had given the S.P. and C,P. politicians free time to discuss the

issues of the 1944 campaign, the National Secretary wrote the station and

asked for equal time for the same purpose. The reply from the program

director was in the negative, but on grounds so crude, and at the same time

so fanciful, that the task of exposing them as such was an easy one. An-

other letter was dispatched, but this time to one of the executive officers

of the Station. In reasoned detail it was pointed out that the S.L.P. was
being discriminated against, the ludicrous arguments of the program direc-

tor were analyzed and exposed, and the National Secretary's letter ended

by suggesting that instead of giving us time to discuss the alleged issues

of the campaign, we should prefer time to discuss the Labor Conscription

proposals. The reply received this time was in startling contrast to the

first letter. The program director now expressed joy and gratitude that

we had consented to discuss the subject of labor conscription, and would
we please supply script, speaker, etc., etc.?! We would, and we did. As
you know. Comrade Eric Hass delivered an excellent talk over the Colum-

bia network, from coast to coast, on February 26, 1944, speaking for 15

minutes, free of charge. This was one of the most important, and most
fruitful radio addresses ever sponsored by the S.L.P. It has had wide and
numerous and varied repercussions. To date, about 700 requests have

been received as a result of that broadcast. Literature, etc., have been

mailed out to all, with a follow-up. Approximately a dozen of those who
wrote for information subsequently sent in subscriptions to the WEEKLY
PEOPLE, one even contributing to the Radio Fund. These names and
addresses have been turned over to the respective Sections. Many of those

who requested information expressed themselves vigorously against the

slave bill, and many expressed themselves in terms of condemnation on

the government, the war-profiteers, and the present system generally. The
response was a manifestation of the deep-seated discontent prevalent among
the workers, and of the groping of the workers for a way out. If the mem-
bership will follow up these inquiries relentlessly, yet tactfully and with

discretion, we may reap a real harvest from this one effort which cost us

little more than the writing of a few letters— apart from advertising the

broadcast locally.

We shall, of course, make every effort to secure the facilities of other

stations similarly, though we cannot hope to be so successful in all our

attempts. The property-conscious— and profit-hungry— radio executives,
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ami their often contemptible hirelings, naturally do not like the S.L.P.,

and, as stated, try to put us off, or deny us the use of their facilities even

when we are ready to pay for same. An amusing instance of the pettifog-

ging tactics of some of these radio stations was reported by Section Ta-

coma. The Section had arranged for a fifteen-minute radio broadcast. As

Comrade Skreen, the organizer, tells the story:

"Section Tacoma selected one of the radio scripts recently loaned from

the National Office, entitled 'Henry Wallace in Wonderland,' which our

radio committee presented to Station KMO for examination. After a phone

call for an appointment, the committee had to wait in an anteroom for a

long time before they were ushered into the Sanctum Sanctorum. The man-

ager of the Station read the script through in silence and then had only

one comment. He wanted the phrase 'cockroach businessmen' changed to

'small-fry businessmen'

!

"The radio address was delivered by Comrade Muriel Kazda."

Sometimes these petty annoyances do add to the gaiety of the nations I

What success we shall meet with in efforts to secure radio facilities

during the campaign is a matter of conjecture, but presumably the radio

czars will let down the bars somewhat, since they are bound under the

law to give equal time to all candidates for the same office. But, as we

know, this gentry are cunning and unscrupulous, and we shall probably

have to battle them every inch of ground!

STATE OF ORGANIZATION

A— State Committees and Sections

CALIFORNIA
There are five Sections in California and an active State Executive

Committee, with an efficient, hardworking State Secretary. The Sections

are: Grass Valley, Los Angeles, Oakland, San Francisco, Santa Clara Coun-

ty. The Sections are all active, but particularly so Sections Los Angeles,

Oakland and San Francisco, where large quantities of literature are being

distributed. Los Angeles, despite having been the victim of one disruption

in recent years, has excelled in distribution of leaflets, many thousands of

which were printed under the immediate supervision of the Section itself,

and to some extent through the S.E.C. The printing of these leaflets has

greatly relieved the National Office, apart from the saving effected in ship-

ping charges, etc.

At present, Comrade Herbert Steiner is in the field as state organizer.

The problem of getting on the ballot is as great as ever, the number of

signatures required to go on by petition being 226,429. The S.E.C. is con-

ducting a campaign to urge the voters to register S.L.P., the information at

hand being that if 22,643 voters so register, the S.L.P. will be placed on

the ballot in California.

There are two Language Federation Branches (Bulgarian and South

Slavonian), both located in Los Angeles. There is one Weekly People
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Club in Oakland, and one in process of reorganization in Los Angeles.

Five study classes were maintained in 1943.

COLORADO
lliere is still only one Section in this state, Section Denver. It is at

present in a precarious condition, primarily because of the inability of the

few active members to do much work for the Party as a result of the war
situation. Recently some inquiries have been received, which, it is hoped,

will lead to an extension of S.L.P. agitation in other parts of the state.

To get on the ballot in Colorado, 500 signatures are required. Small

as this number is, our few comrades, under the adverse conditions, will

be unable to secure them without outside help. If the cost does not prove

excessive, such outside help (if available) will be secured.

There are no Federation Branches, Weekly People Clubs, nor study

classes in Colorado.

CONNECTICUT
There are four Sections and a State Executive Committee in Connecticut:

Bridgeport, New Haven, New London and South Norwalk. All but New
London are active. The state has suffered losses during the last few
years. Section Hartford, once the biggest and most active Section, collapsed,

because of a variety of causes, including insufficient members, for at the

time of dissolving the Section there were eight members on the books.

Some of these lived out-of-town, some were advanced in years, others had
to make their living under circumstances that made it impossible for them
to attend Section meetings, and one or two were drafted. Finally, there

being no other alternative, the Section was disbanded, and the members
transferred as out-of-town members-at-large to Section New Haven. Com-
rade Aiken, who resides in Hartford, is on the lookout for possibilities of

reconstitudng Section Hartford.

There is a Hungarian Language Federation Branch in South Norwalk,
and Section South Norwalk maintains an excellent, and very active Weekly
People Club.

Efforts will be made to get on the ballot in Connecticut, and with the

S.E.C. on the job, and the conscientious state secretary, Comrade Mackay,
keeping after the membership, success is taken for granted. We shall have
to collect 7,841 signatures in Connecticut (which, of course, means roughly
10,000 signatures) in order to place our Presidential candidates on the

ballot. We are automatically on the ballot so far as our state candidates
are concerned.

Vote cast in 1936: 1,228; 1940: 971; 1942: 3,936.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Section Washington, D.C., is carrying on under the difficulties arising

from the fact that it is situated in one of the important war capitab of
the world. The Section has charge of agitation in Maryland, and in recent
months members of the Section have made regular trips to Baltimore to
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S.L.P. veteran Comrade Frank Schnur, may be depended upon to do the

utmost to attain a place on the ballot in this vital campaign.

The vote: 1936: 1,291; 1940: No ticket on ballot.

There are six Federation Branches in the state: Bulgarian in Chicago,

Granite City, Waukegan and Zeigler; South Slavonian in Bellwood and

Chicago.

Three study classes were conducted in 1943, one thus far in 1944. There

is a Weekly People Club in Chicago.

INDIANA
This state presents a puzzling problem. Despite strenuous efforts, it

seems almost impossible to attain any progress. This is true particularly

of the largest city, Indianapolis^ where there is barely a Section at this

time. At present, we have the following Sections: Evansville, Fort Wayne,

Indianapolis, Lake Co., St. Joseph Co. Our State Executive Committee and

our veteran state secretary, Comrade Charles Ginsberg, function as well as

they can under difficult circumstances. We have three Federation Branches

in the state, viz., Bulgarian in Fort Wayne and Gary, and a South Slavon-

ian Branch in East Chicago. Two study classes were conducted in 1943.

To get on the ballot, 6,446 (plus) signatures are required. The effort

will be made to secure them, with reasonable hopes of success.

In 1940 there were cast 706 votes for our ticket.

IOWA
There is still no organized Section in lowa, but we have a number of

more or less active members in different parts of the state. Comrade F. E,

Waitz tirelessly sets the pace as in the past. A regular letter-to-the-press

campaign is constantly carried on, in which most of the members par-

ticipate, in one way or another. We expect to place a ticket on the ballot

in this state, the requirements being within ability of compliance.

There are no Federation Branches, nor Weekly People Clubs or study

classes, in this state.

The vote: 1936: 252; 1940: 452.

KENTUCKY
Section Louisville, in a weak condition for years, finally succumbed.

Under more favorable general conditions the Section could no doubt have

been saved, and built up. Efforts will be made to reconstitute the Section,

the locality coming within the so-called "Cleveland-centered area." The
attempt may also be made to get on the ballot though at the moment the

prospects are none too favorable. We failed in 1940. In 1936, 294 votes

were cast for the S.L.P. ticket.

MAINE
In this state we have a few members-at-large. Hopes of organizing a

Section in the state did not materialize though visits to Portland were

made more or less regularly by Comrades Aiken and Quinn. The pos-
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sibilities of getting on the ballot are being explored, but prospects of suc^

cess this year are doubtful. We failed in 1940, because of the supreme

difficuhies of the task, and this despite the fact that we sent two expert

signature-gatherers all the way from New York. 129 votes were cast in

1936 for the S.L.P- ticket.

MASSACHUSETTS
There are four Sections in this state: Boston, Hampden Co., Lynn and

Waltham. Also a State Executive Committee. There are no Federation

Branches. Two study classes were conducted in 1943, and one this year;

there is one Weekly People Club (in Boston). We have a well conducted

State Executive Committee, and an able state secretary, Comrade H. I. Hillis.

No difficulties in getting on the ballot in Massachusetts this year are

anticipated.

The vote: 1936: 1,305; 1940: 657.

MICHIGAN
Despite the fact that we have only one Section (Wayne County) in

this state, it remains one of our banner states. Section Wayne Co. (in

cooperation with the Federation Branches) carries on as if it were not one,

but a half-dozen Sections— or so it sometimes seems! It is active in every

field lying within the scope and purpose of S.L.P. propaganda, and with

results in most that are truly inspiring.

There are three Federation Branches in Wayne County: Bulgarian,

Hungarian, and South Slavonian. Two study classes were conducted in

1943"^ and one thus far in 1944. There are two hustling Weekly People

Clubs, one in Highland Park, and the West Side Detroit Club. They have

become experts in the raising of funds for the Party's work. There is also

a Propaganda Committee in Wayne County.

At the moment of writing, the Section is collecting signatures to get

on the ballot, and it is expected that efforts will be crowned with success.

6,256 (plus) signatures, are required, many of which must be secured from

outlying counties in the state. The scarcity of automobiles made the prob-

lem this year a most serious one. But our Detroit comrades are not to be

deterred. Comrade Kenyon, of Section Milwaukee, was engaged to assist,

but for reasons as yet unknown, he found it necessary (after a couple of

weeks) to discontinue his work in Michigan. At the present writing, the

fate of our signature campaign is not yet determined, but it is hoped and

expected that our Michigan comrades will secure the necessary minimum.

The vote: 1936: 600; 1940: 795.

MINNESOTA
There are five Sections in Minnesota: Alborn, Duluth, Minneapolis, St.

Paul and Winona. They are all fairly active except Winona, which is

seldom heard from. There is a State Executive Committee. One study class

was conducted in 1943 (in Minneapolis). The Twin Cities' Sections jointly

conduct a Weekly People Club.
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T(5 get on the ballot 2,000 signatures are required. The S.E.C. and our
stalwart state secretary, that indomitable viking, Comrade Sam Johnson,
assure us that the effort to secure these will be made, with reasonable
chances of the Party appearing on the ballot under the designation "In-

dustrial Government Party."

The vote: 1936: 961; 1940: 2,553.

MISSOURI
Sections St. Louis and Kansas City continue as the only Sections in

this state. Section Kansas City suffers the fate of other small Sections as
a result of war conditions— difficulty in holding regular meetings, short-

age of "manpower," etc. Our veteran S.L.P. man, Comrade Karl Oberheu,
carries on indefatigably, despite obstacles and personal difficultiesi

Section St. Louis conducts S.L.P. activities systematically and on the
whole is doing excellent work for the Party. There is a Bulgarian Federa-
tion Branch in St. Louis, and the Section conducts one study class. There
is a hustling Weekly People Club in St. Louis.

We have received assurances that the Party's ticket will be placed on
the ballot in Missouri this year.

The vote: 1936: 292; 1940: 209.

NEW JERSEY
In many respects New Jersey is one of the hardest hit among S.L.P.

state organizations. There are various reasons for the serious set-back we
have suffered in this state, chief among them being the loss of members
as a result of moving out of the state, the draft, etc. Some of the most capable
and best trained members moved to New York, and among the remaining
members none found the time, or those who might have the time seem to
lack the training, to conduct the Party's work in such a way as to make
possible the preserving of ground won, let alone the gaining of new ground.
It is hoped that we shall be able to place a national organizer in the field
in New Jersey during this campaign. As we have said before, as one of
the most important industrial states in the union, it should be well in the
forefront of active S.L.P, states.

There are three Sections in the state: Essex County, Hudson County,
and Passaic Co. Of these, Section Hudson Co. barely functions. There is

a State Executive Committee, and a South Slavonian Branch (in Hoboken).
Fortunately, there have been no new restrictions imposed as regards

getting on the ballot, and at the moment a New York comrade (engaged
full time for the purpose) is securing the 800 signatures (plus) required
to get on the ballot.

The vote: 1936: 349; 1940: 446.

NEW YORK
The state of New York now has ten Sections, as follows: Bronx Co.,

Erie Co., Jamestown, Kings Co., Monroe Co., Montgomery Co., New York
Co., Onondaga Co., Orange Co., and Rensselaer Co., and a State Executive
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Committee. There are five Federation Branches: Bulgarian m Lackawanna

;;? Syracuse, Hungarian in New York City and ^o-th Slavo^^^^^^ n

Lackawanna and New York City. There are Propaganda Committees n

Erie Co. and in Greater New York. Two study classes were conducted m
Greater New York in 1943, and one is being conducted at this time. Ihere

are Weekly People Clubs in Erie Co., Kings Co., and m Jamestown he

one in Kings County having only recently been organized. Most of the

Sections are active and doing good work, with the Sections m Greater New

York Iteading. Sections Orange Co. and Rensselaer Co. are m a rather

precarious condition. That such a comment has to be made as regards the

latter comes with something of a shock, for it was once one of the mos

active, and in some respects, one of the model Sections m the state. But

such has been the fate of this up-state New York Section since the passmg

from the scene of that outstanding S.L.P. man, Patrick E. De Lee.

Generally speaking, the activities of the Party in this important state

are well conducted, under the general supervision of the able State Execu-

tive Committee, and its capable, hardworking and conscientious state secre-

tary, Comrade Emil F. Teichert. Leaflet-distribution throughout the state

has been excellent, with the Sections in Greater New York leadmg. Here,

however, the reason for that was, particularly, that full-time leaflet-

distributors were kept in the field the greater part of the year 194^.

Lectures, open air meetings, radio broadcasts, and socials were conducted

in great numbers during the appropriate seasons of the past year.

While there have been no increased ballot restrictions in New York, the

problem of securing the 12,000 (plus) is not going to prove an easy one

to solve, the primary reason being, of course, the dearth of available mem-

bership forces. The work is being organized, however, and barrmg un-

foreseen difficulties, or mishaps, it 'is expected that the Party's ticket will

be placed on the ballot in the Empire State, under the designation: In-

dustrial Gov't. Party."

As will be recalled, in 1936 the corrupt New York politicians, in league

with certain Social-Democratic opportunists, adventurers and capitalist

errand-boys generally, organized what they were pleased to call the Amer-

ican Labor Party. Through trickery and the most shameless gangsterism^

they succeeded in robbing the S.L.P. of the word ''Lcvbor" in its name^

compelling us to adopt the designation now used in New York for ballot

purposes. At the time, the corrupt, political gangsterism of the Roosevelt-

Farley-Social Democratic alliance was recounted and condemned in the

New York leaflet, "Political Gangsterism." The opening paragraph in

that leaflet stated:

"The politicians and labor fakers in the state of New York have suc-

ceeded in forcing the Socialist Labor Party off the ballot in the state this

campaign. Like the faithful tools of capitahst interests we know them to

be, they will regard this as a victory for the Roosevelt party, and a defeat

for the Socialist Labor Party. They will be wrong, for it may well turn

out to be the kind of victory they will bitterly regret ever having Von."
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*There are some defeats,' said Montaigne, *more triumphant than victories.'

This is one of them."

And in the same leaflet it was further stated:

"For forty years or more the Socialist Labor Party has appeared on

the ballot in New York state. Desperate, indeed, must be the plight of the

forces of capitalism when they have to resort to methods such as these to

prevent the workers of New York from casting their vote for the Party

of Revolution. But, as already stated, these forces will rue the day they

connived to force the Socialist Labor Party off the ballot in New York.

For whatever may happen to our vote in New York, the thermometer of

the revolutionary temperature will register the same. We must exert our-

selves as never before. We must show these political gangsters and labor

fakers (the Hillmans, the Dubinskys and the rest of them) that the 'victory'

they have 'won' will cost them and their capitalist allies dearly. This time

we must depend on our supporters to vote by writing in their names on

the ballot. ^5 to the future, we shall see.

"In the words of Wm. Lloyd Garrison:
" We may he personally defeated, hut our principles, never.'

"

Well, the political gangsters have reaped where they sowed. The corrupt

"American Labor Party," conceived in political immorality, born in the

filth of compromise and political trading, and nurtured on the corruption

of labor betrayals, and labor-fakerism, the evil thing has been accorded the

retribution it earned in 1936, and the Hillmans and Dubinskys, and their

corrupt allies, have received the reward they so amply deserved. For from

the Dubinsky viewpoint the "American Labor Party" is a dead and stink-

ing corpse, while from the Hillman viewpoint it is more than ever an

annex to the anti-working class Democratic Party which originally fathered

it. As a "Labor Party," the monstrosity was ever a foul libel when it

was not a ghastly joke. It is not likely that the political gangsters, who in

1936 so foully tricked the S.L.P. off the ballot in order to serve their

capitalist masters, will now acknowledge that there is such a thing as a

nemesis, and poetic justice, but that should not restrain us from rubbing

the fact under their noses. The thing that once received the Ultramontane

Farley's blessing will once again be used for promotion of capitalist class

interests in New York State, under the same fraudulent "American Labor

Party" designation, but this time with the double blessing of Hilhnan-

Stalinism! And ^vith the scuttling crew of the local Stalinist boys manning

the pirate craft, its ultimate fate is sealed. Thus poetic justice and S.L.P.

vindication will once again coincide and merge.

In 1932, the last time the S.L.P. appeared on the ballot in a national

election in New York state, 10,339 votes were cast for the Party's ticket.

The Party was on the ballot in the 1942 state election, and 3,497 votes

were recorded for our candidate for Governor.

OHIO
In this state we have eight Sections, as follows: Akron, Cleveland,
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Dayton, Hamilton Co., Lorain, Salem, Stark Co. and Steubenville. Section

Cleveland is the largest and most active. Section Lorain is in a rather poor

condition at present, because of familiar reasons, including loss of mem-

bers, outstanding among which must be mentioned the death of the organ-

izer, Anna K. Storck, who so valiantly carried on the fight for the S.L.P.

program in her locality. The other Sections have varied somewhat in de-

gree of activity. It is a pleasure to record that Section Hamilton Co.,

which for a period was in "the doldrums," in recent months staged a come-

back, and is now conducting a systematic and intensified campaign in

Cincinnati. Section Stark Co., too, has improved greatly in point of activ-

ity during the past year or so. As for the other Sections, presumably

they are doing the best they can, though it sometimes seems as if they

could do a great deal better.

There are in the state 12 Language Federation Branches, as follow^s:

six South Slavonian Branches, in Akron, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Dayton,

Steubenville and Youngstown; two Hungarian Federation Branches, in

Akron and Cleveland; and four Bulgarian Federation Branches, in Akron,

Cleveland, Mansfield and Toledo. A Cleveland Propaganda Committee was

organized in 1944. There are Weekly People Clubs in Mansfield, Cleve-

land and Steubenville, Five study classes were conducted in 1943; thus far

in 1944, four are being conducted.

The State Committee, and the able and tireless state secretary, veteran

S.L.P, fighter Comrade Louis P. Wettstein, are doing an excellent job

directing the agitation in the state, checking up on the Sections, and being

alert for ncAv opportunities. The comrades will be confronted with a task

during this campaign that will challenge all their energies and capabilities

— the task of getting on the ballot. Next to California, the State of Ohio

is probably the hardest "ballot-nut" to crack.

There appears to be some doubt as to precisely how we may get on the

ballot in Ohio with our Party designation, but one way is to secure 18,000

(plus) signatures which presumably will place our candidates on the

ballot under the designation "Social Labor Party." This is the method our

Ohio comrades are pursuing.

In addition to the other restrictions, the state of Ohio requires of any

party which has not had a place on the ballot in each national and gub-

ernatorial election since 1900, to file an affidavit certifying that it is not

a "subversive" organization. In the state election of 1942 such an affidavit

was filed but was rejected by the then Secretary of State who ruled that

the S.L.P. of Ohio was a subversive organization, which advocated physical

force and violence, and was connected with a foreign government! As will

be recalled, lengthy correspondence took place between the S.E.C. and the

Secretary of State, but with no satisfactory results. Since in 1942 we did

not actually attempt to get the needed signatures (conducting instead a

"write-in-vote" campaign), there appeared to be no concrete basis on which

to contest the insane ruling of the Ohio Secretary of State, and nothing

further was done that year. This year, however, the affidavit has been

filed and it is hoped that the present Secretary of State will possess more
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sense than his predecessor. If rejected this year, we shall obviouHl\ have

to contest such improper ruling in the courts.

As in the state of New York, the Ohio S.L.P. failed to get on the Imllol

in 1936 and 1940, primarily because of the large number of signal u res

required, and because of the many restrictions imposed. If we succeed this

year, it will be a marvelous achievement. In 1932 the Party received

1,968 votes,

OREGON
In this state we have also suffered great reverses. There is now only

one Section in the state, and that one Section in a none too flourishing

condition. There are groups in Bend and Astoria; in the latter place, work

is carried on almost on the same scale as when there was a Section in

existence. Bend is, and must remain, a great disappointment. It was in

that city that our sterling Frank T. Johns, the 1924 S.L.P. presidential can-

didate, and the original 1928 S,L,P. presidential nominee, lost his life in a

heroic attempt to rescue a drowning child. It had been hoped that the

least that city would do in recognition of the noble deed by the S.L.P.

presidential nominee, would be to build up and maintain a hustling S.L.P.

Section, a Section that would be a sort of memorial in honor of a great

S.L.P. man who gave his life to save (in vain, as it happened) that of a

child of that city. But fate and circumstances have thus far decreed other-

wise.

There is a Bulgarian Branch in Portland, of which little is heard, and,

so far as the National Office is concerned, nothing is known. There is a

Propaganda Committee in Astoria, and one study class is being conducted.

With only one Section left in the state, the State Executive Committee
lapsed, or, rather, was dissolved. In its place there is now a State Agita-

tion Committee, whose function is indicated by its name. Comrade Upton
A, Upton is the secretary of this committee.

The task of getting on the ballot in Oregon was a terrific one in the

past. It will prove even more so this year. In 1940 we succeeded only

through the aid of a number of outside signature-gatherers, working
steadily during several months. There are no indications that any such out-

side help will be available during this campaign, and the prospects of get-

ting on the ballot in this election are, therefore, very poor. Indeed, it will

be little short of a miracle if we do, assuming the attempt is made. As to

that, no final decision has yet been made.

A total of 13,822 (plus) signatures are required, a number that is

obviously far beyond the capacity of our limited Oregon membership.
The vote: 1936: 500; 1940; 2,487.

PENNSYLVANIA
In Pennsylvania we have seven Sections, namely: Allegheny Co., (Pitts-

burgh), Beaver Co., Blair Co., Dauphin Co., Erie, Greensburg and Phila-

delphia. Of these, Blair, Dauphin and Erie have less than the minimum
membership, but, even so, these Sections are as active as the limited mem-
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bership permits, especially Section Erie, where that indomitable and de-

voted S.L.P. veteran, Comrade Frank Knotek, carries on, heedless of the

smallness of the Section, and utterly indifferent to the overwhehning num-

ber of the foe. This comrade's letter-writing campaign (to the local press)

is in itself an achievement equaling, if not excelling, that of any of our

largest Sections.

The other Sections are doing excellent work, despite the inroads the

war conditions have made on the active membership. In this state, too, we

are fortunate in having a good working State Executive Committee, and a

most capable state secretary, Comrade E. A. Teichert.

There is a Hungarian Branch at Pittsburgh, and a Weekly People Club

of Section Allegheny Co. Six study classes were conducted in 1943. There

are at present four study classes in the state.

In this state we required 6,515 (plus) signatures to get on the ballot.

In 1940 we tried to file ahead of the S.P. in order to recover our own

Party name for the ballot. Unfortunately we failed, but we did appear on

the ballot as the "Industrial Gov't. Party." In the 1942 state election the

attempt was again made, and, for the first time since the advent of the

bogus Socialist Party, we succeeded in placing our ticket on the ballot

under our time-honored name, Socialist Labor Party. Strenuous efforts

were made this Spring to repeat the success of 1942, but regretfully the

S.P. politicians and lawyers succeeded in getting ahead of us by a few

hours. We will appear on this year's Pennsylvania ballot as the "Industrial

Gov't. Party," as in 1940. That we failed was no fault of ours— no effort

was spared to "get there" first. Once again, the bourgeois S. P. (empty

shell though it be) served the reaction by preventing the Marxian Socialist

message from being presented to the voters under the nominal flag of

Socialism.

The vote: 1936: 1,424; 1940: 1,518.

RHODE ISLAND
Our small Section Providence in this original haven of "those distressed

in conscience" was declared lapsed in 1941. The Section literally died

out, and it has not been found possible to attract new material. The sur-

viving member. Comrade Conrad Gaus, is the sole member-at-large in Prov-

idence. Because of infirmity due to advanced age, it is not possible for

him to be active. At the moment of writing, there is little likelihood of

any attempt being made to get on the ballot. A total of 500 (plus) signa-

tures is required. In 1936 we polled 929 votes, a surprisingly large

number, considering the population of the state and the smallness of our

then membership. We have always had a substantial "following" (outside

of the membership) in Rhode Island, and considering the agitation carried

on for so many years, it is one of the mysteries why it has been found so

difficult to maintain or reconstitute an S.L.P. Section in that state.

WASHINGTON
In this state there is a State Executive Committee, and there are seven
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Sections, namely, Everett, Grays Harbor, Longview, Seattle, Spokane, Ta-

coma and Vancouver. Section White Salmon collapsed as a direct result

of the war, its organizer, Comrade E. O. Larson, among others, having to

leave the town to work elsewhere. He is now back, and we hope it may be

possible to reconstitute the Section before long.

Despite; the unhealthy condition prevailing in the largest Section in the

state, activities are carried on with reasonable regularity. Section Tacoma
deserves special mention for the splendid work done in the sale of liter-

ature, WEEKLY PEOPLES, and distribution of leaflets. In the latter two

respects, it is the banner Section in the state. Section Spokane exceeded all

other Sections in point of donations, while little Section Longview topped

all in literature sales. Longview suffered a near-collapse, but there are

now indications that it may get back to "normal," at least. Vancouver is

active and often cooperates with nearby Section Portland in Oregon. Spo-

kane carries on steadily, as do Everett and Grays Harbor, though to a lesser

degree. Section Seattle is the notable exception, although even here the

results are better than might have been expected from a Section which
for a long time (and especially during the preceding eight or nine months)

has presented more of a degree of obstructionism and non-cooperativeness

with the National Organiiiation than any other Section within fairly re-

cent memory. As already stated, the Section had the state organizer's

presence for a considerable period of time, but it is not possible to be sure

that this has been an unqualified good. However, Section Seattle presents a

separate chapter which will be recorded elsewhere in this report.

Three study classes were conducted in 1943, and four thus far in 1944.

There are no Language Federation Branches, nor Weekly People Clubs in

the state.

Except for filing fee requirements, it is a comparatively simple matter

to get on the ballot in Washington. The Party must, however, meet in

nominating convention on July 11 this year, instead of in September as

was done in the past. The S.E.C. is preparing to meet this new require-

ment, though, as the state secretary. Comrade Daniels, observed in his re-

port to the recent State Convention: "A great deal of preparatory work
must be done in the matter of getting on the ballot." It is heartening to

note, however, that the S.E.C. is alive to the importance of getting on the

ballot. As the state secretary puts it in his report: "It is our duty as a
political party of the working class to give the widest possible circulation

of the Socialist Labor Party on the ballot."

WISCONSIN
Although we still have only one Section in Wisconsin, there has been

remarkable progress in the state since the last national convention. Sec-

tion Milwaukee is carrying on the Party's work vigorously and intel-

ligently, permitting few, if any, opportunities to pass by for promoting
S.L.P. interests in the state. If the present rate of progress is maintained,
it bids fair to become a serious rival to that other one-Section state,

Michigan! It is hoped that in both states, however, the common denomin-
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ator will soon vanish— that is, that both will cease to "enjoy" the distinc

tion of being one-Section states.

As in Oregon, there is a State Agitation Committee which seeks to co-

ordinate activities outside Milwaukee, especially with regard to signature-

gathering. There are two Federation Branches in Milwaukee, Bulgarian and

South Slavonian.

Three study classes were conducted in 1943, and thus far in 1944, two

such classes.

In order to get on the ballot, the Wisconsin comrades must collect 5,000

(plus) signatures for each State candidate, and 1,000 (plus) for presiden-

tial electors. Since our Wisconsin comrades managed to comply with the

requirements in the past, there is no reason to doubt that they will succeed

in this campaign, even though they must file a month earlier.

B — LANGUAGE FEDERATIONS
Reports covering the four years' activities of the S.L.P. Language

Federations follow:

BULGARIAN SOCIALIST LABOR FEDERATION

"Granite City, III.

"March 27, 1944.

"To the 21st National Convention,

"Socialist Labor Party.

"Greetings: —
"In reviewing the general activity of the Bulgarian Socialist Labor

Federation for the preceding four years, it may be stated at the outset that

the period under review presents itself both as trying and encouraging;

very trying at first and somewhat encouraging afterwards. Starting with

the World War II, the situation grew from bad to worse— for some time.

The unusual activity of the forces of reaction succeeded to a great extent in

creating war hysteria by riding to death the 'fifth-column' nonsense, and

achieving crowning success with the passing of reactionary measures for

registration of the aliens and for compulsory military service— all this

created a situation which was difficult to deal with, and which resulted in

serious impediment to our general activities.

"While the situation was more or less general, it was extremely acute

among the foreign-born workers. Not knowing the purport of the Alien

Registration Act and the extent to which it might be put to use, most of

them were simply frightened. Many thought that the only way they could

escape being deported or tormented was to lie low and keep a safe distance

from any labor, and especially revolutionary organization. This was a

welcome opportunity for the enemies of our movement, and they were not

slow in seizing it, spreading fear and confusion by trumpeting one piece

of nonsense or other as to what the government was going to do next. In

some instances they even sought the aid of the police to intimidate mem-
bers and sympathizers.
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"Thus a situation was created among the foreign-born workers which

seriously hindered our work. People were afraid to receive our paptT or

attend meetings and other affairs. Sympathizers would send us the pi ire

of a subscription, or even more, for the press fund, and ask us to dif^con-

tinue sending them the paper. In some instances, even members, who had

not completed their citizenship, thought it wise to drop the paper and even

leave the organization, for the time being at least. And the situation caused

quite a rush in completing citizenship. Getting new subscriptions, or even

holding the old ones, was a problem. And to make bad enough worse, in

many instances we could no longer hold meetings in places formerly used,

people being fearful of being molested by the police for giving us the use

of their premises.

"To this situation two of the branches succumbed, namely, Lorain, Ohio,

and New York, N, Y. Then the reaction in Canada practically forced us

to sever connections with the branch in Hamilton, Ontario. The censor got

so strict that no communication with any of the members in Canada was
possible any longer. Besides, it became dangerous for the individual

members in Canada to have any connections with the Federation, the latter

being in a 'foreign land.' At the time 'we' were not yet allies— though,

perhaps, it v/ould not have made any difference anyhow. At any rate, to

save the . members from being persecuted it was decided to have them
transfer membership to the Canadian S.L.P. Organization. Then, just

about a year later, in September, 1941, we had to sever connections with
all our readers in Canada also, the press censor having decided to put the

ban on our paper.

"All this, naturally, resulted in a serious cut in the result of our activi-

ties practically all along the line. And taking place, and reaching a climax,

during the national campaign, the National Office of the Party was de-

prived of much needed assistance, financial and otherwise. For instance, the
collection for the national campaign fund, amounting to $3,635.74, fell

short by $1,144.33 as compared to the previous campaign. While it was
regretted that the ugly situation had to develop during the campaign,
viewed from another angle, however, it may be considered fortunate that

it developed just then. The unusual activity of the Party, touring many
organizers and holding hundreds of public meetings, and the Party's sub-
divisions distributing tons of campaign literature— all this kept reacting
upon the timid ones and helped, to a great extent, to allay their fear.

There can be no question that this unusual activity helped to stop the
worsening of the situation among the foreign-born workers. Many of the less

timid ones soon took courage, though not yet realizing that the way to deal
with reaction is to fight it. And it may not be amiss to add that we suffered
most in localities where the Sections were less active. In localities where
the Section members kept at their activity in spite of the reaction, the
non-citizen members and sympathizers soon took courage. Well, it stands
to reason that if the native-born get timid, the foreign-born will get
frightened.

"At any rate, gradually, though slowly, the situation soon started
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changing for the better. While the 'fifth-column' nonsense was still being

played up, it grew less effective in creating war hysteria or in frightening

the foreign-born workers as the sinister purpose behind it became inore

apparent. And when it was brought to light that the so-called fifth-

columnists who were supposed to have prepared the ground for the German

armies to conquer the surrounding countries, were, instead of German

agents, local capitalists who, fearing their working class, thought their

plunder would be more secure under the German form of government

than under their own, that practically killed the crazy propaganda. Then,

with work getting more plentiful, the workers felt more secure, and natu-

rally grew less timid. Many of those who had dropped the paper, com-

menced to come back for it, and also to attend to our affairs more or less

regularly,

^'Meanwhile, the Stalinists, i.e., our quota of the species, with their

often repeated somersault in line with ever-changing 'orientation,' helped

much to clear the confusion among the workers that they themselves helped

to create. While doing lip-service to the cause of the workers, they were

in a position to create much confusion. However, since the war started,

no sane worker could follow their line without losing his mind. At first

the war appeared to them as a gigantic duel of life and death between the

dark forces of fascism and the forces of immortal democracy. Then in a

week or so it became purely imperialistic, and remained so until Germany

attacked Russia. Then overnight it again turned out to be a war against

fascism, or rather a war of liberation, and they happily joined the 'United

Nations' to help liberate all enslaved peoples (presumably also helping

England to 'liberate' India). And now, having abandoned even the pre-

tenses of being revolutionary, and eagerly trampling underfoot any notion

of the class struggle, they have thereby exposed themselves as charlatans,

and thus helped to clear the way for the genuine revolutionary movement

among the Bulgarian workers.

"And now it is a safe bet that their usefulness even at serving the reac-

tion is practically gone. About two years ago, some self-styled AH-Slav

Congress in Moscow issued an urgent call for the unity of all Slavs (not

slaves) throughout the world. The Stalinists eagerly seized upon this non-

sense, and did all they could to peddle it as a glorious idea. However,

though the scheme came from Moscow and got the blessing of the Ad-

ministration, practically nothing came out of it. Some sort of 'All-Slav'

gathering took place in Detroit, and that was the end of the hullabaloo, at

least as far as the Bulgarians were concerned. Then, having failed to

organize the Bulgarians as Slavs, last year an attempt was made to organ-

ize them as Bulgarians. This time for the lofty purpose of helping the two

'fatherlands,' the native one and the adopted one. Helping the two 'father-

lands' was not an easy task under the circumstances, the first being 'in

dutch' with the second for its alliance with Deutschland. Still it was tried,

and also some strategy was employed by pushing to the fore people con-

sidered non-partisans and of some so-called prominence. The attempt was

a miserable fiasco. Evidently their mischievous career is coming to an
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end, being i;n the process of becoming thoroughly discredited.

"What we consider a serious handicap at present, as a result of the war
situation, is maintaining an organizer on the road. Previously we managed
to have the Editor make two agitational tours annually, of about thitie

months' duration each, one early in the spring and the other late in the

fall. To a large degree this served the needs very well. The war situation,

however, upset this plan completely. Now it was found that a tour of

short duration, made in a rush and mainly for the purpose of holding
agitational meetings, no longer served the purpose. Due to the fact that

most of the members were working longer hours and on different shifts,

the meeti^gs were no longer successful in more than one respect. More-
over, such rush tours could no longer be expected to become successful as
regards selling subscriptions and literature, as few of the members could
find the necessary spare time to assist the organizer. And then we could
no longer very well relieve the Editor for such tours, as the work on the
paper required much greater vigilance. Thus we had to abandon the
tours right after the one in the spring of 1942.

"The situation now calls for, or rather cries out for, an organizer who
can be on the road for much longer periods, with unlimited time for each
locality, and whose main task would be, not so much holding agitational
meetings as selling subscriptions and literature. In view of what was
pointed out in the foregoing, the opportunity for such activity is much
better now than before. Besides, it is but natural to expect at this time,
and ever more from now on, that the conditions will more and more stir

up the workers to take interest in the revolutionary movement. Moreover,
the need of such an organizer is all the greater now in view of the fact
that far fewer of the members who formerly devoted, more or less reg-
ularly, a certain amount of time for agitational work^— getting subscrip-
tions and selling literature, etc.— can now find the necessary spare time
for such activity.

"However, though the need for such an organizer is so great at this
time, so far we have been unsuccessful in finding one both capable and
available for the task. For the time being we are trying to overcome the
obstacle through so-called regional committees. These are bodies formed
by the Branches, each within a certain distance from a large industrial
center, such as Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis. It is the duty of
the committee of each district to attend to the agitational work in places
within the region where we have no Branch or members-at-large, besides
serving as intermediary between the Branches for interchanging speakers,
etc. Through this arrangement we hope to be able to do some of the work
previously done by organizers.

"Such is the situation we aire confronted with at present. However, in
spite of the obstacles some progress has been made, and in one case where
it was most desired. For many years, practically since the so-called de-
pression started, there was a constant decline in the sale of subscriptions—
at first due to unemployment, and lately due to fear from the reaction.
And last year, for the first time these many years, the never-ending decline
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was not only broken, but some appreciable gains made. The encourage-

ment is all the greater in view of the fact that we had no organizer on the

road throughout the year— which also was for the first time for a good

many years,

"As regards the collection of funds, however, the progress is not only

more marked but remained uninterrupted. Since the previous Party con-

vention, practically at each of the Federation's conventions the previous

collection was topped by about $3,000 in round figures, while at the last

one by $5,000— a sure indication of rapidly growing appreciation for

the work of the organization. For the four years reported, $46,140.08 has

been collected for various funds, an increase of $5,351.24 as compared to

the previous four years. And the contributions to the National Office of

the Party, amounting to $18,666.01, exceed the same for the previous four

years by $1,360.73.

"In point of finances we did fare rather well under the circumstances,

but not so in point of membership. We not only suffered the loss of three

branches, as mentioned above, but the membership dropped from 283 to

215. For the period reported, while only 15 new members were admitted,

58 were dropped, 5 expelled, 7 resigned, 7 died and 6 were transferred to

other Party divisions. Of the members we now have, 178 are reported as

naturalized citizens. The remaining 17 branches are located in the follow-

ing cities: Detroit, Michigan; Toledo, Akron, Cleveland and Mansfield,

Ohio; Lackawanna and Syracuse, New York; Ft. Wayne and Gary, In-

diana; St. Louis, Missouri; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Chicago, Waukegan,

Zeigler and Granite City, Illinois; Los Angeles, California, and Portland,

Oregon.

"As to the Rabotnichesku Prosveta Clubs, we are sorry to say that we

have but one that is really active, located in Detroit. There is one in

Syracuse also, but it is seldom heard from. The one in Detroit, however,

makes up for a number of ordinary clubs. It is a veritable gold mine for

the local Branch which, in its turn is a veritable gold mine for the

Federation.

"For the four-year period reported: Dues stamps purchased: 10,000;

and exemptions furnished: 750.

"The following Party pamphlets have been translated and published in

Bulgarian since the last Party convention: 'StaHnist Corruption of Marx-

ism,' The World War and Soviet Russia,' 'The Old Order and the New,'

'Socialism, Hope of Humanity,' 'The Truth About Inflation,' and 'Workers

of the World, Unite I'

"Receipts and expenditures for the four years ending November 13 last

are as follows: Cash on hand from 1939, $1,790.06; receipts, $60,486.60

(an increase of $8,559.73 in comparison to the previous period) ; expendi-

tures, $56,837.36, cash on hand November 13, $5,439.30.

"Fraternally submitted,

(Signed) "Theo. Baeff,

"National Secretary."
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HUNGARIAN SOCIALIST LABOR FEDERATION

"Mr. Arnold Petersen,

"National Secretary, S.L.P.,

"New York, N. Y.

"New York, N. Y.

"March 14, 1944.

"Dear Comrade Petersen:

"In our report to the Party's last National Convention, we stated that

we would try our best to fulfill our duties to teach the Hungarian workers

the principles of De Leonism, the only hope for the whole working class

to emancipate itself from the yoke of wage slavery. In the past four years

we have not shirked from this duty of ours although the difficulties

hindering our work increased considerably.

"Our membership decreased by 37 per cent since 1939, but financially

we are better off than before.

"We have Branches in South Norwalk, Conn.; Detroit, Mich.; New
York, N. Y,; Akron and Cleveland, Ohio; and Pittsburgh-Hazelwood, Pa.

The total membership is 63- We have A Munkas Clubs in Akron and
Cleveland, Ohio, and in Detroit, Michigan, with a total membership of 44.

"Our annual convention held last year in Akron, Ohio, was a success

both morally and financially. The collection was the highest ever attained

by us. The Convention adopted a resolution against the Labor Draft which
was sent to the Beacon Journal, local paper, and two Hungarian dailies in

other cities. We had some publicity through this.

"On account of the war and the restrictions as to the use of auto-

mobiles, we were forced to abandon the plan of employing a National

Organizer.

"The sale of literature was somewhat better than in former years. We
have published as a pamphlet the Party's declaration on the dissolution of

the Comintern, We have published one of the Party's leaflets on the Labor
Draft. We have published a First of May magazine, the 11th in annual
succession. We have published the Norwalk, Conn., S.L.P. platform. (A
total of 3,000 copies; the magazine, 1,500 copies.)

"Our payments for dues, assessments, funds, WEEKLY PEOPLE sub-
scriptions (exclusive of literature) to the National Office were:

'1940: $623.78; 1941: $407.02; 1942: $554.87; 1943: $703.10. Total:

$2,288.77. Our total incomes were: 1940: $7,513.57; 1941: $6,992.75;
1942: $7,599.17; 1943: $8,984.99. Total: $31,090.4^,

"The itemized Financial Report and Balance Sheet as prepared by the
Public Accountant will be sent to the National Office of the Party in
due time.

"The situation in the Hungarian colonies, so-called, is about the same
as last year outlined in our report to the N.E.C. Outwardly, all elements
are 'good Americans,' and all are working for an 'early victory' over the
fascists. Inwardly, the various elements hate each other, denouncing one
another, not only in their papers, but to the authorities also.
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"The noisiest among these super^patriots are the stooges of Stalin.

These 'patriots' now consider it to be the greatest insult if any one would

call them communists or revolutionists. This year is the 25th anniversary

of the Hungarian Council Repubhc. They forgot all about this and their

Bela Kun, and they do not even mention whether he is alive or if he

went to his doom in Moscow at the time of the bloody purges. There is

no word anywhere as to what became of Bela Kun, at one time the object

of their idolatry. Their heroes are now those who at the Teheran con-

ference (according to them) became the liberators of the oppressed peoples

of the world.

"There are three different Hungarian patriotic groups trying their

best to get endorsements from the Roosevelt administration for their own

schemes, but the politicians in the government are not handing out special

endorsements to any group.

"The Hapsburg family is in U.S.A. Otto, the eldest son among them,

is going around the country lecturing on the necessity of defeating the

Nazis. He has a special ax to grind. He wants to go back to an Austria-

Hungary which, if it is not to become as large, shall be at least large

enough to hold the throne of the Hapsburgs! As was reported in the

newspapers, Otto Hapsburg tried to organize an Austrian regiment, but the

protests were so loud against this scheme that the authorities in Wash-

ington thought it better not to use him as the 'liberator' of Austria. The

Hungarian Ultramontane machine, the Roman Catholic clergy, and some of

the Protestant ministers, are also in favor of Otto Hapsburg. They still

address him as 'His Majesty.' Their attitude is a contradiction, as they

are also in favor of the Horthy regime which chased out Otto's father,

Charles IV, who made two attempts vainly to regain his throne. The

counter-revolutionary parliament in November 1921 legalized the dethrone-

ment of the Hapsburg family, although retaining the 'thousand-year-old

constitution,' and still calling the country a kingdom.

"The Hungarian-American, patriots are whitewashing the Horthy regime

as being innocently involved in this World War H. According to their

claims, Hungary was forced into this war by the Nazis, and they insist

that Horthy in his heart hates Nazism. The fact is that the Horthy regime

gave lessons to the Nazis in terrorism and anti-Semitism.

"The Hungarian IWW-ites are also forgetting their past. To them the

class struggle does not exist for the 'duration.' It is interesting to note

that the editor of the Hungarian IWW paper petitioned the Post Office

of Canada to lift the ban against their paper. In their letter, published

by them, they said:

'
. . . The Canadian Postal Authority banned our paper from the mail

because we have sharply criticized the Chamberlain government for its

"appeasement" policy, which has led to the pact of Munich and to the

present world war. We advocated even then that no agreement could be

made, or must be made, with Fascism or with the powers which serve them,

'The events have justified our position. To our knowledge, today the

Canadian government shares our viewpoint. Thus it is not a crime, even
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in your eyes, to advocate the uprooting of Fascism and of its acts of force

and violence. Therefor we respectfully ask the return of postal delivery

rights in Canada.'

"After a brief investigation the ban against the IWW paper was liilrd.

So the Hungarian IWW-ites are proudly proclaiming that they hold views

similar to Churchill and W. L. Mackenzie King. This crowd is also llic

boastful upholder of Rooseveltian 'labor laws,' and is of the opinion that

the Austin-Wadsworth labor conscription bill is only a trick by the politi-

cians 'to get more votes.' They do not think it necessary to protest against

the conscription of labor.

"Our paper, A Munkas, is still banned from Canada.

"A group of Hungarian workers in Montevideo, Uruguay, who are in

contact with the South Slavonian De Leonites there, are in earnest about

learning from the S.L.P. They have ordered a considerable amount of

literature from us.

"Our Branches are ready to cooperate with the Sections in securing

signatures, giving out leaflets and making this coming Presidential cam-

paign the greatest educational campaign we ever had the opportunity to

engage in. We will do our utmost for the advancement of the principles

of Marxian Socialism which is the only hope for the workers of the

whole world,

"Fraternally yours,

(Signed) "Alex Kudlik,

"National Secretary."

SOUTH SLAVONIAN SOCIALIST LABOR FEDERATION

"Cleveland, Ohio

"March 30, 1944.

"To the Twenty-first National Convention of the Socialist Labor Party.

"Greetings

:

"During the past four years, our Federation has been confronted with
relatively new problems. Not only have we had the task of previous years,

that is, the problem of spreading the Socialist Labor Party's message to

the South Slavonian workers in this country, but we have been faced with
another problem similar to the one faced a quarter of a century ago when
the now overrun country of Jugoslavia was just being formed.

"Today, as at that time, the Jugoslavian capitalist class, through its

many agents in this country, is again attempting to use in its own selfish

interests the South Slavonian wage workers of this country. In doing this,,

it is obvious that it must divert attention from the revolutionary message
of our movement. However, new elements at the present time make our
task much more difficult than it was 25 years ago, for today the South
Slavonian worker is not only being overwhelmed with the propaganda of
the class already mentioned, but he is also being exposed on every hand
to the all-Slav chauvinism of Pan-Slavism; and in the foreground of this
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resurrected Pan-Slav ideology stands the bureaucracy of Soviet Russia.

Today, Stalin's Russia is the foremost initiator of the former Romanoff

Pan-Slav movement, whose aim it is to unite the 'small and weak' Slav

brothers under its protection, exactly as that former reactionary Czarist

regime attempted to do. It is safe to say that this situation has caused

great hardship to the work of our Federation, since through the centuries

-the Slavic peoples have held to the hope that their Slav brothers from

the North would bring about their 'freedom and unity.' That which old

Russia was unable to do, today has become the aim of Stalin and his

cohorts.

"These traditions, then, are the obstacles which our Federation must

batter down—^ traditions which, in the class struggle, weigh in favor of

the capitalist, and not at all in favor of the worker and peasant. Soviet

Russia's part in this little drama has served (as have all her international

acts of recent years) only to cause greater confusion in the field in which

we work.

"In the present struggle, the Jugoslav capitalist class has a new ally,

that is, the Jugoslav 'Communists.' Not only have the 'Communists' be-

come the advisers, but they have actually taken into their own hands the

job of leading the Jugoslav capitalist movement. When various organiza-

tions were needed, they were initiated and organized by the 'Communists.'

When it was necessary to integrate these organizations for effective work

amongst the Jugoslav workers, again the task was accepted by the 'Com-

munists': Quite naturally, then, The National Herald and Free Expression,

formerly the outspoken organs of the 'Communist' movement in America,

have become the servants of this new Pan-Slav movement and have taken

unto themselves the task of carrying on the work of these various organ-

izations and integrating committees. That which the Comintern in theory

taught, its students and followers today are practising.

"The situation which exists here is exactly that which prevails in Jugo-

slavia proper. There the defense of the rights of Jugoslav capitalism has

been taken over almost entirely by the so-called Communists— rights, that

is, to continue the exploitation of the poverty-stricken worker and peasant

in the hoped-for restored Jugoslavia, exactly as was the case before the

debacle.

"A short time ago one of the foremost Jugoslav leaders— incidentally,

an adherent of the Partisans, who at the present time is in this country

and whose name can be found as writer in the plutocratic press and liberal

journals— Bogdan Radica, wrote an article regarding a speech delivered

by a representative of Jugoslav capitalism. In this article, Mr. Radica

has confirmed the fact that the ^Communists' of Jugoslavia have taken the

lead in the defense of Jugoslav capitalism.

'Josip Vidmar speaks in detail of the historic role played by the Com-
munists in Jugoslavia generally and in Slovenia particularly. It is the

same role played by the Communists of Catholic France and Orthodox
Russia: The unity of the people in the struggle against Nazi-Fascism!

The people had been deserted and left discouraged. Communist leadership
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gave them the technical might for defense and the opportunity to establish

democratic sovereignty.'

"As Mr. Radica explains, the people (read workers) were deserted arul

left without the leadership of the Jugoslav bourgeoisie; but that which I lie

bourgeoisie was unable to do, the 'Communists' have accomplished. I'hcy

have organized the people (read workers) and led the fight against tlic

foreign 'enemy,' and all this for the benefit of the enemy at home— the

Jugoslav capitalist class.

"Thus the role the so-called Conamunists, both here and abroad, are

playing, a role which we know and understand, must be made known and
explained to the rest of the South Slavonian workers; and it will be made
known to them and explained to them.

"In every issue of the Radnicka Borha we are exposing this treason-

able act of the 'Communists' in spreading the propaganda of a ^democratic'

Jugoslavia in particular and Pan-Slavism in general. At meetings and
lectures arranged by our Branches, our speakers serve also to expose in

detail this treasonable role.

"However much we lecture and write, however much we attack with

unanswerable Marxian logic, these traitors to Marxist thought and princi-

ples refuse to accept the challenge given. Their boycott of us is thorough.

However, boycott us though they may, we refuse to boycott in return.

Rather, we will intensify our efforts to expose their reactionary role to

the Jugoslav workers. And expose we will their schemes and plans to

rivet the chains of slavery on the Jugoslav workers.

"As we have done until now, so we will continue in the future to con-

centrate all our resources in spreading the idea of De Leonism among the

Jugoslav workers, for in this knowledge alone lies the hope for the future,

not alone of the Jugoslav workers, but of the working class of the world.

We will continue to work with full faith that, in the near future, the

Jugoslav workers will unite with their comrades of the American working
class under the banner of the Socialist Labor Party and build the Socialist

Industrial Republic of Labor.

"We have not dealt with the subject of the two factions in Jugoslavia
today, namely, the Partisans and Chetniks. First, space would not permit
a full treatment of the subject here, and secondly, we are working on a
manifesto dealing with this matter in detail. This manifesto will be trans-

lated into English and forwarded to the National Office in the near future.

"With regard to the composition of the South Slavonian Federation,
it will be noted that in the 1940 report to the National Convention we had
19 Branches, with a total membership of 204. At the end of the fiscal

year, June, 1943, we had only 15 Branches with a total membership of
167, which includes six members-at-large. The Branches we lost during the
past four years were: Branches Philadelphia, St. Louis, Hamilton (Canada)
and Gary. Incidentally, Branch Gary became a part of Branch East Chi-
cago, Ind. We now have Branches in the following cities: Akron, Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, Dayton, Steubenville and Youngstown, Ohio; Chicago
and Bellwood. III; East Chicago, Ind.; Detroit, Mich.; New York and
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Lackawanna, N. Y.; Hoboken, N. J.; Milwaukee, Wis.; and Los Angeles^

California.

"In addition to the 15 Branches, we have two groups in South America^,

one in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and the other in Montevideo, Uruguay.

The group in Argentina is not active because of the existing political situa-

tion. Because of the fascistic nature of the government there, severe re-

strictions have been placed on any revolutionary activity. Recently a letter

was received from Comrade A. Naglich, with which he enclosed $54.00

for renewals of subscriptions to the Radnicka Borba and literature. He also

stated that he expects its activity to increase in the near future.

**The group in Montevideo, on the other hand, is very active. Each
year they celebrate De Leon's birthday, the Paris Commune and the First

of May. At these celebration meetings they usually have two speakers, one

speaking in Spanish, the other in Jugoslav. They have acquainted many
Spanish workers with the program of the Socialist Labor Party. According:

to the latest reports, they expect to organize a group of Spanish-speaking

workers who will carry on the agitation of the Party to their fellow work-

ers who speak that language. A study class is conducted throughout the

year, in both Jugoslav and Spanish. During the past four years these two
groups in South America have purchased our literature in the amount of

$247.30. The Central Committee of the Federation granted 50 per cent

discount on this literature, which would otherwise have amounted to close

to $500.00.

"Besides the aforementioned subdivisions, we have four Radnicka Borba
Clubs. These Clubs are of great financial assistance to our organization
and to the Party. In the last four years they have contributed $3,665.00
to the Radnicka Borba and $800.00 to the WEEKLY PEOPLE; a total o£
$4,465.00. The cooperation of these Clubs with the Branches and local

Socialist Labor Party subdivisions is very good.

"Until over a year ago, the number of subscribers to the Radnicka
Borba had been steadily declining, but we are happy to report that we
are again securing new subscriptions, and that our mailing list is increas-

ing. Very often we get new subscribers who congratulate us on the stand
we take with respect to the Jugoslav question. Indeed, the amount of
response to the Party stand is very encouraging.

"The following Party pamphlets have been translated and published in
South Slavonian:

"War and Poverty, 1,571; World War and Soviet Russia, 2,030; Social-
ism: Hope of Humanity, 1,617; Labor Draft: Step to Industrial Slavery,,

1,499; Workers of the World, Unite!, 1,496. Total: 8,213; Annual Al-
manac (Four Issues), 12,883; Grand Total: 21,096.

"In the four-year period, the total amount of literature sold was in the
amount of $4,628.05, including the yearly Almanac.

"Since the National Office supplies financial statistics in detail, we
shall list only the following in this report:

"From July 1, 1939 through June 30, 1943, total receipts of the South,
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Slavonian Federation amount to $65,407.62, including the balance of

$170.38 on hand July 1, 1939.

"Receipts are from the following sources:

"Radnicka Borba subscriptions, $7,110.77; Voluntary donations to Rad-

nicka Borba, $23,703.69; Literature Sold, $4,628.05; Advertisements in

Almanac, $4,544.50; Dues Stamps Sold, $2,661.05; Various Party Funds,

$14,057.36; Printing-Plant Receipts, $2,279.78; Various Other Sources,

16,422.42; Total disbursements for the same period of four years amount

to $58,305.73. Balance on June 30, 1943: $7,101.89.

"Our Federation contributed $3,223.84 to the last National Campaign

fund.

"Fraternally submitted,

(Signed) P. Slepcevich

"National Secretary."

C— PROPAGANDA IN OTHER LANGUAGES
The once promising Greek S.L.P. movement never materialized. The

war has been the principal factor in halting, temporarily, progress in this

respect. Yet, a solid and sound foundation was laid, especially regarding

literature in Greek, of which we have considerable quantities and a number

of titles.

And although activities are continued in the Ukrainian field, pro^

gress here has been negligible. Recently our Ukrainian propagandist,

Comrade R. Zaremba, of Akron, was authorized to publish a new four-page

leaflet in that language, and it has just been printed. No doubt our Plat-

form will be issued in the Ukrainian language, and perhaps one or two

others. Here again, the war has, of course, been a powerful factor in re-

tarding progress.

Indirectly, some progress is being made in respect to Spanish-language

agitation. Indirectly, because what has been accomplished was done via our

South Slavonian Federation through its connections with South Slavonian

groups in South America. Recently, there have been some reactions from

a Hungarian group in South America through our Hungarian Federation.

It would be most desirable to have some of our standard S.L.P. pamphlets

translated into Spanish, for the postwar period will undoubtedly witness

a great increase in the relations between North and South America, and

particularly between North and Central America — specifically Mexico.

The chief, or initial, problem will be to secure a competent translator.

D — PARTY MEMBERSHIP
As was to be expected, there has been a drop in membership since

1940. There has been no substantial change since a year ago, however.

We have now eighteen members less than when the report was made to

the N.E.C. Session of 1943, and one Section was declared lapsed. That

Section (Louisville, Ky.) had, however, been in a very poor condition

for the past several years, and it would have been disbanded sooner but
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for the hope that somehow it might have been found possible to add a

few new members to keep it at the minimum membership strength. We
hope to reconstitute the Section, if, somehow, regular activities can be
carried on in connection with the Cleveland-centered activities. Comrade
Gordon Long, who lives in southern Indiana, but not too far from Louis-

ville, has carried on leaflet-distribution in that city as much as his time

permitted.

We have a total of 69 Sections, 38 Language Federation Branches, and
11 State Executive Committees. Nine Sections are numerically weak, and
unless we may soon find a way of adding "new blood" to some of them,
a few may be expected to lapse during the coming year. It should be
noted, however, that some of these Sections, though numerically weak, are

doing as much, if not more work than some Sections of greater numerical
strength, notably Section Erie, Pa. The once outstanding Section Rensselaer
Co., N, Y., is included among the nine weak Sections— Section Rensselaer,

the pride and boast of the late, incomparable P. E. De Lee. If extra exer-

tions among the remaining Rensselaer comrades are possible, these com-
rades might well remind themselves that they can erect no finer monument
in honor of the great De Lee than a revitalized and greatly strengthened
Section Rensselaer Co.

During the year there were sold to Sections, State Committees, Federa-
tions, and to national members-at-large, dues stamps in the total amount
of $4,236.70, an increase over a year ago of $178.55. During the past
year a total of 1,046 exemption stamps were granted, as against 1,500 for
the preceding year. The total amount received for sale of dues stamps
during the four-year period 1940-43 was $16,246.68, as against $17,801
for the preceding four-year period. The total number of exemption stamps
furnished for the two four-year periods is as follows:

1936-39: 15,333; 1940-43: 8,271.

During the past year, four members were expelled, two were suspended
and subsequently reinstated. Seven members resigned from the Party, in

every case (as far as is known) for reasons of personal "convenience."
Worthy of special mention in this connection is the resignation of National
Member-at-large C. M. Carlson, who lives in Alaska. This case is note-
worthy because Carlson had been a member for a period of thirty-five or
forty years, the greater part of which he spent in isolated locations, and
also because De Leon (in the pamphlet, "Ultramontanism" ) did him the
honor of mentioning him. Carlson, in the early period of his membership,
was an excellent and outstanding agitator, forceful, sound and logical.
After nearly forty years he decided that to belong to the Socialist Labor
Party was a menace to his existence as a petty bourgeois! In the con-
cluding paragraph of his letter of resignation, he said that the only way
he could "maintain a home" was "by means of a bourgeois existence"!
Which, if true, obviously does not explain why he found it necessary to
resign his membership in the S.L.P. In advising him that the N.E.C. Sub-
Committee had accepted his resignation, the National Secretary wrote him
as follows:

"Dear Ex-Comrade:

"Your letter of March 10, [1944] with your resignation from the So-

cialist Labor Party, came as a shock to me. However, it was submillcd to

the N.E.C. Sub-Committee at its regular meeting this evening, and upon

motion duly made, it was accepted. Accordingly, your name has been re-

moved from the glorious roster of De Leonism as one who once had a

purpose, noble and firm, but in the end dared not to make it known,

preferring to slink away in silence and ignoble surrender. For, obedient

to the De Leon maxim: The principle and the organization are one,' in

resigning from the Socialist Labor Party, you have 'resigned,' rejected, the

principle.

"Since time immemorial men have sold their birthright for a mess of

pottage. We do not envy you your bourgeois mess of pottage— your

phantom 'bourgeois existence.' Nor do we condemn you— rather do we

pity you.

"Thus comes to an inglorious end the career of one who once gave

great promise— of one who in the full flower of his physical and intel-

lectual manhood and integrity might have moved mountains. 'But yet the

pity of it, lago! lago, the pity of it, lago!'

"Sincerely and Perseveringly,

"(Signed) Arnold Petersen,

"National Secretary."

Thus ended the S.L.P. saga of C. Martin Carlson.

Generally speaking, no resignation should be accepted from a member

except for cause of disagreement with the Party's principles. Of course,

no iron-clad rule can be laid down, nor should one be applied. But too

frequently a Section accepts a resignation without ascertaining the reason

for tendering it. To an eastern Section the National Secretary recently

had occasion to write the following:

"If the 'reason' given by X for resigning from the Party is irrational,

the Section's action in accepting it (apparently without question) is sur-

prising. The illness of one's husband (or wife) is certainly no proper

reason for the surrender of one's principles. The only ground on which

resignations can be properly accepted are those involving disagreement with

the Party's principles and program.

"As for X remaining 'a good friend of the Socialist Labor Party,' it

is pertinent to observe that the Socialist Labor Party desires to see 'good

friends of the Socialist Labor Party' turned into members, other things

being equal. The Party does not encourage or approve the reverse pro-

cedure. Ex-members, who resigned for reasons of personal convenience of

one sort or another, generally became walking monuments of desertion

and apostasy, if not downright treason to the working class— aside from

becoming (with few exceptions) demoralizing influences."

The Party certainly has the right to ask the reasons for a tendered

resignation, even if we cannot always compel answers.

The case of Carlson reminds us that many years of membership furn-
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ish no proof against deserting the Principle and the Organization, Never-

theless, the Party must continue to exercise the greatest vigilance in ad-

mitting new members, for too frequently, alas, we discover that individuals

slipped through who would have served the Party better if they had re-

mained on the outside as sympathizers. And when such individuals are

placed in positions of influence, as occasionally happens when they are

put in the field as organizers, or as Section organizers and state secre-

taries, they are capable of inflicting great harm on the organization. Mem-
bership committees should, therefore, be composed of trained and seasoned

comrades who are qualified to judge whether an applicant is a glib-tongued

shallow-pate, or a sincere and well-posted student of Socialism and of

S.L.P. history, principles and tactics. No iron-clad rule can be laid down

in this connection. Recently, the California State Executive Committee

forwarded to the National Office an outline of subjects to be taken note

of by a membership committee when interviewing an applicant. The out-

line is necessarily sketchy, and could no doubt be enlarged or improved

upon, but for whatever guidance it may afford, it is reproduced herewith:

"Subjects to be dealt with by the membership committee.

^^Principles

"1. What is the position of the Socialist Labor Party on the question of

unionism?
"2. What is the position of the Socialist Labor Party on political

action?

"3. What are the form, tactics, and goal of a revolutionary organiza-

tion?

"4. Do you feel that a political organization should fight for immediate

demands ?

"5. What do you understand by the terms 'class struggle' and 'class-

consciousness' ?

^^Policies

"1. What is your attitude regarding the position of the Socialist Labor

Party in condemning all groups and individuals who do not stand uncom-

promisingly for the abolition of capitalism?

"2. Can anything be gained for the working class by reforms or steps

at a time?

^^Discipline

"1. Have you ever belonged to any political party? (If the S.L.P.,

what circumstances surrounded your leaving it?)

"2. If, after becoming a member, you felt the Party was committing

an error in its activities, how would you go about trying to correct that

error?

"3. If your attempts to correct failed, and the organization persisted in

the alleged error, what would you do?
"4. Why do you want to become a member of the Socialist Labor

Party?"
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A study class in Party organization and discipline is, of couihc, the

real answer to the question of ensuring fully qualified membership material,

or to serve as a "Membership Study Course." Comrade Ward Beckwith

recently prepared such a course which, with possible changes or improve-

ments, would seem to answer the purpose very well. Regrettably, th(5

length of the course precludes its being included here. It is available for

any committee that might wish to examine it.

E — STUDY CLASSES
On the basis of available records to March 16, 1944, we had in 1943

a total of 37 study classes, of which 17 were beginners', 14 advanced, and

6 speakers', etc. Thus far in 1944, the total of study classes is 25. Far

too many Sections have failed to conduct study classes, and yet we have

found again and again that not only are such study classes the means of

recruiting new members, but also a reasonable assurance of being able to

recruit well-posted members of superior knowledge and understanding. A
total of 38 Sections failed in 1943 to conduct study classes, a figure that

should be gxeatly reduced to increase our ability to meet the tests and

trials which the postwar period is certain to bring.

A new study course is badly needed, and for some time one has been

in preparation, or, at any rate, in contemplation. It is hoped that it will

soon be available. There have been different approaches in the past to an

S.L.P, study course. Opinions in the main divide on the question as to

whether to start the student off with a historic and largely theoretic ap-

proach, or whether in the words of Comrade Ward Beckwith, to "present

the program of the Party in simple terms and in the present tense, in the

scene familiar to the workingman rather than to start him off on the

historical tangent which, if he has the intellectual stamina for it, will

ultimately lead him back to the questions which he wanted answered in

the first place." Whatever the approach may be, an S.L.P. study course

must, first of all, obviously assume a bit more than average intelligence,

and a hunger for knowledge, on the part of the inquiring worker, and, in

the second place, there must be presented to him at the outset a direct con-

nection between his miseries, or his dissatisfaction with life as he finds it,

and the capitalist system. And sufficient must be indicated to him to make

it sound and seem reasonable that the S.L.P. offers a logical and reason-

able solution to the problems which he and fellow workers face— suffi-

cient, at least, to stimulate his interest and awaken in him a desire to study.

Beautiful word-pictures as to the peaceful and affluent future may have

their place, but such should be definitely subordinated to the search for

causes, and the means that must be employed to end the cause of working

class miseries, and that will lead to the happy future that Socialism

promises*

A list of the Sections which conducted study classes in 1943 will be

appended to this report.
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F— WEEKLY PEOPLE CLUBS
We have a total of 15 Weekly People Clubs in as many Sections. Sec-

tion Wayne County boasts two clubs, whereas the Minnesota "Twin Cities"

conduct one between them. The most recent arrival is the Kings County

(N.Y.) Club, organized in March, 1944. Section Los Angeles expects

shortly to reconstitute its former club.

With one or two exceptions, these clubs are active and demonstrate

over and over again how valuable they can be to the Party, primarily, of

course, as revenue-getters. Leading all clubs in 1943 were the two in Sec-

tion Wayne Co., and of these two the Highland Park Club tops all. In the

order of contributions sent to the National Office in 1943, the clubs are:

Highland Park, Mich., $1,010.98; West side (Detroit), Mich., $730.00;

South Norwalk, Conn., $350.00; Erie Co., N. Y., $305.00; St, Louis, Mo.,

$302.45; Cleveland, Ohio, $285.00; Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.,

$235.00; Cook Co., 111., $223.70; Allegheny Co., Pa., $172.00; Jamestown,
N. Y., $135.00; Steubenville, Ohio, $101.00; Boston, Mass., $69.21; Oak-
land, Calif., $12.05; Mansfield, Ohio, $10.00; the grand total raised in

1943 was $3,943.53, and that, as the saying goes, "ain't hay"!

To single out for special mention the two Wayne County Clubs is not

to make invidious comparisons, for the grand total of more than $1,740.00
raised by these two clubs is so large as to render comparisons meaningless.

Yet some of the other clubs are doing even better, relatively speaking—
that is, considering their smaller memberships, far more restricted areas,

and fewer "natural" opportunities. Other Sections would do well to look
into the possibilities of organizing clubs in their territories.

The Highland Park Club in Wayne Co., Mich., found it possible to

go beyond its primary field in point of activity. Comrade Shirley Koss,
the alert and active organizer of the club, in reporting the grand total of
$1,010.98 raised during 1943, wrote in part:

"[We held] three 'Folding Bee Contests' ... at Section Headquarters,
at which times we sold cold and hot drinks and pastries. The financial end
of it wasn't much to speak of— these contests were not held for that pur-
pose, but for the purpose of getting all those bundles of leaflets folded and
on their revolutionary way. The Section's leaflet committee was sure kept
busy supplying the members and sympathizers with stacks of leaflets. The
joking, the kidding, the singing and the ribbing went on until the last

leaflet was folded, robbing the Booby prize winners of their bundles which
they were to take home and get folded. No need to mention their disap-
pointment. Who said work and play don't mix?"

Would that we had more such Weekly People Clubs! And the ques-
tion, "Why don't we?", will continue to press for an answer. There are
few Sections that cannot conduct at least one. They are indeed valuable and
important Party auxiliaries.

The S.L.P. Movement Abroad
A— Great Britain and Australia

Regrettably, there is little or nothing to report concerning British and
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Australian S.L.P. activities. Letters are occasionally received from Australia

which, to say the least, are confusing. A division of opinion arose between

two factions, one apparently holding to the sound S.L.P. position, the other

reportedly disagreeing with the American S.L.P. attitude toward the global

war, with implications that this war is one that should receive the active sup-

port of Marxists. Several letters were written to the putative "leader" of the

latter group, but no replies were received in answer to the questions put to

him as to the truth of the allegation that he and his supporters disagreed with

the American S.L.P., justifying the tentative conclusion that the group has

been correctly reported. Unfortunately, the element which appears to have

taken the correct position, resigned individually, instead of staying to fight

for what we assume is the correct S.L.P. position. However, since we have

no complete, or definitely reliable information, final judgment must be sus-

pended until some time after the war.

In Great Britain, our comrades are carrying on under great difficulties.

The official paper, The Socialist, is printed regularly every month, and ar-

rives in the United States within a reasonable time of publication. The paper

is small (due to the acute paper shortage in Britain), but it is sound in con-

tents, and helps to give us a picture of the internal situation in Great Britain.

Comrade L. Cotton, the National Secretary, has, of course, never wavered,

despite personal and physical hardships. He stands, in the British Isles, like

a granite monument of true S.L.P.ism.

Recently, Comrade Cotton reported rumors that an expelled disruptive

element (that is, expelled more than a generation ago, having dra^m to itself

the usual rubbish that inevitablv is attracted to garbage cans) was planning

to issue pirated editions of standard S.L.P. pamphlets, the pretended purpose

bein.er to spread "DeLeonism," but in reality for the purpose of hurting the

sound S.L.P. movement of Great Britain. According to the storv told by

Comrade Cotton, some individual allegedly with more money than brains, is

supposed to have offered the cash in order to make possible the publishing

of pirated S.L.P. classics. Comrade Cotton has been authorized to take what-

ever steps may be necessary and possible under British law in order to pro-

tect S.L.P. interests in this respect.

As this report was being prepared, several letters were received from

Comrade Cotton, in one of which he reported an incident which illustrates

what our British comrades have to contend with, demonstrating^ also that

the anti-S.L.P. fraternity is the same wherever it is found. We shall let

Comrade Cotton tell the story in his own words (Letter dated March 22,

1944)

:

"Dear Comrade Petersen,

"On Sunday I addressed the Glasgow Open Forum. I expected to meet

with the flotsam and jetsam elements, the sediment of the old fights and the

old sections; I did meet them. Trotskyists, Syndicalists, Anarchists, C.P.ites,

and other oddments. The audience was a big one and was very attentive

while I was speaking. Discussion time brought the rabble into the arena. A
Trotskyite opened up with his little popgun. He distorted a passage of En-

<rels in an attempt lo show that the S.L.P. was not in accordance with Engels.
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The others followed in turn. For a couple of hours they 'furiously raged to-

gether'; they shouted and shrieked as if they would hlow the roof off. They

blackguarded the S.L.P. in fine style, but incredible as it may seem, not a

single one of them made the slightest attempt to pump up any intellectual

argument in refutation of the S.L.P. case. The S.L.P. was 'sectarian,' it was

'bigoted,' etc., etc. Venomous hatred was the feature of them all.

"The chairman, an old sinner, could not restrain himself. He said on

this occasion he must break his rule of refraining from taking part in discus-

sion. He yelled sectarianism till he sweated, and at last he gave me a fine

chance. He said Engels had stated that we should need to create a new State

and I interrupted him with one word, 'where?' He hesitated and decided to

ignore it, and I repeated it in louder tone. Then he hemmed and hawed, and

finally referred to the one Engels book he thought least likely to be in the

meeting, the 'Origin of the Family.' But he had scarcely said it before I

planked a copy of 'Origin of the Family' on the table and said 'Show me.' He
was beaten to it. That one moment repaid me fully for the sovereign it had

cost me to go to the meeting.

"The meeting lasted three hours from the time I first rose to speak. But

it was a glorious battle and the S.L.P. emerged with all the honors. Not once

did anyone attempt to refute our stand.

"To me, the meeting was better than a doctor's tonic,

"Yours fraternally,

(signed) "L. COTTON.

"P.S. Mr. Nicoll was prominent in the Forum meeting and took part in

the discussion. Much to my disgust he associated himself with, and supported

the S.L.P. standpoint. To be just to him, he did make one or two good points,

but he spoiled it all by shouting as if he thought he could shake down the

walls of the capitalist citadel, like the Israelites did with the walls of

Jericho."

In an accompanying letter Comrade Cotton observed:

"The boycott set up by all sections of the movement against anything

associated with the S.L.P., and it extends to the press of the so-called intel-

ligentsia, is so effective, that it is hardly likely there should be much de-

mand for the [S.L.P.] literature outside the circles touched by the S.L.P.,

or, indeed, any interest in them."

Which reminds us again of the revealing statement made by the late ex-

S.P. "intellectual," William J. Ghent, some years before he died, in a letter

to the present National Secretary of the Socialist Labor Party:

"As you know [the S.L.P.] was long ago isolated and ostracized by all

the other groups in the complex social movement ( 1
) of the country. If there

is, so far as I am acquainted with the situation, one common attitude among
all these warring groups, it is that the Socialist Labor Party and everyone

connected with it is to be ignored."

Obviously, what cannot be refuted must be maligned, or eventually "ig-

nored." What these charlatans and fakers overlook is that the S.L.P. can no

more be "ignored" than one can ignore history and the palpable truth.
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B— CANADA

Our Canadian comrades have continued their activities in behalf of the

principles of the S.L.P. Of late, there has been lacking the detailed reports

that used to be received at the National Office. Comrade H. C. Kisiey, the

National Secretary of the Canadian S.L.F. (who has been delegated to rep-

resent our Canadian movement at this Convention), sent a brief summary

and review of the activities of the Canadian S.L.P. it follows:

"During the past four years, in the face of abnormal conditions, the Party

in Canada has succeeded in maintaining its organization, and can report def-

inite progress. Ihe period has witnessed developments of deep significance,

and far-reaching effect to our organization, and it is most gratifying to re-

port that to date the situation has been met, and that the future is being faced

with a greater confidence.

"In the spring of 1940 the Canadian authorities, in an orgy of repression,

covering publications, organizations, etc., which by them coiild be regarded

as detrimental to the war effort, issued an order affecting S.L.P. publications.

Over a period, many pamphlets were forbidden circulation in Canada, in-

cluding leaflets, and eventually the WEEKLY PEOPLE itself was banned.

Following closely on all this, a reactionary law enacted in the United States

made it necessary for the organizational ties between the: United States and

Canada to be severed. The membership in Canada had to assume the respon-

sibilities of full autonomy, the Socialist Labor Party in Canada became the

Socialist Labor Party of Canada.

"The situation was serious: We in Canada were deprived of the benefits

of the Party press; organizational guidance was also taken away, and at a

time when we needed it most. The general state of uncertainty added to our

problems. Wholesale arrests of individuals, who were apprehended under the

Defense of Canada Regulations, were being made. Orders in Council were

being issued, declaring organizations illegal, and action taken against such

organizations and the membership before they were advised that such an order

had been issued. All this at the behest of one man, the Minister of Justice,

who was not even accountable to Parliament. The glaring abridgment of

ordinary legal procedure was the subject of widespread criticism.

"Fortunately in this critical period the Canadian membership stood firm.

The attitude being that our organization was legal, the only thing for us to

do was to stand pat—after all, there was nothing else that we could do. It

was their move, not ours. On two occasions, the authorities did move against

us, once in the vicinity of Toronto, and once in Vancouver. In each instance,

dismissal of the charges laid against the members was obtained, but the in-

cidents were expensive in both time and cost, and measures had to be adopted

whereby conflict with any of these petty officials (whose actions against us

were not justified, not upheld by the courts) involved the Party in expensive

legal proceedings, out of which nothing of benefit to the organization could

result.

"The immediate reaction to the banning of the WEEKLY PEOPLE and

Party literature was to plan, as far as possible, to replace the loss. At the
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time, a mimeographed bulletin was issued monthly and circulated to the mem-
bership and Party sympathizers. It was. mainly a summary of activity, and
contained at times short articles dealing with the political situation. More
attention was paid to the material published, and this bulletin improved to

such an extent, that the idea of inaugurating an official organ of the SX.P.
in Canada was given serious consideration. Such an idea had been talked

about before, but was not regarded as practical, or necessary, with the circula-

tion of the WEEKLY PEOPLE. The situation was changed, and such a

development was now necessary, but the problem of practicability had to be
solved. After careful consideration, it was decided to print a monthly pub-
lication to be known as the SOCIALIST PRESS, as the official organ of the

S.L.P. of Canada. One is sorely tempted to relate the many little experi-

ences, the doubts, the fears, preceding such an adventure. We felt that it

would be possible to pubHsh three monthly issues, after which we would have
to, as it were, stop to catch our breath, and obtain support for further pub-
lication. Our fears were unfounded; the April issue of this year marks the
beginning of the fourth year of uninterrupted publication. With the excep-
tion of the publishing of January and February in one issue, to overcome
mechanical problems, the SOCIALIST PRESS has not missed an issue; its

circulation is about 600 individual subscriptions, something over 1000 in
bundle orders.

"Upon receiving notification from the National Office that the Canadian
organization would have to assume full responsibility, plans were made to

meet the requirements of this development. What was then the Canadian
Executive Committee, operating somewhat in the same manner as a State
Executive Committee, became the National Executive Committee for Canada,
and immediately it set to work to build up a National Executive representa-
tive of the Party as a whole. Arrangements were made to print dues stamps,
membership cards, issue charters to Sections, etc. This was all done with
absolutely no disturbance to the organization, and our structure is patterned
on the structure of the U.S. organization. The Canadian National Executive
Committee consists of one member nominated from each Section, elected by
general membership vote. The Committee meets once a year, most of its work
being done through the medium of correspondence with the National Office.
The N.E.C. Sub-Committee consists of members nominated and elected by
general membership vote, and chosen from the Toronto membership, and it

meets twice every month, to review and direct the work of the General Secre-
tary. The minutes of the Sub-Committee meetings are sent to the N.E.C.
members. In April, 1942, premises were rented in a bank building in down-
town Toronto, for National headquarters, and Comrade E. Kitchin was in-
stalled as a full-time Party employee, Kitchin unfortunately did not react
favorably to office routine work; he also suffered indifferent health. This
finally led to his resignation recently. We have a part-time employee en-
gaged at the moment, and the possibilities of a full-time paid executive are
being investigated. The financial statements issued by the National Office
balanced as follows— 1940: $553.92; 1941: $1,471.11; 1942: $2,032.43; and
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1943: $3,676.33. In June, 1942, the ban was lifted from the WEEKLY

PEOPLE, and with it restrictions covering the importation of literature were

also relaxed. Since that time, literature sales have increased from nothing in

1941 to over $300 in 1943, and to date the indications are that 1944 will see

all records for the sale of literature in Canada exceeded by a considerable

margin. WEEKLY PEOPLE subs are also increasing, slowly, but apparently

steadily.

"Comrade McNaughten of Ottawa conducts National Contact work under

the direction of the National Office. He has over the four-year period writ-

ten over 1,500 letters to individuals, distributed by mail many hundreds of

the WEEKLY PEOPLE and SOCIALIST PRESS, obtained publication of

dozens of letters in newspapers. His field of operation is mostly in the

sparsely populated districts of Alberta and Saskatchewan. One newspaper out

there publishes McNaughten's letters regularly, and has reminded him at

times, when he had failed to send in a letter for a period. The Editor in-

dicated that these letters were looked for by his readers. In one or two in-

stances individuals have taken up the study of Marxism by correspondence.

They are furnished with a pamphlet which, if they do not desire to keep,

they may return. If it is not returned in a reasonable period of time, it is

up to them to remit payment. There have been quite a number of pamphlets

circulated in this way, and to date very few have failed to return or pay for

them. One of these contacts eventually joined the Party, and there are one or

two who show signs of increasing interest, and of course understanding of the

S.L.P., now corresponding with Comrade McNaughten. Efforts are being

made to have the Sections engage in what is termed Regional Agitation. The

idea is that a Section appoint a committee to carry on contact work within a

given region adjacent to the Section locality on the same lines as that followed

by the National Contact Committee. There is one Section directing the work

of a Regional Agitation Committee, that is, Vancouver. This Section operates

in the Province of British Columbia, and though a report from this com-

mittee to the Section covering a month or so in 1943 shows very little re-

sponse so far, the committee did mention one or two instances where an in-

dividual became interested. Anyway, through this kind of activity WEEKLY
PEOPLES, leaflets, the SOCIALIST PRESS and even pamphlets are finding

their way throughout the Province, and also up into the Yukon territory. As

the comrades doing this work point out, *.
. . Whatever the results that may

be obtained, it is logical to assume that this method of agitation is valuable

because it brings the S.L.P. to the attention of workers who otherwise remain

in complete ignorance of its existence.'

"A Provincial Election was held in British Columbia in October, 1942.

Tout S.L.P. candidates were entered, three in the City of Vancouver, and one

in Kamloops, some distance away from Vancouver where two out-of-town

members of the Section reside. To fill the place of leaflets the National

Office prepared and published a special issue of the SOCIALIST PRESS,
and 35,000 copies were sent for free distribution in the campaign. Five radio

talks were delivered, 9 public meetings held, and our candidates took part in
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open forums held in their constituencies. All this activity was crowded into

two or three weeks^ and the campaign was conducted by Section Vancouver.

The total vote was 921. In August, 1943, a Provincial Election was held in

Ontario. This election was called on very short notice, and only the minimum,

thirty days, less Sundays, was allowed to prepare, conduct, and complete a

campaign, during the hottest period of the year, and one most unfavorable

to election campaigns. However, we succeeded in placing three candidates

on the ballot, one in Hamilton, one in Toronto, and one in Ottawa. A
total of seven radio talks were delivered, four of them being on time

allotted free of charge, and three purchased. An election Manifesto was

prepared, 50,000 copies of which were distributed. The vote totaled 591.

These campaigns brought considerable publicity to the Party, and while

there has not been any visible reaction to our efforts, we did during the

campaigns attract considerable and favorable attention. For some time

now a Canadian Federal Election has been expected. It seems that one is

quite possible this year. Efforts are being made to meet such a develop-

ment, and it is hoped that it will be possible for the S.L.P, to enter can-

didates in the campaign. Up to now the S.L.P. has never had a candidate

entered in any Federal campaign, for the obvious reason that two hundred

dollars must be deposited before the name is placed upon the ballot. This

deposit is forfeit unless a designated proportion of the votes cast are secured

by the candidate. It is, of course, a foregone conclusion that such a

money qualification, which would undoubtedly be lost, has up to now ruled

out the possibility of S.L.P. candidates qualifying. However, there is a

general consensus of opinion that if at all possible an effort should be

made to enter a candidate, and for some time a Federal Campaign Fund

has been built up. To date, we have something over $400 in this fund, and

we have set a goal of at least $5,000. Steps are also being taken to have

all details of a campaign arranged, so that the day that the election writ

is issued (usually 30 days prior to the election) we will be ready to go

right into action. It is the most ambitious adventure yet planned by the

Canadian S.L.P., and success will mean the greatest advance that we in

Canada ever dreamed of.

"It is usual to hold our annual convention during the spring, and we

had planned to hold the 1944 convention over the week-end of April 8 and

9. Owing to unforeseen difficulties, the convention has been delayed until

the fall, the tentative date being October 7 and 8. Several problems which

now present themselves, and which are difficult of solution, will, it is

hoped, to some extent resolve themselves, and will receive more intelligent

attention then than it would be possible to give them now. There is ab-

solutely no doubt that great opportunities are offering themselves; the

question is: can we develop the means to embrace these opportunities?

Time alone will tell. The experience of the past four years has proved to

us what S.L.P. organization is capable of. To maintain a National organ-

ization in this vast Dominion, at a time when repression is rampant, de-

prived of normal relationship with the mother organization, records some-

thing infinitely more important, and of deeper significance, than even our
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individual or collective accomplishments. It is a manifestation of the

growing authority of the principles upon which we are organized. As the

problem confronting society presses ever harder for solution, so the clear-

cut principle of De Leonism with ever greater logic demands adoption.

We in Canada look forward with hope and with confidence, knowing full

well that only in Socialist Industrial Unionism can there be any hope for

mankind.
"Fraternally,

"(Signed) H. RISLEY
"General Secretary,

"Socialist Labor Party of Canada."

Several S.L.P. pamphlets, and also our foreign language organs, are

still banned in Canada. The pamphlets include such classics as "Two Pages

from Roman History" and "Crises in European History," originally pub-

lished forty and thirty-odd years ago, respectively. In 1940 the Canadian

censors deemed them (and others) bad for the morale of the young Ca-

nadian recruits, or would-be conscripts ! The National Office has been giving

thought to the advisibility of requesting the Canadian censorship to re-

open these cases with a view to a reversal of the decision to ban them.

It may also now be found advisable to ask for a review of the decision

with regard to the banning of our Bulgarian, Hungarian and South Slavon-

ian papers. When the pamphlets and papers were first banned, the United

States was a "neutral," with Canada at war with the axis powers. Now

that "we" are Allies, it may be that a more liberal view may be taken

by the Canadian censors!

Constitutional Amendments
1. Article II, Section 8:

It is proposed to place present item 9, Order of Business, before Un-

finished Business. There is no reason for placing Roll Call between Un-

finished and New Business.

2, It is proposed to eliminate present Section 20, Article II, and to

merge the relevant parts with Section 17. Section 20 now in part duplic-

ates Section 17. It is, therefore, further proposed to amend Section 17

by adding the following after the sentence ending, "of the Party's Con-

stitution, its principles, policies, and discipline":

"and to explain to the applicant the fact and the significance of the

class struggle, and to require of him a declaration in writing to recognize

the fact of the class struggle, and to secure his pledge to support the

workers in this struggle. A copy of the Constitution and Platform of the

Party shall be handed to every applicant and new member."

The entire Section 17, as amended, would read as follows (the new

parts italicized)

:

"Section 17. All applications for membership must be submitted to a

regular business meeting of the Section having jurisdiction over the ter-
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rltory in which the applicant resides. The applicant shall be required to

fill out the regular application form, and also to answer all the questions

in the affirmative. The application must be endorsed by a member in

good standing. The application shall be referred to a Membership Com-

mittee composed of three members. It shall be the duty of this Committee

to interview the appHcant with respect to his knowledge, understanding,

and complete acceptance, without reservations, of the Party's Constitution,

its principles, policies and discipline, and to explain to the applicant the

fact and the significance of the class struggle, and to require of him a

declaration in writing to recognize the fact of the class struggle, and to

secure his pledge to support the workers in this struggle. A copy of the

Constitution and Platform of the Party shall be handed to every applicant

and new member. The Committee shall be required to report to the next

regular business meeting of the Section, unless its investigation convinces

it that it is necessary to delay its final report until a subsequent meeting,

in which case it shall so report to the next business meeting, explaining

briefly the reasons for the delay. The report of the Committee shall be

considered while the Section is in executive session."

3. When Article II, Section 26, was amended, the following should

have been included, but was accidentally overlooked:

"But until the name of such member has been stricken from the mem-

bership roll by motion duly made and carried, and the said motion has

been duly recorded in the minutes, he shall be considered to be under the

disciplinary control of the Party subdivision having jurisdiction, or of the

N.E.C., in the case of a national member-at-large."

This passage relates to the dropping of a member who has failed to

pay the mandatory assessment within the constitutionally required time

limit. It corresponds to the similar provision regulating the dropping from

the membership roll of a member who has failed to pay his dues within

the constitutionally required time limit. (See Art. II, Sec. 25.) The point

has been covered by a ruling of the N.E.C. Sub-Committee, but the part

overlooked, as quoted above, should be made a formal part of the Con-

stitution, and it is so proposed. It now appears in brackets on page 11

of the Party Constitution.

4. Article III, Section 4; It is proposed to amend this clause as fol-

lows :

"In cities, towns, or other localities where there exist one or more

Sections of the Socialist Labor Party . . . there shall be formed a Prop-

aganda Committee . . . etc."

The clause as it now reads contemplates the presence of only one

Section in a given locality. In the Greater New York area there are three

Sections, and these three have formed a Greater New York Propaganda

Committee, together with the local Federation Branches. To avoid misun-

derstanding or confusion, the clause should make specific provision for

localities where more than one Section exists within the same city, such

as in the case of New York City,

5. The clause now relating to Propaganda Committees does not seem
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adequate, nor sufficiently clear. There have been some questions and dif-

ficulties in connection with the Greater New York Propaganda Committee,

most of which appear to have arisen because of lack of clarity as to the

proper functioning and the limit of authority, of such Propaganda Com-

mittees. To supply such clarity or understanding, the following clauses,

to be known as Article III, Section 5, are proposed:

«a— A local Propaganda Committee shall exercise no executive nor

initiating powers. Its sole functions shall be those of coordinating the

activities of the Sections and Branches whose delegates make up the Prop-

aganda Committee, and to carry out the instructions of the constituent

bodies in all matters concerning them collectively.

«b— The constituent bodies may authorize the Propaganda Committee

to act with respect to certain details incidental to plans or policies previ-

ously determined by them. Such details must be limited to those which

logically flow from, or are necessary to the proper carrying out of previ-

ously issued instructions, or plans already formulated by the constituent

bodies.

"c— The Section being the unit of organization, no authority con-

ferred upon a Propaganda Committee for specific tasks or activities, shall

be regarded as power or authority surrendered by any Section represented

on the Propaganda Committee. The Propaganda Committee is the creature

of the constituent bodies, who retain full power of final decisions in all

matters concerning them, severally and individually.

"d— Local organizations may supplement these provisions by appro-

priate by-laws, provided such do not run counter to the clear intent and

language of the aforesaid provisions.

6. Article IV, Section 3. Amend this clause by inserting— 'Hncluding

political campaigns/' in the third line, between the words "work" and

"within."

7. It is proposed to amend Article IV, Section 9, by adding the

following

:

"The acts of a convention composed of delegates from the Section in

the state, shall be submitted to the membership in the state for approval.

The acts of a mass convention need not be so submitted, a mass conven-

tion being, theoretically, the entire state membership in convention as-

sembled."

Comment :

This follows a ruling made by the N.E.C. at its 1940 session. It is

the logical procedure. The acts of a mass convention correspond to action

taken at a regular or called Section meeting. Though the entire member-

ship may not be present at a Section meeting, action taken by a properly

constituted Section meeting is binding on all the members, including those

who were absent. And obviously a Section is not required to submit to

absentee members for approval any action taken by a Section meeting

otherwise meeting under proper circumstances.

8. Article IV, new Section 10—
"No State Executive Committee, and no State Convention, shall en-
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tertain any proposal or resolution relating to the internal national affairs

of the Party, except in so far as such proposals or resolutions aftect

directly or exclusively the work of the state organization withm its own

jurisdiction, provided, that nothing in this clause shall be construed to

prohibit a State Executive Committee or State Convention to adopt res-

olutions on public questions of general current importance."

Comment:
The work of a State Executive Committee is primarily that of conduct-

ing agitation and political campaigns within its own jurisdiction as provided

under Article IV, Section 3. These are, indeed, its chief functions, and

the purposes for which it is essentially designed. The functions of a State

Convention are those of nominating candidates for public office withm, or

as representing, the state, that is, candidates for state offices, the United

States Senate, etc., and to formulate and adopt a state platform, and adopt

resolutions pertaining to same, and to matters exclusively concerning the

state; and to plan state campaigns and state agitation generally.

It does not lie within the purview of State Executive Committees or

State Conventions to concern themselves with questions pertaining to the

national management, or national policies and principles, of the Party. The

Section is the unit of organization. Any Section may propose, and adopt

resolutions accordingly, any measure which it conceives to be in the in-

terest of the Party as a whole, and to submit same for the considerations

of the N.E.C. or National Conventions of the Party, the latter being the

sole legislative body of the Party, except as provided in the national ref-

erendum. To permit state organizations to take any action which is the

prerogative of the Section as the unit of organization (and the preroga-

tive, of course, of the N.E.C. and the membership as a whole) is to nullify

in part the prerogative of the Section as the unit of organization. But that

is not the sole objection.

The chief objection to permitting State Executive Committees and State

Conventions to inject themselves into questions of national Party concern

lies in the following:

A— When resolutions concerning national Party matters are introduced

into State Executive Committees and State Conventions (particularly the

latter), the time and energies of these are diverted for purposes other

than those which are the direct and immediate concern of state organiza-

tions. Resolutions have been introduced in State Conventions, for instance

(Washington is a standing and recent case in point), which provoked ex-

tended, and usually acrimonious debates, consuming the greater part of

the time of State Conventions in sessions. The time left State Conventions

for matters of primary and vital concern to the state as such was reduced to

a minimum, with the result that little, or improper attention was given, or

could be given, to State Campaigns, or plans and proposals for carrying

on agitation within the state proper. The harm that can be done to the

work of the Party in a state under such circumstances need not be enumer-

ated.

B— If there is, in a given state, a Section (or Sections) which is in a
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state of disruption, such a Section may (and events show that this has

been done) carry into the State Convention controversial matters that are

of no concern to the state as a whole, but are definitely the concern of the

Section (or Sections) and the National Organization. By carrying such

controversial matters into a State Convention (or State Executive Commit-

tee) the disruption heretofore confined to one or two Sections, may be

spread throughout the state. The disruptive Section finds it possible to

utilize a State Convention for its disruptive purposes, with the result that,

first, the State Convention may be involved, and, secondly, all the Sections,

in disruptive assaults against the National Organization.

With this danger ever present (and realized in the past, as witness the

California state disruption some ten years ago), and since any Section in

a state can in any case take any proper initiating action it pleases with

regard to national Party matters, it would seem the part of wisdom to

limit state organizations strictly to functions which come within their

scope and purpose, and at the same time to eliminate, or greatly reduce,

dangers of the entire state becoming involved in a disruption of local

Section origin or scope.

The Sections, being the units of organization, power and authority

flow from these. To permit state organizations to concern themselves with

matters that properly are the prerogatives of the units of organization

(and of the higher and supreme bodies within the Party is to dissipate

that power and authority, and to that extent reduce or adversely affect the

democracy of the Party, and democratic processes.

9. Article Vn, New Section 4—
It is proposed that a new Section 4 be inserted to read as follows:

"In a state having more than one delegate, alternates shall be desig-

nated as first alternate, second alternate, etc., in the order of the number

of votes cast for each, and any vacancy in the delegation to be filled in

that order."

The paragraphs following to be renumbered in proper sequence, as

in all similar cases where new and additional clauses are added.

Comment

:

In the absence of definite procedure for the determination of which

alternate will be first selected, it is conceivable that difficulty may

arise. Also there has been some tendency to think of individual alter-

nates in connection with specific delegates, and that these alternates

would be called to serve only if that specific delegate was unable to

attend the convention. Alternates are elected by the whole state member-

ship, represent the state at the convention if regularly elected delegates are

unable to function, and the state membership should designate the order

in which it wishes alternate delegates to be called.

10. On various occasions in the past the National Executive Committee

has made rulings governing the relations and conduct of Party members

as regards holding office, etc., in craft unions, or fake industrial unions

such as the C.I.O., and so forth. There have never been any serious

doubts about, or dissent from, such rulings, and they have been invaluable
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as guides to the National Office as well as to the membership generally.

As the class conflicts deepen, as the pressure on our members increases,

the need of constitutional provisions to govern these relations, and the

conduct to be followed by S.L.P. members, seems to become more im-

minent. That occasionally S.L.P. members go wrong, we know only too

well, and frequently those who go wrong are among the loudest proclaim-

ers of S.L.P. virtues, or (as they sometimes vary it) as stern champions

of Socialist Industrial Unionism. We have the example of the expelled

disrupter, Paul F. Schnur, who, in sonorous preacher voice used to ser-

monize S.L.P. members incessantly, and who stood so "straight" that he

finally fell backward. He is now, as you will recall, top-ranking C.I.O.

labor faker in San Francisco, dedicating his peculiar talents to "the war

effort," or what have we.

The need, or desirability, of adding provisions to our Constitution in

this respect was suggested by a letter written the National Office re-

cently by Comrade James Sim, N.E.C. member from Region No. 4. Be-

cause the experience related by Comrade Sim may happen to any S.L.P.

member, and because Comrade Sim's reactions in this connection represent

those of a true S.L.P. man, it seems pertinent to reproduce his letter here.

It follows:

"Dear Comrade Petersen:

"This is just a few lines on certain experiences that I have had in the

shop during the last few weeks. They may be a portent of the future

and will probably happen to other members.

"After I spoke at the local union meeting on the evil of the National

Service legislation, the secretary of the local came to me in the shop and

informed me that I had been appointed chairman of the Political Action

Committee. I explained to him the impossibility of a Socialist serving on

a committee to work for the support of capitalist politicians. We had a

long talk on social affairs in general. He insisted that I did not know

what I was turning down. Anyhow, he said he would take back my refusal

with the explanation to the Executive Board of the union. Three days

later another official of the union came to my machine with a cordial in-

vitation to take a place on the Bargaining Committee, that is, to draw up

a new contract with the corporation. I explained why it was impossible

for a man who is convinced that the workers create all wealth to take

part in such negotiations of compromise and begging for pennies— even

the pennies are not forthcoming. I was told that now all that the com-

mittee could do was to thump their fists on the table: someone was wanted

that could outtalk the management and compel a real contract. I patiently

explained that the abilities or lack of them in the persons of the Bargaining

Committee had nothing to do with the vice or virtue of contracts, but

they were poor because capitalism was such, etc., etc,

"Yesterday, the local union's president pleaded with me to become a

member of the Bargaining Committee. I once more explained my posi-

tion. It was quite pathetic to listen to his repeated pleas to do something

for my fellow workers. This poor, misguided worker said he recognized
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my superior knowledge of economics, and so did the other fellows, and

that is why they wanted me there when the new, impending contract wns

drawn up. He was quite interested in the Party's position that it could do

more for the workers educating from the outside than from raising their

hopes in better contracts by boring from the inside and becoming elected

to union office. He thought that with our understanding of the labor ques-

tion we could do more by being active in union circles. When we parted

he still seemed to disagree with the Party's attitude toward the union but

was impressed with our sincerity and honesty.

"My reactions to the above experiences are that when the crisis deepens

the minor officials, shop stewards, etc., will remember their S.L.P. contacts

and seek our advice. Also the temptation that our Party members are al-

ways under in the shops if they talk at all. There is a certain amount of

flattery in the invitations that will impress unless the members are thor-

oughly grounded in our revolutionary principles."

"Fraternally yours,

"(Signed) JAMES SIM."

This splendid letter will serve as an appropriate preamble to the pro-

posed amendments to the Constitution, which in the main follow the

N.E.C. rulings, or which are literally copied from them. It is proposed

to add the following under Article XIH (Miscellaneous), as new Section

10, the present Section 10 to become Section 11:

Article XIII, Section 10—
"a^— No member of the Socialist Labor Party shall voluntarily join any

so-called labor union other than the Industrial Union when organized,

and then only after such Industrial Union has been officially recognized

as bona fide by the Socialist Labor Party— EXCEPT in cases where the

means of making a living depends upon such S.L.P. member's joining a

particular craft or kindred union.

"b— If a member of the S.L.P. feels obliged to join such union (for

the reasons stated) it becomes his duty, upon all proper occasions to

expose to his fellow union members the true character, and total inade-

quacy, of the craft unions, and to instruct them, as far as circumstances

permit, as to the vital necessity, purpose and function of the Socialist

Industrial Union.

"c— No member of the Socialist Labor Party shall be permitted to

hold any office in unions based on capitalist principles, or unions which

reject the Socialist principles of political and economic action as laid down

in the Socialist Labor Party's Declaration on Economic Organization.

"d— No member of the Socialist Labor Party shall be permitted to

serve on any committee designed to promote the interests of, or to build up

craft or kindred unions, except in cases of bona fide strikes in which

Party members are required to serve on strike committees, and then only

for the duration of the strike. By bona fide strikes is meant any strike

involving wages or working conditions, or which involve general working

class solidarity against capitalist class aggression,
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11. Section Wayne Co., Mich., submits the following resolution propose

ing an amendment to provide for compulsory attendance at Section

meetings:

"Resolution on Compulsory Attendance at Section Meetings Adopted by

Section Wayne County at its Regular Meeting, April 2, 1944.

"WHEREAS, the deepening crisis of capitalism has brought on addi-

tional corruption and evils that tend to break down morale and make

the holding of the uncompromising revolutionary Socialist principle much

more difficult, and

"WHEREAS, it has been found by Party history and experience that

attendance at Section business meetings and association with other mem-

bers in Party business is one of the very necessary aids to build and to

hold the revolutionary character and attitude, and

"WHEREAS, the experience of Section Wayne County, similar to

that of other subdivisions, is that an absenteeism of fifty per cent or

more is a severe handicap to the activities of the regular and faithful

attendants, and is a definite and serious danger to the revolutionary prin-

ciples of the absentees who habitually so conduct themselves, therefore be it

"RESOLVED, that absence of three months from Section business meet-

ings without reasonable explanation be considered as sufficient reason for

being dropped from the Party's membership rolls, and be it further

"RESOLVED, that the Party's Constitution be so amended to include

this provision."

When some time ago the Organizer, Comrade James Sim, wrote the

National Office on this subject, he made the following comment:

"Section Wayne County has elected a resolution committee to draw

up some kind of amendment to the Party's Constitution making mandatory

the attendance of members at so many meetings during the year. We are

getting tired and angry at the continued absence of so-called revolution-

aries from the Section's deliberations and activities. If the Section meet-

ings are not important enough to attend, then the high honor of belonging

to the Socialist Labor Party should be taken away, too. I will let you

know how the Section acts on this contemplated amendment to our Con-

stitution. It will be placed before the 1944 Convention."

The resolution is submitted without any recommendations or National

Office comments at this time.

12. Section Milwaukee submits the following resolution proposing the

amending of the Party's Constitution to govern procedure in electing Sec-

tion officers and committees:

"i?e: Election of Section Officers and Committees

"RESOLVED: That the following procedure should be adopted into the

S.L.P. Constitution:

"L Nominations and election of Section Officers and Committees shall

take place at two consecutive business meetings.

"2. The Organizer shall notify all Section members by mail as to the

date set aside by the Section for nominations to take place, in order to
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enable sufficient time for those unavoidably absent to send in nominations

^
"3.\a list of all nominations shall be mailed immediately following the

meeting at which nominations were closed. Members shall be informed

that those unavoidably absent may use this list as a ballot.

"4. The ballot-list votes received through the mail, plus the votes

of the members present at the election meeting will constitute the total vote.

"5. A complete list of new officers and committees shall be sent to

every Section member.

"Adopted by Section Milwaukee, Feb. 22, 1944,

To be presented to the 1944 National Convention.

"(Signed) GEORGIA COZZINI, Organizer Sec. Milwaukee."

The Section makes the following comments on its proposal:

"We feel that elections in the past have taken too long and yet have

been too hasty. This may seem contradictory, until the past routine is

examined

:

"At a specified meeting the members gather to nominate and elect

officers and committees for the year. No particular thought or preparation

has been made. Some may be unavoidably absent. They have no chance

to vote or to be elected. Nominations are hurriedly made, and just as

hurriedly accepted or declined. The floor is opened and reopened for

nominations until the required number (for committees) is reached. The

resuhs of these elections are that a few are crammed into as many com-

mittees as possible. These meetings are long, drawn-out.

"Section Milwaukee has found out that by following the routine of

the proposed resolutions, the above mentioned conditions have been elimin-

ated. Both nomination and election meetings went quickly, and the mem-

bers were well satisfied with the results. With two weeks' time between

nomination and election, there was plenty of time to choose carefully the

members best fitted for each position. The various duties were distributed

among more members than ever before. Every member had a chance to

participate in nominating and electing."

This concludes proposals for amending the Constitution of the Party.

Party Press and Literature

WEEKLY PEOPLE

WEEKLY PEOPLE sales during the year 1943 (with comparisons for

the preceding three years— cents omitted) were as follows: 1943: $11,470;

1942: $10,912; 1941: $9,414; 1940: $11,329.

Thus, despite our increased difficulties and multiplied problems, in

1943 we topped the 1940 campaign year by almost $150.

During the first three months of 1944 the sales totaled $3,053, as

against $2,604 during the first three months in 1943. (Same period 1941

and 1942 the sales amounted to $2,046 and $2,008, respectively, indicating

a slow, but steady upward trend.) Proceeds from advertising (sold to Sub-
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divisions, of course) amounted to $279 in 1943 (in 1941: $296; in 1942:

JS322).
. ;

Speaking of advertising brings to mind our recent experience with the

New York Post Office. Under the second class mailing privilege a some-

what higher rate is paid for space occupied by advertisements in a paper

being mailed as second class. In the issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE of

February 19, 1944, there was printed a cartoon by Comrade Milton Herder,

satirizing the capitalist post-war plans. Part of the satire consisted in

"offering" prospective "customers" a "full color reproduction" of an

alleged "poster," which, incidentally, portrayed a worker sitting leisurely

in an overstuffed chair, pushing buttons^ with a mob of unemployed

visible on the outside. The literal-minded and humorless New York Post

Office ruled that this constituted advertising, and charged the higher rate

for the space occupied by the cartoon. We protested, pointing to the

obvious fact that this was a cartoon, not an advertisement. The New York

Post Office was adamant— we offered a full-colored poster to prospective

customers, didn't we? ^ and that was that. We appealed the ruling to

Washington, explaining again patiently that this was a satirical cartoon,

and not advertising. The Postmaster General (or rather, his Third Assist-

ant) ruled in our favor, sending us a formal statement, at the same time

notifying the New York Postmaster. The latter was now put under the

unhappy obligation of having to notify us that the New York Post Office

had erred, which meant an attempt at face-saving on the part of the latter.

And so we received from the New York Postmaster the following solemn

declaration, which it must have cost the hapless New York Post Office

official a great deal of anguish to write;

"Publishers of 'Weekly People,'

"Attention of Mr. Arnold Petersen

"Gentlemen

:

"Your letter of February 24, protesting against the classification of the

satirical cartoon portraying fictitious working conditions in the future

which appeared on the first page of the February 19, 1944, issue of your

publication as advertising was transmitted to the Department for considera-

tion and advice and the Third Assistant Postmaster General has stated in

a letter in reply that his office has also received a communication from

you with regard to the matter and in view of your positive assurance that

you do not sell nor distribute posters as appeared from the statements in

connection with the cartoon reading:
" 'Write for a full-color reproduction of the above poster— and hang

it in your plant,'— and
" 'Ever ready to aid those in distress, we offer poster No. 2 to the ad-

writers whose sad lot it is to portray the future of "free enterprise,"

the matter may be accepted at the rate of postage applicable to other than

advertising.

"You will, therefore, be given credit for the additional postage of 30

cents furnished by you, in payment of the increase in percentage of ad-
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vertising in the issue mentioned from 19% to 21% on the nexl nKiilhig

when presented.

"Sincerely yours,

"ALBERT GOLDMAN
"Postmaster."

To this we sent the following closing reply:

"Mr. Albert Goldman,

Postmaster, New York Post Office

"Dear Sir:

"Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of March 7 in which you

advise us that your office was overruled, and that our contentions were

sustained, in the matter of your erroneously charging an obviously satirical

cartoon in the February 19 issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE at advertising

mailing rates. Also that a refund of 30 cents will be made.

"With reference to your ominous-sounding statement as to 'positive

assurance' that we have given, to wit and whereas, that we 'do not sell nor

distribute [non-existing] posters' mentioned in the satirical cartoon, we

solemnly swear that we do not, nor ever shall, sell or distribute, any non-

existing posters, so help us!

"Yours truly,

"WEEKLY PEOPLE.
"(Socialist Labor Party of America, Publishers)

"(Signed) Arnold Petersen

"National Secretary & Manager."

An incident that began as an annoyance, happily terminated in a

manner that helped in a small measure to dissipate the prevailing global

gloom, and to assuage the somewhat heavy and depressing "Weltschmerz"

!

In 1943 we printed three special issues, viz.:

Karl Marx Issue (March 13) 10,954 copies; May Day Issue (May 1)

31,609 copies; Labor Day Issue (Sept. 4) 29,520 copies.

We printed on an average 1,000 more copies per week in 1943 than

in 1942, including extra orders for special issues. Of the last issue in De-

cember, 1943, we printed 831 more copies than we did of the first issue in

January of the same year. The increase for regular issues (in paid sub-

scriptions and bundles) was about 550 per week over 1942. More subs,

are being received, our depleted forces notwithstanding. An encouraging

feature is the receipt of increasing numbers of subs, from leaflets dis-

tributed and from radio broadcasts. The general trend is decidedly a

healthy one. It indicates not merely a stronger determination on the part

of our members and sympathizers to boost the circulation of the WEEKLY
PEOPLE, but also an awakening among, and increased interest on the

part of, ever greater numbers of workers. May the pace increase rapidly

during the months that lie immediately ahead. For though the increase in

WEEKLY PEOPLE circulation is gratifying, what one of our champion

subgetters, Comrade Robbins of Section Oakland, said last summer still
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holds sood: "The WEEKLY PEOPLE has one great fault, and it's a

serious ailment. It simply doesn't have enough READERS. This is the

time that all members and sympathizers of the S-LP. should insist o^

workers reading our literature. In a large sense, THE J^UlUKii. ClL-

LONGS TO US "

An average of close to 300 copies of the WEEKLY PEOPLE are mailed

to Canada weekly. As of March 25, 1944, the total number mailed was

339 copies. The number of copies mailed abroad (outside Canada) is

negligible, due, of course, to the war.

The state of New York leads in point of circulation, with about one-

third more distribution than number two on the list, California. Michigan

is number three, with Ohio a close number four. The state of Washington

(which for a year or more has had the benefit of a paid organizer and

subgetter in the field) comes in a poor fifth, rather closely followed by

Illinois and Pennsylvania as numbers six and seven, respectively. These two

important industrial states are disappointing in this respect. Massachu-

setts comes in eighth, and Connecticut and Indiana are tied for ninth

place, with Minnesota coming in as number ten. The rest are scattered

through many states. It is to be hoped that before the post-war world is

many moons old, the WEEKLY PEOPLE will have a large circulation in

every state of the union. Certainly that must be all serious S.L.P. men's

endeavor.

Labor News Sales

Labor News sales for the year 1943 (with comparisons for the three

preceding years— cents omitted) were as follows:

1943: $8,953; 1942: $7,007; 1941: $7,319; 1940: $5,652.

During the first three months of 1944 the sales amounted to $1,674,

slightly less than for the same period in 1943.

As will be noted, the year 1943 shows an increase of nearly $2,000

over the year 1942, and $3,300 over the campaign year of 1940. The in-

crease is a healthy one, and decidedly encouraging, considering our many

difficulties. The totals do not compare favorably with the pre-World War

II figures, which is not so surprising. The year 1939, for instance, showed

Labor News sales totaling $11,350. The figures do show that we are grad-

ually emerging out of the slump caused by the war.

From January 1, 1943, to March 31, 1944, the following pamphlets

were printed:

January 1— December 31, 1943

Burning Question of Trades Unionism, De Leon, 48, 2,000 (New

Cover Design by W. S.). Daniel De Leon: Disciplinarian, A. Petersen, 32,

3,000, New— 1st. Inflation of Prices, or Deflation of Labor, A. Petersen,

32, 3,000, 2nd. Labor Conscription: Involuntary Servitude of Labor, A.

Petersen, 32, 15,000, New— 3 printings. Labor Draft, Step to Industrial

Slavery, E. Hass, 32, 18,000, New— 4 printings. Karl Marx & Marxian

Science, A. Petersen, 192, 3,000 Paper 1st; 500 Cloth. (Enlarged edition,
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new material added, of *'Karl Marx & Marxism' ) Reform or RcvcjlnUon

De Leon, 32, 2,000 (New Cover Design by W. S.). Socialist industrial

Unionism, E. Hass, 64, 3,000, 5th. Two P^g^^^f^^!^,,^^^^^^ ^^^

Leon 96 1000. Value, Price & Profit, Marx, 96, 2,000. What is Social

tm? (Q^sll Period selections from WEEKLY PEOPLE) 48 7,000 2nd

& 3rd What Means This Strike?, De Leon, 48, 3,000. Workers of tbe

World Unite! (S.L.P. Declaration on Dissolution of Third InternationalJ

,

32, 7,000, New— 2 printings. Total Pamphlets & Books printed, 1943:

69,500.

Janimry 1, \9M.— March 31, 1944

Crises in European History, G. Bang (Tr. by A. P.), 64, 3,000. 9th.

Daniel De Leon: Internationahst, A. Petersen, 48, 3,000, New- 1st Fifteen

Questions, De Leon, 128, 1,000, 9th. Labor Draft: Step to Ind. Slavery,

E. Hass, 32, 3,000, 5th. Old Order and the New, The, A. Petersen, 64,

1,000, 2nd. Socialist Reconstruction of Society, De Leon, 64, 3,000. Total

printed First Quarter, 1944, 14,000.

There were also reprinted (for the third time) 1,000 Charts From

Tribal Councils to Industrial Union Administration," by A. M. Orange and

Walter Steinhilber, in March this year.

From January 1, 1943, to March 31, 1944, the following leaflets were

printed in the Party's plant:

January 1— December 31, 1943

After the War— What?, Sm. 4 pp., 240,000; America, Workshop of

the World (with graph) Sm. 4 pp., 205,000; Civil Liberties ... An

American Heritage, Sm. 4 pp., 20,000; Democracy of Sociahsm, The,

Sm. 4 pp., 185,000; Democracy vs. Dictatorship in Industry, Sm. 4 pp.,

105,000; Greatest Robbery in History, The (illustrated) Lge. 4 pp.,

260,000; "Inflation" and Wages, Sm. 4 pp., 225,000; Labor Draft, The

(Step to Industrial Slavery), Sm. 4 pp., 475,000, New; Outlawing Strikes:

Means Total War on Labor, Sm. 4 pp., 45,000; Race Problem, The, Lge.

2 pp., 25,000, New; S.L.P. Marxism vs. "Leftist" Reformism, Sm. 4 pp.,

35,000, New; Socialism: Champion of Civilized Principles, Sm. 4 pp.,

55,000; Socialism Now— or Chaos!, Sm. 4 pp., 135,000; Socialist In-

dustrial Unionism (with Graph), Lge. 4 pp., 180,000; Union Jack Built,

The (illustrated), Lge. 4 pp., 200,000, New; Who Owns America (illustrat-

ed), Lge. 4 pp., 185,000. Total: 2,575,000.

Summary \ Year 1943

On hand, Jan. 1, 1943, 193,500; Printed 1943, 2,575,000; Printed by

N.O. outside, 400,000. Total: 3,168,500; On Hand, Dec. 31, 1943: 239,200;

Shipped to Sections, etc., 1943: 2,929,300.

January 1, 1944— MarcJ^ 31, 1944

Greatest Robbery in History, Lge. 4 pp., 25,000; Labor Draft: Step to

Industrial Slavery, Sm. 4 pp., 100,000; Labor Draft is Slavery: Stop It!,

Sm. 2 pp., 100,000; Post War Crisis, The, Sm. 4 pp., 50,000, New; Social-

ist Industrial Unionism (with Graph), Lge. 4 pp., 25,000; Union Jack Built,
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The (illustrated), Lge. 4 pp., 25,000; We Can Abolish Poverty, Sm. 4 pp.,

50,000, New; Total printed First Quarter 1944, 375,000.

Summary: First Quarter 1944

On hand, January 1, 1944, 239,200. Printed Jan. 1-March 31, 1944,

375,000. Total: 614,200. Shipped to Sections, etc., 408,200. On hand

March 31, 1944, 206,000.

Due to the manpower shortage at National Headquarters large quanti-

ties of leaflets had to be printed outside the Party Plant. Directly on order

for the National Office there were thus printed:

400,000 "The Labor Draft is Slavery: Stop It!" (new, small 2 pp.).

Also 1,000 Ukrainian leaflets (4 pp.. Large size)

.

The states of California, New York, and Ohio likewise printed large

quantities for local distribution. The figures are as follows, as reported

by the respective State Executive Committees:

CALIFORNIA:
By the California S.E.C.:

The Labor Draft, 55,000; State Campaign Leaflet, 300,000.

By Section Los Angeles:

After the War— What?, 196,300; America, Workshop of the World,

50,000; Inflation and Wages, 100,000; Labor Draft, The, 100,000; Labor

Draft is Slavery, 50,000; What Do These Figures Mean?, 3,000.

By Section Oakland:

After the War—What? 50,000. Total: 904,300. (1943: 430,000; 1944:

474,300)

.

NEW YORK:
By the Greater New York Subdivisions:

1943: 283,750; 1944: 225,000. Total: 508,750.

OHIO:
1943— Labor Draft: Step to Industrial Slavery: 100,000. 1944—

After the War— What?, 30,000; Socialist Ind. Union, The, 25,000.

Total: 155,000.

An over-all grand total of 4,919,050 leaflets were thus printed during

the fifteen months' period from January 1, 1943, to March 31, 1944; for

the year 1943 a grand total of 3,788,750; for the first quarter of 1944 a

grand total of 1,130,300.

A number of pamphlets and other publications are in contemplation or

preparation. For some time past our Editor has had assigned to him the

preparation of a new May Day-Labor Day pamphlet which, however, has

not yet materialized. Comrade Hass did complete a pamphlet on "The

SX.P. and the Internationals," which is an amplification of the article

he wrote for the Weekly People Golden Jubilee publication in 1941. It

will be published as soon as possible. This pamphlet, of course, goes be-

yond the scope of a May Day-Labor Day pamphlet, which should be a

brief and popular, or strictly agitational, presentation of the subject. The
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old pamphlet of that title by the former editor was declared defective by

the N.E.C. Sub-Committee about a year ago, and was, in effect, willHlrawii.

Actual work had started on the printing of the long planned and inii(;h

delayed pamphlet or book, "Theocracy or Democracy." The work on this

new publication was, however, halted when our pressman suddenly quit a

few weeks ago. That particular pressman had, in himself, constituted a

special and particularly annoying problem within the manpower problem

at the Party's plant. A new pressman has just been hired, but how he

will turn out, or how long he will stay, remains a matter for conjecture.

If he proves satisfactory, and other things being equal, we expect to proceed

without further delay with the printing of the two aforementioned books,

and all other publications now pending.

There is also in preparation a new edition of the pamphlet "The Con-

stitution of the United States." This new edition will have added to it the

complete text of the United States Constitution, with Amendments to date.

Then there is, as already mentioned, a new Study Course to be printed.

This is now being prepared, Comrades Hass, Orange and others collaborat-

ing. Other pamphlets under contemplation, or in preparation, are "Anti-

Semitism" by Eric Hass, and a second "volume" of the "Question Period"

answers, this pamphlet dealing specifically with questions and answers

pertaining to unionism, and related subjects. Other pamphlets (some old,

some new, and some to be revised, etCi), party manuals, etc., long delayed,

will be issued as fast as facilities permit. They include a Party Manual on

Organization, etc.; Manual on Parliamentary Procedure; S.L.P. "Ency-

clopedia"; Bolshevik Revolution 25th Anniversary articles; Engels' "De-

velopment of Socialism from Utopia to Science"; Marx's "Wage Labor

and Capital"; the Sue Books, De Leon's unpublished editorials, etc., etc.

A number of standard pamphlets need to be reprinted, and, of course, new

leaflets must be issued from time to time, especially during the coming

campaign. Arrangements are now being made to have large quantities of

leaflets printed in an outside New York printing establishment, our own
facilities, with particular reference to the manpower shortage, being un -

equal to meet the requirements.

It might be added here that some time ago the N.E.C. Sub-Committee

authorized the printing of De Leon's four "basic" pamphlets in one cloth-

bound volume— that is, "What Means This Strike," Reform or Revolu-

tion," "Burning Question of Trades Unionism," and "Socialist Reconstruc-

tion of Society." This involves resetting these pamphlets, since the type

and size are not uniform. It is hoped that we shall soon be able to release

such a volume for publication.

Recently the N.E.C. Sub-Committee authorized the purchase of a small

automatic (Kelly) printing press. If our former pressman had not left

us, that press would have been purchased, and would now be in operation.

It will, when secured, be used for printing leaflets, being a speedy press

requiring a minimum of attention. If our post-war expectations materialize

we shall probably have to purchase a new book press (with automatic

feeder) which will mean an investment of a large amount of money. If,
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or when, that becomes necessary, we shall have to draw on our reserve

Llsto' finance the purchase of such a press As the pr^sure mcrea^j

we shall probably find it necessary to hire <'^^'']^''^\}''^'^
'l^'J"^^,

room, but that will be a matter for post-war consideration. R^g^t now it

L p";ctically impossible to secure either additional manpower or new (or

at least worthwhile) equipment. „„„:uv tn Wppd
The National Office is, of course, domg everything possible to keep

pace with the ever increasing demands for new literature or for the re-

publication of out of print books and pamphlets, etc. Nothing - thi

Respect is being forgotten nor, needless to say, are we deliberate^ or

thoughtlessly neglecting opportunities for getting out -^^ new or^ old

books and pamphlets. With less troubles besetting us (and that means

also, to some extent, internal troubles, including incidental obstructionism

eith;r wilful, or prompted by lack of understanding) our P-W-- ^^^^

be greatly reduced, not to speak of the easing of the strain which these

terrible times and the nerve-wrecking conditions create, and which might,

and sometimes threaten to crack up one or the other of us, sooner than

might otherwise be necessary. A sympathetic understanding of our many

problems at Party headquarters on the part of the entire membership, and

a general, all around cooperative attitude on the part of all would do us

all a lot of good, not to mention the boost it would give to Party progress

^^"Sncrwe are on the subject of Party publications, and to relieve a

rather dry and perhaps somewhat "melancholy" recital, a recent humorous

incident might be related here. Some time ago the National Office received

a catalogue of a New York City bookseller, with marked references to

certain particular items. The items turned out to be hstings ot b.L.t-.

pamphlets offered for sale by this most enterprising bookseller at the

amazing bargain prices of ten to twenty-five times the amounts we charge

for the same items! For instance, a copy of Bang's "Crises in European

History" is offered at 12.00 for one copy; De Leon's "Two Pages from

Roman History" rates $2.50 for one copy; other De Leon pamphlets are

listed at prices ranging from $L75 to $2.50 the copy. Marxs Wage

Labor and Capital" and "Free Trade," which the Labor News^used to

puHish and sell in a clothbound edition at 50 cents the copy, is offered at

the tempting price of $3.25! But the piece de resistance is the rare bargam

offered in one copy of the Proceedings of the First Convention of die

I.W.W. The bookseller had a real vision this time, for he asks $5.50 tor

one copy of that certainly valuable, but by no means rare book! The New

York Labor News will be glad to offer this Bookseller in Wonderland that

particular item in 100 lots at $1.00 per copy, less a reasonable discount!

Since the bookseUer obviously did not use this method to certify to the

great value and importance of S.L.P. literature, one is left wondering as

to just what this amazing performance portends. But perhaps our organ-

izer of Section Oakland, Comrade Florence Niles, "had something" when

she recently wrote the National Office anent these astounding "bargains":

"K the Party could sell them at such figures, we could sit back now and
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" v»= ^nilppd we think Comrade Nilrs has

let literature sales support us. Yes, indeed,

something there!

Party Finances and Related Matters
;

The books and accounts of the National Office and the business dc-

par^entst: audited annually by the same fi-/.-^:^f ^f^ThTy

Lntants which have done so for the Party
"^PJ-^^^.^^^JS tnjysil

are submitted -gua^y - die --^N^X. S---
-^^^^^^^^ ^ ^L-

and s^mary ^Y fJ^g;
«-

^^^ J„ ^^^p^ted, with certification

merman. The
^"f

*

J'
'^

^^^^ f^Uow the usual tables of contribu-

S:^r:redn:^^rourfunt with comparative figures and sources,

etc.

FUNDS
January 1, 1945— December 31, 1943

(A) -PRESS FUNDS
^^^ ^^^^

Press Security Fund (incl. Guard) $10,156.35 $7,468.78

"^^ress Security
««>98f0

Guard ^JA66^

Comparative figures, previous yr.:

Gutr?^""*^:::::::::::^;:-' SSS
^ J

'
15,726.89 10,867.02

Bazaar tund
*i A=;t; RA

Bal. 1942 Bazaar TrV^in^
1943 Bazaar (12/31/43) U,67WS

Bal. 1941 Bazaar $477.95

1942 Bazaar (12/31/42) 10^389.07

5,038.31 3,910.81
Christmas Box _ _ - -"r„ ' .^^^^^^

'

, 630.00 2,746.60
War Emergency Press Fd. T^l- A^^"?™!^,' 2.00 160.75
Weekly People Golden Jubilee Fd. & VA . . . .

Weekly People (1938-39) "Vol." Assessment ^
Total Press Funds $31g^55 $25,156.%

B— OTHER FUNDS
1943 1942

National Campaign Fund 1944 ^^o'S '

Nat'l. Campaign Fd. "Vol." Assessment 2,584.50 ^^ _"

Three Days Wage Fund (1942) 437.89 $9,512.73
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National Organizer Fund 799.41 1,688.10

Radio Broadcasting Fund 980.65 2,152.38

Political Rights Defense Fund 229.05 76.82

De Leon Editorial Publication Fund 816.15 773.93

Ukrainian Literature Fund 4.00

1940 Nat'l Camp. Fund "Vol." Assessment 1-50

Total $21,583.65 $14,205.46

Summary

:

1943 1942

Total Press Funds $31,553.55 $25,156.96

Total Other Funds 21,583.65 14,205.46

Grand Total $53,137.20 $39,362.42

C— PROCEEDS FROM ENTERTAINMENTS, PICNICS, ETC.

(Amounts included in foregoing figures)

1943 1942

Bazaar Fund $14,762.38 $9,359.59

Christmas Box 3,173.27 2,271.60

Press Security Fund 6,782.89 4,353.47

Weekly People Guard 17.00 52.00

De Leon Editorial Publication Fund 464.39 140.36

National Organizer Fund 149.07 734.14

Radio Broadcasting Fund 450.12 490.12

National Campaign Fund 1944 470.36

Total $26,269.48 $17,401.28

Total Press Funds $24,735.54 $16,036.66

Total Other Funds 1,533.94 1,364.62

D_ SOURCES FROM WHICH WERE DERIVED THE FOREGOING
PROCEEDS FROM ENTERTAINMENTS, PICNICS, ETC.

(Jan. 1— Dec. 31, 1943)

Totals

BAZAAR FUND:
Sections and S.E.C.s and Branches $14,573.38

Weekly People Clubs 189.00 $14,762.38

CHRISTMAS BOX:
Weekly People Clubs '. 28.00

Sections and Miscellaneous 21.50

Bulgarian S.L.F. Convention (1942) 3,123.77 3,173.27
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PRESS SECURITY FUND:
Weekly People Clubs 1,488.90

Sections and Branches and Misc 1,282.49

South Slavonian S.L.F. Convention 3,611.50

Hungarian S.L.F. Convention 400.00 6,782.89

WEEKLY PEOPLE GUARD: Weekly People Club 17.00

De Leon ED'L. PUBLICATION FUND:
Sections and Branches 450.39

Weekly People Club 14.00 464.39

NATIONAL ORGANIZER FUND: Sections 149.07

RADIO BROADCASTING FUND:
Sections & Branches (Wayne Co.) 450.12

NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FUND, 1944:

Sections 44Q.36

Weekly People Club 30.00 470.36

Total $26,269.48

E— PROCEEDS OF OUTSTANDING 1943 THANKSGIVING AFFAIRS
($100 or more)

(As of March 31, 1944)

Eastern Interstate Affair $5,494.34

(iNew Xork, Connecticut, New Jersey,

and Section Pmiadeiphia)

Wayne Co., Mich. (Detroit) 2,905.84

Uliio State 1,591.78

Calitornia:

Jbay Area $1,264.30

i.os Angeles 527.50 1,791.80

Pennsylvania S.E.C. (Western Penn.) 662.42

Cook L.O. (and Illinois S.JL.C) 5ot,93

Milwaukee, Wis. 300.00

Weekly Feople Club Minneapolis & St. Paul 170.00

Massachusetts S.L.C. 167.08

bection ;beattie, Wash 156,96

Section St. Louis, Mo 130.00

Sections Alborn & Duluth, Minn 122.51

Section Lake Co., Ind 104.10

Section Spokane, Wash 100.00

$14,263.81

Miscellaneous Entertainments 103.30

Other Sources 1,614.85
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TOTAL 1943 BAZAAR FUND
(as of March 31, 1944) $15,981.96

1942 Bazaar Fund Final Total: $11,444.91

F— FUNDS, JAN, 1, 1944— MARCH 31, 1944

PRESS FUNDS:

Press Security Fund
(incl. Guard) $1,135.48

Press Sec. Fund $911.46
Guard 224.02

Bazaar Fund 1,310.91
Christmas Box 5,703.58*

^includes $4,660 collected

Totals

$709.31

388.64

Same Period

1943

$1,097.95

at Bulg. S.L.F. Conv. 1943
War Emergency Press Fd.
"Vol." Assess

Weekly People Golden
Jubilee Fund

**ditto

$3,145.73— 1942

831.89

4,203.90**

1.00

Total Press Funds $8,150.97

OTHER FUNDS:
National Campaign Fund 1944 $ g 161 21
Nat'l. Camp. Fd. "Vol." Assessment .../.[ 1^05J5
National Organizer Fund '

62.95
Radio Broadcasting Fund 45 95
De Leon Ed'L Publication Fund

*

356 11
Political Rights Defense Fund 110 35
Three Days Wage Fund .

' * *
'

538.50

2.00

$6,674.24

Total Other Funds | 9 342 32

Total Press Funds $ 8,150.97
Total Other Funds $ 9,842.32

Grand Total all Funds $17 993.29

$ 245.26

231.23

428.46

57.55

268.30

$1,230.80

$6,674.24

$1,230.80

$7,905.04

lllser^Tl^^ S'f If l^'
>"^^

''i
'^^' ^''-^ «^3'137.20 as against^^y,cioz.42 tor 1942. If we discount the amount collected for the NationalCampaign Fund to December 31, 1943 ($18,316), the amount ScJedfor the regular funds during 1943 was somewhat below the 1942 figure_
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that is, about $1,957 less. (National Office funds are nol hu Imlrd

that is, receipts for Sale of Dues Stamps, mandatory a3»<5«»mcnlK, and

other exclusive National Office receipts are excluded, these hein^ ris

ported separately in the Financial Report of the National Office.)

In recapitulation, these are the figures for the various funds during

1943 (cents omitted)

:

National Campaign Fund $18,316

Thanksgiving Bazaars 15,726

Press Security Fund 10,156

Christmas Box 5,038

Radio Broadcasting Fund 980

De Leon Ed'l. Publication Fd 816

National Organizer Fund 799

War Emergency Press Fd. "VA." 630

Three Days Wage Fd. (1942) 437

Political Rts. Defense Fd 229

Sundries — "

The receipts for the National Campaign Fund are the highest ever

attained at a date as early as the December preceding the campaign year,

promising well as regards reaching the goal of $100,000 set. The receipts

for the Press Security Fund exceed those of 1942 by approximately $2,500.

The receipts for the Christmas Box in 1943 exceed those for 1942 by ap-

proximately $1,127. But the greatest increase was in the Thanksgiving Bazaar

Fund, which topped the preceding year's total by one third. The grand

"grand total" of $15,726 was received in 1943, as against the total of

$10,867 for 1942. Once again our comrades and friends outdid them-

selves in this respect. The Eastern Interstate affair topped the list with

nearly $5,500, Detroit following with a total of more than $2,900. Cali-

fornia was third with nearly $1,800, while Ohio came a close fourth with

nearly $1,600. Pennsylvania, Illinois (mainly Cook Co.), and Milwaukee

follow in the order mentioned with $662, $566, and $300, respectively.

The Thanksgiving Affairs have come to rank as one of the chief fi-

nancial mainstays of the Party — primarily of the WEEKLY PEOPLE —
and their importance simply cannot be exaggerated. This is so, not only

because of the large financial yield, but also because of their value as a

factor in bringing members and friends of the Party closer together, in

creating a deeper and more permanent comradeship and fellowship, and

in providing gracious social intercourse. Each successful affair— wherever

held— furnishes the stimulus for still more successful affairs in the future,

all serving as powerful incentives for enlarging and intensifying our agita-

tional and educational activities.

Since this is obviously so, it is puzzling and disappointing to note

even isolated instances of a belittling of these important affairs, as for

instance when last year in the annual review of one of our Subdivisions a

note was injected (it was subsequently withdrawn) to the effect that Thanks-

giving Affairs were hurting purely incidental agitational work— a state-
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mriil which was not true in the first place, and which, in the second place,

arfi;ued that the success of an affair so important as the Thanksgiving

Affair, with so much money and labor involved and at stake, should be
jeopardized in order that a few more street meetings might be held in a
certain locality on certain days. In any other organization a tendency

might develop where the means would be permitted to dwarf the end. But
that obviously is not possible in the S.L.P. where the whole pattern of

every sincere member's thoughts is shaped to the goal itself, and where the

means are almost instinctively, when not consciously so, subordinated to

the attainment of the goal itself. Let those who might have had any doubts

in this respect, or those few who delight in sniping at the active and de-

voted comrades, engaged in this and other important S.L.P. work— let

these few, wherever they be, reflect soberly upon this. And let us have

whole-hearted, 100% cooperation in this, as in all proper and worthwhile

S.L.P. endeavors.

For the four year period (1940, 1941, 1942, 1943) the total received

for all funds (including additions to the Estate account) came to $185,730.

ESTATES
1. Hanson Estate

There are no new developments in this matter. We are precisely where
we were a year ago, or, for that matter, where we were seven or eight years

ago. In a test decision (on a subsidiary question) we were given a verbal,

and reportedly unfavorable decision, which we intend to appeal. However,

we cannot appeal until a written opinion has been filed. The verbal decision

was given months ago, and we have recently been advised that the Hon.
judge who rendered the decision cannot now give a written decision be-

cause he is up for reelection! The justice-mill grinds, oh! so slowly, and
in such a mystifying fashion— or is it really mystifying?! However that

may be, the Hanson Estate case gives promise of remaining a post-world

war III problem— a problem to haunt or plague our children's children

and their posterity!

2. Andrejevich Estate

Margaret Andrejevich was a sympathizer of the S.L.P., and the widow
of a devoted South Slavonian comrade who died a dozen years ago. Mar-
garet Andrejevich died last September, and left a Will in which the Social-

ist Labor Party was made chief beneficiary. But for a poorly drawn and
defective Will, the S.L.P. w^ould have been the sole beneficiary (The Will,

incidentally, was drawn by the expelled disrupter, lawyer J. Klein, sub-

sequently disbarred). Because of its defective character, no provision was
made for the residuary estate, though it is known that Mrs. Andrejevich

intended to leave that also to the Party after the specific bequests had been
covered. The residue now goes to heirs unknown supposedly residing (if

they are alive) in Hitler's "Festung Europa." If they are not found (and

they probably will not be found), this residue (several thousand dollars)

reverts to the capitalist state. Which is something for all of us to ponder.
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What the Parly's share will be is not yet dcfinilcly knewn. b(il il nuiv

amount to four or five thousand dollars in cash, plun a nntall hnnnr .n

Queens, N. Y., appraised at approximately $5,000. The u,.l<nl,mnlr ,h.,1,

the amazing part we should say, is that the Party can neithcT sill no. rent

the house. For under an extraordinary clause in the Will, a Parly ninnbrr,

Comrade A. J. Taylor, has been given life-tenancy in the house! NoboHy

would buy a house under such conditions— nobody, that is, unless .1 hv

Comrade Taylor himself. The Will, however, did provide that as tenant

he is to pay all taxes and assessments, etc., so that the Party at least is

under no expenses as owner. What to do with this house eventually is at

present a problem, the solution of which may well tax all our ingenuity or

patience— or both. /o • i c
During the year we paid out in State and Federal taxes (Social Secur-

ity etc.) the total amount of $1,264.24. If Mr. Roosevelt and his Social-

Democratic and Communist supporters have their way this amount may

be increased considerably hereafter. In normal tax cases the process is:

the greater the income, the higher the tax. In our case it is
:
the greater

our expense (payroll) the higher the tax! The ways of capitalist reformers

are inscrutable!

Interferences with, or Threats to. Civil Rights and

Constitutional Guarantees

Since the N.E.C. Session in May, 1943, the following instances of in-

terference witli S.L.P. activities came to the attention of the National

Office:

Richmond, Calif. Comrade Herbert Steiner reported under date of

April 13 as follows: "Sunday, April 2 [1944], was to have been devoted

to literature selling in Richmond. However, we were stopped by the local

police who threatened to arrest us if we did not desist. I reasoned in vain

with the Police Captain trying to put across the point of our constitu-

tional right to sell literature. I told him in no uncertain terms that we

would challenge his unwarranted interference with our civil rights; that

the Mayor and Chief would hear from our State Office in the very near

future to demand their upholding of the oath they took to obey and de-

fend the Constitution. Rather than continue to sell when we were not

prepared to face the consequences, we decided to devote the rest of the

day to distributing at the various housing projects . .
." [Subsequently

Comrade Keefe, State Secretary, was assured by the Richmond Chief of

Police that the civil rights of S.L.P. members would not be violated by

the Police Department of the city of Richmond!]

Louisville, Ky, Comrade Gordon Long reported in November, 1943,

that he visited the Chief of Police in Louisville before commencing leaflet

distribution, announcing his intentions, in order to avoid interference with

his rights. He was told that an ordinance prohibited distribution in the
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luvul ot ihe business district, but sale of pamphlets and papers was permit-

[rA m that section; that if he distributed leaflets in the designated busi-

ness area and any were thrown on the street, he would be held responsible

for httering the street. The Chief declined to read the Supreme Court

decisions, saying that he was familiar with them. To avoid trouble, and

because he expected shortly to leave for California on an extended visit,

Comrade Long confined himself to distribution of leaflets at factory gates.

Comrade Long wrote also that previously he had run into similar dif-

ficulty in Long Beach, California, where an ordinance prohibits leaflet

distribution in the business district during business hours. The City Pros-

ecutor there suggested that a test case would determine the non-validity

of the ordinance since it did not prohibit leaflet distribution, but merely

limited it as to time and place — as a traffic control measure.

Quincy, Mass, In June, 1943, Comrade A. Martin, of Section Boston,

reported on interference with leaflet distribution outside the Bethlehem

Ship Yard. The five members were ordered to discontinue because they

had no permit. The Police Sergeant was not interested in any Supreme

Court Decision; he was governed by the local ordinance; and if our mem-
bers persisted in distribution he would place them under arrest. Having

only a limited quantity of leaflets left, the members decided to secure the

permit to finish the distribution in Quincy that day, and take the matter

up further with the authorities for future distributions. On applying for

a permit, they were told they would have to confine their distribution to

house-to-house. The Police Captain was reminded about the Supreme Court

Decision, which he then said he would like to read. Our members had no

copy with them, and decided to refer the matter to the National Office. A
letter of protest, with copies of the Supreme Court decisions, was sent to

the Acting Chief of Police, on June 15, to which in part he replied as

follows: "... I beg to advise that I have no objection to any organiza-

tion passing out clean, wholesome literature in this city." To which the

National Secretary replied that the description "clean, wholesome liter-

ature" applies fully to the literature of the S.L.P., emphasizing that we do
not seek approval of our literature and principles, but shall insist that the

Quincy authorities observe the law, and unreservedly respect the rulings of

the highest tribunal in the land.

The National Secretary also advised Section Boston that its members
erred in applying for a leaflet distribution permit, which amounted to

surrendering our rights— however temporary— and, further, in not being
armed with copies of the United States Supreme Court decisions.

Michigan, In January this year Comrade Frank Troha was threatened
with bodily harm by CIO-UAW "roughnecks" if he continued to distribute

leaflets before the Detroit plants. (The particular leaflet being handed out
at the time was the one entitled "Union that Jack Built.") The National
Secretary advised protesting to the police department and demanding pro-
tection, but our Wayne County members, having met with no previous in-

terference, and desirous of continuing leaflet distribution before factory
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gates m before, decided to use the '^Union Jack Built" K^iflrl Uh !..mih.v

to-house distribution, etc., and hand out all other Parly \rMv\n brlon^ in-

dustrial plants.
. p

I

In Highland Park on several occasions our members were interlerr.l

with by local police while distributing leaflets. A protest was fih^l wilh

the Chief of Police on February 17, 1944, who telephoned Comrade J aniens

Sim on receipt of the letter. He assured Comrade Sim that there was no

intention to interfere with the Party's rights, but would appreciate being

informed in advance of leaflet distribution so that arrangements could

be made to clean the streets inmiediately after such a distribution— al-

though, he said, not many of our leaflets are thrown away; it was store-

sale throwaways that caused trouble. To prove that he respected our

rights, the Chief informed Comrade Sim that some residents of Highland

Park had complained about our door-to-door distribution, but he had m-

formed them that we were within our rights in so doing.

This year our members in Wayne County were informed that the

S.L.P. would not be permitted to gather signatures in the Detroit loop

district, in keeping with an ordinance which forbids soliciting in the down-

town area. The Assistant Corporation Counsel of the City of Detroit was

appealed to. A subsequent visit to his office by Comrade Sim brought out

the admission of Mr. Goldstick that the police interference was uncon-

sHitutional, but he himself would not instruct or advise the police to stop

interfering. Comrade Sim contacted police representatives personally and

convinced^ them of our determination to fight for our rights, and expose

the stupidity of the police in the courts. Since that visit, the members

have been gathering signatures in the downtown area with success.

Net.i} York City. One or two instances of failure on the part of the

police to provide protection at street meetings, from hoodlum interference,

in 1943, were protested, and assurances were received from local precincts

that they would cooperate at future meetings.

In the Bronx a Police Captain ruled us off a desirable street corner,

for traffic reasons, prohibiting our holding public meetings at that corner.

Appeal from the decision of the captain (there was correspondence from

July to October) brought no satisfaction to the Party.

In December Comrades Eli Feinberg and A. M. Scherzer were assaulted

by two sailors before the Todd Ship Yard, while distributing leaflets. The

Naval Commandant's office was written to in protest, and we received

personal assurances that the Naval authorities do not condone such acts,

and would reprimand any sailors properly identified in the future.

Ohio. In Cleveland our comrades decided to hold meetings in the

public parks, but found that a local ordinance prohibited such meetings.

Since the ordinance, in this respect, was in conflict with the Supreme Court

decisions, the authorities were informed that we intended to hold such

meetings, and that if necessary we would challenge the city's ban in court.

A test meeting was held in Gordon Park in Cleveland on August 14. The

speaker, Comrade Richard Tussey, was arrested and subsequently released
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on personal bond. Eventually the Parly's right to hold public meetings

in the public parks was upheld — we won the case, hands down! The
full details were related in the WEEKLY PEOPLE of December 25, 1943.

In September three members were distributing leaflets in downtown
Cleveland when they were warned to stop or be arrested for littering the

streets. A few days later they met with similar interference. A protest

was sent to the Chief of Police. His reply was a straightforward acknowl-

edgment of our rights, and advised that members of the police department

had been instructed accordingly. Facsimile copies of Chief Matowitz's

letter were printed and furnished to members distributing leaflets in Cleve-

land. This letter served a useful purpose in at least two other (subsequent)

instances when a police officer attempted to stop Party leaflet distribution.

Comrade L. R. Comstock reported interference with his leaflet distribu-

tion in Canton and Warren (September 1943 and January 1944, respec-

tively), on the grounds of local ordinances prohibiting such distribution.

The files show no reports as to return visits to Canton and Warren.

Pennsylvania. On September 27, 1943, Comrade George Reynolds was
distributing leaflets in Pittsburgh when he was taken into custody, locked

in a cell, without a formal charge lodged against him. He was told, how-

ever, in response to his question, that he had violated a city ordinance.

No logie or reason, nor the Supreme Court decisions, could move the

officers to release him, and finally he was permitted to phone his wife,

who brought $10 which was paid as a "forfeit." Comrade Reynolds was
released for the night and told to appear in court for a hearing the next

morning. The report from Comrade Reynolds relates: "My hearing was
short and to the point. The magistrate said $10 fine or 10 days in jail.

They had the $10 as a forfeit for my release the night before. And so—
I also gave them 75 cents for a transcript which I am to receive in 5 days."

The ordinance allegedly violated reads: "It shall be unlawful for any
person to distribute by throwing, handing or placing any handbills or

dodgers or any kind of advertising device, newspapers or waste paper upon
any street, lane, alley or sidewalk of the City of Pittsburgh."

An attorney was finally consulted on November 16 who pointed out

that failure to appeal the case within five days made further action im-

possible; no claim to damages would be heard in any court, notwithstand-

ing the fact that more than five days had elapsed before Comrade Rey-
nolds received the transcript. It was unfortunate that the matter was not

immediately reported to the State Office, and an attorney consulted iot

advice as to remedial action to be taken. A protest was filed with the

Mayor of Pittsburgh, and our intention made known that we would con-

tinue leaflet-distribution, demanding recognition of our civil rights.

The arrest of Comrades Paul Ferguson, Mary and Louis Gesensway, on
April 23, allegedly for littering the streets of Philadelphia while distribut-

ing leaflets, was reported to the 1943 N.E.C. Session. (This followed close

upon the arrest for the same reason of Comrades Louis Gesensway, Paul
Ferguson and John Minsker— on March 11— who were fined $5 each
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way and Paul Ferguson were dismissed, but Comrade Mary OHr.iHw.v wan

fined $5. Section Philadelphia appealed from the decision ol \hv Mi.g-

istrate, and the higher court sustained the appeal in October m,.

Washington. In the state of Washington Comrade Aduson, o1 Lohk,-

view, was subjected to annoyances provoked by his activities in beh.H ol

the Party Though a naturalized citizen, Comrade Aduson had been ^^ub-

iected to examinations by the immigration authorities. After a consider-

able period of time the investigation was finally dropped by the immigra-

tion authorities. In a letter to the National Office, the Washington Slate

Secretary, Comrade Frank Daniels, commented in part as follows: Uur

attorney learned that the original questioning by the F.B.I, was the result

of false information concerning the Socialist Labor Party. Whoever it was

that began this investigation, was under the impression that the bocialist

Labor Party was a front for the Communist Party."

Wisconsin, Section Milwaukee's members, on November 5, 1943, expe-

rienced police interference with leaflet distribution, but Comrade Georgia

Cozzini's firm handling of the situation, fortified by copies of the Supreme

Court decisions, brought the officer around, and the distribution was con-

cluded. Nevertheless, Comrade Cozzini telephoned the office of the chiet

of police and reported the incident, requesting that the members of the

police force be properly instructed with regard to our freedom to distribute

Party literature. . . ^

On the whole, there were fewer interferences with our constitutional

rights and civil liberties in 1943, if we leave aside questions of restrictions

incidental to the war situation.

Since this report was completed, information has been received that

Comrade Louis F. Robbins, of Section Oakland, has been victimized be-

Qiuse of his Socialist principles. He was dismissed from the war plant

^here he was working, apparently at the behest of the war department,

though guilty of no crime, nor statement that would justify dismissal.

Comrade Robbins has asked the Party to handle his case. How the Party

as such can do this is not clear at the moment. However, financial support

has been pledged the comrade, and Section Oakland has been so advised.

B— THE BALLOT
The increasing restrictions of the ballot, or interferences with getting

on, have been dealt with elsewhere in the report (See "State of Organiza-

tion: Getting on Ballot"). There is little to be added here that has not

been said so often before. The one thing that should be in our minds

ah^rays is that we must fight the reactionaries everywhere as far as our

means and resources permit. And regardless of incidental setbacks and

teKuporary defeats, we must never give up our efforts to get on the ballot

wherever otherwise there exists a reasonable possibility of our achieving

this. For even if we temporarily fail in the immediate objective, we gain

valuable experience, in some cases we gain publicity, if nothing else, and

we earn the respect of forward-looking workers and liberal-minded citi"
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/(MIS generally by our contesting the ground with the enemy every inch

of the way. And that goes^ of course, for our fighting to maintain civil

rights and constitutional liberties generally.

C— THE LABOR DRAFT
The campaign of the Party against the villainous attempts to fasten the

chains of labor conscription upon the workers, to reintroduce involuntary

servitude in this country, is too well known to require a detailed recital

here. We have spared no effort to defeat the unconstitutional and reac-

tionary schemes of the capitalist class and their politician henchmen. Here,

as in other important and relevant respects, it has been a case of the S.L.P.

against the field. As already mentioned, we succeeded in obtaining radio

facilities to expose this plot against the working class; and we have dis-

tributed hundreds of thousands of leaflets on the subject. It is not an

exaggeration to claim for the S.L.P. a large, if not the greatest, share of

credit for the fact that thus far the conscription plotters have suffered de-

feat. And our fight has gained for us a vastly increased field for our gen-

eral agitation, and we have earned the respect of thousands of workers and

progressive-minded citizens who had probably never before heard about

the S.L.F.

The membership as a whole responded magnificently to the call of the

National Office to fight labor conscription. A conspicuous exception (in

tills as in other respects) is Section Seattle. This, however, will be dis-

cussed in more details under another head. There is one thing we must

guard against, and that is to relax in our efforts in the false belief that

the danger is past, or that it never was real. It is part of the strategy of

the reaction to inculcate that belief in the hope of being able to sneak

through their slave law when we are off guard. One Washington member

is reported as having said that there was no need of continuing this fight

because Congress would not pass such a law until after election! It seems

incredible that any member of the Socialist Labor Party can hold to such

a fatuous, if not utterly stupid view, but whether or not this member was

correctly quoted, this is a good time to point to the criminal folly of the

attitude implied in such a view, and to urge again and again the greatest

vigilance, and the utmost in effort, on the part of members and sympathiz-

ers with regard to combating the vicious schemes of the industrial feudal-

ists.

One Section protested the decision of the N.E.C. Sub-Committee that

members, and fellow workers generally, should be urged to write letters

to members of Congress with protests against, and denunciations of, the

efforts to enact a law that would introduce labor conscription or invol-

untary servitude in the United States, etc. The protesting Section was

Section Cleveland, Ohio. It was argued by the Section, in effect, that we
would be compromising our revolutionary position, that we would be beg-

ging the politicians to do us favors, etc., etc. The Section submitted, in

due course, an appeal to the N.E.C, which was promptly submitted by the

N.E.C. Sub-Committee, with a statement arguing the unsoundness of the
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position taken by Section Clcvchuul, and sliowniK tbr rcMMrlnr...
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position of the National Office and the N.E.C. Sub-ComrniUee. I br N\A..

unanimously sustained the position of the N.E.C. Sub-Comn..llrr n.Ml lb(|

National Secretary. As the questions of principle and policies ,nvi^lv(<l

are of the utmost importance, and since there may be smidar «
(ml»lH

among other sincere and devoted S.L.P. members on this point (ihouKb

we know of none, with the possible sole exception of Washington, or mo.(^

specifically Section Seattle), the statement of the N.E.C. Sub-Commmee,

addressed to the N.E.C, and mailed to the individual N.E.C. members

with Section Cleveland's appeal, is reproduced herewith:

"October 28, 1943.

"To the Members of the National Executive Committee,

Sociahst Labor Party.

"Dear Comrades:
i , e • n^

"Enclosed herewith you will find a statement adopted by Section Cleve-

land, Ohio, at the Section's regular meeting held October 13, 1943. This

is an appeal to the N.E.C against the decision rendered by the N.E.C

Sub-Committee that members should protest the Austin-Wadsworth bill to

the members of Congress, and demand that they respect the United States

Constitution, and their oath to uphold same; also that S.L.P. members

should urge fellow-workers to write similar letters of protest and demand.

"Previously the Section had objected to this procedure, as per its letter

to the National Office of September 10. At a subsequent meeting (Sep-

tember 22) a motion to rescind the Section's September 10 action was

carried by a vote of 6 to 5. Under a mistaken conception of S.L.P. par-

liamentary procedure, the Section reported to the National Office that the

Section's September 10 action had not been rescinded. The Section was

informed by the National Office (October 1) that the Section had in fact

rescinded (by majority vote) its previous action, thereby recording itself

as agreeing with the N.E.C Sub-Committee ruling. On this basis the appeal

of the Section to the N.E.C would be out of order, since the Section would

not merely be appealing from the N.E.C. Sub-Committee's ruHng, but from

its own previous concurrence with that ruling. Obviously, a Section can-

not protest an act on which it has gone on record as being in agreement,

nor appeal from its own decisions, especially a decision which concurred

in the ruling of the N.E.C. Sub-Committee. However, the N.E.C Sub-

Committee feels that this technicality should not be invoked in this case,

and that it is desirable to have this question settled on its merits. Hence,

the N.E.C Subcommittee now submits the matter to the N.E.C for final

and formal determination, and makes the following comments on the argu-

ments advanced by Section Cleveland:

"(It might be added that the decision to appeal was carried by a vote

of six to five. In other words, out of a total membership of twenty-six

(two in the army, one out-of-town member), six members committed the

Section to the action of appealing, five recorded against, and fifteen mem-

hers not participating for one reason or another.)
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''As la 1:

"The Seclioii expresses its belief that the Sub-Committee ruling 'is not

in keeping with our attitude toward the representatives of the capitalist

class to write as individuals to Congressmen,' and proceeds to particularize.

We comment—
"a) The Section's quotation, viz., 'the executive of the modern state is

but a committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bour-

geoisie,' states a truth, but obviously not the whole truth. The whole truth

is that Congress and the President are limited and restrained in their

every day action by the Constitution of the United States, for which Sec-

tion Cleveland itself expresses reverence, referring to it as 'this immortal

document,' embodying 'principles in keeping with those of the Socialist

Labor Party.' To argue otherwise is to argue that we have an absolute

dictatorship at Washington, a contention that would be as grotesque as it

would be false. But this brings us to—
"b) Here it is argued that 'These politicians [elected Congressmen and

the President] will do whatever their class interests dictate . ,
.' This, too,

is a partial truth. A correct way of putting it would be to say that these

politicians will try to do whatever their class interests dictate, etc. That

they are not doing things arbitrarily, in absolute disregard of the Con-

sttution, and that in the nature of present things they cannot do so ruth-

lessly, requires no proof. Every intelligent person knows that they cannot,

and that they do not do so. In the first place, the capitalist class is not

a homogeneous whole, with identical interests in all respects. Moreover,

even when there may be substantial unity among the various capitalist

groups, they are, as stated, still restricted and restrained by the Constitu-

tion and the traditions of the country. As De Leon put it repeatedly: 'The

capitalist class is powerful, but it is not almighty.' De Leon also reminded
us: 'Material interests determine man's viewpoint. But material interests

are, in their turn, determined by no one circumstance,' Secondly, among
the things that capitalists frequently do is to yield on certain subsidiary or

incidental demands, in protection of capitalist class interests as a whole.

Hence, whatever the desires of powerful capitalists may be (say in the

case of the Austin-Wadsworth bill), if the total class interests dictate that

it is better to abandon the attempt to introduce involuntary servitude, the

attempt will be abandoned, the possible alternatives (non-compliance with,

oi obstruction of the slave-act, a realization that the slave law cannot be
enforced except at an enormous cost, etc., etc.) being recognized as con-

stituting what in the long run would be contrary to that which their

essential class interests would make desirable.

"The logic and reasoning of Section Cleveland (or of the six members
who committed the Section) are not the reasoning of sound S.L.P. Marx-
ists. Rather the conclusions of the Section are the result of what De Leon
designated the 'mechanical, schablone style of reasoning.' The world of

capitalism is not an inflexible, unchangeable cast-in-the-mold contraption.

In the words of De Leon, 'the world's theatre of Social Evolution is not a

Punch and Judy box, nor are the actors on that world's stage manikins,
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whole tnilh. It is not merely facts which we must sock to guidr iim, biil all

the availalile, and, above everything, all the relevant facts wliich we miisl

seek-

"The erroneous conception of Section Cleveland, that the cai)italiHl clasn

is a homogeneous group, responding mechanically or automatically at all

times to its immediate class interests, and that the political state is un-

qualifiedly and on all occasions the exclusive tool of dominant capitalist

class interests, has led the Section into employing the mechanical, schdblone

style of reasoning, with its absurd conclusions. De Leon, in one of his

editorials on Woodrow Wilson (July 7, 1912) had this to say:

" 'Leaving aside that function of the Political State which consists in

keeping down the Ruled Class, the Political State has a function to perform

within and toward the Ruling Class itself. There is no Ruling Class with-

out conflict of interests within its own ranks. This feature of class-society

reaches its fullest expression under capitalism. The Political State has for

a duty to regulate, to render harmonious, if possible, these interdependent

yet conflicting interests; and, if necessary, wherever necessary to enforce,

its decrees.'

"In another editorial, also on Woodrow Wilson, De Leon observed

(July 13, 1911):
" 'Capitalism is not all crime; it is not all stupidity; it is not all blind-

ness. While blindness, stupidity and crime are capitalist apanages. Capital-

ism also has its excellences. It could not be otherwise. Capitalism, being

the handmaid of progress; being the organizer of industry in style and

form to enable it to strike from the limbs of Man the shackles of poverty;

being, accordingly, a pathfinder for Civilization and Freedom; — being all

this, Capitalism promotes enlightenment, and itself is bound to raise from

among its own elect some type of the intellectuality that itself fosters.'

"On the conflicts of interests within the capitalist class itself, De Leon

spoke often and revealingly. He also emphasized the distinction between

ruthless capitalists and those members of the capitalist class to whom the

ideological features of capitalism meant something more than just words.

Some of these observations by De Leon on the latter have been quoted

recently in the WEEKLY PEOPLE. In his editorial on the one time New

York Mayor, Gaynor (DAILY PEOPLE, February 9, 1910), De Leon said:

" 'So, likewise, uncompromisingly, opposed to Mayor Gaynor as a

political expression of capitalist interests, that is, of capitalist sins, the

Socialist Labor Party applauds the integrity with which the mayor is up-

holding capitalist virtues, that is, the bourgeois freedoms, without which

we all would tumble back into the rough-and-tumble of the Dark Ages.'

"To rule out, or ignore, all the facts and factors which qualify and

condition the theoretic truth of the capitalist government being, in the

long run, the executive committee of the capitalist class, would be to

present ourselves as naive, half-baked Marxists, unscientific in our con-

ceptions, and immature in our knowledge and understanding of social
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"c) If by saying thai 'we have taken no such action against previous
bills equally unconstitutional/ the Section means that we have not in the

past urged individual members, etc., to write Congressmen to respect the
Constitution they have sworn to defend, the Section may be right. But if

this happens to be the case, the point amounts to a begging of the whole
question. The Socialist Labor Party honors and, in some important re-

spects, values highly the Constitution, but notwithstanding this fact we do
not regard ourselves as special custodians of the Constitution in all its

parts. The point here is the Section's phrase 'equally unconstitutional'—
equally unconstitutional, as to what? The Socialist Labor Party is pri-

marily concerned about the fundamentals of the Constitution— that is, the
parts relating to the Bill of Rights, and such parts as specifically deal with
the safety and interests of the working class. The rest (guaranteeing
private property rights, etc.) we can safely leave to the out-and-out repre-

sentatives of the capitalist class! But when the Section cites as 'equally

unconstitutional' the military conscription act, and the Hatch and Voorhis
acts, we demur. How, in what particular respects, are these acts obviously
and palpably unconstitutional? The Section leaves us in darkness here!
That we may have expressed belief that these acts are unconstitutional^
does not make them so. The question obviously would be debatable. That
we may, and do, regard these acts as contrary to the spirit of the Con-
stitution, or the Declaration of Independence, is one thing. To argue that
they, de facto and de jure, are unconstitutional, is something quite dif-

ferent We know of no authority who has pronounced these laws direct
violations of this or that clause or amendment to the Constitution, and
Section Cleveland cites neither authority, nor 'chapter and verse' in support
of its unqualified assertion. The point should be dismissed as irrelevant,

if not flippant, and as a careless or reckless citing of cases that bring no
proof whatever to bear on the Section's contentions regarding the subject
under consideration.

"We insist that never before has any serious attempt been made (with
prospects of success) to introduce slavery into the United States in direct
and obvious violation of a constitutional clause, specifically the Thirteenth
Amendment to the Constitution. And if in the past it had been attempted^
openly and ruthlessly, to enact a law which universally and unqualifiedly
would have prohibited free speech, free press, free assembly, etc., we can-
not doubt that the Party would have responded to such obvious violations
of the Constitution exactly as we have done in respect of the Austin-
Wadsworth slave bill.

"d) Yes, the Party has certainly criticized the reformers of all stripes
for 'demanding and protesting against legislation.' But is the Section
seriously contending that this is what we are doing as regards the Austin-
Wadsworth bill? A mere denial of such implied preposterous contention
should be sufficient. We are not, in the first place, demanding legisla-

tion. In the second place, as already shown, we are not merely 'protesting
against legislation.' We are demanding that the elected representatives
(elected chiefly by the working class) respect the Constitution which we
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1 ourselves (including Section Cleveland) regard a^ nii ^iniinorlai dor, ininil,

that they honor the oath they took to observe and u|>lH»ld il. WhnI ih

wrong with that? We are, we have made clear rcpcatc-dly, nol Uyymy^

them to do anything for us or for the workers. We are drniandinf, timl

they keep their filthy hands off an instrument which we regar<l an cHHciitial,

an instrument which was not given to us, but which we (or our anccHKnw)

wrung from reaction at the cost of priceless blood and great suffciiiig.

The premise of the Section is false and improper, all the more so seeing

that it is a surreptitiously injected premise.

"De Leon took great pains to outline to us our duties and responsibili-

ties in this respect. Again we refer to a recently reprinted editorial by

De Leon, his Open Letter to Woodrow Wilson while he was Governor of

New Jersey. From that Open Letter (published as an editorial in the

DAILY PEOPLE of May 21, 1912) we quote:

"'The Socialist Labor Party asks not of you [Woodrow Wilson] to

take sides with the working class against the capitalist class. What it asks,

what it urges, what it DEMANDS and expects of you is that you be true

to the best of your own class, hence, that you stamp out feudal brutality in

Paterson, where raw-boned feudal brutality has re-raised its hideous head

in your state.'

"And that is precisely what we now ask, what we now urge, what we

now DEMAND of the elected political representatives at Washington with

regard to the Austin-Wadsworth bill.

"e) This is mere rhetorical nonsense. To say that to do (by all legiti-

mate means) the only thing we can do at this time to prevent absolute

slavery to be imposed on the workers, is to do that which 'obscures the

class struggle,' is to give expression to the rankest 'revolutionary infantil-

ism.' It is certainly unique reasoning, to say the least, to argue that it is

an 'obscuring of the class struggle' to fight against absolute slavery being

imposed upon the workers, and to urge them individually and otherwise

to protest such contemplated action!

"f) This reveals a complete misunderstanding, or ignorance, on the

part of the Section as regards the case cited. Dr. Dowler solicited support

for a reform measure, pure and simple. Obviously the action of Dowler

was condemned; obviously he was expelled since he was recalcitrant. But

what bearing has that on the question before us? Again to demand that

the members of Congress respect the Constitution, etp., is not to plead for,

or to demand reform legislation. It is silly to argue that it is.

"g) Here again we are confronted with false and surreptitiously in-

jected premises. The Party is not urging members and the workers gen-

erally to appeal to Congress. Section Cleveland knows better. Why does

it repeat this false assertion and nonsensical claim? Speculations as to

whether the Austin-Wadsworth bill will or will not pass are irrelevant and

senseless. We make our demands regardless of possible success, exactly as

we contest elections regardless of success or otherwise. To argue, however,

that in case the bill becomes law, therefore our present endeavors would

prove the futility of 'appealing to Congress,' is surely the very essence of
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Hnanibled tliinking and topsy-lurvy logic. Once more, we are not 'appeal-

ing to Congress,' and if our efforts fail it will be because the worker failed

to support our efforts, or because we could not reach the workers in suf-

ficient numbers, or it would simply prove that the capitalists felt bold
enough, and strong enough, to throw the Constitution on the scrapheap.

"Of a piece with that is the second 'assumption' of what the workers
'will think' if the bill is defeated. It is (impliedly) argued that if the
politicians pull in their horns (in fear of working class reaction) then the
workers will think 'that these politicians will do something more for them'! 1

The politicians were not asked to do something for the workers in the first

place. On the contrary, they were cautioned to refrain from doing some-
thing unconstitutional and harmful to the workers! It is as if a bully had
bludgeoned his victim, and because he was properly admonished or pun-
ished for his assault, therefore that punishment (according to the logic
of Section Cleveland) amounted to an 'invitation' to the bully to commit
another assault! That sort of reasoning belongs in Bedlam — surely not
in the S.L.P.

^

"If, on the other hand, as a result of the protests and demands served
on the politicians in Washington they do pull in their horns (and leaving
aside the absurd and false contention that they have been asked to do some-
thing for tlie workers), does it not seem obvious that as a result of the
politicians backing down, the workers will feel that they have at least
kept the politicians whom they elected to their sworn duty, and, with that
feeling, sense that they possess a certain degree of power and strength,
even though manifested in a purely negative circumstance? And to the
extent that they attain a realization of their power, is it not reasonable
to assume that the workers may then apply that in a more positive and
direct sense, not merely as individuals, but as a class, and toward the
objectives which the Socialist Labor Party holds to be essential as regards
the workers' final emancipation?

"2.— a-b-c) We are told that no propaganda is involved. We consider
this contention preposterous. We are told that we cannot 'demand' because,
forsooth, we have no power to back up our demand! Again commenting
on Wilson, the answer to this weird contention is given by De Leon. We
quote his editorial in the DAILY PEOPLE of November 7, 1912:

"'The S.L.P. program, while it demanded and continues to demand
action, is well aware that its demand is still essentially educational, hence,
that the action demanded is not yet a possibility.'

"This also answers the contention that there is no propaganda in
making our demand on members of Congress to respect the Constitution,
etc. Our 'demand' is, as De Leon put it, 'essentially educational,' and pre-
cisely for the reasons stated by De Leon, and being educational it certainly
has propaganda value!

"The Section, illogically, makes a distinction between the Party as
such 'protesting,' etc., and asking individual members to do so. One
scarcely knows what to do with such 'logic' We protest, etc., primarily as
a matter of principle; secondly, as a matter of propaganda; thirdly, in the
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not wholly unrournlcMl cxpcclation lliut lh(^ |M)litirJanH will pull in llicir

horns. The principle is the same whether i>rcscnlcd by llic l*aily i\n Hiirh,

or by individuals. If it is proper for the Party to prolcnl, it in obviously

proper for any part of the Party to protest, even to the very last nuinilMM 1

And if it is proper for an individual member to protest against introdnciii^r,

slarery, by what process of reasoning does it become otherwise to uig(»

fellow-workers to do likewise?

"We do not profess to understand the Section's labored contentions

regarding 'pressure' arid 'influence,' nor do we know what the Section

may mean when it speaks of writing 'en masse' to members of Congress,

etc. Certainly, to urge workers, and groups of workers, to write and to

protest, etc., does not make the effort less 'en masse' ! ! Nor do we under-

stand why to urge members and workers to protest also as individual

citizens amounts to, or implies, a failure to point put 'the correct pro-

gram.' And what does the Section mean by asking where the Sub-Com-

mittee's decision 'lead(s) us'? The question is apparently purely rhetorical

and seems pointless. And equally rhetorical, and irrelevant, is the Section's

question: '. . . how can we . . . tell the working class in one breath that

these politicians represent capitalism and, in the next breath, urge them

to write to these gentlemen demanding that they do something?' For the

last time, we are not 'demanding that they do something.' We demand that

they refrain from doing 'something,' that 'something' being that they re-

frain from violating the Constitution and their oath to respect it!

"The last paragraph is of a piece with the Section's repeated misrep-

resentation of the Party's position, and for the rest it constitutes mere

words and empty rhetoric, if not implied slander. The Section knows, or

should know, that there is no question involved of the Party being other

than uncompromising; the Section also knows, or should know, that if

there is any travesty involved at all, it is all on the side of those who

would reject the Party's traditional policy in such matters (as exemplified

in the De Leon citations, etc.), and not on the side of those who uphold

that traditional policy. Surely, only perverted reasoning can find 'com-

promise,' etc., in a Party policy which includes urging upon workers, in-

dividually and as a class, that they at least protest against involuntary

servitude being imposed upon them, and by those who, theoretically and by

the law of the land, are their servants!

"A ballot is enclosed herewith on which each member of the N.E.C. is

requested to record his or her vote on the sustaining or not sustaining of

the appeal of Section Cleveland.

"By instruction of the N.E.C. Sub-Committee,

"Fraternally yours,

"[Signed] Arnold Petersen,

"National Secretary.

"Unanimously adopted at regular

meeting of N.E.C. Sub-Committee

held October 28, 1943."
'
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Section Cleveland accepted, of course, the decision of the N.E.C., and

has done its full share in supporting the Party's fight against labor con-

scription. For the Party to have taken any other course would, indeed,

have been little short of criminal folly. If we had elected to ignore the

menace, hands silently folded in our laps, we should have proved unworthy

the name of S.L.P. men. For if there was one thing De Leon made clear,

it was the distinction between capitalist reformism and what he properly

called the conquests of civilization. And among these conquests stand out,

above all others, the rights of free speech and assemblage, a free press,,

the ballot, and the personal liberty of the individual— personal, that is,

apart from class-imposed wage slavery— the right, in short, to dispose of

our own persons, at whatever social or economic risks to us as individuals.

In his open letters to Woodrow Wilson, De Leon summed up the proper

attitude and duty of S.L.P. men in these respects. In "As To Politics" he

sternly rebuked those who reviled the ballot as "the capitalist ballot." The
ballot, said De Leon, is a conquest of civilization, wrung, not begged, from

the oppressing class by the oppressed. "The ways of civilization are no
mask on the face of civilized man," he declared. And as if answering

those who argue that we should supinely sit back, and let the reaction ride

over us rough-shod, he said:

"The capitalist class, however powerful, is not omnipotent. It feels con-

strained to render at leoist external homage to the Genius of the Age, The
Genius of the Age demands free speech and a free vote."

In these few words De Leon illumined the subject brilliantly, confound-

ing the sophists, the rhetoricians and the plain crooks and fakers. The
S.L.P. of today is not to be confounded by empty rhetoric, nor led astray

by pseudo-revolutionary declamations.

There have been minor repercussions— notably in the case of Section

Seattle, though indirectly in that particular case. One of these minor re-

percussions— not related, however, to the basic principle, or central point,.

was a letter written the National Secretary by Comrade James Sim, N.E.C.

member from Region 4. Section Cleveland held a public meeting recently

to protest the proposed labor draft. At this meeting a resolution was sub-

mitted to those assembled, the resolution denouncing labor conscription

and those promoting it. It was, of course, adopted, and subsequently sent

on its way to the President of the United States and the two Ohio Sen-
ators. Comrade Sim wrote:

"I don't think that this procedure is in line with Party principles or
scientific conduct generally. The audience becomes the judge of the cor-

rectness of our program or, in this case, of our attitude on the National
Service legislation. What would have happened if the assembly voted
against the resolution? Would the Section have withdrawn the resolution

as being incorrect?

"It would iiave been all right to have had a resolution distributed in-

dividually to the audience and after the speech appealed to it to sign the
copy in its individual hands and mail it to the President and the Ohio
Senators. Of course the mimeographed or printed set-up would have taken
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away from the effectiveness of the protest but it would have b«ftii moir in

harmony with S.L.P. procedure.

"Someone, it might have been you, informed me once that a i:«iliiii.

group masquerading under the name of the S.L.P. in Britam u»ed to

present its program for approval by vote to its public lecture audiences at

the end of every speech. This was supposed to be in line with the democ-

racy of the Industrial Republic of Labor wherein all questions are to be

submitted to the workers for solution.

"I do think it would be well to draw Section Cleveland s attention to

the error of this kind of procedure."

To this the National Secretary replied as follows:

^'Dear Comrade Sim:

"I am sorry that I have not found it possible to reply earlier to your

letter of March 6. Even now I am desperately short of time, but here goes:

"I cannot agree with you that the action of Section Cleveland is present-

ing a resolution to a 'public meeting audience' on the Labor Draft con-

stitutes a departure from 'party principles or scientific conduct generally.'

In the first place, the presenting of resolutions on general, or 'public' ques-

tions, to mass meetings is a practise as old as the Party— or certainly

goes back to the earliest days in Party history. As far back as I can

remember, May Day resolutions were presented to our New York May

First audiences, and they were always 'unanimously' adopted. If there

were any dissenters, they were not audible. (I am not sure the practise

lias been observed at the most recent May Day meetings.) Such resolutions

were also presented in the old days when mass meetings were held to

protest pogroms in the Czar's Russia, and again always unanimously.

"Theoretically, it is possible that such resolutions might be voted down,

but it is one of those theoretic possibilities which never materialize, and

which we know in advance cannot materialize where our own meetings are

involved, since our members and sympathizers predominate, and since

such meetings are completely under our control.

"It is the same kind of theoretic possibility which confronts us in other

Party undertakings, particularly when we run candidates for public office.

When we nominate a Presidential ticket, for instance, there is a theoretic

possibility that we might elect an S.L.P. man as President of the United

States. The theoretic possibility does not deter us. Yet, if we were to

elect a President on the S.L.P. ticket this year, we would regard it as a

calamity— the day of our 'victory' would be our day of defeat, since the

workers would not be ready 'to move in.' Yet, we proceed with our

nominations, etc., since we know that some day we shall win— that some

day the workers will be ready 'to move in.' And we do this at this time

because it is the established practice, and because it constitutes a powerful

method of agitation and education. And that is true, in the same sense,

though to a lesser degree, when we call mass meetings and present resolu-

tions on public, that is general, questions of great importance.

"Obviously, no S.L.P. Section would call a meeting of known hostile
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It is a far cry, indeed, from the democratic revolutionist Jefferson to

the New Deal bourgeois reformer Frankfurter.

The American Civil Liberties Union has officially joined the labor

conscription advocates. In reply to a letter written Roger Baldwin by the

National Secretary of the Socialist Labor Party, this information is con-

veyed. The National Secretary had inquired of Mr. Baldwin what aid, if

any, might be rendered by the Union to S.L.P. members who would refuse

to comply with any unconstitutional labor conscription law that might be

enacted by Congress. The reply received from Mr. Baldwin was character-

istically evasive. With the reply he enclosed a pamphlet wherein was set

forth the position of the A.C.L.U. on labor conscription. The officially

declared opinion of the Union is summed up in these paragraphs:

"The government, in our judgment, has the constitutional right to

mobilize all persons subject to its jurisdiction for the purpose of the pro-

secution of a war, whether for combat or civilian service . . .

"Such mobilization should be carried out on a fully democratic [!]

selective service basis similar to our present draft laws. . .
,"

There we have it— the vociferous would-be defenders of civil rights

and constitutional guarantees accepting the most nefarious form which a

denial of constitutional rights and guarantees can take! And justifying it

on the ground that to violate the United States Constitution in this respect

is a "constitutional right" enjoyed by the government!

In justice to the minority on the governing body of the A.C.L.U., it

should be added that a few of them dissented vigorously, though there is

no record of their having resigned from the Union in protest. Conceding

that certain controls by the government are necessary during war, the

minority declared:

"But these controls do not carry with them a justification for curtail-

ing critical dissent from war policies, nor abridgement of freedom of

speech and press of minorities, nor for compulsory labor service, nor sus-

pension of constitutional processes. If we thus under the specious plea of

wartime necessity surrender essential democratic processes we would lose

the democracy we profess to be defending ... It is neither doctrinaire

nor obstructionist, but a high patriotic duty to stand resolutely for those

principles and practises on which democratic institutions rest and without

which the hope of a victory for democracy is meaningless. We cannot win
a war for democracy by sacrificing the liberties we profess to defend."

The A.C.L.U.'s craven surrender to the ultra-reactionary forces, on the

most vital civil right of the workers, will be remembered to the everlasting

shame of these professional would-be defenders of constitutional rights and
civil liberties. And to the S.L.P. it constitutes added proof of the essen-

tially reactionary character of the misnamed American Civil Liberties

Union.

D— MILITARY CONSCRIPTION
Since the last N.E.C. Session twenty-one additional members of the
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Party have been reported conscripted into the armed forcu^.. Thrir imiiien,

and the Sections of which they were members, follow:

Frank Singewald South Norwalk, Conn.

Joseph Costello Cook Co., lU.

Jacob Berlin New York N. Y

C. Aronson Grass Valley, Calif.

Louis LaVella Greensburg, Pa.

Verner W. Magnuson Rockford, 111.

Miner G. Michels Milwaukee, Wis.

Leonard Young Milwaukee, Wis.

Edward Gross Cook Co., 111.

Daniel Schnabel Milwaukee, Wis.

Paul Barnes Allegheny Co., Pa. i

Louis Dirle Allegheny Co., Pa.

Reginald Koegler Bronx, N. Y.

Daniel Garcelon San Francisco, Calif.

(Merchant Marine)

Jack Berkman Washington, D. C.

Arthur Chenoweth Lake Co., Ind.

George Lind, Jr Alborn, Minn.

Francis R. Seller Erie Co., N. Y.

Melvin Zipfel Erie Co., N. Y.
,, . ,

Carl Bjorklund New York, N. Y. (Merchant Marme)

Earl Williams Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Three members refused to submit to induction, choosing to go to jail

instead. They were: Wm. Fairly of Section Cleveland, James Arkin of

Section Washington, D. C, and Louis Lindenbaum of Section Bronx.

Whatever anyone may think of the wisdom of their action, they are to be

admired for their courage— for it requires a high degree of courage to

do what they did. And we honor them for refusing to compromise what

they consider a high principle.

The following members were released from the armed forces during

the past year:

Robert Krieger and Paul Paulides, Section Bronx, N. Y.; E. L. Shear-

ing, National Member-at-Large; Leslie 0. Ludwig, National Member-at-

Large; Adolph Blomberg, Section New Haven, Conn.; John Ingemi, Sec-

tion Lynn, Mass.; C. Aronson, Section Grass Valley, Calif.; Leonard

Young, Section Milwaukee, Wis.; Seymour Butler, Section Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Of these, Comrade Seymour Butler was not strictly speaking in the

armed forces— he was released from the Conscientious Objectors' Camp.

During the year one of our young comrades, Peter Kapitz, of Akron,

Ohio (later Cleveland), was reported missing in action in Italy. The gloom

and sorrow this news created were deepened by reflections that this was the

first known S.L.P. casualty in the war. We were all overjoyed to be in-

formed subsequently that this fine young comrade had escaped death,
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faced with problems which at that time threatened the very existence of

the Party, but the problems were those growing out of inner-Party strug-

gles, and their solutions depended less on external factors, but rather on

factors and circumstances involving clarity, or clarification, of principles,

policies and tactics, and the maintenance of Party morale under what might

be called an ideological assauk on the Party. There were, of course,

material problems also, but they were incidental, and not too difficult to

solve. But the problems confronting this Convention are of a different

nature. Leading among these problems is the question of securing organ-

izers to be toured, which in part means selecting Presidential and Vice-

Presidential candidates who are qualified, that is, competent, to represent

the Party in such distinguished capacities, and at the same time able to go

on the road. The trained organizers known to be available at present are

few— they include Comrades Quinn, Pirincin and Steiner. It is doubtful

that more than one or two additional trained organizers can be secured.

But whatever the number may be, we shall be faced with the problem of

transportation. Because of that problem extended tours, or country-wide

trips, are probably precluded. What effect that will have on our campaign

can easily be visualized.

Then there is the problem of getting on the ballot in the minimum
number of states— which really means the problem of getting signatures.

While in several states we are now reasonably sure of getting on the

ballot, there are too many states concerning which we have cause to be

apprehensive. Formerly many members were available as signature gath-

erers, either voluntary or on a full time basis. This year those available

will be few— or so it appears now.

Comrade J. R. Kenyon has, as you recall, offered his services and car

to accompany one of the candidates, and Comrade Hillis has placed him-

self at the disposal of the National Office for signature gathering and

leaflet distribution.

Then there are the problems of getting sufficient leaflets printed, and

the customary large special campaign issues of the WEEKLY PEOPLE.
Here the paper and manpower shortages enter as adverse (or should one

say subversive?) factors. And if we do have sufficiently large quantities

of leaflets and WEEKLY PEOPLES printed, shall we be able to secure

distributors equal to the quantities available? The paper problem may
eventually present a really grave problem for us. So far we have been

fortunate, indeed.

Speaking of paper shortage brings to mind an amusing incident—
for no tragedy is, or should be, quite without its comic relief. Upton
Sinclair is, as is well known, one of the country's most prolific writers.

His prolificacy is, indeed, in inverse ratio to the literary value and sound-

ness of his output. Some time ago the New York Times reported that Mr.

Sinclair was going to sue the War Production Board unless he received his

full quota of paper. It appears that Mr. Sinclair claimed an industrial

priority— Upton Sinclair, essential industry, as it were! However, while

there are trees in the forest and paper to be ruined, we may depend on
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Mr. Sincluir putting in bin < hiinm and <loirig bin nharc in \\\v ilthlinrlion

of a wholly inncicenl natural resource!

These and similar problems have plagued us for some time bul ob-

viously they will be multiplied and intensified during a national vAxm\nu^iu

What the solutions or even partial solutions (fairly satisfactory) to ihcw^

problems will be, cannot now be easily imagined. We are bound to come

to grips with them, and it would be a most comfortable thought if we

could add that we are also bound to solve them. But certainly no stone

must, or will be left unturned in our efforts to solve these and other

problems, and it is hoped that this Convention will be able to supply the

answers to them, or at least to the most important problems.

The other important matters to be considered by this Convention in-

clude the drafting of a Platform, the adoption of Resolutions, etc. As has

been the custom in the past, drafts of proposed Platform and Resolutions

are available for the consideration and convenience of the Convention. And

of course the usual routine matters that normally come before a national

convention.

A good start has been made toward raising a substantial Campaign

Fund. At its 1943 session the N.E.C. directed that a call be issued for a

six days' wages fund to be used for the National Campaign. Also author-

ized by the N.E.C. was the issuance of 50 cent "Voluntary" Assessment

Campaign Fund stamps with cards. As already reported, by December

31 the total amount collected for the National Campaign Fund was $18,-

316.50. At its regular meeting held January 13, 1944, the N.E.C. Sub-

Committee, acting in behalf of the N.E.C, issued a call for a $100,000

Campaign Fund. The Convention may wish to take some action in this

connection. The immediate goal in this respect was set at $40,000, to be

collected before, or to be completed and announced at the Convention

Dinner scheduled for Saturday, April 29. The $40,000 would, of course^

include the amount collected prior to the Convention, the remainder to be

collected during the Campaign, and which we hope will go well over the

$100,000 set as the minimum.

INTERNAL DIFFICULTIES

Five members were expelled since the 1943 N.E.C, Session:

M. Brotman, of Section Boston, Mass; H. W. Gottschalk, of Section

Erie Co., N. Y.; F. English, of Section St. Clair Co., 111.; John F. Walzel,

of Section Wayne Co., Mich.; Ivan Kostoff, Bulgarian Branch Waukegan,

Illinois.

In none of these cases was there any serious disruption involved. In

the first three cases the particular individual refused to appear for trial,

OT to defend himself, and expulsions followed automatically in line with

the Party's Constitution.

During the latter part of 1943, over several months, the National Office

experienced considerable trouble with Section Dayton, Ohio, and at one

time it seemed as if the Section might assume a deliberately disruptive
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rltvrnents and present such resolutions to audiences of that calibre. Here
it becomes a matter of sound S.L.P. judgment and common sense. But if

the unthinkable should happen, if an overwhelming majority should vote
down a resolution offered by us at one of our own meetings, it would
mean that our meeting had been captured by the enemy. And public
meetings have been known to be captured (though not in the S.L.P.) over
questions other than resolutions— political rallies, for example. But we
are now speculating on the wholly improbable and unthinkable, and that
seems hardly profitable.

"The case you cite is not a parallel one. I did tell you the story to
which you allude, but the question involved was of inner Tarty,' or doc-
trinal concern. The incident was as follows:

"There was (and there may still be remnants) a group in Edinburgh
(or perhaps it was Glasgow) known by the British S.L.P. comrades as the
*Gillespians' (we here called them the 'Polynomials,' from their many
initials: 'B.S.I.S.L.P.'!) They belonged to the species designated by De
Leon generally as *Knipperdollings,' which name signifies literabminded-
ness. Like the Talmudists, they were always spinning fine theories, and
attempting to reduce any principle to its ultimate-ultimate, or infinitesimal
nothingness. On one such occasion they found themselves hopelessly
divided. The question involved a theoretic or a doctrinal problem, or a
doctrinal question, of internal group or Party concern, and the deadlock
was complete. Finally, one of the owlish disputants had a bright thought.
He remembered that De Leon once had said that the working class is the
final arbiter as to the social problem. Surely, here was a problem as
pressing, if not as important, as the social problem! For were they not
hopelessly divided and deadlocked? They sure were! And so this wise
owl solemnly proposed, in keeping with De Leon's dictum, that they adjourn
the meeting, proceed to the public square in Edinburgh (or was it Glas-
gow?), and present the problem to the assembled 'multitude' for a final
decision! What ultimately happened escapes me at the moment.

"This story I have told on many occasions to illustrate the t)rpe of
person who takes everything literally, and who insists on being literal,
regardless of time, place, circumstances and relevancy, a la the Knipper-
dollings. I think it's a good story, but I think also you will agree that it
offers no parallel to the action of Section Cleveland. And I repeat, Sec-
tion Cleveland acted in line with Party practise and in keeping with
S.L.P. traditional policy. On further reflection, I hope you will agree
with my view of the matter.

"Best wishes,

"Fraternally yours,

"[Signed] Arnold Petersen,

"National Secretary."

Comrade Sim replied to this letter, still expressing the view that the
procedure was undesirable, and presented a danger to the S.L.P. In final
reply the National Secretary wrote:
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1
"1 note that you still do not agree with regard lo ihc muttfi of nnb-

mitting resolutions to a public meeting. 1 grant you, of cournc, ihni llio

matter is subject to debate, and there is ample room for honest diift^rcncrrt

of opinion. Personally, I do not feel very strongly on the subjecl any-

way— though I see nothing wrong in the practice, I would just as lief

see it discontinued. One thing, however, should be understood, and thai is

that Section Cleveland did not commit any error since it simply followed

a time-honored practice. Another thing, I feel, is important and that is

that the matter be settled definitely for the guidance of the Sections as well

as for the National Office, I shall, therefore, introduce the matter in the

report to the National Convention and either request a ruling, or have it

referred to the N.E.C. for a ruling."

The matter is, accordingly, submitted to the Convention for appropriate

action.

Since the WEEKLY PEOPLE has kept us all informed on developments

as regards the Austin-Wadsworth bill, and similar efforts to conscript the

workers, there is no need of going into further details here. That the

danger of labor conscription has not passed, should be obvious to any

informed and thinking worker. And we must not relax in our efforts.

Certainly, the pro-slavery advocates do not relax for one moment. Indeed,

there are increasing signs that attempts will be made deliberately to con-

strue away the clear meaning of the Thirteenth Amendment, instead of

ignoring it, as has been largely done heretofore. We had a warning of

this in the observation made recently by Supreme Court Justice Felix

Frankfurter. As quoted in the press, this typical Rooseveltian reformer

declared

:

"The notion that because the words of a statute are plain, its meaning

also is plain is merely pernicious oversimplification."

To the criticism of this vicious sophistry, one of the supporters of

Justice Frankfurter (a lawyer) rushes to his defense with this super-

sophistry :

".
. . plain words in a statute have to be interpreted not literally . . .

but in the light of reason and common sense"!!

The statement attributed to Justice Frankfurter sounds almost as if he

were delivering an advance opinion on the meaning of the very "plain

words" in the Thirteenth Amendment— and perhaps he was. The mem-

bers of the Supreme Court, incidentally, have been supplied with copies

of ail the S.L.P. literature on the subject of labor conscription. One can

be sure that Justice Frankfurter will do a nice job of "interpretation" of

(or literary mayhem and verbicide on) the Thirteenth Amendment if or

« when a test case comes before the Supreme Court. It would be well once

more to remind the Frankfurters of Thomas Jefferson's forthright declara-

tion on interpreting laws and constitutions: "The true key for the con-

struction of everything doubtful in law," wrote Jefferson, "is the intention

of the law givers. This is most safely gathered from the words, but may

be sought also in extraneous circumstances, provided they do not contradict

the express words of the Utw^
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though finding himself in a prison camp. Every member of the S.L.P. will,

hope for his early and safe return.

Characteristic of the general attitude of the comrades who have been

conscripted is that reflected in a letter to the National Office from a con-

scripted Indiana member. He wrote in part:

"I need not relate the details of militarism. The life is worse than can

be imagined, because without freedom life becomes meaningless. Had it

not been for the knowledge gained through the S.L.P., I am afraid I would

never have pulled through [the training period], the primary purpose of

which is military indoctrination^— or the breaking of the human spirit.

Knowing in advance what was required I had no trouble on this score."

And speaking of what he considered to be deliberate efforts made to

indoctrinate the conscripted men with the spirit and practises of industrial

feudalism, he records the reaction among the men:

"The reaction of my fellow [draftees] to this propaganda was not al-

together encouraging, although some of them could see the danger of it.

The U.S.O. and similar organizations cultivating the servicemen are help-

ing this movement along by teaching soldiers and sailors to expect some-

thing for nothing. There is also a certain amount of spite evinced by some

who feel that they would like to see others drafted and made to suffer as

they have suffered."

And he concludes on this note:

"My personal opinion is that despite all this, a good percentage of the

men I have become acquainted with so far are mentally sound. A little

honest discussion sharpens their wits, and I have done all that I could to

combat the evil influences. , . . This attempt by the ruling class to turn

these servicemen against their own class cannot be taken lightly. Our only

hope lies in an early and sound response from those workingmen who are

left in industry to the program of the S.L.P, I have been knocked out of

the fight temporarily, but I hope to be back as soon as possible."

We shall indeed welcome him back, and all the rest who have been

"knocked out of the fight temporarily."

By all signs and indications military conscription is here to stay, unless

the workers heed the call of historic duty and establish the Socialist In-

dustrial Democracy. Despite historic traditions, despite the warnings of

the country's greatest men (from George Washington to Woodrow Wilson )5

the United States appears to be about to join the capitalist-military fra-

ternity of the world, in peacetime as in war. And if, or when this country

does so, we shall certainly find the prophetic words of Woodrow Wilson
confirmed— words that should cause the hypocritical defenders of dem-
ocracy to cringe with shame:

"We never have had, and while we retain our present principles and ideals,

we never shall have, a large standing army ... we shall not turn America
into a military camp. We will not ask our young men to spend the best

years of their lives making soldiers of themselves. . . . And especially

when half the world is on fire we shall he careful to make our moral in-

surance against the spread of the conflagration very definite and certain
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and adequate Iridrcd." (Second Annual Message to Congresft in Jui.it Sr»>

sion, December 8, 1914.)

If, or when, in the postwar world the United States becomes a ^Vnnlilary

camp," the country will then completely have ceased to be that ukkIcI oI

freedom for the world, that haven of the oppressed, which the grcalcsl

American spirits have envisioned, for it will then have entirely surrendered,

completely abandoned, those principles and ideals which in the early day?,

made this republic "the last great hope on earth," as Lincoln put it. And

thereby there will be placed on the S.L.P., on every S.L.P. man and

woman, a tenfold duty to exert every effort to reach the workers through-

out the land with the message of working class emancipation— to present

to them the new great hope on earth: Socialism, the Hope of Humanity.

E— CITIZENSHIP

Two of our Detroit comrades encountered some difficulties in applying

for citizenship. On a previous occasion their application had been denied,

obviously for reasons of narrow prejudice, and perhaps judicial ignorance.

Last October Comrade James Sim wrote the National Office briefly in this

connection, as follows:

"Comrades Goonis and Troha, were before the Federal Court again on

their petition for naturalization. Comrade Troha thinks that they might

obtain the citizenship papers from this latest hearing. The judge was

almost totally ignorant of the basic concepts of the nation s Constitution

and repeatedly declared, 'petition denied,' but the lawyer engaged by the

comrades was just as persistent in asking the judge, 'On what grounds.

Your Honor?' Finally, the judge said that he would give the case hi^

mature consideration. If, as the lawyer thinks, the papers are granted, it

would be well to get a transcript of the whole for the Party's use."

And again, on November 25, 1943, Comrade Sim wrote:

"Comrade Peter Goonis procured the stenographic transcript^ of the

cases of Troha and himself in their attempt to obtain their citizenship

papers. This transcript cost $30, but I think that it is worth the money

for the sake of the historic as well as the legal angles involved. The cases

are still being considered by the Court, and we would prefer to keep the

transcript until the cases are settled, one way or the other in the Federal

District Court here. I assume that the National Office will stand the cost

of this work."

No further reports have been received in this connection. It is ironical,

but of course not surprising, that representatives of the class which does

not scruple to trample the Constitution underfoot, should deny or delay

citizenship to members of a Party which insists on adhering to Constitu-

tional procedure!

THE 1944 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND THE
NATIONAL CAMPAIGN

This Convention is probably confronted with graver problems than con-

fronted any previous Party Convention. The 1900 Convention was indeed
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attitude tliat would leave little hope lor saving the Section as a useful

unit of the Party. The original trouble appeared trivial, taking it by
itself. The Section had erroneously criticized the Ohio S.E.C. for failing

to submit acts of the 1942 Ohio Mass Convention to the state membership
for approval. The S.E.C. referred the matter to the National Office for

advice. A letter was sent to the Section by the National Secretary in

which the Section was reminded that the S.E.C. had acted in accordance

with advice from the National Office, and in obedience to a ruling by the

N.E.C. (made at its 1940 session). Instead of accepting this, and closing

the incident, the Section replied to the National Office letter in intemperate

terms, making sundry statements and charges completely unfounded in

truth or facts. Finally the Section adopted, and sent to the National Office,

a set of resolutions that not only were insulting in tone and language, but

which repeated or varied the old, and injected new false statements. At
this point the situation seemed hopeless. The N.E.C. Sub-Committee found
it necessary to demand of the Section that it withdraw its false or un-

founded charges, and make the indicated amends. At the same time, at the

suggestion of the National Secretary, Comrade Louis P. Wettstein, the

State Secretary, made a special trip to Dayton to reason with the members,
and to persuade them to reverse their attitude. Apparently Comrade Wett-
stein succeeded, for shortly thereafter a letter was received from Section

Dayton in which the Section withdrew its unfounded charges, and made
apologies that were regarded as suitable, whereupon the N.E.C. Sub-
Committee closed the incident.

Many precious hours were wasted over a question created solely by
the stubbornness and wrongheadedness of a few members. The almost
unbearable strain at the National Office was made even more unbearable
over a matter that should never have arisen in an S.L.P, Section, which
certainly could not have arisen in a well-ordered Section whose members
understand, and practise, their S.L.P. principles and organizational disci-

pline. And scars were left that may heal slowly— all without the slightest

cause or excuse that one may recognize as such in the S.L.P. Certainly
the time and energy consumed in this connection could have been saved
and applied to the doing of some of the many things that so badly need
to be done. Though not without precedents, it remains one of the mysteries
in our S.L.P. life how the members of a Section such as Section Dayton,
could have found it possible to do what they did. And it is still exceed-
ingly difficult to accept such situations philosophically.

MISCELLANEOUS
On the eve of this Convention, two sets of resolutions were received

from the California S.E.C. These were adopted at the recent State Con-
vention. One proposes that an "advance agent" be engaged to be sent
ahead of the Presidential candidate on his tour. The functions assigned
to this "advance agent" are those that Sections normally are expected to
perform. The resolution presumes that the Sections will not, or cannot, do
this for reasons that are left unmentioned.
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Tlif Mrroiul rrM^ihilioii proposes ht rUiuv^r ihc lime hoiionMl iiium* of

ihc rartyV ollii-ial ov^iux "'to a more descriptive nanu: . . . more in keep-

ing with th(» nalurc of our [niblication." The original name of our Parly

organ was "The People," (whence ''Daily" and "Weekly" People), and

was originally borrowed from, or suggested by, European SocialiHl pub-

lications of the early period of the movement, notably the Frencli an(l

Belgian "Le Peuple," the Dutch "Het Volk," the Scandinavian "Folket,"

and'^so forth. The use of the name "The People" was based on the assump-

tion that the working class were the real people— The People. It has

seemed a good name for the official organ of a party whose principles

express the ideas and ideals of the only real people, the wage working

class of this country and of the world. The resolution advances no reasons

as to why the WEEKLY PEOPLE is not sufficiently descriptive of what the

S.L.P. stands for.

Six resolutions were received from Section Los Angeles for submission

to this Convention. They cover the following subjects: (1) publishing

study courses as a regular feature in the WEEKLY PEOPLE; (2) com-

pilation in permanent form of N.E.C. rulings; (3) on so-called "De Leon

biographical pamphlets"; (4) pamphlet on Fascism; (5) on national

organizers remaining in a given territory three months or more; (6) and a

constitutional amendment affecting transfers of members.

Then there are two resolutions adopted by the Washington State Con-

vention which, however, have not been transmitted officially. They will,

presumably, be introduced by the delegates from Washington.

(See Appendix on Washington Disruption.)

IN MEMORIAM
Death took a heavy toll of our ranks during the four year period since

the last convention. Among those who passed away were comrades who

had been associated with the Party, and actively engaged in its work, for

decades. Of those who have been previously reported as having joined

the vast silent multitude we note particularly such veteran fighters as

Martin Aul of Section Kings, Charles Bishop of Section Providence, M.

R. George of Section Washington, D. C, Albert Schwartz of Section

Bronx, E. F. Wegener of Section Kings, H. Hornung of Section Louisville,

and Grant Campbell of Section Winona. These, and the others, gave to

the cause they loved so well the fullest measure of service and unstinted

loyalty and devotion.

The year that has passed since the last N.E.C. session has brought

losses in greater numbers and eminence than in any corresponding period

within memory. Twenty-seven stalwarts followed "the innumerable Cara-

van," an extraordinarily large number being veterans who were approach-

ing (if they had not passed) the half-century milestone of service for the

S.L.P. And included in these we mourn those whom we would name
among the most illustrious sons and daughters of a sorrowing S.L.P.

Among the oldest veterans there were Jacob Alexander of Section Rens-

selaer, Alexander Burkhardt of Section Indianapolis, Charles Wettstein of
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Section Cleveland, Lewis Jereine of Virginia; and we mourn with our
Canadian sister organization, the passing of sturdy Jacob Fuhr, Sr., of
Vancouver. And there was Frank E. Fassonno of Section New York, hard
worker and indomitable fighter, until physical infirmities chained him to

his sickroom. Outstanding among these veterans stands that uncompromis-
ing De Leonist, Samuel Smiley of Section New York, a lifelong fighter for
working class freedom, into whose evening of life there entered the dark-
ness of deep personal tragedy. The toll among our sister comrades was
grievous: Anna K. Storck of Section Lorain, Iva Blake of Orange Co., E.
W. Lippert of Cincinnati, Selma Kronfeld of Section Kings, and unforget-
table Elizabeth Zimmerman of New York— great women all, of a noble
race, in a mighty immortalizing cause, enshrined forever in our grateful
hearts.

CONCLUSION
As we bend to tbe tremendous task before us, we call to mind that this

year marks the thirtieth anniversary of the passing of the immortal Daniel
De Leon. It was on the eve of the first world war that he drew the last
breath of life, and we are now on the eve of the collapse of the social
system which he fought so hard and analyzed so well, and of whose sue-
cessor, the Socialist Industrial Republic of Labor, he was and remains
the foremost architect. The shadows of global war are still deepening, and
the, at present, powerless workers of the various countries are still engaged
in bloody, unrelenting and senseless fratricidal slaughter. The capitalist
system has all but destroyed itself. May the workers of the world have
profited by the awful lessons of this gruesome universal struggle, and take
the reins of social affairs and social destiny into their own strong hands.
And may the workers of the world soon have so wrought that out of the
blood-soaked capitalist soil there may grow the liberty tree of working
class emancipation, and enduring freedom and plenty for all. To aid in
achieving this end we of the Socialist Labor Party have set all our hearts
and our minds, in never-relenting pursuit, in never-relaxing efforts. And
as we approach this great historic campaign we rededicate ourselves, and
all that we are and have to give, to the unfinished task before us. No
olbstacle shall block us, no difficulty deter us, no disappointments dismay
us and no temporary defeats shall rob us of our fighting spirit and un-
yieldmg determmation, remembering the lesson of history that individuals
may pass away or be defeated, principles never,

Fraternally submitted,

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY,
Arnold Petersen,

National Secretary.

March 21-April 27, 1944.
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REPORT OF THE EDITOR

To the Delegates of the 1944 Convention of the Socialist Labor Parly

Greetings:

Four years ago, in your Editor's report to the 1940 National Conven-

tion of the Socialist Labor Party, I said, speaking for the editorial staff:

"It is our earnest desire constantly to improve the WEEKLY PEOPLE,

and make of it such a dynamic publication as to compel the attention of

that great, and, as yet, amorphous mass of workers. The Socialist Labor

Party has the correct and, therefore, compelling program. Yet, we know

that a light may burn with intense brightness and radiate its brilliance

into a void unless, behind it, is a polished reflector so skilfully fashioned

as to gather and bend the vagrant rays into one mighty refulgent beam.

We regard the WEEKLY PEOPLE as an instrument which refracts and

intensifies the radiant light cast into a world of darkness by the S.L.P."

Officially, the editorial staff is concerned with publishing the best

WEEKLY PEOPLE it is capable of writing, editing and assembling. Un-

officially— unofficially because circulation is the business of the business

office— it is concerned with getting the WEEKLY PEOPLE to as many

worker-readers as possible. We believe it to be the duty of the WEEKLY
PEOPLE or, rather, of those charged with getting it out, to activate as

well as to educate its readers, and stimulate them to find new readers. The

series of "talks" on sub-getting by Comrade John Timm, for example, are

more than prods to get readers, and especially members, to solicit sub-

scriptions. They are convincing arguments on the necessity of building

WEEKLY PEOPLE circulation. I think it is not putting it too strongly

to say that our success tomorrow when the great issue of Socialism versus

capitalism is joined depends, to a very great extent, on our success today

in building the WEEKLY PEOPLE reader list. Yes, the most vital and

important work that can be done to insure the triumph of Socialism to-

morrow, is the hard, often disappointing but often gratifying work that

readers do today in convincing fellow workers that they should become

WEEKLY PEOPLE readers.

We believe readers generally appreciate the WEEKLY PEOPLE and

the lessons and information it imparts to them. But we believe also that

they do not always translate their own appreciation into subscription-

getting argument. Consider, for example, the manner in which the WEEK-

LY PEOPLE has handled and is handling the vital question and ugly

threat of labor conscription. The danger of labor conscription is great

and experience has taught us that workers are easily awakened to this

danger. Yet we venture to say that not more than a fraction of our mem-

bers have made the maximum use of the WEEKLY PEOPLE in sounding

the alarm.

The Socialist Labor Party launched its attack on labor conscription

before it was proposed, because we foresaw that it would be proposed.
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A.kI ll,.- WKEKLY FKOPLM .spearheaded this attack. It is the only publica-
tion iliat has correctly assayed "National Service" and revealed the dire
consequence to the workers should "National Service" be adopted. Should
you be interested some time in checking back, you wiU find articles and
editorials in the WEEKLY PEOPLE which sounded the warning more than
a year before the campaign to impose involuntary servitude on the workers
was launched. Indeed, when, under the Selective Service Act, all males
between 18 and 65 were compelled to fill out an occupational question-
naire, the WEEKLY PEOPLE was alone in drawing the logical conclusion
that it was m preparation for a labor draft.

From the time the reactionary sponsors of labor conscription made
public their aims we have answered each and every one of their arguments
never letting one pass, crushing them by the sheer weight of honest
logic. And, in doing so, we have not neglected to expose their proposal
as class-inspired, and additional proof of the irreconcilable class struggle.

„,„!^^,!°^"lyjft our membership made the maximum use of theWEEKLY PEOPLE'S handling of the labor conscription issue in getting
new subscriptions, the National Secretary would be enabled to report far
greater progress to this convention on the growth of WEEKLY PEOPLE
circulation.

This issue is far from dead. But the WEEKLY PEOPLE will fight
it until It IS dead, or at least until the present offensive on the Constitu-
tional guarantees of personal liberty has been defeated

The arguments in the WEEKLY PEOPLE against labor conscription
constitute but one of many talking points in soliciting new subscribers.
In Its dissolution capitalism is constantly churning problems to the surface
Anti-Semitism and racism generally claim more and more attention and
p° nmT -wn""''''

."t^"^^^'^ treatment in the columns of the WEEKLYPEOPLE. Where else can the workers learn that these problems are
tributary to the Social Question itself? That the beneficiaries deliberately
tan the flames of racial and religious prejudice to divide the workers
against themselves? And where else can the workers read of an intelligent
and workable program for solving these noxious evils, by destroying the
system that spawns them? *

We think the point is clear. Every really successful sub-getter will
corroborate this and affirm that what he used to sell the WEFKT YPEOPLE is the WEEKLY PEOPLE, its Marxian logic and its ha^ng ^the questions of the day. ^

INNOVATIONS AND CHANGES
Just as the editorial staff is deeply concerned with WEEKLY PEOPLE

circuiation, it is also concerned with the wider sale of New York LaborNew. Company literature Some space is given each week to advertise-ments oi pamphlets and books. But several months ago we made an in-novationm the reading columns which has as its purpose stimulating
interest m Labor News Company literature. This is the "Labor New!Notes department m the Field Reports and Headquarters Notes, which are
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writUm by C(Hnradc VUnvnv.r Anne Will^^. Undet ^Iwibor News NolnHr U.c

older parnphlcls and books are reviewed as wc^ll as ihe new oiieM, and ibm

is for the purpose not only of stimulating sales but also of stinmlnliiig

rereading by S.L.P. members and old WEEKLY PEOPLE readers. This,

we ihink, is a valuable addition to our columns.

You will have noted many more external changes and innovations in

the WEEKLY PEOPLE over the course of the past four years. Some of

these, having to do principally with make-up, have, as you know, been

disapproved by the National Executive Committee and have, accordingly,

been abandoned. Others, however, have been retained and, we believe, have

proved their worth. We refer to general styling of the paper, various de-

vices employed to break up the severity of solid type, the aforementioned

weekly talks on sub-getting by Comrade Timm, the "Postwar World" and

"Question Period" columns, and similar features.

Four years ago we had great hopes of building up a field staff of

correspondents who would send us frequent contributions. The war, the

drafting of several of our writers, and long working hours in industry

have conspired to frustrate these hopes. Today, we have fewer contribu-

tions from the field than ever before, and, consequently, a larger percent-

age of the material appearing in the WEEKLY PEOPLE is prepared by

the editorial staff.

However, we still have some correspondents in the field and these

have generally responded to our appeals. Several have also come through

on their own initiative, when events of special, or nation-wide interest,

occurred in their communities.

We have also welcomed the privilege of reprinting selected material

from those two excellent S.L.P. organs, the Socialist Press, official organ

of the Socialist Labor Party of Canada, and The Socialist, official organ

of the Socialist Labor Party of Great Britain. Aside from the fact that

this has been a great help to us, we feel that the WEEKLY PEOPLE is

enhanced by this material which is thus given a larger American audience.

SOCIALIST STUDY COURSE

There is always a backlog of work in the WEEKLY PEOPLE editorial

office and I suppose there always will be, as long as there is a WEEKLY
PEOPLE editorial office. Some of this consists of assignments made some

time back, but work on which was delayed for one reason or another.

One such assignment was the preparation of a Socialist Study Course. The

preparation of such a course requires sustained effort and concentration

and, while we made two or three starts, more insistent demands diverted

our energies and they proved to be false starts. I was happy, therefore,

when Comrade Aaron Orange completed it.

I now have the manuscript for the Party's first really exhaustive study

course in Socialism and it will be turned over to the National Executive

Sub-Committee within a few weeks. For your information, the course is

divided into five parts and has a general introduction. The five parts are:
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1. Reading Course for Sludenls in Localities Willioul Study Classes.
2. Elementary Study Course for Beginners in Socialism.
3. Intermediate Study Course for Students in Socialism.
4. Advanced Study Course for Students in Socialism.
5. Membership Study Course.
The last concerns itself with Party organization, history, parliamentary

procedure, etc. In my opmion this Socialist Study Course will fulfill our
long-felt iieed and will greatly aid in expanding study class activity.

Several weeks ago the National Office received a communication fromsection i^s Angeles, regarding an annual index to the WEEKLY PEOPLE
tS^^ tTT '=''"^^P"^»i«"^« '° ,^hich I concurred with Section Los An-"
geles, that such an index would be highly valuable, but pointed out thatno one m the WEEKLY PEOPLE office had the ime reqS f^ SSwork, the Section advised that a local comrade would underUke this woSFew understand the magnitude of such a task or the experience anrap-"

?S
for careful work required. I, therefore, was somewhat scepticd

raleZTcr ^^\™ ^^ ''""P^'^'^- '^^ ^^^^'^^^ ™ question, ^Com-rade Leo GiUespie, has both experience and aptitude for this work Un-fortunately, however. Section Los Angeles misunderstood his offer
'

In a

What I had m mmd when I agreed to tackle the job was to completeone year of the index and then write a manual of procedure soZtfand when the Party decides to make a complete index Twould havl aguide from which to work. With a manual it might be possible to have

yJ:L!TZ:nf
''"'''''--''' - ''' ''''-'y -i^^^ p-i-ii:

With this communication Comrade Gillesoie sent a "<;ow, t j t>
posed WEEKLY PEOPLE Index." It covers^LelnthsanSlI v^r^

*!!rf'
-"^»«'> !ke and professional job. The value of an i^dex pre!pared along these hnes would be very considerable Alt!.J 1, t j ^

riiLtg mai; rs:^' ' ~^^^^ '-^'^ ^^"-p^^ - p-id:
I might add here that, if and when an annual index is printed it will

PFAmr J^'
"°*/"'y *** S"'=*''*"^ «"d ""e^b^s who keen rWEFKTvPEOPLE file, and to the WEEKLY PFOPT F „«• T .^

WJ^LKLY

MICROFILMING THE WEEKLY PEOPLE

abandoned for the duration TIT , f "''^'^^f^'^^ng J>ad been
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parlmenr c lianp;iMl. A few months ago T viHited the man in (harK^ ancl

was inforniecl that mK^rofilmin- the DAILY PKOPLK wouhl hc^ rvHumn]

in a few weeks. However, no files have been called for, and I am await-

ing an opportunity to visit the Library again to make further inquiries to

see if I can't get the project started again. Once the New York Public

Library completes the master film, copies of the complete files will be

available to Ubrary and private subscribers.

CONCLUSION
As all the problems confronting the editorial staff are purely tech-

nical ones, I have no specific recommendations to bring before this Con-

vention, None, that is, except the one implicit in that section of this

report dealing with building our subscription list, viz., to make more use

of the WEEKLY PEOPLE in selling the WEEKLY PEOPLE.

Fraternally submitted,

Eric Hass,

Editor WEEKLY PEOPLE.

April 29, 1944.
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APPENDIX

I.

Platform of the

Socialist Laiwr Party.

Our society stands where the road
foi^ks. The signs are plainly marked.
One points to a continuation of

capitalism. It leads to a postwar
world of cluronic economic crisis^ of
idle factories and idle men, of
spreading anti-Semitism and racism,
of fascist controls and Stateism, and
of perpetual struggle and war.
The other points to Socialism^

—

a world of social ownersihip, demo-
cratic management of the indus-
tries, jobs and plenty for all, human
fbrotherhood, and enduring peace.

'The Socialist Labor Party of
America, at its 21st National Con-
vention in the City of New York,
May 1, 1944, in placing its pro-
gram for a (Socialist reconstruction
of society before the lAmerican
workers, declartes this to he the issue
that confronts them: Either society
moves onward and upward to peace
and plenty via. collective (Ownership
of the industries^ or it eontinues un-
der the economic despotism of pri-
vate property to a new dark age.
There is no middle way.
The present global war—the

greatest .crisis ever to face civilized
man—grew out of the prewar strug-
gle among the capitalist powers for
the markets and resources of the
world. The chaos it has wrought
is evidence of the breakdown of the
capitalist system, of its inajbility to
manage for the benefit of society

the immensely productive machinery
created under it.

Capitalism eould not solve the
problems besetting society before
the war began; it cannot solve the
immensely greater problems which
will arise when the war ends.
For more than a decade prior to

the outbreak of Woi-Id War 11 the
factories stood idle or operated part-
time, while the army of unemploved
Workers numl>ered millions. The
reason is self-evident. The capital-
ists, owning the instruments of pro-
duction and using them to exploit
the propertiless workers, could not
find mai^kets for labor's product.
Only one "market*' could absonb the
aibundant output of our fields and
factories. That market is war.
What the New Deal failed to do

—after spending billions of dollars
in a vain attempt to prime the pump
of business—war did. Production
has soared to unprecedented heights.
But note this: We could have pro-
duced just as much for peace in
1939 as we produce for war in 3944.
We could have built new factories
then, factories that would turn out
just as many kitchen gadgets, auto-
uiobiles, refrigerators.^ etc., as the
shells, warplanes and guns our neiw
plants are turning out today. We
did not do this because the capital-
ists who own the factories and de-
cide what shall be produced, or shall
not be produced, could not find mar-
kets for more than a fraction of la-
bor's actual or potential product.
The capitalists could not i^nd a
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market, for Inibor's produci Ixforc

tlie war Ibcgaii ; how can ihcy sell

the immensely greater product when

the war ends? The capitalists tliem-

selves stand appalled before the

magnitude of this problem. Their

desperation is reflected in their pre-

occupation, in the very midst of war,

with postwar markets and the post-

war struggle for markets. The war

has intensified and multiplied the

problems confronting the capitalist

class)—it has, therefore, merely de-

layed, it has not averted, the col-

lapse of icapitalism.

The capitalist class turns more

and more to the State as an agency

to prolong its existence as the ruling

class. Internationally the American

capitalist State has become a huge

cartel w'hich utilizes the. nation's

military and economic might to the

furtherance of capitalist aims. Do-

mestically the State is called upon

to control the forces unleashed by

competitive capitalism—for the ben-

efit of the capitalist proprietors. If

private property remains the basis

of society, and the capitalists are

left in control of affairs, we may ex-

pect them to do precisely what the

capitalists of Germany and Italy

did when their rule was threatened

—^attempt to preserve dominion over

the workers hj putting totalitarian

sha(^kles upon them.

Signs of the capitalist reaction

abound. The policy of dealing with

fascists abroad is paralleled at home

Iby the demand for fascist-pioneered

controls over the workers—^conscrip-

tion of labor, for example, in open

contempt of the Constitutional ban

on involuntary servitude. Hardly

less ominous are the demands to

continue wartime controls into the

postwar era, the esta;blishment of

pcriOHTU'iil uiiliiiiry ^•ouNcripttion. the

anti-slrikc Imwk, llic t-rcation of n

huge State biircaiicracy, and the

spread of anti-Semitism and racism.

Anticipating unprecedented post-

war unemployment and soeia/l un-

rest, the capitalist class and its re-

former henchmen advance numerous

schemes to appease tlie Workers.

Foremost among these are a vast

postwar public works program and

the extension of '^social security"

—

a patent misnomer under a system

which, by its very nature, dictates

insecurity for the useful producers.

From these proposals it is abundant-

ly clear that what tlie capitalists

envision is a condition of servility

wherein the unemployed are held

in reserve by the State in a huge

public works reservoir.

Against this insane social system

of capitalism, the Socialist Labor

Party raises its voice in emphatic

protest and unqualified condemna-

tion, and calls upon the working

class to organize politically and in-

dustrially to put an end to capital-

ism, and to establish the Socialist

Industrial Commonwealth of Labor.

Socialism and Socialism alone is

the hope of humanity! If the vast

potentialities of this technological

age are to be realized, capitalism

must be destroyed. The industries

and the land of the nation must be-

come the collective propert}^ of so-

ciety. Thus only can an end be put

to unemployment, poverty, the

scourge of racism and anti-Semi-

tism, and the barbarity of war.

The iConstitution of the United

States provides for its own amend-

ment. The Constitution thereby rec-

ognizes and legalizes revolution. The

working class, the majority, holds

the government in the hollow of its
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Iiand. We propose, accordingly, that
the revolutionary change be effected

by the peaceful and civilized means
of the 'ballot.

In presenting the issue—the only
issue. Socialism or Capitalism—and
a program for its solution, the So-
cialist Labor Party stands alone. AH
other parties, whatever their names
or claims, propose to reform and to

preserve the criminal, and crime-
breeding, capitalist system. Eecog-
nizing the simple trutih ijhat R-IGHT
without iMIOHiT to support it is

useless and meaningless, fwe call upon
the workers of America to organize
themselves into integral Socialist

Industrial Unions to enforce the de-
mand for collective dwnership pro-
claimed through the ballot. Such
unions must be organized, for none
now exist adequate to tihe great task,

the existing unions—A. F. of L.,

C.I.O. and kindred bodies—^being

avowed ^supporters and agencies of
the capitalist class and their des-
potic social system.

Organized along Socialist indus-
trial lines, the working class can act
instantaneously, and with such mo-
mentum that no power on earth can
stop it. Only the thoroughly inte-

grated Socialist Industrial Unions
could iblock a brutal reaction should
the outvoted, expropriated capital-

ists rebel against the ballot^box de-
cision of the majority.

More than an invincible force be-
hind Labor's iballot, the Socialist In-
dustrial Union organizes the work-
ers intelligently to carry on produc-
timt, thus averting chaos. Finally,

the Socialist Industrial Union be-
comes the Government of the Social-

ist Republic, supplanting the out-

worn and reactionary capitalist po-
litical State. Democmtically elected

representatives of the industrial con-
stituencies will form an Industrial
Union Congress, the duties of which
Will be the simple ones of directing
and coordinating production for the
benefit of all.

Workers of America !i Repudiate
the barb'arous social system thiat ex-
ploits the mass of useful producers
for ihe benefit of the few who mere-
ly own

! Repudiate the political rep-
resentatives of capitalism, be they
Republican, Democratic, so-called

"Socialist" or "Communist" or "La-
bor," who preach the criminal fal-

sity that capitalism can be i^eformed
and that it is worth reforming. Vote
for the candidates of the Socialist

Labor Party! Unite with us to de-
mand the termination of the social

system w'hich dooms us to a lifelong

tenure of wage slavery, with lunem^
ployment, poverty and iwars as in-

separable and ever recurrent fea-

tures. Unite with us to establish

the Socialist iBrotherhood of Man,
the Republic of Peace, Plenty and
International Fraternity.

IL

Resolution on World War IL
Recurrent wars between nations

are inevitable as long as the means
of social production are owned by
one class and used to exploit the
propertiless producers. Expressed
in other words: The rivalries be-
tween the capitalist powers over
world markets, sources of raw mate-
rials, and spheres of economic and
political influence, inevitably lead to
wars. The capitalists divide and re-

divide the world, not out of personal
malice, or because of so-called ideo-

logical antipathies, but because the
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degree of capital concentration

which has been reached compels

them. They partition and divide

the world "in proportion to

strength." There cannot be any other

method of division under the system

of commodity production and capi-

talism.

The Twenty-First National Con-

vention of the Socialist Labor Party

of America, in session in the City

of New York, May 1, 1944,

reaffirms the Declaration adopted

by the Party on the entry of the

United States into the second World

War, and declares

:

This war, in its origin, is a war

of capitalism. By that is meant

specifically that it is a war that

logically and inescapably results

from a social system organized on

the principle of the present capital-

ist system of production for profit;

that, moreover, it is a war such as

could only take place under a sys-

tem of society such as capitalism;

finally, that it is a war which (bar-

ring the triumph of Socialism) is

fated to strengthen the cause, and

to multiply the very evils, which cu-

mulatively produced this present

war. History proves it, experience

teaches it, the economic factors in-

volved render it inevitable.

The present global conflict grew

out of a struggle for world trade

and control of the world's natural

resources. It cannot, however, re-

solve that struggle. The very means

of production created to provide the

sinews of war and instruments of

destruction insure its resumption on

a vaster scale when the military

contest ends. Except in those coun-

tries ravaged and devastated by ac-

tual combat, the capacity to produce

wealth has expanded enormously. To

utilize these expanded productive

facilities in peacetime, under llic

capitalist system, requires tlic ex-

pansion also of foreign trade. But

the markets of the world couid not

absorb the full output of our fields

and factories before the expansion

took place. Wartime plant expan-

sion has, therefore, aggravated this

capitalist problem. Moreover, coun-

tries which were mainly agricultural

and which imported the manufac-

tured goods of other countries have,

in the course of this war, undergone

their "industrial revolution." In-

stead of being postwar markets,

they bid fair to become postwar com-

petitors for what is left of a dimin-

ishing world market.

As it has accelerated the economic

contradictions ever present in capi-

talist society, the present war has

accelerated also the reactionary so-

cial and political trends of class

rule in its decadence. Fought by

one group of belligerents ostensibly

to crush and extirpate the totalitari-

an principle, it has given an impulse

to that principle in the nations de-

scribed as democratic. These na-

tions have already adopted and

adapted practices introduced by the

Nazi and Fascist countries, concen-

trating ever more power in the State

and greatly enlarging its bureau-

cratic machinery.

All the spokesmen for the various

capitalist powers, whatever their

differences with one another, agree

on this: That the postwar world

shall be ruled by the capitalist prin-

ciple, by the very principle, that is,

which produced the present war and

which is everywhere carrying society

back to absolutism and imperialistic

barbarism. Therefore, be it

Resolved, That it is the solemn
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duty of all workers and all other

right-thinking, forward-looking citi-

zenSj to speed with all the energy

they €an summon the advent of So-

eialismj which alone can establish

and maintain a lasting and civilized

order of things in international rela-

tions in concord and peace—rela-

tions now delivered over to capital-

ist anarchy and commercial and im-

perialist rivalry; and be it finally

Resolved^ That to achieve this so-

ciety of cooperation and peace we
call upon the working class to unite

under the banner of the Socialist

Labor Party on the politieal field to

demand the unconditional surrender

of capitalist rule, and to mobilize

their economic powers into one

mighty, integral, Socialist Industrial

Union to enforce and carry into ef-

fect the collective mandate expressed

at the ballot box. Only when this

is done, and the capitalist social sys-

tem is razed, will the cause of war

have been removed and the condi-

tions established for an enduring

peace, and abundance of the good

things in life assured to all man-

kind.

III.

Resolution on the Economic
Organization of Labor.

The Twenty-first National Con-

vention of the Socialist Labor Party

of America, in session in the City

of New York, May 1, 1944, re-

affirms the Party's previous stand

on the question of the economic or-

ganization of labor and declares:

The integrally organized indus-

trial union of the working class

forms the necessary framework of

the Socialist Industrial Republic of

Labor, and constitutes the organic

form of the Socialist Administrative

powers of the new society.

The economic organization, or

Socialist Industrial Union, is, more-

over, the revolutionary force where-

by the working class, on the occa-

sion of its victory at the polls, can

take physical possession of, hold and

operate the factories, mills, mines

and all other means of social pro-

duction and distribution, thus as-

suring the triumph of the Socialist

Revolution and frustrating a con-

ceivable "pro-slavery" rebellion on

the part of the outvoted capitalist

class.

The present so-called unions—
the American Federation of Labor,

Congress of Industrial Organiza-

tions and kindred organizations —
are designed to perpetuate the wages

system and dull the edge of the class

struggle with devious devices such

as collective bargaining agreements

and the fatuously false precept of

"brotherhood between capital and

labor.'*

Such pro-capitalist organizations,

far from being of, by and for the

working class, are veritable job

trusts in the complete control of a

junta of labor fakers. Under con-

ditions of wartime controls over

jobs, wages, etc., they have been

transformed into unofficial instru-

ments of the State to "discipline'*

the workers. To the end of making

them more effective in checking the

workers* demands and to prevent

the workers from repudiating them

in disgust, the State has granted to

labor-faker petitioners various forms

of so-called "union security." Struc-

turally, and in their acceptance of

private property as the basis of so-

ciety, these organizations are pre-
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<'miiicntly suited for a labor policing

role in a corporative State. Such

unions effect innumerable divisions

within labor's ranks and are totally

incompetent to prevent or slow up

the steady retrogression toward in-

dustrial serfdom. Therefore, be it

Resolved, That the movement for

working class emancipation needs

both a political and economic organ-

ization, the former to agitate, edu-

cate and conduct the struggle for

the conquest of the capitalist-con-

trolled Political State upon the

civilized plane of the ballot; the

latter to back up the Socialist ballot

with the requisite physical force, a

force essential for the lockout of the

capitalist class ; and be it further

Resolved, That we call upon the

workers to hasten with all possible

effort the formation of the Socialist

Industrial Union to accomplish the

Socialist reconstruction before the

reaction now gathering plunges so-

ciety into a new dark ages of per-

petual war and industrial feudalism;

and be it finally

Resolved, That we denounce and

expose pro-capitalist unionism as an

instrument to bridle and mulct the

working class, lead it into the capi-

talist political shambles and prevent

it from uniting on its class interests

for the abolition of wage slavery.

IV.

Resolution on
"National Service."

Under the pretext of war neces-

sity, the employing elass of this na-

tion and its political servants have

attempted and are attempting to

impose involuntary servitude, alias

''National Service," on tli<' Auifrican

wt»rkcrs.

The Twenty-First National Con-

vention of the Socialist Labor Parly

of America, meeting in New York

City, May 1, 1944, emphatically de-

nounces the unconstitutional and in-

solent demand for "National Ser-

vice" and all other measures aiming

at a partial or over-all conscription,

of labor, and declares:

Labor Conscription is a device de-

signed to effectuate the total subju-

gation of labor. It is ruling class

legislation, pure and simple. It was

pioneered by the Nazi-Fascist na-

tions for the purpose of destroying

the "free'* labor market, controlling

and holding wages at a minimum

level, and reducing the workers to

the status of serfs in an industrial

feudal system of society.

"National Service,'* which is to

say, forced or compulsory labor, is

explicitly and expressly forbidden

by the Thirteenth Amendment to

the Constitution of the United

States. The language of this

amendment is plain. As recently as

April 10, 1944, the United States

Supreme Court declared that the

unquestionable aim of the Thirteenth

Amendment "was not merely to end

slavery but to maintain a system of

completely free and voluntary la-

bor.'*

In view of this clear and forceful

Constitutional prohibition, for the

Congress to pass, and for the Exec-

utive to sign, "National Service"

legislation would constitute an act

of usurpation. "National Service,"

thus adopted against the express

command of the Constitution of the

land, would self-evidently be illegal

and for the workers to defy the or-
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ders issued under it would be a

moral duty.

To yield to the demand for labor

conscription in America, whether in-

spired by the ruling class designs

to effectuate labor's complete sub*

jugation, or by the sincere belief

that it is the only means of recruit-

ing manpower, would mean to sur-

render automatically all Constitu-

tional guarantees of personal free-

dom, and, along with this, all other

Constitutional liberties. The prece-

dent, once established, would eventu-

ally be invoked to effect the abridg-

ment or abolishment of every single

Constitutional clause until all civil

liberties would be irretrievably lost.

Therefore, be it

Resolved, That all working men
and women, and all other forward-

looking citizens, conscious of the

sinister implications of "National

Service,*' be warned not to relax

their effort to repulse this assault

on the workers' personal liberty;

that it is the only means of recruit-

ing of this danger to their fellow

workers and fellow citizens gener-

ally; that they write letters to the

press to acquaint the general citizen-

ry with the anti-Constitutional and
ruling class character of "National

Service"; and that they demand of

their representatives in Congress

that they vote down all compulsory

labor legislation in accord with the

oath they have taken to uphold and
defend the Constitution of the Unit-

ed States ; and be it finally

Resolved, That classconscious

working men and women everywhere

be spurred in their efforts to bring

a summary end to the social system

under which the workers face the

steadily growing peril of industrial

serfdom, and to erect the Socialist

Industrial Republic wherein per-

sonal freedom will be assured, and
fully and freely exercised, in social

as well as in economic respects.

V.

Resolution on

International Socialism,

At its Twentieth National Con-

vention, the Socialist Labor Party

declared: "There is in the world to-

day no international Socialist organ-

ization worthy of the name."

The formal dissolution of the so-

called Third, or "Communist," In-

ternational, on May 22, 1943, was
not needed as a confirmation of the

Socialist Labor Party declaration.

The dissolution was merely the figu-

rative addition of an exclamation

point to a statement true beyond all

question.

The dissolution of the internation-

al "Communist" auxiliary of the

Russian Foreign Office was quite in

line with the functioning of that

fraudulent organization. During its

existence, it served the national in-

terests of the Russian State and the

power interests of the "Communist"
fuehrers and bureaucrats who con-

trol that State. Its destruction by
the Stalinist machine was but an-

other move to make the "Interna-

tional" trap for workers serve the

purposes of the coercive Russian

State. The destruction served the

Russian State in winning the favor

of Stalin's present capitalist allies

as, previously, the "Comintern's"

threat of "revolution" served the

Russian State in bringing pressure

to bear upon capitalist governments
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whose policies Slalin h Co. wanted

to alter.

The so-called "Communist" Inter-

national has left many confused and

puzzled workers in its wake. In

this disillusionment of workers, the

Stalinist "International" committed

an anti-working class crime as great

as that committed by the disinte-

grated Second, or so-called Socialist,

International. In the one case, the

disillusionment of workers was per-

petrated by the sacrifice of the in-

terests of the workers of the world,

including the Russian workers, to

the interests of a political machine

in control of a State. In the other

case, the disillusionment of workers

was perpetrated by the sacrifice of

workers* interests to the reform-

capitalism plans of politicians who

were often hailed by the capitalists

as advocates of the so-called "middle

way." In both cases, the workers

were inveigled into accepting the

full logic of the abandonment of the

class struggle, of the Marxian sci-

ence that alone can guide the work-

ers, and of the high principles and

democracy that must inspire work-

ers interested in building the So-

cialist society. That full logic was

the acceptance of the capitalist

premises that made inevitable the

feudalization of the industrial rela-

tions between the exploiters and the

exploited and the global character of

modern war.

Marxian Socialists remain ada-

mant in their refusal to accept the

capitalist premises of private prop-

erty in the means of wealth-produc-

tion and political and economic rule

by the propertied class. The true

Socialists continue to maintain that

the ownership in the means of

wealth-production must be vested in

Kocicly tiiroiigli mm [H)lili( /il niduH

trial units which, thoroughly iutt-

grated on a nation-wide basis, will

constitute the Socialist Jridustrinl

Union form of Government. The
Marxian Socialists also hold that, as

the workers of the world have a

common interest in winning their

emancipation from the universal

wage slavery of capitalism (be it

the "private enterpri&e" variety, or

the bureaucratic State capitalism

form), so would they have a com-

mon interest in the maintenance for-

ever of cooperative relations between

the various Socialist Administrations

of the world.

The Socialist Labor Party, in Na-
tional Convention assembled in the

City of New York, on May 2,

1944, therefore, reaffirms its allegi-

ance to the cause of the workers of

the world and to the principles of

International Socialism, as laid down
by Marx and Engels, and reiterates

its clear-cut adherence to the inter-

national class-struggle principle as

enunciated by Daniel De Leon and

previous resolutions adopted by Na-
tional Conventions of the Party and

endorsed by its membership. There-

fore, be it

Resolved, That the Socialist La-

bor Party condemn the false inter-

nationalism of the fraudulent "Com-
munist" and Social Democratic

movements that caused so much
harm to the workers, and warn the

workers of the world against all

attempts to revive that false inter-

nationalism of the Stalinists and of

the non-Russian reform-politicians,

whether these attempts are made by

"Trotskyites" or by the bankrupt

reformers of the familiar Social

Democratic type; and be it further

Resolved, That the Socialist La-
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bor Party reaffirm its belief in the

value of international organization,

when the growth of sound Marxian

movements in the various countries

makes such organization possible and

feasible ; and be it finally

Resolved, That the Socialist La-

bor Party of America extend frater-

nal greetings to exploited workers

everywhere, in renewed affirmation

of international class solidarity and

of unfaltering adherence to the

ideals and principles of Socialism,

and of unshaken faith in the early

realization of the universal Socialist

Brotherhood of Man.

VI.

Resolution on

Permanent Militarism.

Two world wars and a large num-

ber of wars of lesser scope have

erupted on the continent of Europe

within the modern capitalist period.

Prior to the wars and in between

the wars^ the nations immediately

or ultimately involved were literally

armed to the teeth.

Compulsory and universal military

training caught up the yoUth of the

whole continent. The older men^

often the veterans of previous wars,

constituted a reserve subject to

military conscription at all times.

The tactics and strategy of war,

the application of the physical sci-

ences to war were studied in highly

organized schools that turned out

military specialists who looked upon

themselves and were treated by the

ruling classes as a specially favored

caste.

The techniques of industry were

applied to the development and pro-

duction of new lethal weapons on a

scale that rivaled the industrial re-

search of industries producing the

capitalist commodities of peacetime.

Plans were at all times ready for

the transformation of every man,

every machine and whole economies

to the use of war.

The class States were military

States to a degree beyond that or-

dinarily needed by the capitalists

for the coercion of the exploited

classes.

But the constant state of war pre-

paredness did not prevent war. Nor

did the great efforts taken by cer-

tain of the States assure victory or

even stalemate in the military

struggles with other States. Indeed,

the German capitalist State, the

greatest military power of World

War I, and the French capitalist

State of World War II, the military

power credited with the best profes-

sional Army and with the "impreg-

nable" defense of the Maginot Line,

met decisive and punitive military

defeats.

The European capitalist propa-

ganda was that the militarization of

the various nations would promote

the cause of peace. In each case,

the military steps taken were said

to be "defensive.'* The fact that two

world wars and a number of smaller

wars broke out explodes both

claims. The known rivalries for for-

eign markets and spheres of influ-

ence, the known struggles between

the various propertied classes of

Europe for greater shares of Euro-

pean and non-European wealth fur-

nish the one clue necessary for the

explanation of the creation in Eu-

rope of military States and for the

existence of an always tense situa-
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tion that ooiild result in war at any

time.

The demand is now being made for

the introduction of permanent com-

pulsory military training in the

United States and the transforma-

tion of the American capitalist State

into an American capitalist military

State, The demand is coupled with

the claim that the monopolization of

military power by a few of the great

powers now allied in the war

against German and/or Japanese

capitalism would guarantee the

peace to follow World War II.

The Socialisft Labor Party, in Na-

tional Convention assembled, in the

City of New York, May 2, 1944,

warns the American working class

and the working classes of other

countries that (1) the peacetime

militarization of the United States

would mean the complete surrender

of this country's revolutionary and

democratic traditions, and that (2)

the continuation of capitalism^ with

the inevitable rivalries over wealth

that arise between nations based on

private property and class rule, over

markets and sources of raw materi-

als, would negate any attempt to es-

tablish peace within a social system

in which war is always the final re-

sort of desperate ruling classes.

The Socialist Labor Party also

warns the American working class

that the abandonment of the prin-

ciples and ideals of political democ-

racy inherent in the militarization

of the State is aimed against the

American workers as well as

against the ruling classes of defeated

nations. The militarization cannot be

accomplished without the physical

and mental regimentation of the

working-class majority of the peo-

|>h'. Tliis rcgiincnlnljoii is social,

as vvcU as military. It conditions

the workers to the acceptance of ex-

ploitation and class and caste ruh*.

On the specious plea of necessity

for defense, the workers are compel-

led to abandon their own aims and

to follow blindly those marked out

for them by the beneficiaries of

class-ruled society. And, as shown

with the shifting alliances of two

world wars, the workers who toler-

ate the capitalist nostrums for

"peace" are victimized into accept-

ing the logical war consequences of

capitalist rivalry.

But warning the w^orkers of the

dangers implicit in the continuation

of capitalism is not enough. The
positive action of calling to the

workers' attention the Socialist alter-

native of peace is a social neces-

sity. Therefore be it

Resolved, That the Socialist La-

bor Party call upon the workers of

the United States to organize politi-

cally and industrially for the

achievement of the Socialist Repub-

lic of Labor as the one way per-

manently to establish a social system

in which neither war nor the threat

of war is possible.

vn.

Resolution on
Anti-Semitism and Racism.

The Twenty-First National Con-

vention of the Socialist Labor Party

of America, assembled in New York

City, May 1, 1944, in voicing

its emphatic condemnation of anti-

Semitism and racism, declares:

The anti-Semitic spirit prevailing

in this nation and manifesting itself
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in numerous discriminations against

Jews, anti-Jewish propaganda, the

defilement of synagogues and Jewish
cemeteries, and physical assaults on
Jewish children by bands of young
hoodlums, is spreading, notwith-

standing all well-meaning efforts to

engender an attitude of "tolerance/*

The racial friction that has re-

sulted in numerous so-called race

riots in which hundreds of victims

of violence, notably Negroes, have

been injured and killed, is rising,

not subsiding, notwithstanding the

activities of inter-racial bodies.

The fact that anti-Semitism and
racism are employed by the Nazi
capitalist rulers of Germany, inter-

nally to strengthen their rule by
dividing the working class against

itself and by infusing the German
people with a baneful spirit of race

superiority, and externally as a

weapon of diplomacy in their strug-

gle for control of the world*s eco-

nomic resources, has not deterred

certain Americans from invoking

this scourge against minorities in

this nation.

No candid appraisal of the actual

eonditions prevailing in the United

States can ignore that the situation

is threatening general civilized and
peaceful social relations and, from
the standpoint of the higher civilized

concept of Socialism, is fraught with

menace to working class unity; that,

notwithstanding the widened scope

of economic opportunity made pos-

sible by the stupendous destruction

of global war, prejudice is mount-
ing; that this is clearly due to fear

of the future, of economic insecurity,

of social conflict, and all the other

evils produced by capitalist society

which are aggravated by its deca-

dence.

Tlie various manifestations of viru-

lent anti-Semitism and racism are

the result of prejudices engendered
and nourished by class-divided so-

ciety. They have no basis in al-

leged racial traits or attributes,

"Race is an empty phrase, an utter

swindle." Where anti-Semitic and
racial prejudices are not deliberate-

ly cultivated to create division in

the ranks of labor and to divert the

workers from the Social Question,

they are the result of the competi-
tion and strife in which capitalism

has plunged society.

As long as capitalism remains the
ruling principle of society, the eco-

nomic and social antagonisms it gen-
erates will grow fiercer, spreading
the pollution upon which anti-Sem-
itism and racism are nourished. The
Socialist Labor Party holds, and
facts and logic confirm, that to

abolish this scourge, the abolition

of its cause, capitalism, is an indis-

pensable prerequisite; that, by the

same token, all well-meaning at-

tempts to destroy anti-Semitism by
legislative means, ^'tolerance'* pro-

grams, etc., within the capitalist sys-

tem must necessarily result in failure

and cruel disillusionment.

The working class, to perform its

historic mission of emancipating it-

self from the thraldom of wage slav-

ery, must guard against aught that

would divide itself against itself.

Specifically, the workers must guard
against the native fascist dema-
gogues, race theorists, "white supre-

macy" advocates, and other counter-

parts of the German Nazis. Their

failure to do so must result inevi-

tably in the subjugation of all who
toil, regardless of race or color, to

the totalitarian rule of the indus-

I

trial or plulocrnlic IVu(bili.slK. 'Hktc-

forc, hv. it

Resolved, That it is the duty of all

classconscious workers to expose to

their fellow-workers the fallacy of

anti-Semitism and racism, and the

capitalist cause of these class-sun-

dering social blights; and be it

finally

Resolved, That the enlightened

workers strive with might and main

to unite all who toil, as a class, po-

litically under the banner of the So-

cialist Labor Party, and economical-

ly into one mighty Socialist Indus-

trial Union, to abolish capitalism

and build that society in which the

jungle-struggle cause of anti-Semit-

ism and racism will have been re-

moved and replaced with coopera-

tion and social, cultural and eco-

nomic opportunity for all—Social-

ism.

Villi.

Resolution on Russia.

The second world war of capital-

ism has accelerated the anti-Marxi-

an tendencies of the rulers of the

Russian State. At the time of the

Twentieth National Convention of

the Socialist Labor Party in 1940,

the Stalinists had allied the Russian

State with the Nazi State of the

German capitalists and Junkers and

had participated in the conquest and

division of Poland. This alliance the

Socialist Labor Party properly de-

nounced as anti-working class and

as the actual signal that unloosed

the war.

Russia is now at war with Ger-

many. The Socialist Labor Party

dcflaralion Mint llic llillrr Slaliii

j)Hrl was no assurance of peace, cvrn

for the Russian workers, was con-

firmed.

The breaking of the Hitler-Stalin

pact by the expected duplicity of the

German capitalists was followed by

the alliance of the Russian State

with the capitalist States of Great

Britain and the United States. The

deliberately vague "war aims'* of

the capitalist political democracies

were accepted as Russian "war

aims." Deals were entered into by

the Russian State and its present

allies for the maintenance of class-

ruled society in non-Russian occu-

pied countries that may be re-won

from the German military. The

"Communist International," that had

apologized for the acts of German

capitalism when the Hitler-Stalin

pact was in force, was jettisoned as

a gesture of amity toward the capi-

talist allies of Russia. The various

"Communist" parties in the coun-

tries allied to Russia were evidently

ordered to uphold the particular na-

tional forms of class rule used to ex-

ploit workers. And, taking Ml ad-

vantage of the uses to which the cap-

italist nations put national chauvin-

ism and hatred of other peoples, the

Russian State refused to call the

German capHaU^t aggression by its

proper name and, instead, condi-

tioned the Russian masses to believe

that the German mpitalist aggres-

sion was German aggression in the

limited and meaningless national

sense—thus clearing the German

capitalists of responsibility and set-

ting up a barrier between the Rus-

sian and German workers.

In view of the continued betrayal
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of working-class interests by the

rulers of the Russian State, the So-

cialist Labor Party, in National

Convention assembled, in the City

of New York, May 2, 1944, conti-

nues its refusal to recognize the Rus-

sian regime as Marxist and reaffirms

its declaration that the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy has in fact repudiated

Marxism, disrupted international

working-class solidarity, and crimi-

nally betrayed the cause of the

workers of the world, and, in par-

ticular, betrayed the Russian work-

ers. Therefore be it

Resolved, That we extend revolu-

tionary greetings to the workers of

Russia with the warning that Stal-

inism is their enemy, as much as, if

not more so than, Hitlerism, and

that their interests demand that

anti-Marxism be overthrown in Rus-

sia and that there be substituted a

rigid adherence to Marxian prin-

ciples; and be it finally

Resolved, That we warn the Rus-

sian workers that the task of setting

up a society that will truly serve

the great majority cannot be en-

trusted to fuehrers or to bureaucra-

cies, that the masses themselves must

build and manage that society, and

that the mistake of allowing the Rus-

sian State, not only to continue, but

to grow to ever greater power, must

be rectified by the application of the

Socialist Industrial Union principles

recognized by Lenin as the goal of

Socialism.

IX.

Speech of Acceptance of

Edward A. Teichert

Capitalism is bankrupt. It has

collapsed in a global holocaust of

blood, devastation and despair.

From this can emerge either Indus-

trial Feudalism or the Socialist In-

dustrial 'Republic.

Industrial feudalism will endeav-

or to perpetuate the calamitous rule

of capitalism, with all the evils that

this decadent social system has

brought forth, through suc^h means
as compulsory labor for the work-
ing class at mere existence levels,

while the capitalist masters enjoy

unrestrained sway and wealth.

The Socialist Industrial Republic

will bring peace and plenty. The
only alternative to industrial feu-

dalism is the abolition of the capi-

talist system by the too long suf-

fering working class, organized po-

litically and industrially to put into

effect the program of the Socialist

Labor Party.

The Socialist Labor Party be-

lieves that, if the historic mission

of the working class of this great

nation is to be performed, it is es-

sential that the program of So-
cialist Industrial Unionism, the pro-

gram of human emancipation, be

brought to the workers. We dedi-

cate ourselves to that task.

During this national campaign ^ve

will appeal to the American work-
ers to cast their ballots for the pro-

gram of the Socialist Labor Party.

Every vote cast for the Socialist

Labor Party is a protest against

the private ow^nership of the means
of wealth-production, against capi-

talism; it is a vote for Socialist In-

dustrial Unionism, the only basis

for the future form of society, the

society of peace and plenty for alL

As my Party's candidate for Pres-

ident of the United States, I will

carry this message to the working
class of this country.
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X.

Speech of Acceptance of

Aria A. Albaugh

I recognize the obvious dangers to

the working class of the world, and

particularly to the workers of Amer-

ica, shonld we permit the now to-

tally useless and predatory system

of capitalism to remain as the riding

principle of society.

It ought to be obvious to any

thinking worker that capitalism can

neither solve the problems of un-

employment, with its attendant pov-

erty and degradation during periods

of peace, nor prevent the ever recur-

ring destructive wars with their

devastation and chaos. More than

ever I am convinced that the indus-

tries, factories, mines, railroads,

means of communication and all the

natural resources must become the

collective property of the working

class democratically managed by

them in their own interest.

In accepting this candidacy of

the Socialist Labor Party, it is my
solemn pledge to this Convention

and to the members of the Socialist

Labor Party that I will carry the

principles and program of the So-

cialist Labor Party to the workers

throughout this land. I consider this

a great trust which you have placed

in me, in calling on me to represent

the Socialist Labor Party as Vice

Presidential candidate. I will live

up to your expectations to my ut-

most ability. I believe firmly that

with an organization such as ours

clearly enunciating the only revolu-

tionary program in the United

States, capitalism will be destroyed.

I believe further that if the work-

ers of this country -had the requisite

knowh'dg*^ coriccrriiiig SiH-inliHl lii-

duslrial lliiionisin, llicy would not

hesitate for one moment to organ ize

the Socialist Industrial Republic of

Emancipated Labor. Comrades,

hasten that day!

XL

Washington Disruption.

A far more serious and aggravat-

ing situation is presented in the case

of Section Seattle, Wash. Superfi-

cially here, too, this Section's re-

peated anti-organizational acts and

the many instances of obstruction-

ism (or of non-cooperativeness, to

use a polite phrase) appear to be

one of the S.L.P. mysteries we
spoke of before. In common sense

and common decency, there should

be no occasion for the Section's

finding itself in its present unsatis-

factory situation—^no excuse for the

Section's un-S.L.P. conduct. And
with a larger number of well

trained, well posted members pres-

ent at the Section meetings, the

present situation could never have

developed, since the obstructionist

element would speedily have been

dealt with, and either brought to

their senses, or eliminated altogeth-

er. But if we investigate the his-

tory of this case, we may find that

there is no real mystery, that it may
be possible to trace the origin of the

trouble, and to trace the source of

the obstructionism. And when some

of the facts in this connection are

revealed, it is possible that even

some of the present supporters of

the chief obstructionists may realize

that they have been misled, or al-
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lowed themselves to be imposed
upon. Let us then begin with what
would seem to be the beginning of
the present trouble.

As so frequently has happened in

the past, the source of the trouble

in Section Seattle may be traced to

the wounded vanity of one or two
individuals who had previously been
found in the wrong, and who had
been disciplined or repudiated by
their own Section, qt by the very
body which they served in the capa-
city of an officer. In most normal
cases, when an S.L.P. organizer or

state secretary commits an error,

and is corrected or disciplined, he
accepts the correction in the proper
S.L.P. spirit, and subsequently ex-
erts himself all the more in behalf
of the organization, to atone, as it

were, for the error committed, or
incidental harm caused the Party. A
few occasionally react differently.

Their wounded ego, combined with
a too narrow mentality, causes them
to harbor bitter resentment, espe-
cially against the partioular S.L.P.
man (or national officer) whom they
may conceive to be the direct cause
of their imagined humiliation. Bit-

ter resentment in such cases pres-

ently breeds a spirit of malice and
vindictiveness and, other things be-
ing equal, we have all the necessary
ingredients required to produce
trouble and disruption. De Leon,
wise in all such matters, summed it

up concisely when he said:

"Look out for the man with a
private grudge in the Labor or So-
cialist Movement. He will ever be
ready to sacrifice the interests of
the workers to the gratification of
his private malice.**

As the Party's experience has so
amply demonstrated, there have been

S.L.P. members in the past with
private grudges who readily sacri-

ficed the interests of the S.L.P. in
order to gratify their private ma-
lice. There was the notorious case
of one A. Silver of New York, whose
case history is recorded briefly in
the Party Manual "Disruption and
Disrupters,*' and in the 1932 Na-
tional Convention Proceedings. An
even more recent case was that of a
former California State Secretary,
A. J. Ruiz, who did not hesitate to
disrupt our California State organi-
zation in order to follow the prompt-
ings of his wounded ego and to gra-
tify his private malice. And there
have been others (including the case
of a Connecticut State Secretary
some six or seven years ago), and
they all followed the now thorough-
ly familiar pattern.

In order to feed, or perhaps at-
tempting to justify to themselves,
their bitter personal resentment,
they begin to seek for flaws and
faults in the particular object of
their private malice. With or with-
out provocations, petty criticisms
and fault-finding develop into a reg-
ular practice or habit; the plainest
and simplest statements of the ob-
ject of their hatred are distorted, or
dark and sinister designs are read
into them. Motives are questioned,
and even the personal integrity and
honesty of the imaginary cause of
their imaginary trouble are ques-
tioned, and eventually doubts con-
cerning same are openly expressed,
or covertly implied in motions or
resolutions proposed through local
organizations. As evil attracts evil,

so malice joins with malice; and it
is generally possible to find one or
two kindred souls in a local organic
zation.
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And if then* happcruH to be aiiioiig

the members of tlic Section, or a

nearby Section, one who is in the

Party for the specific purpose of

disrupting the local organization, or

to ''capture" it (as sometimes fatu-

ously is conceived possible), such a

one finds in the egomaniac an ally

as if made to order. And while the

former may think he is using the lat-

ter, it is actually the planted dis-

rupter who is using the egomaniac.

Presently there is a local nucleus

carrying on a veritable campaign of

abuse or insinuations against the

hated foe who, as often as not, turns

out to be the National Secretary or

the National Editor—^nowadays gen-

erally the former.

Honest and sincere, but ill-in-

formed members, begin to react to

the cumulative effect of this sinister

and underground propaganda. New
members, who may have had bitter

experiences in their fakerated unions

(or perchance they came from the

S.F. or the Stalinist gang) may, as

a consequence, view with ready sus-

picion, siud on general principles,

S.L.P. members placed in positions

of trust; or perhaps they are still

somewhat intoxicated with the reve-

lation (new to them) that the gov-

ernment (i.e., the State) is the tool

of oppression, and if the National

Office of the Party (or the "admin-

istration," as some of them fondly

designate the Party's governing

bodies) happens to be the object of

the local egomaniac's attack, then it

is generally not difficult to plant

seeds of suspicion and distrust in

the not quite matured mentalities

of sudh inexperienced members, nor

is it diff'icult to convince them that

the National Office (being the "gov-

ernment") is, on general principles.

to he Iichl suspect. And nltficIiN on

the National Office, however unjus-

tified and idiotic, meet with a cer-

tain degree o^ favorable rt-spons*'

from these not always disccrtiing,

and usually uninformed members.

And being uninformed, especially

the whippersnapper type, it may
even give them a certain degree of

perverted satisfaction and pleasure

to be recorded as being "agin* the

government''

!

This, then, is generally the back-

ground against which the "man with

a private grudge" operates; and

this, then, is generally the soil in

which he sows his seeds of disrup-

tionism, unless, or until, be drops

the mask altogether, and presents

himself as the open foe of the SX.

P. that he actually is. But if he is

possessed of a certain degree of low

cunning, he wall be careful not to

come out too openly, however obvi-

ous his disruptive designs are to

seasoned and trained S.LjP. mem-

bers.

And now to the concrete case at

hand:

For a number of years prior to

1940 the State Secretary of our

Washington S.L.P. was a member

of Section Seattle by the name of

H. Krauklis. The most amicable re-

lations had always existed between

this state secretary and the Nation-

al Secretary. Though handicapped

in some ways. Comrade Krauklis

had made a fairly good state secre-

tary, and generally he gave reason-

ably prompt attention to all matters

pertaining to the routine of the of-

fice of State Secretary. In 1938 an

incident occurred whidh suddenly

changed all this. The incident in it-

self was trivial and would have

passed unnoticed, but for the vio-
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lence with whidi Krauklis reacted to
it. A slight confusion had arisen
over the handling of a case of police

interference, due to the State Sec-
retary injecting himself after the
National Office had initiated action
in the case. To avoid such confu-
sion and duplication of effort in the
future, the National Secretary wrote
a letter to Krauklis (November 17,
19SS) in an entirely friendly tone
and spirit, from which the following
is quoted as indicating sufficiently

the sole point of the letter:

"In ihe interests of efficiency and
avoidance of duplication of work,
I [National Secretary] would ap-
preciate if in the future you would
confer with me before writing a let-

ter to a city official concerning mat-
ters in which I have already taken
initial action."

For some mysterious reason this

innocent, and certainly quite prop-
er, letter from the National Secre-
tary sent Krauklis into a white-heat
rage. In its violent language, re-

plete with the most insulting accu-
sations against the (National Secre-
tary, Krauklis's letter revealed a
side of the man heretofore wholly
unsuspected. Apparently deficient

in his understanding of English, he
charged that the National Secretary
had accused him of being inefficient,

obviously totally misconstruing the
common phrase '"in the interest of
efficiency.'' In turn he enlarged the
National Secretary with wanting to

order people around (all for writing
the letter just quoted!), and gen-
erally accused the National Secre-
tary of being dictatorial, a boss, and
all the other terms that so readily
flow from the mouth or the pen of
a wounded egotist.

In due time the N.E.C. Sub-Com-

mittee addressed a letter to the
Washington S.E.C., protesting tflie

improper conduct of the State Sec-
retary, and requesting suitable ac-
tion hj the S.E.C. Eventually the
S.E.C. did act hy repudiating, una-
nimously, the acts of Krauklis, and
formally withdrawing the State Sec-
retary's offensive letters. Krauklis
himself, as State Secretary, had to
convey the S.E.C/s repudiation (and
implied rebuke) of the letters he
had written to the National Secre-
tary, Not long thereafter he ceased
to be State Secretary, obviously leav-
ing the office with a "private
grudge'* against the National Secre-
tary, a fact, however, that did not
become apparent until some time
later.

That Krauklis was suffering from
a wounded ego was apparent to
others at that time. About the time
the action of the S.E.C. in repudi-
ating the conduct of its own secre-
tary was conveyed to the National
Office, a letter was received from
one of the comrades who had attend-
ed the S.E.C. session where this ac-
tion was taken. From this letter

the following is quoted:

"I think the State Committee was
caught napping, and I think the
matter is a closed incident, but it

should be a lesson to everyone con-
cerned; one man or memiber should
not be allowed to display his wound-
ed ego within the Party."

The incident quickly .passed from
the mind of the National Secretary
\\^ho regarded it as trivial except
for the aftermath. That Krauklis
had not forgotten it soon became
clear. Not so many months there-

after a comrade from Seattle was
visiting the National Office, and in

the course of the conversation made
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a remark lo l*hc cffcci that Krmiklis

rccurreiitly ex|)ressed himself bit-

terly about the National Office,

without, however, going so far as

to lay himself open to charges. Also

that he would get up on the floor

of the Section and speak disparag-

ingly about this or that National

Office proposal or action. In any

case, when the matter was mentioned

the National Secretary dismissed it

as being unimportant.

Visiting organizers (including

Comrade Quinn) would also com-

ment briefly on the peculiar atmos-

phere in Section Seattle, and the

attitude of certain members, espe-

cially as regards matters emanating

from the National Office. During

the next two or three years various

actions taken by Section Seattle, the

Washington S.E.C, and in some de-

gree State Conventions, indicated

the influence of Krauklis, particu-

larly in criticizing, directly or indi-

rectly, alleged acts of commission

or omission by the National Office.

In the report to the N.E.C. at its

1941 session, there was reported re-

ceipt of three resolutions from the

then recent Washington State Con-

vention. That part of the N.E.C.

report makes interesting reading

now, and it is reproduced here to

show how far back the unhealthy

situation in Washington dates, and

how thoroughly in line with that

incident are the recent acts and pro-

nouncements emanating from Wash-

ington, in all of which the hand of

Krauklis is unmistakably seen:

"Three resolutions are submitted

by the Washington state convention

on which the N.E.C, is expected to

act. The first resolution deals with

a proposed revision of the S.E.C.

By-Enws. The revision wtiuhl pro-

hibit a non-citizen member from be-

ing a member of a State Executive

Committee. The second asks 'com-

plete information of the N.E.C. as

to when the 'complete' report of the

N.E.C. to the 1940 National Con-

vention may be expected. The third

is a renewed request that more ar-

ticles on Industrial Unionism, etc.,

be printed in the WEEKLY PEO-

PLE. For your information at this

point, I quote the following from

my acknowledgment dated April 30:

" 'At this time I shall not, of

course, discuss the merits of these

resolutions, but I desire to comment

briefly on the second paragraph in

the ''comment" appended to the

resolution pertaining to the pro-

posed revision of State Committee

By-Laws. This comment reads:

"Neither does the argument by the

National Secretary to the S.E.C. of

Washington hold water, that

'amongst nine members of the S.E.C.

only one is non-citizen.' As the Sec-

tion in the By-Laws at present reads

no one can prevent that all members

of the S.E.C. could be elected non-

citizens." By what right did the

state convention introduce what I

had said in correspondence to the

S,E.C. regarding the ''protest" of

three members against seating Com-

rade Durych? In my letters to the

S.E.C, I was discussing the illegal

and unconstitutional action of the

S.E.C. in refusing to seat Comrade

Durych. I was not discussing the

question as to whether it was wise

or unwise to permit non-citizens to

be members of State Executive Com-

mittees. Whoever was responsible

for placing me in the false position

of arguing, in advance as it were,

against the state convention's pro-
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posed revision of bhe State By-
Laws will be expected to submit an

explanation to the National Office.

There is a limit to the sort of thing

that one can calmly put up with.
*' 'As for the resolution pertaining

to the publishing of the N.E.C. Re-

port to the 20th National Conven-

tion, that is^ as to wihen that Report

would be published^ it will be in-

teresting to know why this was not

addressed to the National Office.

The publishing of such matters isy

of course^ a routine matter and the

National Office could have given full

explanation and information con-

cerning same mthout referring to

the N.E.C, whioh^ of course^ can

only order the National Office to do

what would be done in any case^

namely, to have the complete report

published as soon as possible.*

"As mentioned in this acknowledg-

ment^ there is some correspondence

on the outrageous action of the S.E.

C. in refusings at firsts to seat a

duly elected member of the S.E.'C.^

whioh the N.E.C. may wish to re-

view. Upon instructions of the N.
E.C. Sub-Committee, this comrade
was finally seated. One wonders
wiliether the state convention reflect-

ed on the fact that there is a far

greater menace to the S.L.P. in hav-

ing members on a State Executive

Committee who would dare to refuse

to seat an elected S.E.C. member
without proper cause than in having

a non-citizen member on a State

Executive Committee.*'

The adoption of a formal resolu-

tion by a State Convention on the

subject of publishing the National

Convention minutes, etc, was an act

of singular stupidity, illustrating

perfectly the Krauklis mind and

method, and the petty fault-finding

in which he has been engaging siince

his ego was sor mortally wounded.

The N.E.C. treated this "resolu-

tion" with the implied contempt it

deserved. On the subject of bar-

ring a member from membership on

a State Committee, the N.E.C. re-

jected the senseless proposal of the

Washington State Convention. In
view of what took place at the re-

cent Washington State Convention,

the action of the N.E.C. on the

third resolution becomes particular-

ly significant. The N.E.C. ruled,

as the consensus of the N.E.C, '*that

articles on Industrial Unionism and
Industrial Government have ap-

peared regularly in the WEEKLY
PEOPLE, and that it is the editorial

policy to print as many such ar-

ticles as possible." In this way
the N.E.C rejected the veiled

charge, the false charge, that the

WEEKLY PEOPLE was neglect-

ing its duty in properly propagating

Industrial Unionism. It was in the

nature of a rebuke, and should have
been a lesson to the Washington ob-

structionists, but, as we shall see,

the lesson was unheeded.

At the 1943 Washington State

Convention there was a repetition

of this sort of sniping at the Na-
tional Organization and the Nation-

al Secretary and Editor. Despite

the rebuke and warning to the

Washington S.E.C just recorded,

the S.E.C (through the State Sec-

retary's report) brought into the

State Convention held May 2, 1943,

a purely routine question, the an-

swer to which could have been sup-

plied by the National Office if ifhe

S.E.C. had taken the trouble to write

for an answer or explanation. The
following impudent and misleading
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rommcnt was made l)y I lie State

SctTctary, Frank Daniels, in Iiis re-

port to the State Convention:

"A number of persons wrote in

for information concerning the S.L.

P. Most of them were addressed to

the National Office. In replying to

these persons the National Office

has answered in sudi a way as to

imply the local organizations were

of secondary importance or perhaps

no mention was made at all. This

confused the person and often they

ask, 'Is this the same S.L.P. as the

one in New York?' It is of vital

importance to the S.E.C and to the

local Sections that this practice be

mended."

It would have been interesting if

the State Secretary had cited just

one such case of bewildered com-

ment by a "confused" inquirer.

The State Convention promptly

responded to the suggestion, allow-

ing to pass without rebuke the false

imputation that the National Office

implied that ''the local organiza-

tions were of secondary importance."

The following resolution was adopt-

ed by the State Convention and or-

dered forwarded to the National

Office:

"This convention goes on record

to recommend to the National Office

that in every instance the name and

address of the local Section should

be given in full, advising the in-

quirer to get in contact with the lo-

cal organization."

On May 10 the National Secre-

tary wrote the S.E.C as follows:

"For your information please note

that the practice of the National Of-

fice is to setid copies of all letters

addressed to inquirers to the re-

spective Sections and/or State Sec-

retaries for the purpose of having

these follow u]) llie iiwiuiry. Tlie

reason for not giving the aihirt'.sH of

the Section organizer is that fre-

quently Section organizers are so

situated that they cannot, or do not

want to, have their names and ad-

dresses given out to strangers. It

is, of course, definitely understood

that all subdivisions who receive the

names of inquirers are to contact

without unreasonable delay the per-

son who made inquiries through the

National Office.

'The National Office has no o'b-

jection to giving the addresses of

Section organizers, or state secre-

taries, to those who inquire about

the Party. The present practice,

however, will be continued unless

the N.E.C decides otherwise, or

uritil we have assurances from all

concerned that no hardship or em-

barrassment will be caused Section

organizers by giving their names to

total strangers.

"Once again I must express sur-

prise at the fact that the Wasihing-

ton S.E.C should have found it nec-

essary to submit sudh a purely rou-

tine matter to the State Convention

for an official ruling. I now ask

you to let me know why the S.E.C

itself did not inquire of the Nation-

al Office as to the reason for the

present practice before submitting

this matter to the State Convention.

I ihope to receive your early and un-

equivocal reply.

"I was particularly shocked at

the passage in your report to the

State Convention ifhat 'The National

Office has answered [inquirers] in

such a way as to imply the local

organizations of the S.L.P. were of

secondary importance .... * This is

a gratuitous affront to the National

Office and I demand hereby an ex-
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planation as to the reason for your
making a statement so utterly un-

justified and insulting. Upon re-

ceipt of your reply to that particu-

lar point, the N.E.C. Sub-Committee
will take whatever action it thinks

proper/*

On June 2^ the State Secretary^

Frank Daniels^ wrote the fallowing:

**The S.E.C. passed the following

motion; Moved, seconded and car-

ried that the S.E.C. apologize for

the o^bjectionable statements con-

tained in the report to the Wash-
ington S.L.P. State Convention..."

Needless to say, the State Secre-

tary did not feel moved to express

his own personal regrets for having
made the unjustified slur in the first

place.

Prior to the 1943 State Conven-
tion, the S.E.C. had requested a

contribution of $500 from the N.E.
C. Sub-Committee, in order to keep
Comrade G. Kempif in the field.

The Sub-Committee promptly com-
plied with this request and the State

Secretary was so informed before

the State Convention met. Yet, al-

though the question of financing the

proposed tour of a state organizer

was discussed in the report of the

State Secretary to the convention,

there was n6t a word said to the

convention (except perhaps private-

ly, as was later claimed) about the

generous support pledged by the

National Office.

No opportunity is missed in at-

tempts to misrepresent or belittle

any action of the National Office;

no matter is too silly or trivial to

bring before a state convention if it

helps to undermine the confidence

of the membership in the National

Office; but to report to the State

Convention that the National Office

had contributed $500 to help main-
tain a state organizer in the field

would obviously have tended to

spoil the impression it was sought

to create of the National Secretary
and the N.E.C. Sub-Committee —
the impression that the National

Office seldom if ever did anything
right, tihe impression that the Na-
tional Office is miserly refusing to

spend money out of the Party's re-

serve funds, or, worse yet, the foul

insinuation that the National Sec-
retary and the N.E.C. Sub^Commit-
tee are mismanaging the Party's

feancial affairs.

In the May 10 letter the National
Secretary wrote anent this point as

follows:

'*! have noted with surprise in

your report as State Secretary to

the State Convention that you made
no mention whatever of the fact

that the Washington S.E.C. request-

ed, and that the N.E.C. Sub-Com-
mittee agreed to support financially

the engaging of a State Organizer
(specifically Comrade Ger'hard

Kempff), in the amount (if neces-

sary) of $500, or even more if that

should prove necessary and desir-

able. I quote specifically from my
ktter to you of April 10 (two weeks
before tihe S.E.C. approved your re-

port to the State Convention) :

"'2. The N.E.C. Sub-Committee
granted the request of the Washing-
ton S.E.C. for financial support in

order to enable the S.E.C. to keep
Comrade Gerhard Kempff in the

field as organizer, etc. The N.E.C.
Sub-Committee, however, did not

authorize any specific amount at

this time, and directed me to inform
the S.E.C. that as funds are needed
hy the S.E.C. for the purpose in-

dicated in your letter of April 1,
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such funds will be fortlicoming

from the National Office, in what-

ever amount may be needed up to

$500, and possibly more if that

sihould prove necessary or eminently

desira:ble.'

"I hereby request an early and

unequivocal reply to my request for

information as to why the State

Convention was kept in ignorance

of this important fact."

The only satisfaction the National

Office received was that the State

Secretary's report was completed

before they received the "offer** of

$500!! The State Secretary and

the S.E.C. are most resourceful

when it comes to criticizing and at-

tacking the National Secretary and

the National Organization—nothing

is then omitted. They feel, indeed^

quite competent and resourceful

enough to manage the Party's na-

tional affairs from Seattle, as wit-

ness the endless streams of resolu-

tions, etc., most of them foolish or

insolent, or both. But it never oc-

curred to this resourceful State Sec-

retary and S.E.C. that it was a

very simple matter to insert a note

in the report before it was submitted

to the convention. They had two

full weeks in whidh to do it.

However, the N.E.C. Sub-Com-

mittee, weary of the tactics of this

group, accepted the apology of the

S.E.C. for the scurrilous reference 'n

the State Secretary's report. As to

the suppression of the fact that the

National Office had contributed

$500 to the S.E.C, the Sub-Com-

mittee permitted the incident to pass

without further notice or action.

One more incident must be re-

corded before we begin the review

of the Washinfiion situation in its

present acute and seriously iiggra-

vated state.

On October 25, 1942, tlie Nation-

al Office was informed by the S.E.C.

that a member (of Section Spokane),

Comrade George Teneff, who had

been nominated on the state ticket,

had written a letter to the official

(not the Party's) Secretary of

State of Washing^ton, directing him

to remove his (Teneff's) name from

the Party's ticket. With this infor-

mation was enclosed copy of letter

from the State Campaign Commit-

tee (over the signature of George

Bennett, chairman), in which this

member's action was branded as a

ease of quitting under fire, etc.

There was no indication that the

S.E.C. itself was deeply concerned

about the matter—^State Secretary

Daniels' letter was brief and of a

purely routine nature, with no hint

that the S.E.C. or Section Spokane
planned to do anything about it.

The National Secretary wrote the

S.E.C. at length, urging appropri-

ate action. Subsequently, however.

Section Spokane informed the Na-
tional Office that there had been a

misunderstanding—that the comrade

had not mailed the withdrawal letter

to the official Secretary of State,

and that 'his name did appear on the

ballot

!

In view of this amazing revela-

tion, the National Secretary wrote

the S.E.C. requesting corroboration

of the report from Section Spokane,

so that the proper action might be

taken. In reply State Secretary

Daniels wrote the National Secre-

tary under date of March 2, 1943,

that the S.E.C. evidently had mis-

understood the action of Comrade
Teneff, and that this conclusion was

based on information which the
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State Secretary claimed was in the

possession of tlie S.EJC. And that

was all. No indication was given

that the S.E.C. intended to clear the

name of a comrade who had been

branded the equivalent of a coward
and renegade, though it was now
agreed that he had been falsely re-

ported and falsely branded. From
the reply written by the National

Secretary^ this passage is quoted:

"Comrade George Bennett, in be-

half of the State Campaign Commit-
tee, wrote a letter to Section Spo-

kane whi6h was a scathing indict-

ment of Comrade Teneff, but an in-

dictment thoroughly justified on the

assumptions apparently accepted by
the State Committee at the time. If

the letter of Comrade Bennett was
justified, then this case cannot be

considered closed until suitable ac-

tion has been taken. On the other

handj if Comrade Bennett's letter

was not justified, for whatever rea-

son, then that letter should be wiiih-

drawn and an apology extended to

Comrade TenefF. As it is now, that

letter and the general charges made
subsequently

,
in connection with

Comrade Teneff's alleged act, con-

stitute a black mark on an S.L.P,

member's record^ which, as stated,

should be removed if placed there

without just cause."

In reply the National OiFice re-

ceived this amazing statement from

State Secretary Daniels under date

of March 16, 1943:

"As will be noted Comrade Teneff

did not withdraw as his statement

to Comrade Angeloff implied, 'noth-

ing short of withdrawal would be

accepted.' It is evident that the

letter by the State Campaign Com-
mittee had the desired effect. That
is all the information we have on

the matter and the National Office

is in possession of copies of these.

The S.E.C. has already expressed

its disapproval of Comrade Teneff's

actions."

In reply the National Secretary

wrote as follows:

"You say 'as will be noted Com-
rade Teneff did not withdraw as his

statement to Comrade Angeloff im-

plied . . .
.

' From what am I to note

that Comrade Teneff *did not -with-

draw' ? You also say that 'It is evi-

dent that the letter by the State

Campaign Committee had the de-

sired effect.* I suppose you mean
the letter signed by Comrade George
Bennett in which Comrade Teneff

was severely indicted. Will you be

good enough to explain wihat is

meant by all this.? The question to

me is very simple: Either Comrade
Teneff deserved the castigation re-

ceived at the hands of the Cam-
paign Committee, or he did not. If

he did deserve it, then further action

must be taken.... by disciplining,

or [if he did not deserve it] by ex-

onerating him completely.

"In your letter of March 2 you
stated that 'all the information I

[you] have on hand shows that we
[you] evidently misunderstood the

action of Comrade Teneff.* If the

S.E.C. misunderstood the action of

Comrade Teneff, how is it possible

for you to justify tihe letter written

by the Campaign Committee, and you
do justify it when, in your letter of

March 16, you state that 'the letter

by the State Campaign Committee
had the desired effect' ?

"I request clear and unequivocal

replies to these questions, and full

information and explanation with

regard to this amazing situation. I

desire to make it clear^ Comrade
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Danit^ls, to you and to the Washing-

ton S.E.C, as well as to Section

Spokane, tihat this matter will not

be considered definitely settled until

it is settled right. And it will not

be settled right until either Comrade

Teneff is completely exonerated, or,

if guilty as charged^ that the appro-

priate action be taken in his case.

"I am sending a copy of this let-

ter to Section Spokane, and shall

request the Section to take the in-

dicated action. Meanwhile, it is

also required of the S.E.C. to take

action in line witih this and previous

letters written you by the National

Office."

Subsequently, the N.E.C. Sub-

Committee, approving the action of

the National Secretary, and, since

it was obvious now that Comrade

Teneff had been unjustly accused,

directed the S.E.C. "to withdraw the

indictment [of Comrade Teneff]

contained in the letter of October

12, 1942, signed by Comrade George

Bennett, c^hairman of the State

Campaign Committee. When that

indictment has been withdrawn, the

incident will be considered definitely

closed."

One would suppose that this

would have been sufficient to con-

vince any body of normal S.L.P.

men that the '^debate" had ended—

one would, that is, if one might for-

get that it was the Washington S.E

C. that was involved. And so, on

April 8, 1943, another letter was

received from the S.E.C. in which

the question was again argued, ut-

terly without new point or further

purpose, the conclusion now being

inescapaible, however, that the S.E.

C. had blundered, and that Com-

rade Teneff's action had been mis-

represented. In reply to this let-

ter, the National Stu-rctary, rtmind-

ing the S.E.C. that the instructions

of the N.EJC. Sub-Committee were

to be carried out, stated in part: "It

is therefore expected that the

Washington S.E.C. will take such

action as will exculpate Comrade

Teneff and clear his record of the

stain now placed upon him by the

aforesaid letter of criticism (or in-

dictment) signed by the chairman,

Comrade George Bennett.**

Finally, on April 27, 1943, the

State Secretary informed the Na-

tional Office that "the S.E.C. has

withdrawn the criticism directed at

Comrade Teneff by the State Cam-
paign Committee in their letter of

October 12, 1942, addressed to Sec-

tion Spokane." The S.E.C. minutes

of the session at which the action

was taken throw an interesting

sidelight on the attitude of the S.E.

C. The pertinent item in the min-

utes reads:

"Moved and seconded that in or-

der to cease the so-culled Teneff

case and as requested by the N.E.C.

Sub-Committee, the S.E.C. of Wash-
ington withdraws the criticism of

Comrade Teneff etc."

In other words, though the S.E.C,

through its campaign committee, had

admittedly charged a comrade with

craven conduct, and besmirched his

name and record, it apparently was

not willing to admit in so many
words that it had done so, and that

it had been acting improperly, not

only in making the false charge in

the first place, but in conducting a

prolonged and utterly foolish and

useless argumentation over a matter

that could have been settled by the

S.E.C. acknowledging its error. One
wonders why the S.E.C. was so re-

luctant to admit its mistake; one
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wonders at its senseless persistence

in same. Could it have been be-

cause to admit its error would have

meant to repudiate the letter written

by George Bennett^ who happens to

be one of the leading obstructionists

in Section Seattle and who has been
working in close cooperation with H.
Krauklis^ and one or two others, in

making the seemingly never-ending

attacks on and coriticisms of the Na-
tional Office and the National Sec-

retary? One wonders!

There have been other^ similar

incidents from time to time, all of

them indicating the continued oper-

ation, and consequences, of an nn-

gratified private malice. But what
has been related thus far should suf-

fice as background against which to

sketch the present state of affairs in

Seattle particularly, and in Wash-
ington generally, a state of affairs

to which only the greatest restraint

would prevent our applying the term
open disruption, and in which, as

stated. Comrades Krauklis and
George Bennett (recent organizer of

Section Seattle) have played an ac-

tive part, aided by others, including

the two delegates present at this

convention from Washington. Some
of these supporters may, or may
not, be aware of what actually has

been going on in Seattle—they may,
or may not, realize what it is they

have been supporting. Most of them,

we are convinced, have acted in

good faith, without realizing the

full implication, or sinister portent

of what w^as going on in Section

Seattle, and to some extent in the

S.E.C., and at State Conventions.

We now come to the summer of

1943. At this time (which coin-

cides with the employment of Com-

rade Kempff as state organizer, and
his travelling from place to place in

the state)—at tliis time the obstruc-

tionist situation passed from what
might be called the chronic into the

acute stage. It began as follows:

On August 7, 1943, the National

Secretary wrote a letter to the then

organizer of Section Seattle, George
Bennett, enclosing a clipping previ-

ously sent to the National Office by
Comrade Waitz of Iowa, who in turn

had received it from Comrade L. O.

Ludwig, at that time in the army,

and stationed at Seattle. The letter

was brief and was sent as a, matter

of routine information, the clipping

being a letter which Comrade Lud-
wig (a new and enthusiastic com-

rade who had been doing fine work
while in his home state, Iowa) had
sent to a Seattle newspaper. In his

letter to the Section the National

Secretary wrote:

''It is reported that Comrade Lud-
wig was told by the comrades of

Section Seattle that the Section did

not think it 'worthwhile to send

letters to the Seattle Post-Intelli-

gencer/ As you will note, it ap-

peared to be decidedly worthwhile.

Comrades Ludwig and Waitz have

certainly proved the point.

"I hope that this experience will

encourage our Seattle comrades to

utilize this opportunity, with the

many others presented around us, to

extend knowledge of the S.L.P. and
its principles to large circles of

readers in Seattle and vicinity."

As will be noted, no reply was re-

quested by the National Secretary,

and none was expected, the Seattle

organizer not being in the habit of

writing any more letters to the Na-
tional Office than he had to. Subse-

quently a letter was received from
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Comrade Ludwig who hnd attended

'the Sc(dion rnccling at wlii(!h the

al)ave letter was read. Comrade
Lmlwig wrote in part:

"On Sunday, August 15, I was
present at a regular meeting of Sec-

tion Seattle. A letter from you and
a copy of a letter to the [Seattle]

Post-Intelligencer were read. A
discussion of your letter was taken

which lasted for nearly an hour. At
least three comrades appeared much
concerned and indignant It ap-

peared to me that their resentment

showed more concern by the mere
receipt of your letter. . . .than (by)

the subject of the letter.'*

Reflect on this for a moment:
One hour was spent discussing a

simple letter of routine importance,

and in light of what happened later,

and remembering the presence at

that meeting of Krauklis and Ben-
nett (who the third "indignant"

member was we do not know), we
can take it for granted that the

discussion was acrimonious, and that

the duo or trio paid their usual com-
pliments to the "National Office"

in the usual terms. And this in the

presence of a young, inexperienced,

but very earnest and devoted com-

rade^ who was utterly bewildered

and dismayed (if not considerably

disillusioned) at the spectacle pre-

sented to him at what probably was
his first experience at an S.L.P. Sec-

tion meeting.

On August 17 the Section organ-

izer, G. Bennett, wrote the follow-

ing letter to the National Secretary:

''At Section Seattle's regular

business meeting held August 15th

the following motion was passed:

'Moved and seconded that the or-

ganizer be instructed to write to the

National Office inquiring about the

asscrllon irr your letter of August

7 til that Section Seattle refused to

write letters to the capitalist pa-

pers.'

^'Section Seattle is concerned that

such a letter as yours of August 7th

should have been written on what
appears to be an unfounded rumor.

The letter that Comrade Ludwig
wrote to the Post-IntelUgencer on
July 13th did not mention either the

S.L.P. or its program. Section Se-

attle cannot see the assertion that

anyone has proved any point.

"The records of the Section show
that this matter has never been

brought before the Section. The
members of the Section therefore do
not know what it is all about."

The National Secretary replied

under date of August 25, 1943, ad-

dressing the organizer:

"I acknowledge receipt of the

shocking letter dated August 17

which you inform me you wrote by
instruction of Section Seattle, and
which contains the motion adopted
by the Section at its regular meet-
ing held August 15. The letter is

shocking, first, because of its mis-

statements, and its misrepresenta-

tion of the letter I wrote the Sec-

tion under date of August 7; and,

secondly, because of the unwhole-
some, un-S.L.P, attitude it reflects

on the part of at least a majority
of the memibers present at the Au-
gust 15 meeting.

"The Section charges that the

National Office has stated that Sec-
tion Seattle 'refuses to write hitters

to the capitalist press.' This is a

gross misstatement. Section Seattle

must know that the statement is

false since undoubtedly you read my
letter of August 7 to the Section.

In that letter I clearly stated that
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it had been reported (by a sincere
and serious-minded comrade) that
'comrades of Section Seattle' had
told him that the Section did not
think it 'worthwhile to send letters

to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer/
The National Office did not accept
as a fact that the Section officially

had 'refused to write letters to the
capitalist papers/ Knowing that
Comrade Ludwig would not lie^, the
National Office accepted as a true
statement that certain comrades had
told him what he reported. Com-
mon sense and logic, and plain Eng-
lish, should make it clear that nei-
ther Comrade Ludwig nor the Na-
tional Office made any charge
against the Section. Least of all did
anyone say (not even the individual
comrades referred to by Comrade
Ludwig) that the Section 'refused
to write letters to the capitalist pa-
pers/ There is a vast and vital dif-

ference between saying that S.L.P.
members refuse to do a certain
thing, and that they do not 'think
it worthwhile' to do that thing.

"I wrote the letter of August 7
to Section Seattle for one reason,
and one reason only: to utilize the

opportunity once more to impress
upon members of the Party the vi-

tal importance of writing letters to

the capitalist press^ and to remind
them of their duty to do so regard-
less of possible past experiences or
personal opinions. A careful read-
ing of the National Office letter of
August 7 should leave no doubt in

anyone's mind on that score.

"A proper reply from Section Se-
attle to the August 7 letter (and,
incidentally, no reply was requested
in that letter) would have been,
first, to state that the comrades who
allegedly misrepresented Section

Seattle's attitude to Comrade Lud-
wig on the point in question, did not
express the Section's collective opin-
ion, with a declaration to the effect

that Section Seattle does think it

worthwhile to write letters to the
capitalist press, and that the Section
has tried, and has encouraged ihe
members to try, to get letters pub-
lished in the Post-Intelligencer, and
other papers. And, further, to sub-
mit evidence that such letters had
been written. And this prompts
these questions, which I now request
the Section to answer:

"L Does Section Seattle ap-
prove, and does the Section 'think it

worthwhile' to write letters to the
capitalist press ?

"2. Has Section Seattle urged
upon its members the 'worthwhile-
ness' and the duty to write such
letters? If so, when and how.^

"3. If such letters have been
written, were they published ? When
and where.? I recall no reports
from the Section of such attempts
having been made, and if they were
made, the fact should be recorded on
Section activities reports, and from
there in the records in the National
Office. If the National Office has
overlooked anything in this respect,

our records should, and must, be
corrected or completed.

"The National Office letter of
August 7 was writtea on no 'un-

founded rumor.' It was written on
the specific information supplied by
a loyal Party member in good stand-
ing. And the National Office letter,

as stated, was not written merely to

repeat what might, or might not,

have been hearsay, but in order to

remind once again the Section and
the members of the splendid oppor-
tunities (among many others) at
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hand lo prvsvnl S.L.I*. views

Ihrcyugli llu" cHpilalist papers.

"It is luially irrcU'vant whcllier

t>r not CiMuradc Ludwig's letter

mentioned 'the S.L.P. or its pro-

gram.' Often capitalist papers de*

lete references to the S.L.P. in pub-

lishing letters. While such dele-

tions o'bviously reduce the value of

such letters, they do not render

them worthless. Bnt Comrade Lud-

wig's letter to the Post Intelligencer

is not the issue. The sole question

is the Section's attitude, and whether

it was reported with substantial ac-

,curacy^ through what certain indivi-

dual members had told Comrade

Ludwig. Your answers to the above

questions will settle that.

"It is unfortunate, and it reflects

an unwholesome attitude on the part

of the Section, that the National

Office letter of August 7 should

have been the subject of what ap-

pears to be hostile, and possibly

prolonged and acrimonious debate,

particularly in the presence of a

new, enthusiastic, though naturally

inexperienced comrade, especially

inexperienced in organizational mat-

ters. It is impossible to believe that

the action, and reflected attitude, of

Section Seattle at its August 15

meeting, could have been anything

but discouraging or disheartening to

an inexperienced and young com-

rade, however enthusiastic and seri-

ous he may be. The Section on this

occasion rendered a distinct disser-

vice to the Party, and in my judg-

ment it has cause to be ashamed of

its action and reflected attitude.

"There are a few more points I

should like to make in this connec-

tion, but I shall defer doing so until

I have conferred with the N.E.C.

Sub-Committee, and after I have

rct'civcd your reply lo Uiis IclU r. I

trust this reply will be received in

tiiiu' for submission to the N.l^'.C.

Sub-Committee meeting to be iicld

September 9, 1943/'

No reply had been received by

the time the National Secretary

again found it necessary to write

the Section, on September 11, 194^3.

At this point it is necessary to in-

ject a note. On July 26 the Na-

tional Secretary had written all the

Sections on the Pacific Coast in or-

der to secure their cooperation in

having a large quantity of the new

leaflet, "The Union Jack Built,"

printed in California for distribu-

tion among the Pacific Coast Sec-

tions. By September 11 all but one

Section had replied to the National

Office letter of July 26, the excep-

tion being, of course, Section Se-

attle. In the September 11 letter

the National Secretary requested

Section Seattle to reply at once,

**with an explanation for the delay

or failure to reply to date."

On September 14 a letter was re-

ceived by the National Office from

the Section, dated September 8. In

this letter the amazing Section Se-

attle made the astounding demand

*'for a refund for the pamphlets that

were taken out of circulation," i.e.^

the pamphlets withdrawn because

of the war ! Peremptorily the organ-

izer wrote: "The Section wishes

credit for this amount $14.30."

This, of course, was simply one

more of the sort of provocative acts

with which we were becoming famili-

ar as coming from Seattle—acts de-

signed to irritate the National Of-

fice and to waste its time and effort

—unless we are to assume that those

responsible for these acts are hope-
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Icssiy stupid. In part the National Suib-Coinmittee, information as to
Secretary replied: who moved and seconded the im-

"In making such a demand, and proper August 17 action, and who
above all at this time. Section Se- moved and seconded the astounding
attle once again has proved its, shall motion to send tlie letter in which
we say 'uniqueness' ?—among S.L.P. demand was made for "refund,"
Sections. While from a few quar- etc.; also information was requested
ters (immediately after the 'war as to who were present and absent
pamphlets' were withdrawn) inqui- from the two meetings in question,
ries were received as to wihat to do /-, o ^ , , „
with the pamphlets, and whether ^ September 21 the Section ii-

possibly the pamphlets could be ex-
"^"^

r"*-
^.e National Oifice

changed for others, etc., this is the ZT H ^^'^f^
*" print leaf-

first and only instance of a Section f' .T f''^'''^' ^T''
^'"' ""'

demanding refund, and expressing , , 'f'^^^'S^^^
'eply we received

the peremptory 'wish' for a credit! *\"
^""f ^f^^ *^« -"""th^ ««'•«"

And to cap the climax, the Section
^

,'^?
^'"' *'*'= S*'^""" « cooperation

demands refund of $14.30 which (if
'"^ ^^'' important matter:

that otherwise represents the 'retail "Moved and seconded that the

value') would be paying the Section organizer be instructed to write the

approximately $4.29 as a premium National Oifice and tell them that

on the lot!! (It is assumed, of *^^^ Section has over 18,000 leaflets

course, that the Section was charged ®^ hand and plenty of pamphlets."

the retail price, less the regular Sec- This reply was as responsive as
tion discount of 30 per cent.) And if one had asked someone what time
this comes from a Section whose it was and received the reply: "I
S.E.C. (tihe majority of which are <lon't think so" ! And to the request
members of Section Seattle) in re- for information as to who moved
cent months has received from the and seconded the motions refrrred
National Office the amount of $1,000 ^o above, the Section, with evasive
for agitational purposes, a substan- insolence, replied that "both letters
tial part of which directly benefited (August 17 and Septeml^er 8) were
Section Seattle! handled by the Section as a whole

''Since in the other cases referred and no individual records were
to, the inquiring (as distinguished kept."

from 'demanding') Sections were in- Finally, with that letter was en-
formed that no exchanges nor re- closed a statement by a committee
funds on withdrawn pamphlets of the Section, approved by the Sec-
could be made, the answer is the tion, and purporting to be a reply
same (with added emphasis) : No to the National Oifice letter of Au-
refund, no credit, will or can be gust 25, in which the Section had
given Section Seattle on withdrawn been proved guilty of making false
Var pamphlets.'

"
charges against the National Oifice

Having in mind the impelling ne- anent the Ludwig incident. The
cessity of putting an end to this very firs^ paragraph of that state-
sort of thing, the National Secretary ment presents a matchless example
requested, for the benefit of the of impertinence, insolence and ques-
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I ion -dodging. It dcHcrvcs to be re- or lo Sc-pU'riibcr 10. Pirate ex

prodiK-t'ii flicrc: plain/'

..„, . . . . 'I'hc Siib-Committee furtiher de-
"We are Hurv. llinl an opinion ex-

, i , . i> . ».i

., ,. p ,, c 1 manded to know wliy lor two montlis
>ressed 1>y a Section of the Social-

. |. -i i . ^

the organizer failed to reply prop-

erly to the request for coaperation,

1

ist Labor Party in organized exis-

tence since 1897, should receive iirst
• ^- ^ n ^ u t> -^

., .. . „^ 11 ri A etc., re prmtmg leaflets on the racilic
<'onsideration. After all. Comrade ^ ,

. .i o ^. i- -^

^ . . - . 1 -1 Coast, censurmg the Section lor its
Petersen, forty-six years of rich and ,.,,'. i i i • ^i i. -4.

, ,, \. "^
, ,. ,. ,1^ dilatoriness, and declaring that its

valuable experience have distinctly / ^^ u u
, , ^ . cj i.i.1 j-u I. 4.K action and attitude were wholly

showed, here in Seattle, that the
^. . , j ^^ ^^

^ . ,. J. . J.1, u „• unsatisiactory, and altogether un-
Capitalist papers are not m the busi- -^

' ...... r, ^.

1 ^.. i.1, worthy a loyal, disciplined Section
ness to advertise the very program

^ ^, ^ ^ . /. 'r u o + -
.t . 1 .. J -4-1 r'ov.ii-oi of the Socialist Labor Party.
that seeks to do away with Capital-

-, . .v c- i.- > i? i•^ With regard to the Section s false-
ism

hoods contained in the August 17

Tihe remainder of the letter was
letter, the N.E.C. Sub-Committee

in simi'lar vein—unresponsive, ques- .^^^jg ^^^ following comment:
tion-begging and evasive. By in- .^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ paragraph of that

struction of the N.E.C. Sub-Com- *reply' irrelevantly, if not arrogant-

mittee the National Secretary wrote
j^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^|^^^ ^^^ opinion ex-

the Section under date of September pressed by a Section of the Socialist

23. In this letter the various acts L^bor Party in organized existence

of misconduct on the part of the
^^^^^ jg^rj.^ should receive first con-

Section were reviewed, as were the
gideration,' What has the Section's

various demands served upon the
'opinion,' and its having l>een organ-

Section. As to the leaflet matter, .^^^ ^^^^^ ^gg^^ ^^^ ^^ j^ ^j^h the

the Section was told its reply was
f^j^^ statements contained in the

unresponsive and its comment ir-
section's letter of August 17, and

relevant. The Section was remind- ^j^^^ j^^^^ ^.j^^g^ matters got to do

ed: ^ith the National Office letter of

"The National Office letter dealt Augu^ 25.^ Section Seattle first

with a specific leaflet ('The Union falsified the contents of the National

Jack Built'), and with a specific Office letter of August 7. It there-

problem, viz., printing leaflets on upon argued that Comrade Ludwig

the Pacific Coast. Moreover, no ex- (in a letter to a comrade in Iowa)

planation is offered by the Section had misstated the position of Section

for the inexcusable delay in acting Seattle with regard to its attitude to-

on, and replying to the National Of- ward letter-writing to the capitalist

fice July 2i6 letter. Between July press. There were two things for the

26 and September 19 the Section Section to do: First, apologize for its

held four business meetings (August improper act in falsifying and mis-

1, August 15, Septem'ber 5, Septem- representing the National Office let-

ber 19). The N.E.C. Su(b-Comrait- ter of August 7. Secondly, refute

tee desires to know why this impor- the allegedly erroneous report of

tant question was not given atten- Comrade Ludwig, viz., that mem-

tion at the August 1 meeting, or at bers of the Section had told him

any of the subsequent meetiugs pri- that the Section did not think it
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wortliwhile to write letters to the

press.

"Instead of doing these honorable

and logical things^ we are insolently

asked to respect an 'opinion' (which

had not theretofore been expressed)

by a Section in existence for forty-

six years! (As to the latter^ the

age^ and implied maturity and saga-

city of the Section, had better been

left unmentioned, in view of the dis-

graceful action of the Section.) And
what is this *opinion* which belated-

ly we are now asked to give 'firist

consideration [!!]'? It is, 'that the

Capitalist papers are not in the

business to advertise the very pro-

gram that seeks to do away with

Capitalism'

!

"If we are to accept that as the

deliberate and intelligent ( ?) state-

ment of the Section, the only com-

ment possible is that it is as frivo-

lous and arrogant as it is irrelevant.

For the Section knows that no one

in the S.L.P. (least of all the Na-

tional OlTice) has ever made any

claim that the capitalist press 'is in

the business to advertise the very

program, etc.,' or even remotely im-

plied it. What the National Office

has claimed (with proof abundant)

is that many capitalist papers

throughout the country have printed

sound S.L.P. arguments by S.L.P.

members and sympathizers, notably

newspapers in Iowa, and an out-

standing daily newspaper in Erie,

Pa,, to mention just a few. In the

latter our veteran comradcj, Frank

Knotek, has succeeded in getting

published entire WEEKLY PEO-
PLE ettticles and editorials and

whole S.L^P* leaflets, in the form of

letters, and over the signature of

Comrade Knotek. And the point

made by the National Office is, of

course, that what lias been done

elsewliere may conceivably, with

good logic, be done in Seattle—pro-

vided the effort is made, and pro-

vided the Section is competent to

write such letters. The conclusion

appears to be inescapable that Sec-

tion Seattle refuses to cooperate

with the National Organization in

this important effort, and/or that

the Section is incompetent to do
what so many other Sections and
members are successfully doing.

'*The Section's replies to the three

questions asked in the National Of-
fice letter of August 25 are reveal-

ing. In sum, they amount to say-

ing that the Section (confirming

Comrade Ludwig's statement on
what members had told him of the

Section's attitude in this respect)

'does not think it worthwhile to

write them [letters] to the Seattle

papers,' and that the Section (con-

trary to the instructions of the Na-
tional Organization to all Sections)

'has not urged this [letter writing]

upon the members.'

"The answer to the third question

is irrelevant. The National Office

letter discussed letters to the press^—^not placing advertisements in cap-
italist papers, nor offering official

election statements for publication.

The latter is another, and totally

unrelated matter. The sufbject is:

writing letters to the press by in-

dividual members.

"The sum and substance of the-

foregoing is that Section Seattle fal-

sified a National Office letter, mis-

represented what Comrade Ludwig
had reported, and then admitted the

truth of what Comrade Ludwig ac-

tually did report, at the same time
declarmg itself in opposition to the

National Organization policy of
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urging K'Mcr-writing to the capital-

ist newspapers, and acknowledging

that it has disregarded National Of-

fice instructions to Sections to urge

members to write letters to the

press.

"Again, the Section has conducted

itself discreditably, and acted con-

trary to organizational procedure,

and contrary to the best interests

of the Party."

On the matter of making and sec-

onding motions, the Sub-Committee

rejected the Section's answer, re-

newing its demand for information

on this point. The Sub-Committee

warned the Section as follows:

"The N.E.C. Suib-Committee cau-

tions the Section against sending

evasive or stereotyped replies, or

merely quoting motions that incom-

pletely (and therefore unintelli-

gently) report action taken by the

Section. The National Office has

been surfeited with such heretofore,

and no more will be accepted or re-

garded responsive and satisfactory.

"The N.E.C. Sub-Committee has

good reasons for wanting the infor-

mation demanded, reasons for which

it will hold itself solely accountable

to the National Executive Committee

and/or to the National Convention

of the Party."

The N.E.C. Sub-Committee final-

ly declared:

"For its uncooperative and un-

S.L.P. conduct, the N.E.C. Sub-

Committee hereby administers a re-

tbuke, and confers upon the Section

a severe censure, hoping that the

Section will hereafter mend its

ways, and fall in line with the rest

of the Organization in every way,

to the end that we may march unit-

edly and harmoniously toward our

great goal, the emancipation of the

working class."

On October 12 the Section replied

in the familiar manner. As the

National Secretary wrote to the or-

ganizer on October 22: " the

Section's action was responsive to

the NjEjC. SxibnCommittee's in-

structions in two respects only, viz.,

furnishing the minutes of the two

Section meetings involved, and the

names of those present and absent

at the August 15 and September 5

meetings .... In all other respects

the Section completely ignored the

demands of the N.E.C, Sub-Com-
mittee, thus ignoring^ if not defying,

the instructions of the National Or-

ganization." Though ignoring the

essential parts of the Sub-Commit-

tee's instructions, the Section coolly

asked that "the matter be closed"!!

The National Secretary repeated

the Sub-Committee's demands, and

warned the Section that proper an-

swers must be submitted in time for,

the next Sub-Committee meeting.

The National Secretary also called

attention to the significant fact that

at meetings where important action

was taken by the Section only a small

minority of the entire membership

was present, (At the August 15

meeting only 9 out of a total of 24

members were present; at the Sep-

tember 5 meeting only 10 out of 24

were present.) The National Sec-

retary added: *'In each case only a

little more than one-third of the to-

tal membership committed the entire

Section to disgraceful action, and to

a conduct repugnant to the spirit

and purpose of the Socialist Labor

Party." And the National Secre-

tary concluded on that point: ''The

fact is here recorded, not because

the technical legality of one-third
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of the mcm'bersliip acting for the
entire membership is questioned^ but
because the fact itself is ominous,
considering the improper attitude of
the few who comimitted the entire

membership as aforesaid."

And the National Secretary's let-

ter closed with this warning:
**If the Section (or the minority

of the mem'bers who meet and act

for the whole Section) has the in-

terests of the Party at ^heart, if they
mean to serve^ and not to hinder
and disrupt the Party in any manner
or degree, those responsible for the
good name and future usefulness of
Section Seattle will see to it that all

the instructions of the N.E.C. Sub-
Committee are forthwith carried out
so that if at all possible, this 'in-

cident' may 'be closed without fur-

ther waste of time or possible grave
injury to the Socialist Labor Party,
either as a whole, or in part."

This letter was unanimously ap-
proved by the N.E.C. Sub-Commit-
tee at its meeting held October 28,
and the Section was directed to car-
ry out all previous instructions is-

sued to it.

On November 7 the Section re-

plied, again ignoring all but one of
the instructions ^by the N.E.C. Sub-
Committee. In this letter we are
treated to a disgusting performance
of Jesuitical casuistry. Though this

letter was signed by George Ben-
nett, it is impossible that it could
have been written by him. Its style

is strikingly similar to the letters

written, and reports submitted, by
the state organizer^ Comrade Kempff

,

though we have no definite proof
that he is the author of the letter.

Perhaps some of the members of
Section Seattle have adopted, or
have unconsciously fallen into the

habit of imitating the state organiz-
er's peculiar style and unusual
modes of expression. Be this as it

may, the letter itself is revolting
for its double-talk and its distortion
of the plain and simple facts. The
Section's letter is summarized and
analyzed in the following passages
from the National Secretary's letter
of November 11:

*'In its letter of November 7 the
Section now states that 'it DID
NOT and does not charge the Na-
tional Office with the statement,
"that Section Seattle 'refuses to
write letters to the capitalist

press.' " ' " (Caps ours.) Thus Sec-
tion Seattle now adds falsdiood to
previous falsehood. The simple
fact is that Section Seattle did un-
qualifiedly and falsely charge the
National Secretary as aforesaid. We
quote the relevant passages from the
Section's August 17 letter:

" *At Section Seattle's regular
business meeting held August 15 the
following motion was passed:
"Moved and seconded that the or-
ganizer be instructed to write the
National Office inquiring about the
assertion in your [National Secre-
tary's] letter of August 7 that Sec-
tion Seattle refused to write letters

to the capitalist papers. Section
Seattle is concerned that such a let-

ter as yours of August 7 should have
been written on what appears to be
an unfounded rumor.'

"This is clear, and no amount of
sophistry can make this statement
say or mean anything else than that
the Section charged the National
Secretary with making an untrue
and unfounded 'assertion' in the Au-
gust 7 letter. The National Secre-
tary had not accused the Section of
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rcfiiNiug to wrilc IcUcrH lo ibc rjipi

tnli.sl papers, and liic Seel ion (or

(hose wiio formula led the falsehood

into a formal motion) knows that

the accusation against the National

Secretary was false—that it was a

misstatement without the slightest

foundation in fact. And for the

(Section now to claim that it 'did not

charge the National Office' with

making a false assertion, is to com-

init an utterly immoral act—^it is,

as stated, to add an utterly false

and untrue statement to previous

falsehood.

"The National Secretary never

stated that he ihad ibeen informed

that the Section refused to write let-

ters to the capitalist papers. He
purveyed no 'unfounded rumor' as

the Section slanderously asserted

in its August 17 letter to the Na-

tional Office. Those who induced

the members present at the Section's

November 7 meeting to endorse the

November 7 Section letter, hnofw

that they caused these members to

join (unwittingly, we hope) in re-

peating the old, and in making a

new, false statement. There was

only one thing that the Section was

asked to do : Withdraw the falsehood

in the Section's August 17 letter,

and apologize for having been guilty

of stating the falsehood. That

would have been the decent, the hon-

orable wa}^—the way of S.L.P. men

and women. Those responsible for

the Section's action did not choose

that way. Every memlber of the

Section should ask himself: Wliy.^

"But the Section (after making

the new false assertion) does go on

to say that it 'acknowledges the in-

correctness o£ the word "refuses"

in its motion of August 15
'

Bearing in mind the facts just re-

cited, this is MS if A would eharge B
with beifig a thief; and upon being

ehallcnged on making such a false

and libelous charge, A would say:

I did not charge B with being a

thief, but I now acknowledge the

incorrectness of the word 'thief !

!

This is an exact parallel to the

amazing performance of Section Se-

attle, as conveyed through the Sec-

tion's November 7 letter, over the

signature of the organizer

!

"The paragraph in the Section's

November 7 letter in which it is at-

tempted to shift the argument from

the false charge, to the use of the

word 'inquiring,' is a choice bit of

senseless sophistry, worthy a me-

dieval professor in casuistry. The
'inquiring' part was simply the ac-

tion of the Section, that is, *inquir-

ing' about the alleged false charge

made by the National Secretary

against Seattle ! In short, believing

(rightly or wrongly, sincerely or

otherwise) that the National Secre-

tary had falsely accused Section

Seattle, the Section (in its false

premises) 'inquired* of the National

Secretary as to why he allegedly

liad made such a false charge against

the Section, expressing at the same

time Section Seattle's 'concern' that

the National Secretary could have

been guilty of such a reprehensible

act—and on what it falsely stated

was an 'unfounded rumor'

!

"As to the 'unfounded rumorj' the

Section knew, and subsequently ad-

mitted, that it was not an 'unfounded

rumor.' For the comrade (Comrade

Ludwig), who reported the Section's

attitude on writing letters to the

capitalist press, had merely stated

that 'Comrades of Section Seattle'

(note; not the Section as such) had

told him that the Section did not
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think it 'worthwhile to send letters

to the [capitalist] Seattle Post-
Intelligencer^/ In its own commit-
tee's report (adopted hy the Sec-
tion) the Section unqualifiedly states
that (and we quote) it 'does not
think it worthwhile to write them
[letters] to the Seattle papers/
Thus, using Comrade Ludwig's own
phrase, the Section admitted that he
had reported correctly, and that
there never was any question, about
any 'unfounded rumor

f

The N.E.C, Sub-Committee served
this final warning on the Section:

"For the last time Section Seattle
is hereiby directed to answer in fall

all the questions repeated and sum-
marized in the National OfFice let-

ter of October 22, 1943, and to do
So without fail^ without sophistries,

without qualifications, and with no
injections of new falsehoods or
other un-S.iL.P., hence without addi-
tional improper, statements. The
Section is directed to take such ac-
tion at its next regular Section
meeting (which we assume will be
held November 21), and to report
action taken to the National Of-
fice without unreasonable delay.

If the Section fails to take such ac-
tion, it will be declared in a state of
open disruption agumst the national
organization, whereupon measures
will he taken accordingly/*

To each member of Section Se-
attle a copy of the Sub-Committee's
letter was mailed, in order that at
greater leisure they might study this

letter, and reflect on the full impli-
cations of the Section's obstruction-
ist and un-S.L.P. conduct.

At the Section's meeting held on
November 21^ the organizer, Geo.
Bennett, 'resigned" (or "vacated"

his office, as was later claimed,
whatever the difference may be),
and the new organizer, Comrade O.
Lindberg, wrote on November 22
informing the National Office that
the Section by unanimous vote of the
sixteen members present adopted the
following motion:

"Moved and seconded that Sec-
tion Seattle apologize to National
Office for false statements and con-
tentious correspondence of August
17 from the organizer of the Sec-
tion."

We were further advised that the
Section could not finish all its busi-
ness at that meeting, and that a
"continued meeting" would be held
on November 28.

At last the Section did what it

should liave done two or three
months earlier. Its persistence in a
false statement—a statement it knew
to be false—cost the Section as well
as the National Office the loss of
many precious hours, added greatly
and intolerably to the strain and
burden of the National Secretary
and the National Office personnel,
apart from the extra hours it con-
sumed at Sub-Committee meetings,
all with serious injury to the entire
national organization. Whether de-
liberate or not, the Section's conduct
was disruptionist to a degree that
would have justified the extpulsion
and reorganization of the Section
weeks and months a^go. Yet no
drastic action was taken, and per-
haps here a grave error was commit-
ted. For, as subsequent events have
proved, the obstructionist minority
in the Section did not mend their
ways. Instead, they carried their
obstructive tactics into the State
Convention, involving other, and no
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doubt wiiolly wcll-intentfoned mem-

bers, as we sliall presently sec.

Subsequently, the Section for-

warded to the National Office

transcripts of the minutes of the

Section meetings held on November

21 and 28, 1943. Due to pressure

of many other matters of greater

immediate importance, it was not

possible for the National Secretary

and the N.E.C. Sub-Committee to

review these minutes at the time,

and further action by the National

Office was inevitably deferred.

Meanwhile, there were clear and

unmistakable indications of a eonti-

nued and systematic obstructionism

on the part of the Section, with par-

ticular reference now to the Party's

vigorous national efforts to expose

and combat the vicious efforts of the

ruling class to impose labor con-

scription on the working class. The

important National Office letter of

January 18, in which all Sections

were urged to cooperate with the

National Office in fighting the labor

conscription plot, was completely

ignored by the Section. An inquiry

from the National Office to the Sec-

tion brought the astounding infor-

mation that the letter was "filed,"

no mention even being made of it in

the Section's minutes! Upon further

inquiry the Section origanizer re-

ported that the letter had been "ac-

cidentally overlooked"! And to the

National Secretary's question as to

whether Section Seattle was 100 per

cent behind the National Organiza-

tion in fighting la'bor conscription,

the incredible reply was that "the

Section members are 100 per eent

against labor conscription" ! ! Well,

one might say as to that: "For this

relief much thanks," except that the

National Office had taken that much

for granted. But, thHt not beiiv?

in question, the Section's reply was

again as unresponsive as if one had

asked if the Section was in aigree-

ment with SjLjP. principles and had

received the answer a la the late

Calvin Coolidge: "We are 100 per

cent agin* sin." ! The Section was

again rebuked for its obvious indif-

ference toward a Party ques^tion of

vital importance, and for this new

evidence of its uncooperative atti-

tude.

Meanwhile, the N.E.C. Sub-Com-

mittee had found time to review the

minutes of the Section imeetings held

November 21 and 28, and the ac-

tion, or rather refusal (in the main)

to act on the various instructions is-

sued to it by the N.E.C. Sub-Oom-

mittee. And so on March 2:3, 194j4j

(more than seven months after the

first instruction mas given the Sec-

tion), a final letter was ordered sent

to Section Seattle by the N.E.C.

Sub-Committee. The letter is re-

produced in full here, because it

constitutes in effect a summary of

the disgraceful conduct of the Sec-

tion, and serves to bring into focus

the disruptionist attitude of the few

members in the Section who led the

Section into assuming a consistently

hostile and defiantly obstructionist

attitude toward the National Organ-

ization;

''March 23, 1944.

"Mr. O. Lindberg,

"Section Seattle. . .

.

"'Dear Comrade:

"Due to preoccupation with other

matters of more immediate impor-

tance, it has not been possible for

the N.E.C. Sub-Committee hereto-

fore to review the minutes of the

November 21 and 2^8 meetings of
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Section Seattle^ at which satisfactory
action was expected to have been
taken by the Section with regard to
the Section's previous failure to con-
duct itself in line with S.L.P. proce-
dure and standards of conduct. The
N.E.C. Sub-Committee^ having now
reviewed and considered this matter,
finds that Section Seattle only part-
ly took satisfactory action, the Sec-
tion's action for the greater part be-
ing unsatisfactory, namely, as fol-

lows :

"1. In the matter of the false
statements made by the Section
against the National Office, the ac-
tion taken iby the Section was w,hol-
Ij satisfactory. With the unani-
mous vote of the sixteen members
present at the November 21 meet-
ing, the Section acknowledged that
the Section had been guilty of mak-
ing false statements against the Na-
tional Office^ and apologized for
same. The Section's conduct in mak-
ing false statements in the first

place, and for a considerable period
of time persisting in them, was,
however, reprehensible in the high-
est degree, meriting disciplinary
measures. However, in view of the
unanimous action, and the unre-
served apologies tendered, the N.E.
C. Sub-Committee agrees to close
this particular and, for Section Se-
attle, disgraceful incident.

"For the sake of the record, the
motion adopted unanimously on this
question is herewith reproduced:

" 'Moved by S. A. Ellings and
seconded by Bertha Bossie that Sec-
tion Seattle apologize to the Nation-
al Office for false statements con-
tained in correspondence of August
17 from the organizer of the Sec-
tion. Motion carried by vote of 16
for and none against.'

"2. With refgard to the questions
asked Section Seattle in the National
Office letter of October 22, the ac-
tion taken by the Section is Wiholly
unsatisfactory. It is worse: it is
an insolent affront offered the Na-
tional Organization—an affront all
the more insolent coming from a
Section which had just recorded it-

self as being repentant because of
the false statements it had made
against the National Office. A mo-
tion to appoint a committee to an-
swer the National Office letter was
voted down, though that obviously
would have been the proper action
since it would have enabled the Sec-
tion to study the questions involved
carefully, and then prepare the ap-
propriate replies in keeping with the
truth, the facts and S.L.P. decency.
The only conclusion possible is that
Section Seattle did not want to se-
cure the facts or to report truth-
fully.

"This conclusion is fully borne
out by the subsequent action taken.
The Section adopted a motion which
declared 'that Section Seattle has
no way of Ending out who moved
and who seconded or voted for and
who voted against motions passed in
August 15 and September 5 meet-
ings.* It is improbable, but pos-
sible, that no one (except the mov-
ers and seconders of the motions)
now recalls who moved and second-
ed these motions, since it appears
that no record of same was made in
the minutes. But certainly the two
members who moved and seconded
these motions know that they did so.

Their silence is dishonorable, and
assuming that they were among the
seven who voted for the amazing
motion quoted above (which, of
course, they must have been), they
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deliberately violated the trulli when

they de'clared that thei/ did not

know. Individuals who will deliber-

ately lie in such matters will com-

mit any other crime against the Par-

"As to the Section's alleged in-

ability to ascertain who voted for or

against the August 15 and Septem-

l>er 6 motions, the action of the ma-

jority who So declared can only be

described as dishonorable, except

for the possibility of one or two of

these seven sincerely believing that

there was *no way of finding out*

because the majority in the Section

had proved itself uncooperative as

regards the iSection's relations to

the National Office—that, in short,

that majority had on previous occa-

sions shown that they set personal

considerations above Party disci-

pline and Party considerations.

Shortly before that, the motion to

elect a committee to answer the

questions put in the October 22 let-

ter from the National Office had

been voted down, though, as previ-

ously stated, obviously the election

of such a committee would have

been the sensible thing, since it

would have enabled the Section to

answer the questions properly after

a careful check-up and investigation.

Each memlber would have been asked

how and why he or she voted on the

motions in question, and certainly

each one would have been able to

answer such questions if their con-

cern really was for the Party. Since

the question involved was no mere

routine matter, but questions at is-

sue between the Section and the Na-

tional Office, lapse of memory could

not be pleaded unless we are to as-

sume, as an improbable alternative^

that there are members in the Sec-

lion so stupid or indifferent as niH,

to know why or how they voted on

important questions. If, however,

we are compelled to assume that

these are^ indeed, the reasons for

their declaring the Section unable

to secure the information demanded

by the National Office, then we are

also compelled to conclude that they

are too uninformed, too unintelli-

gent, to qualify for membership in

the Party. The members cannot

have it both ways: They cannot

claim alertness and an intelligent

exercise of S.L.P. judgment, and

yet claim inability to answer simple

questions that any honesty intelli-

gent S.L.P. man neither could, nor

would, have any difficulty in an-

swering promptly and truthfully.

"At the subsequent or continued

meeting (Nov, 28) a motion was

presented which apparently had for

its essential purpose the recording

of the above sound conclusion as a

fact. This motion (made by Com-

rade S. A. Ellings and seconded by

Comrade Martha Bossie) would

have placed Section Seattle on rec-

ord as follows:

" 'Due to the chaotic and anti-

organizational procedure of Section

Seattle in defying the National Of-

fice for the last several years, it

seems now almost impossible to ob-

tain the answers to the question A
B C and D, paragraph 2, that the

National Secretary asked in [the

Sub-Committee*s] letter of October

22, 1943, because those who are in

a position to know do not remember

or will not divulge anything that

will clarify the situation. The Sec-

tion can only pledge its absolute

support thereafter to the National

Office.'

**This motion was voted down.
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Had it been adopted, the air would
have been cleared and definite steps

might then have been taken to set

the Section's house in order. As
the matter stands now^ by defeating

this motion, the majority of the

Section in effect declared that they
would not pledge support to the Na-
tional Organization hereafter. Chari-

tably it must be assumed that not

all the members who voted against

the motion did so for any anti-S.L.P.

reason—in fact, we know that sev-

eral certainly did not do so. The
Section's chaotic condition, and the

systematic obstructionism which has

characterized the Section's action

for so many months, ,had apparently

borne fruit, since the thinking and
judgment of the cooperative mem-
bers had become confused to the

point where unwittingly they lent

support to the uncooperative frac-

tion in the Section.

"In view of the past record of

Section Seattle, in view of its proven

unwillingness or extreme reluctance

to work as a disciplined S.L.P. unit,

the N.E.C. Sub-Committee must re-

ject as un-S.L.tP., and as another

sample of obstructionism, the de-

claration of the Section that it *has

no way of finding out,' etc. Recog-
nizing that at this particular time

it will prove difficult and time-con-

suming further to probe the facts

in this connection, the N.E.C. Sub-
Committee hereby censures the Sec-

tion for its improper conduct, and
for its failure to maintain organiza-

tional discipline, S.L.P. dignity, and
failure to manifest that minimum
degree of cooperativeness without

which no organization can possibly

function. At the same time the N.
E.C. Sub-Committee serves notice

on the Section that the incident is

not closed, but will ibe fully ex-
plored, and finally adjudged, at the
proper time.

"3. With reference to the insis-

tent letters from the National Office

to Section Seattle (beginning July
26), regarding the matter of print-

ing and distributing leaflets on the
Pacific Coast, and the securing of
the Section's cooperation in this re-

spect (together with all the other
Sections on the Pacific Coast), the
Section adopted the following mo-
tion:

" 'The Organizer be instructed to
notify the National Office in answer
to the question of why the letter of
July 26 was not answered that as

the Section did not need any leaflets

it was not necessary to answer the
letter [should read ''letters"].'

''The N.E.C. Sub-Committee re-

jects this attempted explanation as

utterly wrong and unresponsive. It

was deemed important to have this

new leaflet ('The Union Jack
Built') printed on the Pacific Coast.
In considerable detail the reasons
for the importance of having this

done was explained in the National
Office letter of July 26. That let-

ter expressly called for prompt and
definite replies. Every Section was
expected to cooperate with the Na-
tional Office and the Pacific Coast
Sections in having a large quantity
printed. It was necessary for the
National Office to ascertain to what
extent such cooperation was pos-
sible. If any Section could not, or

would not cooperate, that informa-
tion, too, was needed. Each Sec-
tion had been urgently requested to

reply within a specified time. To
ignore the request of the National
Office (as did Section Seattle), and
to do so in face of repeated and
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rvcr more iuHiHlciil Iritcrs from \\\v.

Naliofinl Office, was to prove non-

cooperation and amounted to liold-

ing tlie National Office in Contempt.

The National Organization is the

judge as to what is necessary in

such matters, not an individual Sec-

tion. Moreover, no properly consti-

tuted and loyally functioning Sec-

tion would manifest such a shocking

degree of indifference and non-

cooperation.

"The N.E.C. Sub-Committee, in

rejecting the plea of Section Seat-

tle, records its complete dissatisfac-

tion with the Section's obvious lack

of cooperation in this particular re-

spect, and rebukes the Section for

its unorganizational conduct.

**5. If the then Organizer, Com-
rade George Bennett, was unable to

function properly as such (as is

claimed by Section Seattle), the

Section should have elected a com-

rade who could function as Organ-

izer. We regard it as preposterous,

however, to argue that during the

period of nearly two months (from

July 26 to September 21, 1943) the

Organizer could not have found time

and energy to answer the July 26

National Office letter. The fact

that he was able to write other let-

ters (including those certifying to

the Section's obstructionism) to the

National Office during this period

(though studiously ignoring the July

26 National Office letter) disproves

the claim of the Section.

"6. The belated action of the

Section, taken at its Noveml)er 28,

1943, meeting, in instructing the

members to write letters to the capi-

talist press has been noted. Judging

by reeent indications, however, it

would appear that the Section as a

whole is not taking itself seriously

in tliis rcspccL This niaMx r will be

dealt with further in due time.

"By this time it should be dear
to M the members of Section Se-

attle that no Section, and no mem-
ber, will !be permitted 'to play mon-

keyshines with the Party,' to use

De Leon's phrase. It is incredible

that there should thave been any

doubt anywhere as to this, at this

late date. The time is at hand when
patience with conduct such as mani-

fested by 'Section Seattle in recent

months must end. It is hoped and

expected that all the members of

the Section will get completely in

line with the Organization, with no

mental reservations, and that they

will all act as honorable and self-

disciplined S.L.P. memtbers natural-

ly and instinctively act on all occa-

sions; and that every member, and
the Section as a whole, will cooper-

ate 100 per cent with the National

Organization in regard to all propo-

sitions and instructions submitted to

all the Sections, and specifically to

Section Seattle. The N.E.C. Sub-

Committee would like nothing bet-

ter than to bring this and similar

discussions to a definite close. It

can only be closed, however, by
either the Section conforming 100

per cent to S.L.P, procedure and

standards, by acting as a disciplined

and cooperating unit, or by com-

plete elimination of whatever frac-

tion in the Section may now consti-

tute a disruptive or deliberately un-

cooperative, undisciplined element.

The N.E.C. Sub-Committee is satis-

fied that the overwhelming majority

of the Section's membership sincere-

ly desire to see the Section and Par-

ty progress, and desire to abide by

Party rules and discipline. And
the N.E.C. Sub-Committee appeals
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l() lliis majority (and gladly iii-

<Imlcs in this appeal the olxstrac-

tive minority if they mend their

ways) to keep the Section fully in

line with the National Organization^,

both as to policies and principles^

S.S well as sound organizational pro-

cedure.

"By instruction of the N.E.C.
Sub-Committee,

(Signed) **Arnold Petersen,

^'National Secretary.*'

The onlj action taken by the Sec-

tion on this letter was that it had
been filed for future reference!

From time to time the National
Office would receive letters from
Party members in Washington^ ex-

pressing shocked surprise at the

misconduct of the leading disrup-

tionists, and at the insulting remarks
made by these anent the National
Officers of the Party. All these

letters (which are at the disposal

of this Convention) simply con-

firmed what we already knew, ex-

cept that they gave particulars as

to the characteristic language em-
ployed by those who consistently

and systematically have been con-

ducting a campaign to undermine
the confidence of the members in

the National Organization and the

National Officers placed in posi-

tions of trust by the membership
through the democratic processes of

the Party. And in this they have
been aided, covertly or overtly, by
the State Organizer^ Comrade G.
Kempff^ elected as a delegate to this

Convention. More will be adduced
on this head presently, but at this

point it is pertinent to record an
amazing tribute paid Section Seattle

by the State Organizer at the very
time when the Section was obstruct-

ing the National 'Organization, and
when it was being questioned by the

N.E.C. Sub-Committee as to its im-

proper conduct. In his report, re-

ceived by the National Office on
October 15, 1943, the State Organ-
izer wrote:

''And not only was there a more
responsive change in the laborers

themselves, but Section Seattle arose

to it with a finer spirit of coopera-
tion for and in organizing work. On
the whole, the members of Section
Seattle took a more intimate view of
your organizer's woi-k and showed a

healthy and abiding desire to

strengthen Section's internal organ-
ization, girding themselves, as it

were, for the immense work ahead
that is approaching the S.L.P. with
lightning speed, historically said. A
definite trend and intensified inter-

est and return to first principles is

its right spirit toward solid growth.
It is more eager than ever to trans-

late into action the fact that Sec-
tion Seattle is the S.I..P. in Seattle.

If all Sections and State Organiza-
tions throughout the land could be
imbued with a steadily growing con-
sciousness of this fact in each case,

what an incredibly irresistible force

of solidarity would there not ema-
nate from the Socialist Labor Party
of America."

For sheer audacious impudence it

would be difficult to match this

piece of undisguised propaganda in

behalf of a Section that had gone
the limit in obstructionism and op-
position to the National Organiza-
tion!

Knowing the facts, and being
aware of the Section's disgraceful

conduct, and its failure to carry on
as a useful, disciplined unit of the
Party, State Organizer Kempff had

]
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the cn'rontrry l»» /icclnini Section

Scalih' a.s a iiiodtd for nW "the Sec-

tions and State Organizations

tIirougIu)ut the land," and to make
the patently absurd and false asser-

tion that Section Seattle ''showed a

healtliy and abiding desire to

strengthen Section's internal organ-

ization. ..."!!

Further comments on this impu-

dent statement would be superfluous.

We may, each of us, draw our own
conclusions as to the motives which

prompted State Organizer Kempff to

make it.

Among the letters received unso-

licited by the National Office one

received from Comrade Chas. J. So-

lie of Section Everett is of particu-

lar interest at this point. Comrade
Solie, a member of the S.E.C., wrote

the National Office on January 10,

1944, stating, among other things,

that no cooperation could be ex-

pected from a Section (Seattle)

whose organizer "refers to the Na-
tional Office as a bunch of racket-

eers when a call for funds is issued,

as he did as a member of the S.E.

C." Comrade Solie then quotes

Comrade Egan, a veteran member
of the Party, who has sought to

maintain proper order and decency

in the Section, as saying "that at

every Section meeting Bennett and

Krauklis would refer to the Nation-

al Office (Comrade Hass and Com-
rade Petersen) as bosses and popes

.... Comrade Kempff, our State Or-

ganizer, was at the meeting; he de-

fended them on, as ,he claimed, prin-

ciples...." Elaborating on this

letter. Comrade Solie, referring to

those who take the lead in slander-

ing the National Officers and in op-

posing the National Organization,

wrote as follows in a letter to the

National On'icc (bitcd March 24,

1944:

"Krauklis is the head, Bennett

liis assistant, and later Kempff the

State Organizer. There are others,

but I believe they are only influ-

enced by these three.

"I charge Krauklis with continu-

ously misrepresenting the National

Organization, which he always re-

fers to as the National Office. First,

when I was over at Bremerton at

the time when the members-at-large

were transferred to their nearest

Section, he continuously pointed

out that we had lost contact with
them, and that all power had been
taken away from them and vested

in the hands of the National Office.

And I was inclined to agree with
him until I got back and found that

it was the opposite, and caused me
in one of my reports to give the

National Office a favorable comment
on the way it was handled by the

National Office.

"Secondly, at a meeting in Everett

he cautioned the members against

placing their power in the hands of

the National Office, indicating that

there was a danger of that at the

present time; which had a very dam-
aging effect on the members at a
time when we are straining our-

selves to the utmost to keep them
together.

"As to Bennett, he has been con-

tinuously slandering the National
Office and any member that sup-

ports it, especially Comrade Du-
rych ....

"As to Kempff's visit in Everett
and its effect, he did put our head-
quarters in order, which was badly
needed. He stayed two nights with
us; I lived with Comrade Eaymond
Solie at the time. The first night

1
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he got into an argument with Ray-

mond about the markets^ he

(Kempff) claimed that the markets

of the capitalist class of this coun-

try was the working class of other

countries. Such is our Organizer

.

When I asked him to write up a let-

ter informing the members of the

several funds^ he protested against

the national funds and it was only

upon my insistence that he did so.

That puts him in the same category

with the other two as to cooperation

with the National Organization.

"Now as to the contacts he made^

there were twenty that wanted to be

notified of a study class whenever

we started and several that wanted

to subscrifbe to the WlEERiLY

PEOPLE^ and several that wanted

trial subs. We had a committee of

three to call on them. We got none.

We held a meeting for the purpose

of organizing a study class notifying

all those that wanted to be notified^

also all of the contacts. We had

Comrade Egan as speaker. Not one

of his contacts eame and if we had

not gone after some of our own con-

tacts the meeting would have been

a flop. We did have a good meeting.

As to the trial subs., at least two

have notified the National Office that

they do not want them; as to the

others, as yet I do not know.'*

Comrade iRoss Schelin, who is a

member of Section Aiborn, Minn.,

and who happened to be visiting Se-

attle during the past few months,

wrote this letter to the National

Secretary on March 24, 1944:

"I attended the business meeting

of Section Seattle on Sunday,

March 19. What I witnessed was

rather disheartening, especially now

when the eoncerted effort of all the

members is needed for the coming

campaign and figliting the proposed

labor draft law."

Comrade Schelin then relates the

action of the Section regarding the

National Office letter in which full

support was urged for the labor con-

scription fight. To quote Comrade

Schelin further:

**In discussing the matter of or-

dering 60 Labor Draft pamphlets,

it was argued that the proposed La-

bor Draft law probably would not

be enacted until after the general

election so there would be no object

in ordering a large amount of these

pamphlets, for when that law is;

passed, there would be no use in

having a quantity of the pamphlets

on hand for distribution ! The motion

to order the pamphlets carried/'

Perhaps if the National Office

would have guaranteed to give "re-

fund" for unsold copies, a larger

quantity might have been ordered

!

Comrade Schelin eontinues:

*'Next, criticism of the Party's

official organ seemed to be in order.

One member introduced a resolution

he hoped the Section would adopt

so that it could be brought up at the

State Convention. This resolution

called on the Party to launch a new

weekly publication for the purpose

of education and agitation among

non-party members. A paper that

would give the 'A-iB-C's' of Social-

ism. The resolution was voted

down.

"Another member, the chairman,

charged that the columns of the

WEEKLY PEOPLE were not open

to members. That is, only a few

outside the Editor had any articles

in the PEOPLE. He maintained

further that the columns of the W.
P. should be open to the opposition

or capitalist writers. After this
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quibbling whh over ii moti<»n was

carried U) order 101 copits of the

May Day Wl^l^KLY P1U>PLE if

available.' (The extra one copy to

take advantage of the reduced rates

of over 100 copies.)

**About all that was accomplished

at this meeting that lasted about

three hours was to order the pam-

phlets and PEOPLES, accept the

resignation of the financial secreta-

ry and elect a new one, and set

April 30 as the date for their May

Day meeting."

And this is the Section hailed by

State Organizer Kempff as a model

to inspire all our Sections "through-

out the land"

!

We now come to the last chapter

in this recital of a state of disrup-

tion that challenges comparison with

any previous one in the Party. It

deals mainly with the disgraceful

conduct of the disruptionist element

at the recent Washington State Con-

vention. (Again it should be noted

that not all who supported the anti-

organizational conduct of the Seattle

contingent are regarded as disrup-

tionists even though unwittingly

they lent their support.)

The Washington State Conven-

tion was held on March 26, 1944, in

Seattle. It brought into focus, and

climaxed, all that had preceded dur-

ing the last four years in the Wash-

ington Socialist Labor Party, and

particularly all that has happened

since the summer of 1943. It seemed

almost as if several streams had con-

verged and, reaching a dain, spilled

over. And, to keep to the allegory,

one might name the various streams,

calling one, say, the Seattle disrup-

tionist river, another the river of

S.L.P. goodnaturedness, a third the

rivrr of rrrduHl.v, n fourth tlu river

of personal ambition, a fifth the riv-

er of wliippcrsnapperish ignorance,

and so forth. In a certain limited

sense the convention was a replica

of Section Seattle, the impression of

its being so receiving force by the

circumstance that it met in the

same place where the business meet-

ings of Section Seattle regularly

take place.

That the great majority of the

delegates present were earnest, sin-

cere and loyal S.L.P. members need

not be doubted, any more than it is

doubted that the majority of the

Seattle membership are such, even

though some of them have been mis-

led into supporting disruptionist tac-

tics and open or veiled attacks on

the National Organization. In plain

evidence at the convention was the

sinister hand of design. Unmistak-

able were the indications of previ-

ously planned, concerted action, di-

rected against the National Organ-

ization, regardless of pious protesta-

tions or pretended solicitude for the

Party and the Party's principles.

The evidence consists in the main of

the many so-called "resolutions"

brought into the convention, seem-

ingly from different Sections in the

state, but all of a sameness in char-

acter and style, and oneness in pur-

pose and aim, that betrayed them as

being of common origin, as being

the products of the same mind, and

that mind unmistakably reflecting or

representing the Krauklis, Bennett

group of chronic dissenters. Let it

be stated right at this point that

this is not a fanciful supposition—

not a matter of conjecture or

strained speculation. It is a matter

subject to proof.

But let us briefly consider tlie
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character and purpose of tliese so-

called resolutions. The minutes of

the convention are revealing in this

respect. First of all, let us note

the fact that the resolutions com-
mittee included Comrades Krauklis

and Kempff. However, they consti-

tuted a minority of that committee.

Secondly, let us note the origin of
these resolutions.

Section Vancouver introduced ttie

following resolutions: Resolution

requiring N.E.C. member of Region
7 to issue periodic reports to State

Executive Committees in the Re-
gion; resolution on printing an ar-

ticle on Industrial Unionism in each
issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE.
These from Section Vancouver which
heretofore has given not the slight-

est indication of having any views
on established procedure or policy

differing from general Party views
and practices. Let us stick a pin

there.

Section Longview presented these

resolutions: Resolution on printing

De Leon editorials in pamphlet
form ; resolution on printing in each
issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE a

"comprehensive yet concise descrip-

tion of Socialist Industrial Union-
ism, etc."; resolution on amending
the Party constitution affecting

qualifications for the N.E.C; reso-

lution amending Party constitution

re N.E.C. members ''maintainina:

close contact with all state organiza-

tions and Sections and members-at-
large. . . .etc."; resolution c ''ab-

struse writing" in the WEEKLY
PEOPLE. All these from Section

Longview, a Section that has not

functioned properly for months, a

Section which (according to letter

from the present organizer. Com-
rade Alien, dated January 17, 1944),

had gone "without regular business

meetings for periods as long as six

weeks at a time; and no study class

and no social affairs held," and
whose books, according to the same
letter, had not been audited for the
past year. And Section Longview,
like Section Vancouver, had never
heretofore given the slightest indi-

cation that it had been dissatisfied

in respect to the mattens on which
it all of a sudden now "resolutes"
so vigorously and voluminously! Let
us stick another pin there.

Section Spokane submitted these
resolutions

: Resolution on printing
in every issue of the WEEKLY
PEOPLE (the word every under-
scored) *

'complete outline, together
with suitable charts, giving in as
much detail as is practical, the
method of organizing Socialist In-
dustrial Unions together with a
brief analysis of Article V of the
Constitution of the United States,
etc."; resolution to amend Party
constitution re initiating referenda,
etc.; "suggestion" on amending the
Constitution re "salaries of the
members of the Party"—this should
probably have read "officers," but
the copy sent the National Office
says distinctly "members"; "sug-
gestion" on using money in Estates
Fund "for campaign agitation"; and
''suggestion" to devise method "for
the N.E.C. member to be in closer

touch with the Sections which he
represents."

Note the striking similarity be-
tween some of these resolutions and
those proposed by Sections Long-
view and Vancouver. Yet, Section
Spokane is in the extreme eastern

part of the state and separated from
the others by approximately 400
miles. Let us stick a third pin there.
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Nolc also \\\i\ Ml.i'iUiiig sinulnrity 'be-

i ween rcsolulions proposed by liOiig-

vicw and tht)se proposed by Van-

couver. Finally, and not least im-

portant, note the cprniplete absence

of resolutions fiiom Section Seiattle,

the s&at of the trouble-makers^ and

the original source of disruptionism.

The Seattle obstructionists no doubt

felt that their end of it would be

well taken care of since they would

Ije able to attend the convention in

full force. Besides, they were well

represented through the State Sec-

retary and the State Organizer.

Also, they could point triumphantly

to the fact (as they no doubt will do

if the need for doing so arises) that

Seattle did not present resolutions.

They do not realize that their osten-

tatious omission testifies eloquently

to the sinister purpose of this or-

ganized attack on the National Or-

ganization. And yet, some delegates

must have asked themselves: Why
resolutions from these Sections, and

none from Seattle? Let us stick yet

another pin there.

Incidentally, only two of this mul-

titude of so-called resolutions were

adopted by the State Convention

—

one urging publication of De Leon

editorials, and the other urging

printing in the WEEKLY PEO-
PLE, "issue for issue," articles

which, in the pompous-sounding,

wordy language of the resolution,

would constitute "descriptions of

Socialist Industrial Unionism and

Socialist Industrial Administration

clearly setting forth its goal, its or-

ganization, and its tactics, in non-

confusing phraseology, and if pos-

sible, graphically illustrated." The

gratuitously insulting "non-confus-

ing phraseology" was not omitted

when the resolution (that is, the

synthesis of llirci^ rcsoliilions) re

ceived its final form.

Though, for the greater i)art,

sound iSjL.P. common sense pre-

vailed at the convention as regards

the so-called "resolutions," the fact

that these "resolutions" were re-

jected by a close vote, should be

cause for deep concern with respect

to the alertness and perspicacity of

too many of our Washington mem-
bers.

Some of these resolutions appear

harmless on the surface—indeed, in

the absence of trouble, and if sim-

ilar propositions emanating from the

same sources had not been received

and rejected before, they might even

appear as being prompted solely by
a deep concern for the welfare of

the Party. They cannot be so ac-

cepted, in view of the known facts

and circumstances, and in view of

the plain indications of "the sinister

hand of design." But before con-

sidering the resolutions as such, let

us look into the circumstances of

their being presented to the Wash-
ington State Convention.

The fact has been noted that some

of these "resolutions" duplicated

each other, and that they are all

phrased in the identical stilted lan-

guage, and couched in terms that

identifies them as of one origin. And
a closer examination of the texts and

phraseology of the '"resolutions" re-

veals that only one man could have

written them. And who is that man?
None other than the State Organ-

izer, Gerhard Kempff. Earlier in

this section of this report the point

was made that the passing of the

obstructionist situation from the

chronic to the acute stage coincided

with the employment of Comrade
Kempff as State Organizer, travel-
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ing from place to place. It has been

no secret that the State Organizer

was in sympathy with, and defended

the views and conduct of, the Seattle

chronic dissenters. And it is now
as plain as can be that the State

Organizer has used (or rather mis-

used) his office as state organizer to

promote the "cause*' of the Seattle

disruptionists throughout the state

of Washington.

Is it a coincidence, for instance,

that a flood of resolutions came from

Section Spokane, of which the State

Organizer is a member, and where

he has spent a good deal of time

while on the payroll of the Party?

Is it a coincidence that after he had

visited Sections Vancouver and

Longview these two, otherwise nor-

mal Sections suddenly develop all

the fever symptoms of what might

be called Seattleitis? Is it a coin-

cidence that, as a result of these

visits, these two Sections (one of

them long dormant and incapable of

attending to routine S.L.P. business,

let alone to preparing and adopting

numerous involved resolutions) sud-

denly appear with one resolution af-

ter the other immediately following

the visits by the State Organizer

—

or perhaps even while he was still

in these localities? Is it a coinci-

dence that, since the State Organizer

has been toured throughout the state,

the trouble heretofore coiifined to

Seattle lias spread to several other

Sections in the state?

'No, these are no coincidences,

they are circumstantial evidence of

an organized campaign carried on

against the National Organization

by and through the State Organizer

—an organized and systematic cam-

paign conducted to misrepresent the

policies and attitude of the 'Nation-

al Organization in relation to set-

tled cardinal principles of the S.L.

P.; an organized campaign to sow
seeds of distrust among the Wash-
ington membership, and to under-

mine their confidence in the duly

and democratically elected officers

of the Party; an organized cam-
paign to disrupt the fraternal rela-

tions that should exist, and normal-
ly do exist, between the National
Office and the subdivisions of the

Party ; an organized campaign to set

the state of Washington apart as
having interests to "protect" sep-

arate and apart from the interests

of the organization as a whole, and
to create the false belief that the
members of the Socialist Labor Par-
ty are the dupes, or would-be dupes,,

of an entrenched officialdom which
must be guarded against, and re-

strained, lest the members be made
the hapless and exploited victims of
the elected officers and governing
bodies of the Party; an organized

campaign, in short, as foul and vi-

cious as any that has been directed

against the National Organization

by a combination of wounded ego-
tism, unbridled personal ambition,

and incredible blindness on the part

of otherwise sincere and loyal mem-
bers !

One has to go back to 1918 to find

a comparable situation when the

Katz-Seidel disrupters toured Ru-
dolph Katz to agitate and propa-
gandize against the National Execu-
tive Committee and the National
Secretary—a propaganda and cam-
paign that, of course, utterly failed,

as all subsequent campaigns failed,

and as any present and future cam-
paign will utterly fail.

But there is more than circumstan-

tial evidence to prove that these
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"resolutions" came from the same

aouree. A.nd, however strong it may
be, circumstantial evidence sliould

properly be received with caution,

unless it is overwhelming, as in the

case of the watered milk in which

the consumer found a fish. It was

Mark Twain who observed that cer-

tain circumstantial evidence may be

at fault. "Take," he said, "the

case of any pencil sharpened by any

woman; if you have witnesses you

will find she did it with a knife

[That was obviously in the period

preceding pencil sharpeners!], but

if you take simply the aspect of the

pencil, you will say she did it with

her teeth.** But the "milk" in this

case is unmistakably "watered," and

the "fish" is right before our eyes.

Or, to put it more elegantly, and in

a manner which the Washington

State Organizer will no doubt ap-

preciate, being, as we understand,

a Bible student—to put it more ele-

gantly, the shibboleth betrays the

authorship of the "resolutions" —
i.e., most of them, or the unmistak-

ably sniping ones. Shibboleth, you

will recall, is a biblical term which

derives its literary use from the in-

cident related in the Old Testament.

The Ephraimites were fighting the

Gileadites, and it went hard with the

former. When they tried to escape,

the Gileadites, when in doubt, would

make them pronounce tlie word

"Shibboleth." If those challenged

were Ephraimites they would pro-

nounce it "Sibboleth," and because

they could not say "Shibboleth,"

42,000 Ephraimites were slaugh-

tered—or so the Bible says.

Well, the resolutions speak the

"Sibboleth" tongue. Take this

"resolution" sponsored by Section

Spokane. Th»* first paragraph gfiiii-

diloquently declares:

"Whereas, it is believed that the

first phase of the proletarian revo-

lution has begun, and that the la-

boring class is turning from capi-

talism. ..."

Note, "the laboring class." That

is Kempffian for "the working

class." The same phrase recurs in

the same resolutions (referring to

the WEEKLY PEOPLE):
"Whereas no regularly recurring

instructions to the laboring class . .

,

[are printed, etc.],"

You will recall the same phrase

appearing recurrently in Comrade
Kempff's reports as before cited.

A resolution sponsored by Section

Vancouver, in the familiar language

of the Washington State Organizer,

asserts (presumptuously asserts)

that "it has been found that some

S.LjP. members are not entirely

clear on. . .S.I.U. administration. . .

etc." "S.I.U." (abbreviation for

Socialist Industrial Union) is a pet

term of the State Organizer. The
resolution was obviously written by
him.

A resolution sponsored by Sec-

tion Longview "whereases" that

"the Laboring Class is the only

class .... etc." In the same resolu-

tion the terms "plain laboring men"
and "our Laboring Class" also ap-

pear. Obviously written by the

State Organizer.

In a so-called "condensed resolu-

tion" (the synthesis of three) it is

announced that "the moment has

ripened to afford the Laboring Class

of America. , . .etc," That resolu-

tion came from the convention's

committee on resolutions, of which

Comrade Kempff was a member. It

was obviously drafted by him.
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'J'he other "resolutions" deal with
subjects that do not call for the
employment of "laboring class/' "la-

boring class persons/' or "S.I.U./'
but they bear unmistakable internal

evidence that their author is the
same as the one who wrote the
others. One of the putative Long-
view resolutions^ for instance^ cau-
tions "the WEEKLY PEOPLE Edi-
tor and his staff to strive

for greater simplicity of thought^
words and expressions " This
very resolution contains a "whereas"
which would hardly be a prize-win-
ner in a simplicity-of-thought con-
test. It reads:

"In the end no useful purpose can
be served thereby^ rather, is con-
ducive to unwholesome attitude to-

ward and final disinterestedness in

our official organ, and so gradually
in all it wishes to stand for and
represent."

This is as clear as a foggy day.
Throughout the resolutions there

is a recurrent note on simplicity, on
simplifying, etc., and to such an ex-
tent as to render this type of ex-
pression another Shibboleth. We
just heard about "nmpUcity of
thought" (whatever may be meant
by that—could it be a plea for sim
ple-mindedness ?) In a Longview
resolution there is a reference to
D^ Leon's "profound editorial sim-
plkittf'*; iti a Spokane resolution,

calling for a constitutional amend-
ment, we find the phrase "in the in-

terest of simplicity etc."; and
another Spokane resolution ex-

presses a desire for ''simplification

of Annual Financial Statement. ..."

And So on. Through all these reso-

lutions the proof is abundant that
they were all prepared by the State
Organizer, Comrade G. Kempff.
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Now, tiien, what does this mean?
For one thing, it means, as already
stated, that an organized campaign
has been carried on against the Na-
tional Organization by, or through,
the State Organizer. The "resolu-
tions" (or most of them) are but
veiled lampoons. What poison has
been dropped in the ears of indivi-

dual members must, for the present,
remain a matter of conjecture. For
another thing, it means that the
Party has unwittingly financed or-

ganized disruption against itself in

Washington to the tune of $1,000
and more.

Funds that were appropriated for
the purpose of carrying on S.L.P.
agitation in Washington, to inspire
the membership to greater activities,

to build up the Sections, to
strengthen Party morale, etc., etc.,

have, in part at least, been mis-
applied to effect the direct opposite.
The boldness with which this has
been done is only matched by the
utter senselessness of the crime com-
mitted. For is there anyone so fa-
tuous today as to believe it possible
to "capture" the S.L,P., as other-
wise might be supposed to have been
the aim of the disruptionists .^ But
whatever may be the motives that
have actuated the Party assailants,

and whether those motives were be-
lieved by them to be just and pure,
a crime against the Party was com-

'

mitted—a crime that originally ,had
its inception in the events of several
years ago, previously recited. For
there is no greater crime against the
S.L.P. than planned disruption, es-

pecially when carried on in the un-
derhanded, bac^kstairs fashion char-
acteristic of State Organizer
Kempff' s pre-convention activities.

Time does not permit of a detailed

analysis of nil the rcsoliiticuis, bul

one or two need to be considered.

'I'he resolutions urging elaborate ar-

ticles and charts, etc., on Industrial

Unionism in ex>ery issue of the

WEEKLY PEOPLE require little

comment. This is a perennial and

favorite topic of the Washington
group. Reference has already been

made to the action of the 1941 N.E.
C. session in rejecting a similar reso-

lution as superfluous. But this also

calls to mind that at the 1940 Na-
tional Convention such a resolution

was submitted, and received favor-

able action by the Convention. And
now again we are presented with a

similar resolution. Is this sort of

thing to go on forever? The 1940

Convention was plagued with other

senseless resolutions from Washing-
ton.

Reference was made to these in

the report to the National Conven-

tion, where this passage occurs: "A
series of such proposals and con-

stitutional amendments was adopt-

ed by the Washington State Con-

vention for submission to the Na-
tional Convention. Since tlic pro-

posals were not clear to the Nation-

al Secretary, an inquiry was direct-

ed to our Washington State Secre-

tary, to which a subsequent reply

was received It is not believed

that the constitutional amendments

proposed by the Washington S.l^'i.C.

are in the interest of the Party, for

the reason that they are going back

to methods and practices which had

previously been discarded as inade-

quate, or not serving the best inter-

ests of the organization." These

resolutions, etc., with the one excep-

tion noted, were rejected by the Na-

tional Convention. But, as we have

seen, that has not discouraged the

r('S(»]iiti(>nisls {www Wasliiri^hui.

But to get back to this year's

"resolutions":

The one proposing publication of

De Leon's editorials in pamphlets,

etc., is one more of the many sense-

less Washington resolutions—sense-

less, that is, unless we regard it as

veiled charges or insinuations that

the National Office is wilfully neg-

lecting an important duty. Only an

idiot would suppose that publication

of De Leon's editorials is delayed

because we don't want to publish

them. The Washington resolution

is an affront to the National Organ-
ization, and works an imposition on
this Convention.

One of the resolutions rejected by
the State Convention would have

provided that a proposition should

be submitted to ALL Sections, and
if endorsed by ii\€^ Sections any-
where it would have to be submitted

to the general vote. If this were ever

to become Party law, it would un-

doubtedly result in referenda being

submitted (or at least proposed) as

frequently as we now receive resolu-

tions from Washington ! The pro-

posal is typical of the Seattle reso-

lutionists.

Three resolutions, all rejected by
tlie State Convention, would radical-

ly have altered the N.E.C. status

and functioning. They are all sin-

ister in their implications, especially

considering their source. One would
have pro'vMed that an N,E,C. mem-
ber must h/ive resided in the region

two years in o^der to qualify.

This proposal is of a piece with

the restrictions capitalist politicians

impose on voters, requiring them to

Iiave resided in a district, a county

and a state so and so man}^ months

or years before they can vote. The
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proposal reeks with politicianism.

Another would have made it man-
datory on N.E.C. members to render

periodic reports (whatever such re-

ports might be about), and the rea-

son given for that one is that he

[N.E.C. member] "represents the

membership of the region^" and that

"he is in a position to co-ordinate

the work of all Sections in the re-

gion." By itself this proposal is

pernicious and foolish, but the third

proposal gives meaning—sinister

meaning—to it, as well as to the iirst

mentioned. This last one would pro-

vide an elaborate regional set-up,

witli the N.E.C. member functioning

as a combination of a regional Na-
tional Secretary and a one-man
N.E.C, ostensibly for the purpose

of securing the said N.E.C. mem-
ber's ''advisory and/or active assis-

tance in conducting systematic agi-

tational work, and the maintaining

of close contact with all state or-

ganizations and Sections. ..."

This would^ indeed, be a super-

disrupter's dream come true, that is,

if such a regional would-be autono-

my idea were adopted ! It would be

a sort of state within a state. And
to show that the idea was not to

remain mere wishful thinkings the

enterprising author of this proposal

devised that "the nature and mech-
anism of the reciprocal relationship

and liaison [there is the shibboleth

again 1] be left in the hands

of the N.E.C. member. State Or-
ganizations and Sections, adopted

by a majority vote cast by the re-

gional membership, subject to re-

view hy the N.E.C. [What is left

subject to review by the N.E.C.

—

the ^'nature and mechanism/' the

conducting of a regional vote, or

what.^] and to the jmancM pram-

slons of Secthn 14, Article V, and
the financial aid rendered by the

Sections nnd members at large of
the Region through their respective

state organizations wherever they ex-

ist/' And what are these "financial

provisions" cited from the Consti-

tution? Hearken: "The Committee
[i.e., the N.E.C] may. . . .compen-
sate its officers from the Party trea-

sury according to the labors per-

formed.'*

Do we get it? We think we do.

The elaborate "mechanism" contem-
plated, and the enormous tasks as-

signed to an N.E.C member, would
obviously require that the N.E.C
member be one who could give his

entire time to this elaborate office.

That means he would be paid a reg-

ular wage—hence the invoking of
Section 14, Article V! ,But to be
effective he would have to have an
office, and no office would be ef-

fective without at least one secre-

tary—or typist, if you will. From
the S.L.P. standpoint the basic idea

(even without the logical elabora-

tion and fulfillment) is so fantastic

that one must ask: Did this really

come from an S.L.P. member, or

members ?

It is now clear why an N.E.C
member would have to have held

residence in a region before he could

serve in such an all-embracing capa-

city. After all, one must guard
against interlopers I It is also clear

now why the "Vancouver resolu-

tion" would require an N.E.C mem-
ber to render periodic reports,

though this last-mentioned resolu-

tion would seem quite superfluous if

the super-duper "mechanism" was
installed

!

Apart from the sinister implica-

tions of this proposal, there is back
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of the idea a typical politician con-

cept of the relation of the N.E.C.

member to the region which elects

him, and to the N.E.C as a whole.

There is the implication that an N.

E.C member, in and by himself, ex-

ercises functions and powers apart

from the N.E.C as a whole, and

that he has a local "constituency"

in the political meaning of the term.

The concept and the implication are

false—^they are distortions of the

proper status and duties of an N.E,

C member.

The idea has been presented—in-

formally—before^ but without sinis-

ter implications or designs. Some
years ago a newly elected N.E.C
member decided that his new office

called for an exercise of special

functions on his part. The comrade

—a splendid S.L-P. member, and a

hard worker for the S.LJP., who

otherwise knows his S.L.P. business

—had announced his plans to the

National Secretary, and requested

certain information. The letter writ-

ten him in reply covers the essence

of the question posed: The duties

and status of an N.E.C. member.

The following is therefore quoted

from that letter:

*'It is possible that I am mistaken,

but it is impossible for me to escape

the feeling that you have a some-

what mistaken conception of the du-

ties, functions and supposed author-

ity of an individual N.E.C member.

I know you would want me to speak

frankly to you on this as on any

other subject relating to SjL.P. mat-

ters, and I shall do so, all the more

so since you ask for suggestions."

The letter continued:

"I cannot conceive in what man-

ner a letter from you 'to this or

that Section from the N.E.C mem-

ber might aid in "perking nji"

greater activity on the part of those

Sections,' that a letter from the Na-

tional Office or the S.E.C might not

do equally as well, or better. There

might be special cases where the as-

sistance of an N.E.C member might

help, but in any such cases the N.E.

C member would, of course, be act-

ing for, and in behalf of, the Na-

tional Office. Moreover, if at any

time it might be thought necessary

for an N.E.C. member to address

a Section anywhere, this would be

done through the National Office,

which is the only central or national

'clearing house' in S.LJP. matters,

and through which all national busi-

ness is done.

"An individual N.E.C member
possesses no authority as sucl>. The
authority of the N.E.C. lO* a body,

however, is very real. The influ-

ence and effect of the individual N.

E.C member are realized through

the collective action of the N.E.C
as a whole, to which the individual

N.E.C member contributes hj voice

and vote. The principle is the same

as in the case of the membership as

a whole: The membership callec-

lively runs the S.L.P. The individual

member contributes his share to the

governing of the S.L.P. by his voice

and vote, De Leon once illustrated

this principle in a somewhat humor-

ous way. A certain Party member

used to make a nuisance of himself

by helping himself freely with pen-

cils, etc., in the Editorial Office,

When told that he must not do that,

he got peeved and said: 'Isn't this

organization and everything per-

taining to it the property of the

membership ? And am I not a mem-
ber of the S.LuP.?' When De Leon

was told of this he asked the mem-
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Iht in qiu'Sftion lo svv him. He did
**<>. Dc Leon briefly reviewed the
t'laims of the fellow, who repeated
that since the membership owned
the S.LjP., and since he was a mem-
ber, he could do with 'his* property
as he liked. De Leon cut a splinter
off an old desk, handed it to him
and said: ^Here's your share. Take
it and go !\ . .

.

"While it is true that the mem-
bers in Region Blank elected you,
this does not mean that the Sections
in that Begion are your particular or
exclusive concern. You are elected
a member of the Nutional Executive
Committee, and you are, or should
be, as concerned with Sections in
New Jersey, Ohio, California, etc.,
as in New York. The N.E.C. is not
like Congress made up of represen-
tatives of sovereign states.'*

In conclusion the letter advised:
"My final word to you on this

matter is to forget about 'rfegalia of
office,* and other external formal-
isms, and concentrate on the one
thing essential: The administration
of the S.L.P. through your voice and
vote on the N.E.C. in close coopera-
tion with the other N.E.C. members,
and the National Secretary. Doing
this, you will be performing your
full duty as N.E.C. member.*'
To resume: There is neither state

nor regional autonomy in the S.L.P.,
nor anything approaching same.
Ours is not a union of federated
"constituent** bodies—it is a collec-
tive, homogeneous whole, with a cen-
tral administrative office. The mem-
bership as a whole runs the S.L.iP.,
just as the N.E.C. as a whole ad-
Ministers the affairs of the Party,
and the N.E.C. ''represents'* the en-
tire membership. There are no
special local material interests to be

served as in a political State, hence
no "constituents'* in the political
sense. There is no duplication of
efforts, no overlapping of functions,
no "imperium in imperio.*'

The reason for electing N.E.C.
members from various parts of the
country is not, as said, that they
may serve and protect local mate-
rial or other special interests. The
reason grows out of the experience
of the Party. There was a time
when the N.E.C. was selected from
the membership in New York and
vicinity. This proved unsatisfac-
tory and a menace to the Party, es-
pecially in the early, crude days.
The N.E.C. eventually degenerated
into a local clique, having fallen
under the influence of purely local
interests which in those days were
not always healthy ones. The N.E.C.
at that stage tended to think in
terms of local rather than general
Party interests. The basis of the
N.E.C. was then changed so that
each state elected a member to "rep-
resent** it on the N.E.C. Due to
changes, depreciation in number of
Sections in many states, this basis
was eventually found unworkable,
and the present regional basis, sug-
gested and worked out in detail by
your present National Secretary,
was adopted.

In the light of all this, the pro-
posals originating in Washington,
but happily defeated by the good
sense of the majority, will be per-
ceived in their monstrous absurdity.
As a disintegrating, disrupting ele-
ment, and as a means to create jobs
for ambitious careerists interested
in "serving the laboring class,*' the
idea and the "mechanism'* would be
perfect, indeed

!

Much more could be adduced to
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expose the un-S.L.P. character of

the conduct of those who made such

a spectacle of the S.L.P. at the re-

cent State Convention. It must be

remembered that a State Convention

(like a National Convention) is a

public affair, though it is hoped that

no strangers were present at this

recent State Convention. They

would certainly have been shocked

and repelled by the spectacle pre-

sented. The convention lasted from

10.65 a.m. to 9.15 p.m., most of the

time obviously having been consumed

by the acrimonious discussion that

took place.

A number of letters have been

received from comrades who attend-

ed the convention, one of whom was

a visiting member from Minnesota.

It would be illuminating to repro-

duce these letters, but this obviously

cannot be done. A few excerpts will

be given as corroborating testimony

as to the un-S.L.P. action of some

of the delegates. But before doing

so, it may be of interest to take note

of the brief press report of the con-

vention sent to the WEEKLY PEO-
PLE by the State Secretary.

A reference is made to "the seri-

ousness of most of the comrades in

regard to the work done and plans

for the campaign. . .

.** Who were

the exceptions—who were those who

were not "serious** about the work

done, etc.? It is safe to assume

that the State Secretary did not in-

clude among the non-serious com-

rades those who did their utmost to

kill convention time by their ob-

structionist tactics. But the really

revealing part about this "press no-

tice'* is the singling out of a few

routine items, designating them

"highlights of the convention."

One of these "highlights,** to quote

the State Secpctary, was "« r<'*Jolii-'

tion urging the publishing in pwrn-

phlet form of the assembled I'dito-

rials of Daniel De Leon. . .
.'* Some

highlight, indeed! To list as such

a resolution, obviously conceived in

malice or ignorance, designed as a

criticism of the National Office, and

wholly superfluous withal, speaks

volumes as regards the utter un-

S.L.P. attitude which prompted this

amazing report of the "highlights'*

of a State Convention, which, when
the best is said for it, cannot be ac-

counted a credit to the S.L.P.

Comrade Ross Schelin, of Alborn,

Minn., the visiting comrade, wrote in

part: "Instead of employing their

time with constructive work for the

coming campaign, the greater part

of the time was consumed in criti-

cisms aimed at the National Organ-

ization via resolutions.'*

And, after reviewing the various

acts of the convention. Comrade
Schelin concluded:

"To view the convention from be-

ginning to end, and taking note of

all the resolutions made, the impres-

sion was gathered by your writer

that a concerted attempt was made
to throw the National Organization

into disrepute with the membership.

It seemed to show a mistrust for and

misunderstanding or lack of under-

standing of the National Organiza-

tion.

"These resolutions did not come
from one Section only. Three Sec-

tions presented resolutions almost

the same calling for the publication

in the WEEKLY PEOPLE of In-

dustrial Unionism articles. This

would indicate that the main source

of trouble is free to circulate be-

tween the Sections.

"Your writer took the floor a few
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times m opposition to some of tl.c tio.is together, one oannot eseape the
innocuous resolutions. During a re- fact that they were, in the aggre-
cess called for committee work, a gate, extremely condemnatory of themember of Section Seattle reminded N.E.C., the Party press, and theme that I was not a member of the general organization. To such an
Socialist Labor Party of Washing- extent was this true that to me, even
to«. One time when I asked for the as a recent member, it became ridi-
floor another member of Section Se- culous. For example, one resolu-
attle objected, but the chair over- lion, a full page of -Whereases,'
ruled the objection. all single-spaced typing, requesting

It was after 9 p.m. when the added simplicity to the pages of
convent on finaUy adjourned. the WEEKLY PEOPLE, was guil-

While I was sorry to see the ty of such complex grammatica'
convention proceed as it did, I am structure as to be laughable. I doubt
not sorry to have attended, as I yet it was grammatically correct as
learned from the proceedings and I never did manage to unravel it."had the pleasure of meeting several Yet, despite tbe disappointment
of the Party s stalwarts." „f this comrade, he was stfu able toA newcomer to our ranks. Com- see through the fog of confusionism.
rade Floryan, of Vancouver, Wash., and the murk of disruptionism, andwrote on his impressions and, in to perceive the S.L.'P. principle atpart, disappointments. One can work and vindicated, however disad-
imagine how depressing a perform- vancageously. His letter closes withanee such as that staged at the this splendid observation:
Washington Convention must have "Let me say that I have faith inbeen to a new and inexperienced the ultimate decision of the SLP
comrade. Comrade Floryan, in part. Our recent State Convention 'con-wrote: The note of discord that firmed that faith time and again. Itcrept in distressed me. As a new was a pleasure to see so many mem-member I did not have the necessary bers so well versed in the principles
background properly to evaluate of the Socialist Labor Party thatwhat was going on Disruption- ill-advised resolutions fell of theirary tactics were present at the con- own lack of weight, regardless of
vention, but were these tactics whether the intent behind them wasbacked by a disruptionary intent.? malicious or innocent. It was de-That is the question, or am I too mocracy in action and it proved to

w

me that the S.L.P. can^t be trifled
naive?'

In a subsequent letter Comrade with!**
Floryan added this illuminating and So' far as the National Office of

On the face of them each and ev- that the house of our Washington
ery resolution introduced at the con- S.L.P. must be set in order without
vention was innocent enough. It cer- further delay. A continuation oftamly is each S.L.P. member^s right the present state of affairs spellsand duty to suggest ways and means disintegration all around, not to
to improve our organization and agi- mention other dangers to the Party
tation. But lumping these resolu- with which this situation is fraught.
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It is hoped and expected that this

Convention will take such action

as will terminate the demoralizing

and disintegrating forces now at

work in Washington.

And something more than mere

pledges are certainly called for. For^

if we are not faced with one of the

most sinister plots against the Party

in years, then we are surely con-

fronted with a degree of ignorance

concerning basic SX.P. principles

and concepts, and a measure of in-

compatibility, so great as to seem to

be beyond present remedy by the

Washington comrades themselves.

The further usefulness of Comrade

Kempff as State Organizer, or as an

official representative in ani/ capa-

city, must also be determined, and it

is hoped this convention will niiike

the determination.

Reports received from various

sources indiealc llinl llie State Or-

ganizer enUrlnins sirnnge notions as

to the manner in which an S.L.P.

organizer Nhouhl do liiis work. As

these reporlN are as yet unconfirmed

by Comrade Kempff, the matter can-

not 1m'. clisenHsed further in this re-

port. Nulurally, the National Of-

fice has been loath to believe that

there h/is been anything sinister

about lh(^ Washington situation, and,

as the facts and the record show,

has pali(!ntly tried to get the chronic

dissenters to fall in line, or clear the

road for those who earnestly desire

to work in harmony with the Na-

tional Organization in furtherance

of onr immortal cause.

As to Comrade Kempff's work as

State Organizer (apart from his

self-api)()inted ''office" of propagan-

dist against the National Office, and

his acting as special "ambassador"

for the Seattle group), an examina-

tion will probably reveal tluit not

only has he entertained a etunpletely

false notion as regards the duties

and responsibilities of an S.L.P. or-

ganizer, but also that his activities

have yielded little or nothing of

permanent value to the Party. The

letter received from Comrade Solie

of Section Everett, quoted earlier in

this report, is revealing in this re-

spect.

If this situation in Washington is

the result of a plot against the Par-

ty, the plotters have certainly mis-

read their Party history, and failed

to grasp the lessons of that history.

If they €i^re sinister plotters, they

might have benefited by this ever

prophetic warning by De Leon:

''The S.LjP. is not merely teach-

ing Socialism; it is not merely 'set-

ting the example of the sturdiness

that is needed' ;—the S.L.P. is doing

something else besides: it is placing

the Movement where it is becoming

out of the power of any individual,

or set of them, to harm or derail it.

This is essential. Some through

vanity, others through malevolence,

others in pursuit of petty pelf there

ever will be who are attracted by a

revolutionary movement. Their

qualities render them dangerous.

There are no suck ikings as constUu-

tianal provisions against such an-

archistic elements. Nothing will pro-

tect a movement against such sm^ll

souls hut its own robustness. When
such elements learn that it is useless

to try their monkeyshines with the

Party, they will not attempt to, and

they may then even develop into

useful elements. The S.L.P. is doing

that work to perfection."

And if their persistent and sys-

tematic assault on the Party's of-

ficers (notably on the National Sec-
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retary) were a prelude to capturing

the organization^ either nationally^

or the state organization in Wash-
ington, they might have taken this

lesson by De Leon to heart:

''The Socialist Labor Party is an

organization of the Twentieth Cen-

tury^, and of Twentieth Century con-

ditions. No man makes the Social-

ist Labor Party. It is the Socialist

Labor Party that makes its men.

And the truth hereof is exemplified

at every turn by the shipwreck that

attends every Anarchist attempt

upon the sane^ broad, practical, and

unflinching democracy of the So-

cialist Labor Party. Its officers

have not dropped down into their

positions from the sky. They are

a product of the organization. Vain,

because Anarchistic, is the imagin-

ing of whosoever, who, aiming at

capturing or killing off the organ-

ization, merely aims at capturing or

killing off its officers. He who aims

at capturing or killing off the So-

cialist Labor Party must address

hhnself to the task of capturing or

killing off the Socialist Labor Party

itself.''

Your present National Secretary

was not born yesterday. He has

liad ample experience in dealing

with disrupters and disruptive situa-

tions in the Party. At the Party's

1924 National Convention one dele-

gate (who subsequently turned out

one of the most vicious disrupters

on record) paid the National Sec-

retary a compliment by saying that

the National Secretary could detect

a disrupter even long before the dis-

rupter knew he was one himself ! Be

that as it may, even a naturally

trusting person could hardly fail to

tievelop a sort of sixth sense in this

respect after years of experience

in a position so responsible and ex-

posed as that of National Secretary

of the Socialist Labor Party. This

thought was expressed in a recent

letter to a young member of Section

Spokane who had vigorously sup-

ported the action of the Krauklis^

Bennett, Kempff combination at the

Washington convention. This com-

rade had had the effrontery to

charge the unquestionably loyal com-

rades at the convention with "un-

derhanded stuff," whatever precisely

was meant by that. In his reply

the National Secretary wrote in

part

:

'*As for the 'sickening under-

handed stuff' that you speak of, I

can promise you that it will be 'cut

out,' or I do not yet know my S.L.P.

after thirty-six years of member-

ship. But the 'cutting' is not likely

to meet with your satisfaction, judg-

ing by your shameful conduct as re-

flected particularly in your letter to

me. And let me remind you that

after thirty years as National Sec-

retary I need no lessons when it

comes to spotting and ferreting out

disrupters. I know the 'animal'—

-

and I know it's there, even if at first

I only see the head of a rat on one

side, and the tail of the rat on the

other side of the door. I know that

the body of the rat is in between

—

under the door. And we shall get it

out in the open, never fear.

"Disrupters act in identical man-

ner. It is the identical and now
thoroughly familiar pattern—famili-

ar almost to the point of boredom.

It would be boring, if it were not so

wearying and disgusting, and if the

Party were not made the victim."

And with this we end the tragic

story of the disheartening state of

affairs in the Washington S.L.P.
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XII.

Socialist Labor Party Presidential Vote, 1944

Based on the official report issued hy the Federal Government

as of January 1, 1945

iCalifornia (write-in vote—incomplete) 327

Connecticut 1^2120

Illinois 9,6^77

Indiana (write-in vote—not counljed)

Iowa 19^

Kentucky - • • ^26

Maine •
^^5

Massachusetts '2,780

Michigan Iy264

Minnesota 3,176

Missouri ^21

New Jersey 6^939

New York 1^,352

Ohio (write-in vote—not counted)

Oregon (write-in vote—not counted)

Pennsylvania 1^789

Virginia ^^

Washington 1>64.5

Wisconsin 1,002

Total 4.5y336

In all, 16 states, including California.
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